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Excess Energy and Nuclear Products
Innovative Approach

Click here for a more readable copy of this paper
Radiationless Cold Fusion: Why Small "Crystals" Are Better,
Ncell Requirement, and Energy Transfer to Lattice
Talbot A. Chubb and Scott R. Chubb
Oakton International Corporation
5023 N. 38th Street, Arlington, VA 22207, U.S.A.
Abstract
The Ion Band State Theory describes Fleischmann and Pons cold fusion phenomena. It is based on application
of solid state band theory physics, many-body physics, and the known quantum behavior of hydrogen in metals.
Important assumptions are that charge neutrality exists in each unit cell and that the reactive quantum states,
which are stationary Bloch states, are describable as symmetric sums over complete sets of non-stationary,
particle-like Wannier states. Consequences are that D+-D+ wave function overlap occurs for crystals possessing
a sufficiently large number Ncell >~104 of unit cells. Once this condition is met, small crystals provide more
power per cc than larger crystals. Energy-transfer from the product state to the lattice electrons results from a
change in the quantum of mass and resulting inelastic scattering due to charge distribution changes in the
boundary region. The theory also predicts that the primary product is 4He, as observed.
Observations of Fusion in PdDx Explained by Ion Band State Theory
This paper is concerned with theory developed to explain Fleischmann and Pons (FP) type cold fusion. FP cold
fusion is radiationless. Despite much study there has been no direct link established between emission of
particles or -rays and the observed production of heat in PdDx. This lack of radiation distinguishes FP cold
fusion from muon catalyzed cold fusion and from any fusion that might occur due to transients producing
"temperatures" and/or densities enabling hot fusion reactions.
FP cold fusion theory must take into account at least 3 other realities. Cold fusion does not occur in D2 or any
deuterided molecules. It is restricted to metals to which deuterium has been added, i.e., to deuterided metal
lattices. Second, there is the substantial evidence provided by Arata and Zhang1 that deuterided ultrafine Pd
powder produces substantial heat under conditions that correspond to lower deuterium chemical potential than
those employed by Fleischmann and Pons. Third, Arata and Zhang have established that 4He is the primary, if
not sole, nuclear product.
The Ion Band State (IBS) Theory2 has had singular success in providing a framework that can explain
radiationless release of nuclear energy. This paper describes the IBS Theory and summarizes its assumptions.
These assumptions include rules that are based on how quantum mechanics can apply in a periodic lattice in
order for the effect to take place. They are not meant to be a minimum set of requirements for FP cold fusion;
alternatively they could be incomplete. However, acceptance of the assumptions seems to lead logically to the
conclusions (1) that there is a minimum "crystal" size enabling fusion, (2) that at significantly larger crystal
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sizes small crystals are better, (3) that there are symmetry-preserving means by which
available nuclear energy can by dissipated in deuterided metal lattices without radiation, and
(4) the nuclear product is 4He.
Language Problems: Different Names for Same Thing
Before discussing IBS theory, we address a language problem that may have confused readers of our
earlier papers. We have used different names from different disciplines to describe the same thing.
E.quivalent names are listed below with the ones most used in this paper listed in bold type:
deuteron = d = D+ = I)+ ion = deuterium nucleus
stationary state = eigenstate = time-independent state
density distribution function = hp(r)l2= probability distribution function for Compton
scattering type interactions= "ion orbital"
band state = Bloch function state = Bloch state = [state for which l,p (r+ R n )I = l,p (r)I]
= [state for which l,p(r+R8rava is)I= l,p(r)I]= periodic amplitude state= lattice symmetric state=
state having unbroken lattice symmetry= wavelike state= state resembling a standing wave=
" periodic" state
Also, we use the term D+8 1och to mean a deuteron in a Bloch function state, i.e., with a spread-out
charge distribution and having periodic symmetry.
Ion Band States on Surfaces
Both experiment and theory have shown that some of the excited states of hydrogen ions on metal
surfaces are ion band states3. Also, ground state hydrogen on the relatively closely packed (111)
surface of Ni appears to be a band state. The ground state hydrogen distributions on Ni ( 100), (110),
and (111) have been calculated by Puska and Nieminen (1985). These calculations assume that the ion
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Fig. 1. (a) Calculated lattice-symmetric ground state H + density distributions on Ni (100),
(1 IO), and (111) taken from Nieminen (1992)3• (b) Distributions reachable from a localized
particle configuration.
wave functions arc Bloch functions. In Fig. 1 we use these calculations to show the difference
between localized (chemical) states and ion band states. We also show how, when H+ is locally
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deposited on a surface, the wave function can remain localized, or alternatively, if the localized
configuration sufficiently overlaps its neighbor, the wave function can spread out over the metal's
surface so that the H+ becomes uncertain in its position. The H+ then becomes, or transitions to, a
band state ion, effectively having unbroken lattice symmetry.
The plots in Fig. 1 illustrate 1- and 2-dimensional band states. The FP reaction in PdDx is believed
to be a 3-dimensional band state reaction, although the theory also applies to 2-dimensional states.
The states supporting FP cold fusion will be assumed to be 3-dimensional.
Assumptions of the Ion Band State Theory
1. The active ingredient undergoing fusion is "paired" band-state deuterons which are part of a
matter system described by a many-body wave function.
2. The system is describable by Schroedinger equation quantum mechanics as applied to
indistinguishable particles. The 2-body point-particle correlation is fully described by the
2-body wave function.
3. "Paired" band state deuterons are describable by a 6-degrees-of-freedom 2-ion Bloch function
in "center-of-mass, separation" coordinates. The Bloch condition applies to both "center-of
mass space" and "separation space".
4. The quantum mechanics superposition4 principle applies in the sense that the 2-particle
stationary state can be expressed as a sum over particle-like states, i.e. Wannier states 5 (virtual
states in which identifiable whole ions occupy identifiable unit cells. Wannier states lack
periodic symmetry.).
5. Each unit cell has net neutral charge.
6. The effect of electron screening on the stationary state is described by its effect on the 2-ion
Wannier states, in accord with Assumptions 4 and 5.
7. Fusion rates can be calculated by time-dependent perturbation theory, which uses stationary
initial and final state wave functions.
8. The nuclear and electrostatic portions of the stationary 2-ion wave function preserve a
symmetry requirement that it be impossible to identify a specific location of a nuclear reaction.
9. The nuclear reaction couples to the lattice through a coherent release of energy and
redistribution of small but equal amounts of charge from each unit cell within the bulk to the
surface boundary region.
How Process Works
Broadly speaking, FP cold fusion occurs because deuterons occupying band states have their charge
spread out and subdivided within a dominating periodic potential provided by a metal crystal. The IBS
process does not work by confining 2 deuterons to a small volume, such as occurs in muon-catalyzed
fusion. The IBS process requires that only a small fraction of the deuterons in PdDx (< 0.0001) be in
Bloch configuration states to explain observed power rates.
Properties of Quantized Matter
Sometimes quantum mechanics is described as attributing a mix of particle-like and wave-like
properties to matter. Such a picture is appropriate for unbound particles. Here we describe quantum
mechanics applied to bound systems as attributing a mix of particle-like and quantized-matter-field-like
properties to matter. Sometimes quantized matter is mostly particle-like with some matter field
properties. Sometimes quantized matter is mostly field-like with some particle-like properties. These
behaviors are illustrated in Fig. 2, using modifications of the surface band state distributions calculated
by Puska and Nieminen.
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It is important to note that both distributions 2a and 2b apply to a single band state H+ ion. The second
key point to note is that 2b and 2d show single particles and double Bloch-function particles as having
identical distributions in space on Ni (111). This behavior would be expected if there were no
D +Bloch-D+ sloch repulsion. However, it is also true, as we will show, if the D+sloch-D + Bloch repulsion
is sufficiently weak, provided that the assumptions of the IBS Theory apply.
Hon Ni (100) is particle-like

Hon Ni 011) is field-like

...

0.

(a)

0

�

0

(b)

Ni

0
le

(c)

a

(I) 0

(d)

0 � 0
0
Fig. 2 Calculated charge density distributions of H+ on Ni surfaces. (a) Single proton on Ni (100);
(b) Single proton on Ni (11_1); (c) Two adjacent protons on Ni (100); (d) Di-proton on Ni (111)
The 2-D• Band State Wave Function
If the o+ see only the periodic potential of the lattice and one neglects o+-o+ repulsion, the exchange
symmetrized Schroedinger 2-body band state wave function is:

Here we are assuming that the periodic symmetry imposed by the lattice requires that q, (r1, r2), '\l'1(r1),
and ,p2 (r2) be Bloch functions. q, (r1 ,r2) is a function of 6 dimensions (6 degrees of freedom), i.e., r1
and r2 are independent vector variables. IBS theory assumes that 'l'i and '112 are independent functions.
The Bloch function requirement then means that the amplitude distribution l'P(r1,r2)l does not change
if r1 ➔ r1 + Ri and/ or r2 ➔ r2 + R;- Here Rand R; are independent Brn.v nis lattice vcctorn.
When o+-o+ repulsion is included but kept weak, and provided each D+ is screened by its neutralizing
charge on length scales that are small compared to unit cell dimensions (which is true for two IBS D +
in PdD), 'I' can be expressed in terms of position, separation vectors rem= (r1+r2) / 2 and
r 12 = r1 - r2:
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where 'Vern and g 12 are Bloch functions, i.e., l'Vcm(rcm+RrJI = l'Vcm(rcnJI; lg 1 iCr12 +Rrn )I = lg drdl;
and Rn and Rm are independent lattice vectors. Here vector rem defines a position in real space.
Vector r1 2 defines a separation magnitude and direction in "separation space". As required by
Schroedinger quantum mechanics for the general 2-particle case cp(rcnvr12) has 6 degrees of freedom.
The assumptions that q>(Icnv r12), 'Vcm(rcm), and g12(ru) are Bloch functions is in accord with
Assumption (3) of the IBS Theory. This condition is consistent with the assumed independence of
Bloch functions 'lj, 1 (r1) and 'lj, 2(r2) in the normal configuration-coordinate formalism of the
Schroedinger theory. q>(rcnv rd is a function of 3 dimensions of real space and 3 dimensions of
separation space.
The Bloch function requirement for g12 (rd means that the interaction point r12 = 0 is repeated in each
unit cell of separation space, since g12(Rm) = g12(0) where Rm is any Bravais lattice vector in
separation space. The points [r12 = 0, ..., R m , ... ] are thus assumed to be coherently linked (as a
consequence of periodic, order-preserving symmetry) in separation space, as are points
[rem , ..., rem + R n , ... ] in real space.
In the 'J'cm(rcm) g 1 i(rd representation, l'Vcm (rcm)I is called the "matter-field strength" and l'Vcm (rcnJl2
is called the "matter-field density". The quantity e l'Vcrn (rcrn)l2 is the charge density. gn(r 12) is called
the "dimming function". lg12(rdl modulates the amplitude of wave function q> everywhere in real
space based on the value of r12 in separation space. gdrd is also called the "cusp function" because
it has a cusp at r12=0 and all equivalent points.
Visualization of the 2-D+ Band State Wave Function
It is helpful to have a visual representation of the 2-D+ band state wave function cp(rcm1 rd =
'Vcm(rcrn) g12(rn). Since q> has 6 degrees of freedom, it is best shown in two 3-dimensional
drawings. To simplify the author's task, each of these 3-dimensional drawings is illustrated by a
sketch of wave function amplitude versus position along a line through an idealized crystal lattice.
This amplitude vs. position function is shown in Fig. 3a. This selected line is taken to pass through a
sequence of saddle points in the electrostatic potential provided by the lattice. The saddle points arc the
minima in the potential barrier that localized interstitial D• ions must overcome to diffuse through the
crystal. The accompanying dimming function in separation space is shown in Fig. 3b.
(a)

real
space
(b)

separation
space
Fig. 3. (a) l1J.>cm (rcm)l2 vs. position rem along a line through a row of saddle points in an
idealized cubic lattice. ran describes positions in real space inside a metal crystal lattice. (b)
g12(rd vs. separation vector r12, lg12 (ru)I reduces the amplitude of the 2-ion wave function
q> as r12➔ 0, r 12 = r1 - r2 is the separation between coherently linked particle positions.
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In the IBS Theory each reaction occurs throughout the crystal in reaJ space and at Nee1i coherently
linked cusp points in separation space. The crystal is assumed to be made up of N ee1I identical unit
cells.
The starting point for the IBS 2-ion wave function is the pure matter field picture that models the band
state ions in a lattice when D + -o+ repulsion is neglected. Here a field means an entity that has a
defined value at every point in 3-dimensionaJ space, i.e., is a function of the position vector in reaJ
space. Only 3-dimensions are required to describe the matter field. As the D + -D+ point-particle
repulsion is turned-on, the quantized matter field changes into a 6-dimensional 2-body wave function.
A dependency in separation space is created and the cusps shown in Figure 3b begin to grow. If the
repulsion potential is permitted to grow to its real value, cusps grow to a magnitude that is determined
by minimization of total system energy. Calculations2 show that the energy-minimizing cusp
amplitude is a function of Ncell· The cause of the Ncell dependence is a reduction in the point-particle
interaction potential for Bloch function D+ from its free space value, caused by the existence of
multiple cusps in separation space. As described in ICCF5 (Chubb and Chubb, 1995) the point
particle interaction potential caJculated in accord with Assumptions 4 and 5 of the IBS Theory, which
is appropriate for metals, is e2/(r12 Nce11 ). Ideally, at some Ncell lower limit less than~ 104, the cusps
reduce the amplitude of the wave function to zero and no wave function overlap and cold fusion can
occur. With still smaJler crystaJs the cusp picture is no longer valid and the energy-minimized wave
function splits into a diatomic molecule-like configuration in which negligible overlap occurs. The
Neel! lower limit is the minimum Neel! requirement for cold fusion.
Why Small Crystals Are Better
Once metal crystals are sufficiently large that Ncell exceeds the minimum value required for D+-o+
wave function overlap and fusion, still larger crystals are detrimental in that they reduce heat
production per cc. This reduction is a consequence of the matter field character of the FP fusion
reaction. Effectively, because the reactant is derived from the 2-particle terms in the many-body wave
equation describing a o+ matter field which is confined to a single crystal, each crystaJ is a separate
reactor. The other important factor is microscopic reversibility, which is expressed in the interaction
matrix element identity IVirl = IV fil of the Fermi Golden Rule reaction rate equation. Microscopic
reversibility means that the finaJ state is as important as the initial state in reaction rate caJculations.
The final state wave function corresponds to a field strength of one 4He++ *s1och excited-product
Bloch function ion per crystal, regardless of crystal size. At the same o+Bioeh concentration per unit
volume, each crystal produces heat at the same rate per crystal. Since each crystal produces the same
heat, the more crystals per cc, the higher the heat generation rate per cc. However, as described
previously 2 , the theory may not be applicable for crystals with Nce11 < 109 , because only when
N cell > 1Q9 is sufficient periodic order present to justify in a rigorous fashion that the ion band state
theory apply.
d-d "Field" Reaction Rates; (Self-Interaction Reactions of a Matter Field)
Here we show more details for 2-particle matter field self-interaction fusion reactions. Reaction rate is
calculated on a per-crystal basis. The matter field density is expressed in terms of normalized wave
function densities. The matter field density of each particle integrated over a unit cell is 1/Ncell
because each particle wave function is nonnalized at 1 pa1ticle per crystaJ. Hence the field of each
particle decreases with crystal size, but the number of pairs equaJiy increases with crystal size. The
result of the calculation is described below:
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Reaction Parameters::
N = [reactions s-1 crystal-I]
Field pair-density of 2-D+i3ioch: \'l\lcm,if Fraction of deuteron pairij per unit cell a \'¢0)2 \'¢0, \2
= 1/Ncell�
Field density of 4He++* Bloch : 0 in initial state
2
l'l\J an,He\ in final state. Fraction of He per
unit cell = 1/Ncell
Reactions rate per unit cell

N

0.

Ncell

0.
0.

l1Pd

4

1/Ncell2

l'll'He*, fina1l

2

1/N cell

number of pairs

2
1/Nceu Co, Bloch s- 1 unit-cell· 1

No(No-1)

Reaction rate per crystal
.
N

~

a

2
Co.Bloch

[s- 1 crystal- 1]

We have used the approximation N02 e N0(N0 -l) and the relation N 0 = co.Bloch N cell·
Concentration cn,Bloch is the number of D+sloch per unit cell. Both initial and final state field densities
enter the reaction rate per unit cell because of quantum mechanics microscopic reversibility, which
appears in the Fermi Golden Rule reaction rate equation. To get the reaction rate for the crystal as a
whole we have summed over the unit cells in a single crystal.
Because the fusion rate is the same for big and small crystals, the smaller the crystals, the more
fusions per cc.
Heat Generation: Coupling between the Nuclear Reaction and the Lattice
In a quantized matter field as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, paired D+ as seen in each unit cell are
constrained relative to each other to a volume of atom/molecular dimension, as opposed to nuclear
dimension. Because energy minimization has eliminated the coulomb barrier, the remaining strong
force attraction between antiparallel nuclear spin deuterons leads to coalescence2 (i.e., to a reversible
form of the interaction matrix element )V;rl) by which the nuclear components of the wave function
are constrained relative to each other to a volume of nuclear dimension. This coalescence is reversible
until some small amount of energy is transferred to the lattice. The 4He++*Bloch, which is the product
of the coalescence (Chubb and Chubb, 1991), constitutes a new matter field which has a different
quantum of mass and a different set of Bloch eigenstates than those of the D+Bloch• The coalescence
process occurs coherently throughout the crystal, and occurs equally and simultaneously in each unit
cell and in the boundary region. As an example of volume change, if the change from mass-2,
charge-I to mass-4, charge-2 occurred for ions in a 3-dimensional harmonic well, the decrease in
volume of the ground state wave function would be a factor of 8.
It is assumed that the coalescence process occurs without disturbing periodic order and without
altering the charge distribution within the crystal bulk. However, in the boundary region, which is
coherently connected to the bulk, there is a change in charge distribution caused by the reduced
coherence length associated with the 4He+ +*sicx.:h quantum of mass. To be specific, the ion wave
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function in the boundary region,which is required to match the bulk solution at the surface,is forced
to die out by a rising potential on opposite sides of the bulk. In this rising barrier region the 4He++ *
wave function falls off more rapidly than the D + wave function at locations extending away from
regions corresponding to the lower potential that characterizes the crystal bulk.
Throughout the crystal the band state ions are coupled to the many-body electron system which
provides the potential minimum within which the o+ reside in each unit cell. A change in the charge
distribution within the boundary region inelastically scatters the band state electrons into empty states
above the fermi level. The scattering process is the same scattering process that accompanies current
flow (resistive heating). Once any electron scattering takes place, the reaction goes to completion in
the boundary region with the release of energy in the solid totaling 23.8 MeV. The electron coherence
volume extends beyond the ion coherence volume. As a result, for embedded crystals the many-body
electron system extends beyond the ordered region of a single embedded crystallite and the heating
effect extends beyond the Neel I volume.
In addition to energization of the band state electrons,there is a transfer of the He++ charge with its
neutralizing electrons from the bulk to the boundary region, a slight shrinkage of the crystal, and a
generation of phonons.
Indirectly accessible Bloch states
A candidate state for FP cold fusion is a 3-dimensional analog of the H +-on-Ni (100) Bloch state
illustrated in the left panel of Fig. la. Such a state is not directly accessible, or not easily accessible,
from a localized occupied state,but is indirectly accessible through the occupation of an overlapping
spread-out state. Occupation from a more accessible spread-out, excited state (Arata's "spillover"
deuterium?) should involve a heat of transition and impose strict Bloch symmetry on allowed
selection rules. The transition would likely be exothermic. Calculated fusion rates would be higher
than in more spread-out states because of a smaller occupied volume prior to coalescence. Difficulty
of depopulating indirectly accessible Bloch states may be responsible for the FP "heat after death"
phenomenon. 6
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MEASUREMENTS OF EXCESS HEAT AND NUCLEAR PRODUCTS
IN Pd-D2O SYSTEM USING TWIN OPEN TYPE
ELECTROLYSIS CELLS

H. Fukuoka, T. Ikegawa t, K. Kobayashi:, A. Takahashi
Department of Nuclear Engineering, Osaka University,
2-1 Yamadaoka, Suita, Osaka, 565, Japan
t Present affiliation, HITACHI Co.Ltd.
:Present affiliation, University of Tokyo

Abstract
Measurements of excess heat, X-rays and neutrons to study possible correlation between excess
heat and nuclear products during the electrolysis of LiOD heavy water electrolyte using Pd cathodes
were carried out. Two open type electrochemical cells with two sets of X-ray and neutron detection
systems were formed to be twin type. Therefore, two experiments being carried out by two cells at
the same time were compared at any time and false signals in coincidence for two cells were able to
be rejected as accidental noises. No excess heats were observed out of seven runs after ICCF5. But
weak excess X-rays and neutron burst were observed at the same time in one case. And only soft X
rays were detected during electrolysis of heavy water using Pd cathodes in two cases and one case
for electrolysis of light water.
1.Introduction
Since "cold fusion" phenomenon was reported by Fleishmann and Pons 1), excess heat and nu
clear products during heavy water electrolysis were reported by many groups. However, it was
difficult to reproduce this phenomenon in most of the groups2) . We reported slight excess heat ( 57%) with weak neutron emission in energy over 3MeV at ICCF53). The aim of this study was to
reproduce our last results and to perform more reliable measurements to search the correlation be
tween excess heat and nuclear products. If nuclear reaction with heat generation takes place in solid
without neutrons, high energy ( several MeV ) charged particle emissions are usually expected.
Therefore, emissions of characteristic X-rays and bremsstrahlung X-rays will be caused by slowing
down of the charged particles in material. Since most of these emissions will be characteristic X
rays, charged particles can be detected indirectly by the detection of the characteristic X-rays. Pd has
been used as the cathode of the heavy water electrolysis in our group. Because characteristic X-rays
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of Pd K ,and K sare 21-23keV, it is necessary to measure the X-rays of this energy range. A CdTe
solid state detector was chosen to detect these X-rays because of its high efficiency in the energy
less than 90keV and its compatibility to be used at room temperature.
CdTe detector picks up electromagnetic noise or mechanical noise easily will give a bad influence
upon the accurate measurements. Figure 1 shows the X-ray spectrum of the bare CdTe detector
compared with that of calculated spectrum with CdTe detector covered with molybdenum foil dur
ing a heavy water electrolysis run with Ni cathode. If the origin of this spectrum was due to X-rays,
the spectrum of CdTe detector covered with molybdenum foil should look as the lower spectrum in
Figure 1, because X-ray attenuation cross section of molybdenum is like Figure 24l _ But actually
measured X-ray spectrum using the molybdenum covered detector during the heavy water electroly
sis was obtained as shown in Figure 3, from which we could find that the origin of this spectrum
was not totally X-rays. We introduced them two-dimentional pulse-shape and pulse height analysis
to reject the noise signals. Figure 4 shows background X-rays in two dimensional spectrum which
was plotted for rise time of pulse as the axis of abscissa and pulse height on the vertical line. The
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signals is shown in the next section.
On the other hand, calorimetry and neutron measure
Figure 5 Rejection of noise signals
ments were performed, too. The electrochemical cells
and measurement systems were twin type, and two type experiments were able to be practiced at the
same time, for example heavy water electrolysis and light water electrolysis using Pd cathodes for
both cells. The advantage of this twin experimental system was that simultaneous events happening
0
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in both cells could be rejected as the noises. Using this system, the accurate comparative experi
ments of cold fusion could be performed for foreground/background or /blank runs.
2.Experimental
Electrolytic Current

Open-Type
Electrolysis
Cell

NE213
Neutron Detector

Calorimetry
Rise time and
pulse height
20 analysis

Neutron
Spectrum

�
�
Figure 6 Schematic diagram of twin-type experimental system

The twin open-type cells and measurements systems were designed as shown in Figure 6. The
system included two open-type electrolysis cells called F cell and B cell, two X-ray spectroscopy
systems using CdTe detectors, and two fast neutron spectroscopy systems with NE213 detectors.
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Figure 8 Block diagram of X-ray measurment system

One power supply
was
connected
two cells in series
and supplies the
same electric cur
rent.
Coolant
(H2O,20 + 0.1 °C)
flow was con
nected two cells
also in series.
Figure 7 shows
the structure of
open type cell
open type cell.
Inner cell wall was made of glass and outer
cell wall was made of acrylic resin. The plate
cathode ( 25 X 25 X 1mm ) was hold by Tef
lon electrode holder which rolled up the an
ode wire ( 1mm <t> ). Coolant flowed in the
coolant pipe which was made of glass and
temperature distribution of the electrolyte
was kept uniform by stirrer. The effluent gas
( D2, H2 and 02 ) which were generated by the
electrolysis went out through the gas outlet.
The electrolyte temperature was measured by
K-type thermocouples. The output power of
electrolysis was linear function of the ther
mocouple outputs, and the coefficients of the
linear function were determined by the cali
bration run using Ni cathode in every ex
periment. The excess energy was determined
by the difference between output power and
input power to the electrolyte. The input
power was expressed by (( cell voltage - 1.5 )
X electrolytic current ) because of gas gen-

eration.
Figure 8 shows the X-ray measurement system. The CdTe detector (2 X 2mm) was placed in front of
the cell. Using this system, noise components in CdTe signals were distinguished by the rise time
and separated from real X-ray signals. The measurement range of the system was about 6-90keV in
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energy. The detection efficiency of K "
and K " X-rays was 0.076 % and the

High Voltage Supply

NE213

measurement system could detect one
event per minute when Pd cathode emit
ted 1300 photons of this energy per mi
nute. X-ray events are counted every 4

Dynode signal
Fast signal

Fast

Delay Line
Unipolar

Gate & Delay
Generator

Start

Timing Single Channel
nalyzer/ T-SCA

De Iay Amp I if ie

Stop

Time To Amp Ii tude _rl_
,----,--------, Linear Gate
Trigger ...__�__,,
Converter/ SCA
SCA

minutes besides spectroscopy. For F cell
at Run 7, high resolution Si-SSD which
was cooled with Peltier device was used
instead of CdTe detector to detect lower
energy X-rays than 6keV.
The n- Y pulse separation technique was

applied to the neutron measurement us
ing an NE213 fast neutron spectrometer,
which was placed in front of the cell, as
Analog Digita
shown in Figure 9. The Y -ray compo
Converter
nent and noise component could be
separated completely by this diagram.
Y-axis
X-axis
The measurement range of neutron is 0Mui ti Parameter Mui ti
Multi Channel
Channel Analyzer
Scaler
9MeV in energy. But one of the NE213
detectors ( for B cell) could not perform
Figure 9 Block diagram of neutron measurment system
right measurement in low energy
( <3MeV) because of containment a -particle emitters which are included in this NE213 detector,
so it was used exclusively for higher energy. Neutron events were also counted every 4 minutes in
Output

signal

addition to spectroscopy.
At most of experiments, the electrolysis current density was changed periodically from LOW ( 160
or 280mNcm2 ) to HIGH ( 608 or 640 mNcm2 ) or the reverse in every 3 or 6 hours ( L-H mode)
in order to give dynamic change of deuterium accumulation in Pd metal. But for a week at the be
ginning of electrolysis, the electrolysis current density was kept to be 160mNcm2 constantly
( Constant Mode) in order to keep Pd cathodes from cracking, except for Runs 1-3. The electrolyte
was 0.2M LiOD/heavy water solution.
3.Results and Discussions
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Table 1 shows the summary of the experiments. In the table, Yes means that anomalous events
were observed.
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Figure 13 X-ray MCS data using CdTe detector

Figure 12 X-ray energy spectra
using CdTe detector

Figure 10 shows the typical data of heat balance when the current density was changed from
160mNcm2 ( L-mode) to 640mNcm2 ( H-mode) or the reverse in cycle. The excess power during
thermal equilibrium was fluctuated around zero and not exceeding 99% confidence level ( +3 a
and -3 a).
Figure 11 shows the X-ray energy spectrum of Run 1 during heavy water L-H mode electrolysis at
the first week of the electrolysis. This spectrum rising up in the low energy region is regarded as
somewhat similar to electromagnetic noise signals, but it might be soft X-rays of the nuclear
bremsstrahlung by charged particles. The similar spectrum was observed at Run 2 during light water
electrolysis. These results may suggest the possibility of the production of low energy ( less than
200keV) charged particles which generate no characteristic X-rays but do bremsstrahlung X-rays.
At Run 6, the different X-ray spectrum was obtained at first week of Constant Mode electrolysis for
the heavy water electrolysis using Pd cathode which was pre-processed by chemical etching, as
shown in Figure 12. The MCS data is shown in
Figure 13, where we see X-ray events caused as
C
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:
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I ;
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noise signals always appeared as bursts. Figure 14 shows the MCS data at Run 5 during the Con
°

stant Mode heavy water electrolysis using annealed ( 900 C, 10 hour ) Pd cathode. Only for the F
cell which electrolyte was LiOD heavy water solution, neutron and X-ray increased simultaneously
around the time 17hr. Much larger X-ray burst-events after that event were probably noise signals
because there were two simultaneous burst-events for the B cell which electrolyte was LiOH light
water solution. Figure 15 shows the expanded-scale data for the neutron and X-ray coincident event.
Because the time variation of neutron count rate is not identical to that of X-ray's, the origin of
these events would not be the same reaction if these events were signals of some nuclear reactions.
But there is possibility that the triggering conditions of two events will be the same solid-state or
chemical conditions of the Pd cathode. Corresponding spectra of X-ray and neutron could not be
identified, because counts in spectrum channels didn't exceed the statistical error level.
The helium-4 analysis of the gas in used Pd sheet at Run 5 for the F cell by quadrupole mass spec
°
trometer was performed with the gas extraction condition Pd sheet was kept 1150 C for 10 hour
after electrolysis. Helium-4 peak was appeared slightly but that was very marginal and uncertain
level, because of the problem of leaking of air into the gas storage part of the spectrometer oven
during a long heating up process for the Pd sheet.
4.Conclusion
In order to study the correlation between excess heat and nuclear products, the measurements of
heat balance, X-rays and neutrons during heavy water and/or light water electrolysis using Pd cath
odes were performed. In this work, the reliable twin system was used. Above all, the X-ray meas
urement system for the correlation study was improved.
As a result, no excess heat beyond 3 a level was observed. But for only heavy water electrolysis,
X-ray and neutron event occurred simultaneously. Other three X-ray events were observed out of
seven runs for both of heavy water electrolysis and light water electrolysis. And all of them occurred
at the first week of the electrolysis. The energy spectra of X-ray were not characteristic X-ray's but
looked like the bremsstrahlung's. But these X-ray spectra were also similar to noise signal's. The
simultaneous X-ray measurements by a bare detector and a detector covered with metal foil as de
scribed at introduction will be needed in future to prove that these X-rays were not noise signals but
genuine soft X-ray signals.
References
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Excess Heat Production and Nuclear Ash in PdO/Pd/PdO Heterostructure
after Electrochemical Saturation with Deuterium
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The Russian Academy of Sciences. Moscow 117915 Russia
Abstract
Heat production nuclear ash and electrophysical processes in PdO/Pd/PdO (Au/Pd/PdO)
heterostructures electrochemically saturated with deuterium (hydrogen) have been
investigated. It was shown in after electrolysis period a strong heat flash with duration of 2-7
s and energy density of 60-100 J/cm2 was observed for Pd/PdO:D(H) sample placed in air
atmosphere. The thermal energy of each flash was approximately 2-5 times higher than the
energy supplied to the sample during electrolysis. Neutron- and γ-emissions accompanying
the heat production have been investigated.
1. Introduction
The results of 6-years cycle of investigations that was trained on determination of the
nature of excess heat and nuclear ash generation in Pd/PdO(Au/Pd/PdO) heterostructure
electrochemically saturated with hydrogen (deuterium) will be presented. In contrast to
traditional (for CF-experiments) systems that are massive Pd samples saturated with D [1-3]
the system under consideration has some essential advantage in terms of obtaining or
reproducible and controllable results:
a. short saturation time and absence incubation period. that precedes to excess energy
generation;
b. low current density in electrolysis process: control of H(D)-content in Pd-sample at any
time;
c. high reproducibility of excess (in contrast to applied in electrolysis) energy in each
cycle of saturation of Pd-sample with H(D);
d. possibility of H(D) concentration in a small volume onto Pd-PdO interface, that is
cause of high loading ratio (x) as well as local high elastic energy density in Pd lattice i.e.
non-equilibrium phonon generation [4].
Therefore, application of thin Pd/PdO heterostructure as a cathode in CF-experiments can
bring some advantage to achieve minimum distance between deuterons (protons) and,
simultaneously, high concentration of non-equilibrium phonons. Both effects lead to increase
of nuclear reactions probability in Pd-lattice with D(H)participation.
2. Experimental
Electrolysis was carried out in a glass cell was subdivided cathodic and anodic spaces
(electrolyte volume of about 250 cm3). The electrolytes used: 1 M KOH or H2O for
Pd/PdO:Hx production: 1 M NaOD in D2O for Pd/PdO:Dx production. Current density used
of about j=10-30 mA/cm2.
Samples: cold-rolled Pd-foils with thickness 30-50 μm and working area of about S= 4.5
2
cm for PdO/Pd/PdO (S=2.2 cm2 for Au/Pd/PdO).

Samples preparation: 1) annealing in vacuum at temperature 600°C for 3 hours with slow
cooling (1°C/min) to room temperature; 2) metered annealing and oxygen flame at a
temperature of about 1000°C That leads to PdO layer formation having a thickness of about
200-500 Å; 3) electrochemical deposition of Au on the one side of PdO/Pd/PdO
heterostructure: thickness of gold coating of about 2000 Å.
Research methods
l. H(D)-concentration in the samples was determined by vacuum thermodesorption
technique at 400°C and P=10-6 mm Hg.
2. A gas thermometer was applied to record the afterelectrolysis thermal effect. The
schematic diagram of that gas thermometer is presented in Fig.1. The quantity of heat (Q),
evolved by the sample in the pulse regime, was recorded by a U-shaped mercury pressure
gauge with an analytical volume of the exposure chamber (2), V=69 cm3 which was filled
either by air or by O2 or Ar under atmospheric pressure. The value Q of the Pd-samples was
estimated by integrating over the pressure-time (P-τ) curve within a range limited by the
pulse origin moment, and by the moment of intersection by it of the time axis τ. Thereafter,
for the purpose of quantitative estimation, a comparison of pulses, being obtained on thermal
bursts with calibration pulses from a nichrome spiral (8) was carried out. The measurement
error of Q did not exceed ±20%.
3. A specially developed set up on the basis of electromagnetic displacement transducer
with sensitivity of about 2.5*10-6 cm was applied to determine in situ changes in the length of
thin Pd samples m the hydrogenation-dehydrogenation processes.
4. A block of 7 proportional NWI-62 neutron counters (B10F3) placed into a tank
containing vacuum oil and covered by Cd sheet l mm thickness, was used to neutron
detection in deuterated Au/Pd/PdO samples (neutron detection efficiency: εn=3.9*10-2).
5. To detect a γ-radiation upon thermal effect in afterelectrolysis period semiconductor γdetector (pure Ge) GEM-20180P by- EG&G ORTEC was used (efficiency of γ-detection
εγ=3*10-3).
3. Experimental results
Excess energy
On the electrolysis process, at the electrolysis time 1<40 min in Au/Pd/PdO τ<40 min in
Au/Pd/PdO heterostructure the one-side bending of sample is observed (Fig.2). The degree of
bending is depend upon dectrolysis time. This bending is a cause of deuterium (H) storage on
the Pd-PdO interface [5]. At electrolysis time τ>40 min the straighten of sample takes place
due to deuterium (H) breakdown into the sample bulk.
The free energy (elastic deformation) stored up in the sample due to electrolysis may
approximately be estimated with the formula [6]
F = � ψ2 �Uαβ � ds

where Uαβ is 2-dimension deformation tensor; ψ2=Eh(ξ/l)4 here E - is Young modulus of
Pd, h - sample thickness; ξ - sample mean deflection, l - length of the sample. For h=3*10-3
cm, l=4.5 cm, s=4.5 cm2 and electrolysis time τ=30 min we have ξ=5 mm (Fig. 2). And then
F=76 cal/cm2. It should be noted that the energy value applied upon electrolysis time was Eel
=7.8 cal/cm2. Therefore the elastic energy stored up by Au/Pd/PdO:Dx (Hx) sample is excess
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of electrolysis energy applied about one order of magnitude.
''-'hen the electrolysis is interrupt at pause ( 1<40 min for h=50 µm) after the drying
of sample there takes place the thermal burst (in air, Ar , atmosphere or vacuum).

°c

Which is accompanied by the heating of sample up to temperature a of 900
.
(Ftgwa
1 ,),.
In the case of eiectrolysis carried out for 5 hours (Fig.3a, curve 4), the monotonous
increase in the pressure of the gas thermometer is due to movable excess hydrogen
which easily leaveS the Pd lattice have been took place.
v\11en the hydrogenated Pd/PdO samples are placed into the chamber at t=20°c. the
dependence �P- T is of the extremum character (Fig.3a, curves 1,2,3). The retardation
of the thermal effect (when 02 or air is present in the chamber) is limited by the sample
drying time, and may ra.11ge from a few seconds to several minutes. The pressure
increase being accompanied by the visible heating of the Pd sampie (e.g red or white giow)
up to temperatures higher than 900 °C (the thermocouple reading) during 3 to 4 seconds,
and by its axial bending. Then the chamber is evacuated, which is due to the
for the reaction with hydrogen in the Pd sample. and for
consumption of 02
condensation of water vapor.
The PdiPdO system, which has been electrolytically dcuterated for the same time
intervals, behaves itself somewhat differently (Fig. 3b). When a sample is put into the
analytical volume at room temperature, strong deformations take place in it, as well as in
hydrogenated samples; however, no thermal burst is observed. V,/hen the sample is
preheating by the aid of an electric lamp up to a temperature of 35 to 40°C the behaviour
of the Pd/PdO:D samples becomes similar to that of the Pd/PdO:H samples at room
temperature. In this case, the character of a thermal pulse is more prolonged, the grow1h
time about 7 to iO sec, the vanishing time about 40 sec), whiie the integrai thermal
effect is approximately by a factor of 1,3 to 1,4 higher than that in the Pd/PdO:H system.
The integral mean values of heat evolution, Q both for Pd/PdO:H system (at
=
t 20°C) and for the Pd/PdO:D system (at t = 40 °c), were estimated by carrying at
calibration measurements with a nichrome spiral. For 100 thermal bursts, these are equal
to QH =15,1 ±3,5 cal/cm2 , Qo = 20,3 ±4,8 cal/cm , respectively. The reproducibility of the
effect is extremely high, so that one sample gives not less than 150-200 thermal bursts in
succession with consecutive hydrogenation cycles. In Fig.4 are presented in the fon11 of
histograms the results obtained for l 00 bursts in succession on one of the Pd/PdO:H
samples. In 5 cases from 100 there were observed very powerful bursts attaining the value
of 40 to 45 cal/cm2 . Let us note that the energy transmitted to the sample directly on
electrolysis \VE =8,0 ± 1,5 cal/cm 2 . Therefore, the observable thermal effect QH.D may
be considered as being anomalous.
The magnitude of thermal effect can be increased essentially ,vhen specific
surface of heterostructure samples will be strongly increased too. For this purpose it was
Pd-black (r-4= 10 cm) deposited by electrochemical method onto PdO surface. At
saturation time T =30 min, the mean Q value is increased of about 2 times (in contrast
to samples without Pd black) and became of about 35 ±3.6 cal/cm 2 (Fig.5). The
reproducibility of this thermal burst at room temperature is equai to l 00 %.

Nuclear ashes
To determine corrdation bctwet-'11 thermal and
nuclear processes in
Au/Pd/PdO:D(H) heterostructure the simultaneous detection of excess heat production
and nuclear radiations was carried out. The registration was began from the moment
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of sample's drying and was finished to the moment of total gas desorption from the
sample.
The experiments have shown no statistically noticeable emission of neutrons is
observed on the Au/Pd/PdO:H control samples (with the thermal effect), while the
distribution of neutron events is well consistent with the Poisson distribution of the
natural (cosmic) background (Fig.6, curve 2).
In the same time thermal effect (and deuterium desorption) from the sample
Au/Pd/PdO:Dx is accompanied by a neutron emission (Fig.7). The maximum of neutron
counts is observed h'l the beginning of D-pressure jump, when strong plastic
deformation of sample is taking place. In this time interval the neutron bursts are
observed with multiplicity i = 6-17 (in the time gate of about 1 ms) or with intensity
n= l00-500 n/(s*cm2) Pd (Fig.6, curve l). The residual plastic deformations that occurs
on the D2 0 condensation process are accompanied by weak neutron emission too. The
neutron emission decay to background level takes place after 5-6 min (from the
beginning of D-gas desorption). After finishing of the process the loading ratio value is
-3
(71
J..:r oureuer
r,:on
hp nrolono3tpd rl11r;no
X
rn
15-20 mi_.n_., .Iif
� ~ .I
'-"
= ,,. _., nP11tron
_.,....,._.__....._ ..I Pmi-,sion
'J• ..I.A'-r;,,
-..1 ..1..1 ...r..... '
__._. '-- l-'..l'-'"_....,._.,.6 ._ _
_ ,.,_._...,_._.0Au/Pd/PdO sample wiH be ioaded by mechanical stress (by hanging up to the one end of
the sample a weight of about 11=40 g). The rate constant of dd-reaction in
Au/Pd/PdO:Dx heterostructure '" DD ==2*10-21 s-1 per dd-coupie (for x =0.72) and
s-1 per dd-couple (for x=I0-3 ). It should be noted that the sample
"A DD =10-18
with x~ 10-3 posses of residual elongation of about 1/3 from elongation at x=0. 72,
accordingly with the date obtained from electromagnetic displacement's transducer
measurements. It has been discovered that this elongation is due to quasimetallic dusters
of hydrogen [7].
The same samples of Au/Pd/PdO:Dx and Au/Pd/PdO:Hx (x =0,72) after electrolysis
procedure was used for y-emission tests in the energy range of 2.0-10.0 rvtev. In the
spectrum of Au/Pd/PdO:Dx samples (Fig. 8) there are 3 plainly expressed maxima
with positions (Ey )i =2.225 ±0.005 1,kV; (E y )i =3.8± 0.5 t,feV; (Ey )3 = 6.3± 0.3
1,JeV. The narrow line (Ey)i (half width of about 10 keV) could be ascribed to p+n
reaction, because its position is in a good agreement with y -line (E=2,225 :rv1eV)
obtained upon PE-irradiation by thermolized neutron from Cf252 -source (Fig.9). The
(Ey h maximum can be give rise to y-quanta from d+n reaction (E y=6. 25 t 1eV). In fact
this peak increases of about 2 times upon the sample irradiation by thermalized neutrons.
The nature of (E y h maximum is not clear. However as it was proposed earlier [8] the
Ey =3.8 lVIeV peak can be exhibition of the first excited state of He nucleus that may
form with phonon participation [9].
In contrast to deuterated heterostructure the samples of Au/Pd/PdO:H generate only
one - maximum with position of about E y=4.6± 0.3 .MeV. Under the irradiation of
the sample by thermalized neutrons the maximum PY =4.6 l\feV is increasing in
intensity more than 5 times and shifted on 0.3 "tvieV into the high energy band. The nature
of this y-emission is unknovm now.
Therefore excess energy generation in Au/Pd/PdO:D(H) heten.lstructure is
accompanied by
y-emission. The y-emission intensity depends upon the thermal
neutron background (10}.
1-.loreover, as it shown by A.Roussetski (this volume of 1CCF-6 Proceedings)
desorption process in heterostructure of PdiPdO type (both H and D saturated} is
accompanied by emission of charged particles (protons and possibly a-particles).
Intensity of proton emission of about Ip =0.8 proton/s in 4n:.
.a

1
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4.Conclusion
weak
nuclear radiation in
Simultaneous generation of ex cess energy and
Au/Pd/PdO:Dx (Hx) heterostructure as well as strong plastic deformation in it are
indicate on the possibility of phonon iaser action in system of this type. Reaiiy, the
main process that determines heterostructure's properties in afterelectrolysis time is
an intensive exothermic desorption of hydrogen (D) from the sample. This effect, from
other side, is a main condition to phonon laser operation on Pd-PdO interface in the high
loading ratio zone (dusters of quasimetallic hydrogen [7]). In this zone coherent
multiphonon excitations can initiate an anomalous energy transfer and, simultaneously
lead to coherent neutron transfer reactions [11}. As result, both excess heat and weak
nuclear radiation are observed. In this connection the short electrolysis process for
heterostructure saturation with H(D) can be considered as pumping up procedure of
phonon laser.
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Captions to figures
Fig. l. Experimental set up with gas thermometer and neutron detector: l - PE(Co) ; 2 chamber with atmosphere ; 3 - gas thennometer (1\.Ideo<l) ; 4 - sample ; 5 - neutron
counters ; 6 - moderator ; 7 - Cd; 8 - heater.
Fig. 2. Au/Pd/PdO sample: initial (a) and deformed (b) after electrochemical
hydrogenation during 't =30 min ; � - is mean deflection.
Fig. 3a. Thermal bursts for Au/Pd/PdO:Hx : saturation time: 10 min - curve l ; 20 mir:i curve 2; 30 min - curve 3; 5h - curve 4; calibrating pulse from nichromium coil - curve 5.
Fig. 3b. Thermal burst for Au/Pd/PdO:Dx saturation time : 30 min - curve 1 ; Sh - curve 2
; calibrating pulse - curve 3.
Fig. 4. Distribution of the heat production events (nQ ) with respect to the heat
evolution energy Q for Au/Pd/PdO:Hx -system.
Fig. 5. Distribution of nQ with respect to Q . for [AuiPd/PdO+Pd-black]:Hx
system.
Fig. 6. Distribution of the number of neutron events (ni ) with respect to the
multiplicity of neutron pulses (i) for Au/Pd/PdO:Dx heterostructure for L"i:r = l 20 s
time
intervals preceding the heat burst (N= 100 experiments) - curve l ; Poisson
distribution for neutron events withN = 100 - curve 2.
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Fig. 7. Excess heat generation (curve 1) and neutron emission (curve 2) in Au/Pd/PdO:Dx
heterostructure (simultaneous registration) for 100 experiments. Locations of neutron bursts
with n>100 n/cm2 marked by vertical lines (curve 3).
Fig. 8. γ-emission for Au/Pd/PdO:Dx heterostructure after 30 min electrolysis (with
subtraction of γ-background) in cosmic neutron background (curve 1); during irradiation by
thermal neutron (In ~2 n/s*cm2) (curve 2).
Fig. 9. γ-spectrum of 2.225 MeV maximum (curve 1) and γ-peak from thermal neutron
capture and polyethylene (curve 2).
Fig. 10. γ-spectrum for Au/Pd/PdO:Hx heterostructure after 30 min electrolysis (with
subtraction of γ-background) in cosmic neutron background (curve 1); during irradiation by
thermal neutron (curve 2).
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DYNAMIC MOVEMENT OF HYDROGEN ISOTOPES
IN PULSE MODE ELECTROLYSIS
Y.Oya, H.Ogawa, O.Aruga, T.Ono, M.Aida and M.Okamoto
Res. Lab. Nucl. Reactors, Tokyo Institute of Technology
Ookayama, Meguro-City, Tokyo 152 Japan
Tel: 81-3-5734-3065, Fax: 81-3-5734-2959

Abstract
The movement of the hydrogen isotopes in Pd-LiOD(H) electrolysis has been studied by monitoring
the hydrogen loading ratios based on the electro-resistance measurement. The movement of the
hydrogen isotopes in Pd was found to be influenced strongly by the conditions of the electrolysis,
such as the current density, the repetition time. The dynamic absorption/desorption movement can
be realized by the pulse mode electrolysis with the current density higher than 200mA/cm2 and the
repetition time longer than 3 hours. In these dynamic movement of the hydrogen isotopes, anomalous
isotope effects have been observed and discussed with respect to the new hydrogen energy research.
Introduction
As has been discussed, the anomalous accumulation of deuterium in Pd surface and the dynamic
movement of deuterium in the surface should be recognized as the key factors to initiate the deuterium
based on nuclear reactions and the anomalous phenomena as new hydrogen energy111 . The dynamic
movement of deuterium has been also discussed in SRI empirical equation for the excess energy
generation with the term of o XI o t and they reported the dynamic movement of deuterium in
their stepwise rise up of the current density in their electrolysis 121 . While we and Takahashi et al.
have applied the square pulse mode electrolysis to elucidate the correlation between the excess
energy generation and the nuclear effects, resulting the high reproducibility of the new hydrogen
energy productionl 3 ll4 ll 5 J161.
In the present work, the movement of the deuterium and hydrogen in Pd electrode has been
studied by means of the monitoring of the loading ratios (D/Pd, H/Pd) based on the electric resistance
method to determine the conditions of the pulse mode electrolysis for realization of the dynamic
movement of the hydrogen isotopes, to find the isotope effects in such a dynamic movement of the
hydrogen isotopes, and to understand the threshold value of the current density discussed in the SRI
empirical equation.
Experimental
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The block diagram of the experimental system is shown in Fig. I. The electric resistance was
measured by use of a milli-ohm meter PH4338A purchased by HEWLETT PACKARD Co. Ltd.
The resistance measurement was performed with 4 points method as shown in Fig.2. The electrolyte
volume in the electrolysis cell was kept to be 100 mQ by addition of the electrolyte throughout the
electrolysis. The cell was placed in a thermostat water bath with a constant temperature of 23 °C.
The Pd electrodes used were 4N Pd plates and were annealed for 2 hours under vacuum (
10-8Pa)
before use. The size of the Pd electrodes was 25mm X 10mm X 0.5mm. The electrolyte was 1
mole/ Q LiOD or LiOH The loading ratios were evaluated by use of the calibration curves reported
by Kunimatsu et al. from the electric resistance data[7l_
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I
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.----l--+-----1 1H
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I
I

I

Cell
1

Cell
2

Thermostat Bath
Fig.I Schematic drawing of experimental system.

LiOH(D) ( 1 mol/1 )

Fig.2 Electrolysis Cell for Pd resistance measurements

Results and discussion
To confirm the performance of the above technique of the loading ratio evaluation, a series of on
off mode electrolysis has been carried out using the Pd plates with the thickness of 0.5mm and
1.0mm at the several current densities from 40 to 800mA/cm2 in LiOH or LiOD electrolyte. The
dynamics of the loading ratios obtained are illustrated in Fig.3 and Fig.4 , for LiOH and LiOD
respectively.
From these curves in these figures, it can be said that the present technique for the evaluation of the
loading ratio has adequate response as the monitor of the dynamic movement of the hydrogen
isotopes in Pd-LiOD or LiOH electrolysis. The loading rates were evaluated from the first stage of
the loading process, the linear part of the loading curves, and the rates are plotted vs the current
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density in Fig.5. The solid line with no
3 IO19---�---�--�---��
marks represents the loading rate calculated
by the Faraday's law. The loading rates �2.510 19 --B-- 0.5mm, H
obtained in the current density lower than � 210 1 - - + - - 0.5mm, D
--fromi
200mA/cm 2 correspond to the solid line,
9
while the rates over the current density. This �0:: 1.510 1
fact indicates that the current density of � 11019
:.a
200mA/cm 2 is a critical current density in
- - - - - - - - - - - -+
j 510 18
the our electrolysis as discussed by SRI
�0'-=--�-- --'----�- - group. The reason why the loading rates
400
600
800
200
Current density [ mAJcm2 ]
become constant over the 200mA/cm 2 is
Fig.5 Loading rate versus current density curve.
now under study.
The loading ratios observed in a series of
pulse mode electrolysis are displayed in Fig. 6 for LiOD and LiOH. The electrolysis were carried
out in two high-low pulse modes with 20mA/cm2-200mA/cm2 and 40-400, and the repetition time
was three hours. From these curves, we can find very interesting points as follows.
( 1) The loading ratios obtained in LiOH electrolysis are larger than those obtained in LiOD electrolysis
as usual.
(2) The loading ratios obtained in 20-200mA/cm 2 pulse mode electrolysis are almost constant without
any response of the high-low pulse mode in LiOH and LiOD.
(3) The loading ratios obtained in the higher current density pulse mode, ie 40-400mA/cm2, indicate
the evident dynamic movement with clear response to the high-low current density in LiOD
electrolysis, while in LiOH electrolysis, the dynamic movement is slight with reversal response to
the high-low current density as just opposite to LiOD electrolysis. It can be said that the evident
<:ll
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dynamic movement of deuterium can be
realized by the electrolysis of LiOD with Pd
cathode with 40-400mA/cm 2 high-low pulse
mode and with 3 hours repetition time. These
facts should be recognized as the anomalous
hydrogen isotope effects occurred in Pd
LiOD(H) electrolysis.
To confirm the reliability of the 3 hours
repetition time, the Pd-LiOD electrolysis has
been carried out with the same high-low pulse
mode but with 6 hours repetition time. The
result obtained here is displayed in Fig. 7 along
with the above data of the 3 hours repetition
time. In the case of the 6 hours repetition time,
the dynamic movement of the deuterium in Pd
electrode could be observed as shown in Fig.7.
However, the direction of the response is just
opposite to that of 3 hours repetition. It means
that in the case of the 6 hours repetition pulse
mode the deuterium was desorbed at the high
current density and was absorbed at the low
current density electrolysis. This movement
can not be explained by the bases of the
electrochemistry. From the facts mentions
above, it can be concluded that the conditions;
high/low pulse mode electrolysis of LiOD
with Pd cathode, high current density over
400mA/cm2 and 3 hour repetition time which
have been employed by the present authors to
perform the deuterium based anomalous
phenomena are reasonable.
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Fig.6 Concentration H(D)/Pd versus time on pulse mode.
Specimen thickness = 0.5 mm, high current density = 200
mNcm2, low current density = 20 mNcmz , and high
current density = 400 mNcmZ, low current density = 40
mNcm2
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Conclusion
The reliability of the dynamic movements
24
3
6
9
12
18
15
21
of the hydrogen isotopes in LiOD(H)-Pd
Time [ h]
electrolysis have been investigated under the
Fig.7 Concentration D/Pd versus time on pulse mode.
high/low pulse mode electrolysis by varying
Specimen thickness = 0.5 mm, high current density =
the current density and the repetition time. The
400 mNcmz, low current density = 40 mNcmz, and
Pulse period At = 1, 3, 6 hour.
very clear and reasonable response of the
loading ratios to the pulse mode could be
confirmed in LiOD electrolysis with 3 hours repetition time and high current density like 400mA/
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cm2 . While only the slight and reversal direction responses were detected in LiOH electrolysis and
longer repetition time like 6 hours even in LiOD electrolysis gave clear response but with reversal
direction.
The evidently different response between LiOD and LiOH is significant to elucidate the anomalous
phenomena occurred in LiOD-Pd electrolysis.
The conditions realized the dynamic movement of the deuterjum in Pd electrode were identified
and found to be well consistent with high reproducibility of the anomalous reported by the present
authorsfsJ_
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CORRELATION OF EXCESS HEAT GENERATION AND NEUTRON
EMISSION IN Pd-LiOD ELECTROLYSIS
H.Ogawa, Y.Oya, T.Ono, M.Aida, and M.Okamoto
Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors, Tokyo Institute of Technology
Ookayama, Meguro-City, Tokyo 152 Japan
Tel: 81-3-5734-3065, Fax: 81-3-5734-2959

Abstract
The correlation of the excess heat generation and the neutron emission in Pd-LiOD electrolysis
has been investigated by use of a pair of experimental systems consisted of the same equipments in
principle and operated coincidentally. Three pairs of electrolysis runs have been performed on the
coincidental experiment systems, resulting clear time correlations between the excess heat generation
and the excess neutron emissions. The reproducibility of the anomalous phenomena occurred in
the present electrolysis could be accomplished completely in the series of experiments by a
pretreatments of the Pd electrodes and the special purity control of the electrolyte used.
Introduction
The correlation between the excess heat generation and the excess neutron emission has been
discussed based on the data obtained by the background runs with the light water and the foreground
runs with the heavy water which were operated reciprocally under the same electrolysis conditions.
In the course of the discussion, some uncertainty arouse on the neutron detection that came from
the different date of the operation between the background runs and the foreground runs. To avoid
such an uncertainty, especially in the excess neutron evaluation, two sets of the experimental systems
have been assembled with the possibly same equipments such as the excess heat monitoring systems
and the neutron detection systems of NE213 liquid scintillation counters.
In the present work, by use of the experimental systems, the background runs with the light water
and the foreground runs with heavy water have been carried out conincidentally under the same
conditions which gave us the positive results with high reproducibility to confirm the time correlation
between the excess heat generation and the excess neutron emission and to check the reproducibility
of the anomalous phenomena occurred in the deuterium-Pd system.
Experimental
The blockdiagram of the coincident experiment systems used are illustrated in Fig. I. The systems
consists of the same equipments in principle. However, there might be some little differences in
their characteristics especially in the excess heat monitoring systems and the neutron counting systems.
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Fig. l Coincident operating systems

The machine factors on the two systems have
been checked before and after the every
electrolysis operation. The details of the
NE2 l 3 neutron counting systems were
described in the previous papers_[ll
The schematic view of the electrolysis cell
system is illustrated in Fig.2. The details of
the electrolysis cell are same as described in
the previous papers except the automatic
electrolyte supplier. By this, the level of
the electrolyte could be adjusted at a constant
level throughout the electrolysis.
The ambient temperature was controlled
at 24 + 1 °C and the temperature of the
cooling water 'wilS kept at 24 + O. l T:. The
fluctuation of the; electrolyte tempcre1,ture
caused by the supplying the electrolyte
became negligible throughout the operations.
The data acquisition were performed on a
personal computer in every thirty seconds

Level
adjustment

I

Relay

P.C. computer
GP-1B
controller
DC
power
supplier

Digital
thermometer

©
I

1®

�----"'-'-'�-�--4--- Thermostat
Fig.2 Electrolysis cell and Calorimetry system
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Tablet Experimental conditions

Run 1
Run2
Run3

B.G.
F.G.
B.G.
F.G.
B.G.

Electrolysis mode

Pretreat ment

Cathode size

Pd

Mechanical
polishing
1 mm- 0.8 mm

0.8 mm

n

X

10mm
X

Vacuum annealing
850 "C, 10 hours

25mm

B.G. ( LiOH)
F.G. ( LiOD)

lM

High /Low
800 / 20 (mNcm2)
3 /3 (hours)

F.G.

for the electrolyte temperature and in every hour for the neutron counting, the y ray counting and
the X ray counting, respectively.
The experimental conditions are listed in Table 1. The Pd cathodes used were four nine purity Pd
plates manufactured by Tanaka Kikinzoku Co. Ltd. and supplied from NHE Center of Institute of
Applied Energy as the standard material in New Hydrogen Energy Project. Before use, the surfaces
of Pd plates were mechanically polished to the mirror surface, so 0.1 mm from the initial surface of
the Pd electrodes was lost for each sides. The electrolyte used was 1 mole/dcm3 LiOD or LiOH. The
light water and the heavy water were distilled three times before use. The electrolysis was performed
under the square pulse mode with 3 hours repetition, and with high current density of 800mA/cm2
and low current density of 20mA/cm2 as shown in Table 1. The electrolysis operations were canied
out for four weeks or more. The excess power evaluation was performed by means of inner standard
calibration method by use of
120
a s t a n d a r d ele c t r i c a l 120
resistance placed in the cells, 100
100
and the details were
80
80
described in the previous
60
60
papers. 1 2 1
Results and discussion
Excess power
Th e e x c e s s p o w e r
obtained in the present series
of the experiments are
demonstrated by the
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statistical histgrams in Fig.3,
Fig.4, and Fig.5 for Run 1,
R u n 2, a n d R u n 3 ,
respectively. In these figu res,
the left hand side histgrams
represent the results obtained
in the background runs with
the light water and the right
handside histgrams represent
the results obtained in the
foreground runs with the
heavy water.
The distributions of the
histgrams indicate that the
foreground runs with the
heavy water gave the clear
excess power generation
except Run 2, while the
background runs did not give
any excess power as reported
previously. The excess power
generation can replicate in
Run 1 and Run 3, but did not
in Run 2. The reason why
Run 2 did not give the excess
power will be discussed later
in this paper.
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Fig.5 Histgram of the excess power for Run 3

Excess neutron
The neutron energy spectrum evaluated by the neutron ratios between the neutron counting rates
in the background runs and the foreground runs are shown in Fig. 6. The error bars represent 3 a
When the neutron ratios were over unity, it was concluded that the excess neutrons were detected in
the corresponded bit of the PHA. It can be said from these spectrum that the excess neutrons were
observed in Run 1 and Run 2, but did not observed in Run 2. The fact well corresponds with the
results for the excess power as mentioned above. The reason why the Run 2 did not give any excess
neutrons will be also discussed later in the paper. In Fig.7, the time correlation between the excess
power generation and the excess neutron emission are demonstrated for Run 3. The time correlation
is very clear from the start of the electrolysis to the termination of the operation. The intensities of
the neutron ratios increased with increase of the magnitudes of the excess power. The clear time
correlation between the two events is firstly reported in the new hydrogen energy project and other
related researches.
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Cell voltage (open circuit voltage)
As discussed in the previous papers,r3l the cell voltage was recognized as one of the key factors to
elucidate the mechanisms of the anomalous phenomena occurred in LiOD-Pd electrolysis process.
The cell voltages have been also measured in the present series of experiments. The data are shown
in Fig. 8 for the three runs.
The cell voltages changed with some nonlinear fractions in Run I and Run 3 comparing with the
curves observed in the background runs in all of the runs, while Run 2 gives almost straight linear
curves even in the foreground run. The similar nonlinear fractions have been observed in the previous
experiments by the authors, resulting the excess heat generation and the excess neutron emission. r 11
It can be said that the previous findings have been strongly confirmed by the present results obtained
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from the couple of the coincidental electrolysis operations. The nonlinear fraction in the Run 3 1s
tremendously anomalous as has been never found in the present authors studies.
Combining the three findings of the excess power generation, the excess neutron emission and
the nonlinear fraction of the cell voltage, it can be concluded that the larger deviation with larger
nonlinear fraction from the curves obtained in the background runs gave larger excess power and
more clear excess neutron emission.
At the last part of the present work, the authors should describe the reason why Run 2 gave no
anomalous events. In fact, there was a different procedure in Run 2 from the other two runs. The Pd
electrodes in Run 2 were placed in the electrolyte for two weeks before the electrolysis operation
start to check the machine factors. Only this point is unique point for Run 2 in the all of the
experimental conditions. It can be said that the Pd electrode should be employed for the electrolysis
immediately after the cooling of the Pd electrodes in annealing chamber.
Conclusion
A pair set of the experimental systems to avoid the uncertainty caused from the different date of
the background runs and foreground runs has been assembled to study the correlation between the
excess power generation and the excess neutron emission in LiOD-Pd electrolysis. By use the systems
and the well controlled conditions, the time correlation was observed clearly. The well controlled
conditions was found to replicate the anomalous phenomena based on the deuterium. The anomalous
nonlinear fraction observed in the cell voltage in the heavy water electrolysis was confirmed as one
of sign ificant factors to elucidate the new hydrogen energy process. The further investigations should
be carried out to clarify the mechanisms of the anomalous phenomena including the nonlinear fraction
occurred in the cell voltage.
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Abstract
A gas-loading D/Pd system has been designed to measure the "excess heat". The preliminary result
has shown that the calorimetric feature of the D/Pd system is distinct from that of its twin H/Pd
system. The difference between these twin systems can be attributed to the "excess heat" of the
order of watts per cubic centimeter of palladium.
1. Introduction
The "heat after death" phenomenon [1] has revealed a fact that the electrolysis is not necessary for
"excess heat" phenomena. Provided that enough deuterons are absorbed in the palladium crystal
lattice, we may expect to see the "excess heat" in a gas-loading system as well. We are particularly
interested in the gas-loading system, because we have been engaged in the gas-loading system for
several years[2-7]. Early in 1993, Manduchi et al. [8] showed that the palladium samples might be
soldered together during the gas-loading process with the deuterium gas. It was explained as an
evidence of"excess heat" in this gas loading system. Manduchi's experiments worked out with both
the Russian palladium and the British palladium samples. It seems that the only important pre
treatment in his experiment is the annealing at the high temperature (900 °C} in vacuum. This is
consistent with the early basic research on the gas loading experiments. Oats and Flanagan [9] did
the gas loading experiments early in 1971. They showed that the only pre-treatment was just the
flame heating before use. The loading ratio was as high as 0.94 in their experiments as a matter of
routine. The even surprising point was that the gas-loading was done at low hydrogen pressure (1.5
Torr, 25 °C}. The key element was a heated tungsten wire which dissociated the hydrogen
molecules into hydrogen atoms. These features of operating under the low pressure and heating by
a tungsten wire facilitate the combination of a calorimetric system with a gas-loading system.
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2. Experimental Apparatus.
The low pressure feature makes thin wall stainless steel dewar system applicable for a closed gas
loading system (Fig.1 ). Palladium wire of <jJ 0.34mm is
wound on a quartz frame. A pair of such quartz frames
with palladium wire winding are made for Di -loading
and Hi-loading, respectively. They are put into a
electrical oven to be heated to 900 °C in vacuum
(10-3 Pa). Then they are cooled gradually with the
oven. Before they are put into the stainless steel
dewar, a piece of tungsten filament ( <jJ 0. l mm) is
mounted at the center of the quartz frame. The
resistance of the palladium wire is measured by the
four-lead method in order to determine the loading
ratio (D/Pd and H/Pd) in situ. The leads for palladium
wire and for tungsten filament can be used for both

Tungsten

Pt

Palladium

.__!.•;;..:...;....,��::'._"!=

Quartz

Fig. I A Combination of a Calorimeter
with a Gas-loading System

heating the dewar vessel and measuring their
resistance. A platinum thermometer is put into the gap
between the tungsten filament and the palladium wire
in order to measure the temperature change during the process of gas-loading and the calorimetric
heating. A manometer is monitoring the gas pressure to evaluate the loading ratio, and a diffusion
-4
pump is used to pump out the air to 7 x 10 Pa.
3. Calorimetric Feature.
This stainless dewar vessel is
different from the glass or
quartz dewar electrolytic cell
in Fleischmann and Pons
experiments. In stead of
radiation, the heat con
duction plays the dominant
role in the heat transfer.
Fig.2 shows the temperature,
0 , in the dewar as a func
tion of time. It can be
described by the following
equation
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(1)
when the heat source, S, is a constant source; the temperature in the platinum thermometer, 0,
approaches a constant value 01
(2)
Here, k is the heat conduction coefficient in the Newton's Law of heat transfer. 0b
temperature. The relaxation time of this system
coefficient:

is

is

the room

determined by the reduced heat conduction

k
(3)
k=- MCP
MCP is the equivalent heat capacity of the calorimetric system. The equation can be written as

!:

(4)

= -k[0-(0b +:)]

When S is a constant
(5)
or

s

Here, 00

s

A

(6)
log[0-(0b +-)]=-k(t-t0 )+log[00 -(0b +-)]
k
k
is the initial temperature of the dewar system at time to. This is the straight line section

shown in Fig.2. The slope of the straight line gives the value of the reduced heat conduction
coefficient, k ; the constant ( 0b + S) may include the information for both the applied heat source,
k
P; and the internal heat sources, Q. The applied heat source, P, is the heating power given by the
experimentalist; however, the internal heat sources, Q, may include the "excess heat" which is what
we are searching for.
There are two ways to determine ( 0b +S) :
k
( 1) Heating method: Given a constant heating power (e.g. a constant current through the tungsten
wire), the temperature, 0, approaches a constant value, 01 .

s

01 = 0b +k

(7)

(2) Cooling method: When we plot the Fig.2 using the experimental data, we have to have a correct
value for 0b + S in order to make a straight line for cooling part. Fig.2 shows that the least squares
k
fit

is

able to find the value of 0b + S with a precision better than 3%. 0.5 °C change in 0b + S
k
k

may make the straight line visibly distorted (i.e; bent upward or downward,

if the

0b + S is not a
k

correct number.)
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Fig.2 shows also the sensitivity ofour calorimetric system. When a small power of2.73W is applied
onto the calorimetric system through a current in the tungsten wire, the temperature goes up to a
constant value of 96.0 °C. Then the current is shut off, and we see a straight line of cooling curve
with no heat source (see equation (6) ). Later we turn on the current in the tungsten wire again with
a power of 2.55W, a clear inflection point appears to stop the straight line, and levels to a new
constant value. Particularly, the curve goes up continuously at a power of 2.1W and turns
horizontal at a power of1.9W. Thus, we are confident that this system is able to detect the "excess
heat" at the level of 1 W per c.c. palladium while we put 0.234 c.c. palladium wire into this
calorimetric system.
4. Temperature Difference between Twin Systems
A calibration is necessary to quantify the "excess heat";
however, if we are able to show that there are sharp
differences in the calorimetric feature between the H/Pd
and D/Pd twin systems; then, we may qualitatively
show the evidence ofthe "excess heat".
To load the hydrogen or deuterium gas into the

TIME (10000 Sec.)
6

LOG(T(H)-T(nn)

LOG(T(D)-T(nn)

· • · · · · Lln-(LOG(T(H)-T(nn))

-Lln-(LOG(T(D)-T(nn)J
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Fig.3(b) Cooling Feature of D/Pd and H/Pd Systems
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palladium, electrolytic cell was supposed to be necessary to provide the enough "chemical
potential"; otherwise, the high pressure and low temperature was supposed to be necessary. R.F.
power, a piece of incandescent tungsten wire (2000 °C ), or D.C. discharge were found to be able
to provide the hydrogen or deuterium atoms in stead of the electrolytic current. However, we found
that even if the tungsten wire was turn-off, as long as the correct pre-treatment of the palladium
wire was done, the loading ratio (H/Pd or D/Pd by atom number) might achieve 0.74 at a pressure
much less than 1 atm. This is discussed in two associated papers [10] and [11]. Here, we just
discuss the calorimetric feature of the gas-loading system.
In order to detect the possible "excess heat" in a D/Pd system, we intentionally built a pair of twin
systems. No. l bottle is for deuterium loading, and No.2 bottle is for hydrogen loading. These two
systems have same dewar structure, and similar quartz frames. The palladium wires in both bottles
are cut from same batch ( <p 0.34mm); and have been pre-treated with same procedures. The weight
of palladium wires in two bottles are 2.846g. and 2.844g., respectively. The tungsten wires are cut
from same batch ( <p 0.1mm). The resistance of tungsten wire are 4.1n (in D bottle), and 4.3Q (in H
bottle) , respectively. After being pumped to 10"3 Pa, the No. I bottle was filled with deuterium gas
up to 660 mrnHg; and the No.2 bottle was filled with hydrogen gas up to 660 mrnHg also. Fig.3
shows the cooling curves for bottles No. I and No.2. A straight line is drawn to fit the experimental
data using the least squares fit. From this straight line, the reduced heat conduction
coefficient, kD and kH , is calculated. To maximize the correlation coefficient R2 , we may determine
the value of ( 0 b + S ) for that straight line. Table 1 gives the corresponding values for the reduced
k

heat conduction coefficients

kD

and

correlation coefficients R; and R!-

kH

;

s

s

the constants (0 b + -) D and (0b + -) H; and the
k

k

Table 1 Calorimetric Feature for Cooling Curve ofD/Pd and H/Pd Systems
Temperature Range

Reduced Heat Conduction

k

Coefficient

oc

sec·

s
0b +k

R2

oc

1

41.456➔ 31.173

H

(4.)5 ± 0.02)

X

10-4

30.94

0.9999

42.785➔ 31.803

D

(3.98 ± 0.02)

X

10-4

30.94+0.579

0.9999

58.047➔ 31.741

H

(4.24 ± 0.04)

X

10-4

30.85

0.9996

62.161➔ 32.728

D

(4.18 ± 0.03) X 10-4

30.85+o.84

0.9996

It is clearly shown that the reduced heat conduction coefficients are same for both bottles with the
precision better than 5%. However, the constants, 0b + S, are different for D/Pd and H/Pd
k
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systems. The difference between them increases, when the temperature range expands. Since the
information of "excess heat" is included in this constant, 0b + S , we investigated further by
k
another method: i.e. we heat the systems using the electrical current in the tungsten wire. Through
the constant current at 0, 0.1965A, 0.359A, 0.464A, 0.601A, 0.753A and 0.801A; the D/Pd and
H/Pd systems are heated to different temperatures. From these temperatures, we may have another
estimate of the constant, 0b + - . Table 2 list the results of these heating experiments. The
difference of 01 - l.j,

= [(l.j, + !)-1.j,] gives the ! � p; Q

In the experiments, the tungsten wires in the D/Pd and H/Pd are connected in series such that the
electrical current, Iw , is same in both tungsten wires. This heating power enhances the
temperature, 0 , in both bottles, and eventually makes a steady state value, 01 . We can measure
the temperature difference at the steady state between the inside and the outside of the dewar,
01 - � , which should be equal to the constant S = p + Q . In this case, P is the heating power in

k

k

tungsten wire, Q is the possible "excess power", k is the heat conduction coefficient. It is interesting
to notice that when the heating power increases, the temperature difference, 01 - � , in D/Pd system

increases much faster than that in H/Pd system. This could be attributed to the possible "excess
power" in the D/Pd system. In order to estimate this "excess power", we need the value for heat

Table 2 Calorimetric Feature for Heating Curve of D/Pd and H/Pd System

pD
w

(A)

(W)

01 -�

pH
w

=[pw:�1

O

O

( C)

(W)

0.161

2.44

0.173

0.464

0.960

14.2

0.977

2.99

39.8

2.93

0.601

0.753

0.801

8.34

0.551
1.73

3.51

01 -�

=[pw:�1

0.197

0.359
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conduction coefficient, kD • Since the reduced heat conduction coefficients,

kD

and

kH for D/Pd

and H/Pd are almost same (see table 1). It is reasonable to assume that the heat conduction
coefficients, k D and k H, are same also. Based on this assumption, the "excess power" in the D/Pd
system is calculated. It may achieve up to 0.821W (see the last column in table 2) while the heating
power is about 3.5W. An additional evidence of this "excess power" in D/Pd system is the change
of the resistance of the tungsten wire. Initially, the resistance of the tungsten wire in H/Pd system
(4.46 Q) is a little higher than that ofD/Pd system(4.15 Q). When the heating power is increased to
~ 3.5W, the resistance of the tungsten wire in H/Pd system (5.38 Q) becomes smaller than that of
D/Pd system (5.47 Q). Using the resistance temperature coefficient a w= 4.8 x 10-3 K- 1 for
tungsten wire, we have the temperature for the tungsten wires in the H/Pd and D/Pd system, 73.5
�C and 96.9 °C, respectively. The temperature in D/Pd system is much higher than that of H/Pd
system . This is consistent with the former calculation of the "excess power" inside the D/Pd
system.
5 Concluding Remarks:
While a pair of twin calorimetric systems are heated by the same amount of electrical power, the
systems approach different temperatures at steady state. The D/Pd system is hotter than the H/Pd
system. The temperature difference may achieve the value of 8.5 °C measured by the platinum
thermometer. Since the cooling curves have shown the reduced heat conduction coefficients for
both systems are same, this temperature difference means that there must be an "excess heat"
source in the D/Pd system.
We are using platinum resistance thermometers and the Keithley digital multi-meter to measure the
temperature. The precision of the measurement is better than 0.1 °C. Hence, we are confident about
the existence of this temperature difference. This is a qualitative proof of the "excess heat" in D/Pd
system.
To quantify this excess heat, we need two assumptions: First the heat conduction coefficient is
assumed to be same for the twin systems; second, the excess heat in the H/Pd system is assumed to
be zero. The first assumption is supported by the equality of kD = kH; and the second assumption
just makes a conservative estimate on "excess heat". If there is any "excess heat" in the H/Pd
system also; then, the "excess heat" in D/Pd system should be greater than this estimate. It is at
least at a level of 1W per c.c. palladium. We have observed this excess heat for more than 5
months. (from April, 20 to September 29, in 1996) in a D/Pd system with 2.846g. of palladium. It is
about 103 eV for each palladium atom, which is very difficult to be attributed to any chemical
resource. This gas-loading system has the advantage of being operated at a higher temperature
which is essential to enhance the heat energy efficiency as an energy source.
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Excess Heat Registration in High Current Density Glow
Discharge with Varrous Cathode Materials
Alexander Karabut
Scientific Industrial Association "Luch"
24 Zheleznodorozhnaya St., 142100 Podolsk, Moscow Region,
Russian Federation

ABSTRACT
Experimental facts and results of heat and electric power measurements
(including nuclear products) with various cathode materials are presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
Excess heat was registered with various cathode materials and high current
density glow discharge in D2, H2, Ar using a continuous flow calorimeter. These
measurements confirmed our previous results [1]. A continuous flow calorimeter
measured excess heat in the glow discharge using system of measurements with
better precision.
2.EXPERJMENTAL METHOD
Experimental device "Calorimeter-2" consists of vacuum chamber having
a volume of 1200 cm3, a gas pumping system, a water cooling system, a power
supply and a measuring system [1]. The system of the measurements and methods
was represented [ I]. The system for excess power heat measurement was
improved. The termoresistors were pairs of five silicon KTS 395A transistors. The
water flow was stabilized in each channel. In experiments of a system Pd-D2,
Pd-H2, Ni-H2, Ni-O2, Nb-H2 ( cathode samples- a gas ) were used. The various
kinds of the pulses current were applied.
3.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Excess heat was not observed by use the pulses current up to 100 A and
duration up to 3-5 µs. Excess heat in a kind of thermal bursts was observed in a
range of a current 20-60 mA. The frequency of the recurrence of thermal bursts
changes for these currents from 6 minutes till 5-8 seconds ( Fig.1-2 ). Large excess
heat were registered for a system Ag-D2 at density of a current 20-50 mA / cm2
( Fig.2 ). Excess heat was observed for systems Ni-H2, Nb-H2 (cathode sample- plasma gaze ). Large excess heat for simple Pd samples are registered at the large
loading D2 in Pd at small currents and at large currents ( Fig.3). Excess heat is
increased monotony with a increase of density of a current for special Pd samples
( Fig.3 ). We presented before possible nuclear reactions of the fission [2] at eneq,y
3-20 MeV on one reaction. The manufacture stable isotope- impurity is observed in
Pd cathode samples ( Fig.4).
1
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4.CONCLUSIONS
The quantity of impurity corresponds to the complete value of excess heat. The
comparison excess heat and of nuclear products ( stable isotope) shows, that two
types of nuclear reactions are observed: 1- with formation radioactive nuclides,
which are observed practically for any working gases including Ar and cathode
samples from the majority of metals with intensity 102 -103 s- 1 , 2- reactions
proceeding for some metals with H2 and with D2 by intensity 10 11 -10 12 f I and
forming stable nuclides with excess heat without decelerated y- radiation .
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Registration of High-Energy Products in High Current Density
Glow Discharge
Alexander Karabut
Scientific Industrial Association "Luch"
24 Zhelesnodorozhnaya St., 142100 Podolsk, Moscow Region,
Russian Federation

Abstract
The experimental results of the High-Energy Products registration are pre
sented in this paper. In our previous experiments with glow discharges in deuterium
[ 1,2,3] excessive heat release, neutron, gamma and charged particle emission have
been observed. Results of research high-voltage ( up to a few tens kV ) and high
current (up to hundreds A) pulses of a nanosecond duration are submitted.
Amplitude spectra of a voltage of pulses for the discharge in H2, 02, Ar are received.
Results of measurement electronic and x-ray emission cathode samples after switch
off of a discharge current in the area from 2 keV up to 1 Me V are indicated.
1. Introduction
In previous experiments with glow discharges in deuterium [ 1,2,3] neutron,
gamma and charged particle emission have been observed. We modified the
experimental facilities. The purpose of experiments was determination of possible
gears of conversion low energy ions of discharge in high energy.
2. Methods
A glow discharge device (continuous flow calorimeter) [3] filled with deuterium,
hydrogen or inert gases was used. Cathodes were made of Pd, Zr, Nb, Mo and other
materials. The typical gas pressure in the chamber was 2-10 Torr, the discharge
voltage 300-800 V and the discharge current 5-100 mA. A schematic diagram of the
experimental device is given in Fig. 1.
Electric probe measurements
Electric probe measurements were conducted to study high voltage pulses of a
short duration which are generated in the discharge area. The consisted of Mo
cylinder placed in quartz tube with one end open, the probe was placed at I mm
from the cathode. The spacing between anode and cathode was 2-5 mm.
Leading edge was 35-40 ns and independent of the sort of gas (H2,D2,Xe,Ar)
(Fig.2). The spectrum of probe voltage pulses consists of pronounced lines (Fig.3).
The line character of the probe voltage spectrum indicates that electrons have fixed
energies and can be conversion electrons.
Registration of fast electrons
We used x-ray film RT-lV (SYEMA) with various degrading screens to
register x-rays and fast electrons. The films were exposed during mn-timr�s rif 400015000 s. The film exposure was analyzed using a densitometer. In our experiment:-:
the film exposure can be caused by gamma, x-ray or fast electron emission The
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results are still preliminary and the contribution of each specific component is not
evaluated yet, but the results of the probe measurements (see below) indicate
presence ofelectrons.The x-ray films were placed out side the vacuum chamber.
The registration beta ofactivity samples after experiment.
Beta the activity (or x-ray ) was made with the help Si-Li detector, cooled by a to
liquid nitrogen. Si-Li detector had a crystal by thickness 5 mm. There was a
opportunity to register fast electrons up to 4 MeV. Emission is registered from
samples after experiment in the field of 1 -1000 keV ( Fig.5. ). The activity Pd
samples is higher after Ar discharge, than after D2 discharge.
The spot film exposure can be caused by electron beams. Enerb'Y of the beams
depends upon the cathode material and the working gas. The beams pass through 5
mm quartz in the case of palladium cathode and registreted (Fig. 4) bay
multiplication effect in plastic. Such beams can consist of electrons with energies
ranging from hundreds ofkeV to units ofMeV.
The exposure spots are clear and non diffused in spite of long-term exposure
(up to 15000 s). This indicates that quite intensive beams are emitted within short
term intervals.
Discussion
Judging by the time dependence of probe and cathode voltages and cathode
current, the registered pulses are generated by the spontaneous release ofbunches of
0.01-0.23 MeV electrons. It is estimated that there are 108-1011 electrons in a
bunch. The line character of the probe voltage spectrum indicates that electrons
have fixed energies and can be conversion electrons. Made experiments show, that
there is a gear of transformation low energy ions of the discharge in high energy
metastable oflevels in solid.
References
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Fig.1. Experimental device: I-vacuum chamber, 2-cathode, 3-anode, 4-He3
neutron detector, 5-moderator, 6-windows with attenuating foils,
7-Si-Au detectors, 8-, 9-Be window 10-lead shielding, 11-Ge-Li detector, 12-probe
13-x-ray film, 14- attenuating foils, 15- multiplicater
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---- - - -------------- -Possible Phenomenologycal Model of Initiation of Nuclear
Reactions in Solid
Alexander Karabut, SIA "Luch", Podolsk, Moscow region, Russian Federation.
On the basis of experimental results possible model of processes of transformation
of energy of a flux low energy ions in a solid is considered, which includes: generation
optical pole phonons with energy 1-500 e V, in a solid at the expense of components
of nuclear deceleration of a ions flux, multicascade unharmonic processes of the
third and fourth orders ( merge two and three phonons in one with a increase of
frequency ) and formation of populated level of nucleuses with effective phonon
in temperature up to a few tens and hundreds keV (a phonon laser of P. Hagelstein),
Interaction populated of phonon levels with electrons and generation of fast electron
beams ( electronic laser ) is discussed. Opportunity of realization between nucleuses
with such phonons by excitation of nuclear reactions of a following type is
considered: A + B = c* + D* These reactions can be resonant ( long-haul acting )
under a following condition: the difference between energy of reaction by received
new nucleuses c* and o* and energy of excited nuclear levels c* and D* is size
small ( up to a few tens keV ).
It is possible to mark two types of nuclear reactions: 1- with formation radioactive
nuclides, which are observed practically for any working gases including Ar and
cathode samples from the majority of metals with intensity 10 2-10 3 s- 1 , 2- reactions
proceeding for some metals with H2 and with D2 by intensity 10 11 - 10 12 s- 1 and
forming stable nuclides with excess heat without decelerated y- radiation.
The removal of energy from the excited levels C* and D* can be to realization by
the way electron - multiphonons of interaction ( inradiative transitions in a solid ),
when the energy is transmitted to a plenty of thermal phonons of a crystal lattice.
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Fif. l. Generation of optical pole phonons.
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Fif.4. Formation of populated levels of nucleuses,
°

T(crystal lattice)= 20-300 C, T(optical phonons) = 10-1000 ke V.
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CHEMICAL CHANGES AND EXCESS HEAT CAUSED BY
ELECTROLYSIS WITH H2S04-D20 ELECTROLYTE
J. Dash
Physics Dept., Portland State University
Portland, OR 97207, USA
ABSTRACT. Preliminary mass spectrometer analysis showed that a palladium foil which
had been electrolyzed for 12 minutes had greater abundance of Pd108 than Pd106,
whereas the unelectrolyzed control showed the reverse, expected natural abundances.
After about 20 hours of electrolysis, a Pd cathode produced excess heat at the rate of
about 5 watts per gram. After about 70 hours of electrolysis. the Pd electrode no longer
produced excess heat, but a Pt cathode began to produce excess heat.Similar localized
concentrations of unexpected elements were found on both the Pd and the Pt cathodes.
INTRODUCTION. We have previously reported results of electrolysis of palladium
cathodes with a H2SO4-D2O electrolyte (1-3). Further results have now been obtained
with improved calorimetry. In addition, mass spectrometry is now being used to compare
the chemical makeup of the Pd before and after electrolysis.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS. Cold rolled Pd foil was used as the
cathode in an electrolyte containing 0.06 mol fraction H2SO4 and 0.94 D2O. A Pt foil
anode was used, and electrolysis was performed for 12 minutes on 4-24-89. A piece of the
same Pd foil which had not been electrolyzed and the electrolyzed Pd cathode were then
analyzed by microscopy to determine the surface topography (1). The same samples were
analyzed in Oct. 1996 with a secondary ion mass spectrometer (SIMS), using a 3 KV Ce
ion beam and a quadrapole mass analyzer. Pd was sputtered at a rate of about 1 angstrom
per second for 50 minutes.
Fig. 1 shows preliminary SIMS results. It should be noted that the mass numbers given in
the figure result from combination of Cs ions and the Pd isotopes indicated. The spectra in
Fig. l a from the Pd foil control (unelectrolyzed) shows that the relative intensities of the
Pd isotopes are approximately in proportion to their natural abundances.However, Fig. 1b
shows that the Pd isotope of mass 108 is more abundant than Pd 106 in the electrolyzed
foil., whereas the natural abundance of Pd 108 is 26.46% and that of Pd 106 is27.33%
(4).The difference in these two abundances decreases with increased depth into the
sample. After sputtering for 50 minutes to a depth of about 0.3 µm, these two isotopes
have the same abundance.
Two closed cells of 25 ml capacity were constructed. Both had Pt anodes, an electrolyte
with 0.06 mol fraction H2SO4 in D2O, and recombination catalyst suspended above the
electrolyte. One cell had a Pd foil ( 0.055 g) cathode, and the other had a Pt foil

cathode of similar mass. Each cell was placed in an identical insulated
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container. The cells were connected in series, and electrolysis was performed
at constant current density of about 0.25 A/sq. cm. The cell voltages were
almost the same. The temperature of the air surrounding the cells inside the
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insulated containers and the ambient temperature were monitored.
During the first 20 hours of electrolysis, there was no difference in heat
output of the two cells. For most of the next 50 hours of electrolysis, the cell
with the Pd cathode produced more heat ( as much as 0.3 watt more) than the
Pt cathode cell. A typical result is given in Fig. 2.
Temperature vs. Time
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the Pd deteriorated and a solid black substance accumulated at the bottom of
the cell. The Pt cathode did not appear to change.
After lying dormant for 75 days, electrolysis was again performed. In five
consecutive experiments totaling 20 hours over a period of two weeks, the
cell with the Pt cathode produced more heat (as much as 0.3 watt more) than
the Pd cathode cell.
These results suggest that a Pt cathode, under suitable conditions, can serve
to catalyze excess heat, consistent with the work of Ohmori and Enyo(6 ).
After electrolysis for about 90 hours, both a Pd and a Pt cathrode were cleaned
ultrasonically in deionized water and studied with a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
and an energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS). Fig. 3 shows the electrolyzed parts of both
cathodes. The width of each cathode is less than the original width due to sputtering which
occurred during electrolysis. It was shown previously that Pd is inert in the sulfuric acid
heavy water electrolyte (1), and it is likely that this is also true for Pt. The extent of this
sputtering is greater on the Pd than on the Pt cathode. For example, the original square
corners of the Pd cathode are now rounded, whereas the corners of the Pt cathode remain
almost square.
The arrow on each electrode indicates a place where the same, unexpected elements were
found by EDS. The spectra are shown in Fig. 4. Both show unexpected concentrations of
sulfur and chlorine. A large concentration of chlorine was detected previously on a Pd
cathode after electrolysis (5).
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. The data in Fig. 1 present clear evidence that a nuclear
process occurs at the surface of a palladium cathode during electrolysis in heavy water.
Otherwise, how could the observed isotopic shifts occur over a thickness of about O.3 µm
? Chemical explanations for the excess heat observed for both the Pd and the Pt cathodes
are also unlikely. The chlorine observed on these electrodes may be the result of
transmutation of sulfur which is present in the electrolyte.
REFERENCES.
1. D. S. Silver, J. Dash, and P.S. Keefe, "Surface Topography of a Palladium Cathode
After Electrolysis in Heavy Water", Fusion Tech. 24,423 (1993).
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Fig. 3. Pd cathode (left) and Pt cathode (right) after electrolysis for about 90 hours.
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FROM "COLD FUSION" TO "HYDREX" AND "DEUTEX"
STATES OF HYDROGEN
Jacques DUFOUR, Jacques Foos, Jean Paul MILLOT and Xavier DUFOUR
SHELL/CNAM, Laboratoire des Sciences Nucleaires.
Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers, Paris, France.
Abstract

Based on experimental results, the possibility of formation of new bound states between an electron and a
proton (deuteron) is discussed. These bound states (HYDREX and DEUTEX) result from the equilibrium
between the attractive Coulombic force and the repulsive weak electro-nuclear force. These species could
account for all data obtained in field of Cold Fusion".
Introduction
Seven years ago, the announcement 1, that nuclear fusion of deuterium had been obtained at room
temperature by electrolysing heavy water with a palladium cathode, raised much interest but also much
controversy. Although the phenomenon is now denied by most scientists, a number of more and more
reliable experimental data, point to a real phenomenon, but stil I very surprising and difficult to explain.
A number of those puzzling experimental data have been obtained by striking sparks or ozonizer
discharges through an hydrogen isotope 2,3 (hydrogen and deuterium were used), in contact with a palladium
electrode:
c:> excess energy production, in amounts far above any known chemical reactions that could take
place in the systems used 4, 5 ,6 .
c:> unexplained disappearing of hydrogen 6,7 .
c:> emission of ionizing radiations (X Rays, Y Rays ?) that can be observed even after the electrical
current is cut off 4.
c:> production of exceedingly small amounts (if any) of the known ashes of the classical fusion
reactions between hydrogen isotopes, which cannot explain the amount of excess energy observed (by
several powers of ten) 6.
c:> possible nuclear synthesis of lithium from helium and deuterium.
The last experimental results obtained with an ozonizer type of discharge are presented. A description is
then given of possible bound states of a proton and an electron, resulting from the combined action of the
attractive Coulombic force and the repulsive weak electro-nuclear force. These hypothetical bound states
will be called HYDREX (when a proton is involved) and DEUTEX (in the case of a deuteron). It will be
seen that the properties of these hypothetical species can account for all experimental data observed in the
field of so-called "Cold Fusion" 1 , including transmutations 8,9 . The existence of HYDREX and DEUTEX,
when proven, is likely to be the actual reason why the TNCF phenomenological model gives a very
approximate description of the phenomenon 10.
Experimental results
The most interesting results obtained when an ozonizer (or a spark) discharge is struck through hydrogen
isotopes, contacting a palladium electrode, will now be summarised. The experimental devices used have
been previously described 4, 5 , 6, 7 _
Emphasis will be laid on results obtained with pure hydrogen (ALPHAGAZ quality U H2 > 99.995 %) and
pure palladium (Johnson Matthey quality Puratronic, metal impurities Jess than 20 ppm weight) (see table I
in annex for detailed compositions of the palladium), as this system is the most simple and clean.
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Excess energy
Very significant excess energy production have been observed, on long periods.
c:> excess power up to 10 W (representing 7 % of the input power) have been obtained 6. 7 . The
standard deviation of the calorimetric system being 1W, this result is very significant. This excess power
production has been obtained on long periods (3xl06 to 10xl06 s) and increases when the input power is
increased. Fig. I in annex, gives the evolution with time of this excess power for the system
hydrogen/palladium (note that for deuterium, the excess power is higher: 14 W, representing 10 % of the
energy input).
r:> unexplained disappearing of hydrogen (deuterium) which cannot be explained by leakage,
diffusion through the walls of the reactor or combination with elements present in the reactor 7. The loading
ratio of the palladium after experiment (measured by heating the electrode and measuring the volume of
hydrogen -deuterium- recovered) is 0.85 to 0.9. Fig.2 in annex, gives the evolution with time of the
"apparent" loading ratio of the palladium during the experiment (calculated from the amount of palladium
present in the reactor and the quantity of hydrogen injected in this reactor to keep its pressure constant). It
can be seen that this "apparent" loading ratio reaches values up to 5, which is impossible. Hydrogen is thus
lost in the experiment.
r:> very high excess energy per atom : Fig.3 in annex, is a plot of the cumulative excess energy

( 1 Elt'Jit,

E P (t) being the excess power in Watt at time t) as a function of the cumulative quantity of

hydrogen lost ( £ FH (t)dt, FH (t) being the flow of hydrogen into the reactor, in mMole H per second at
time t), for the above mentioned experiment with hydrogen and palladium. The slope of the curve is the
overall excess energy per mMole H (W/mMole H). It can be seen from Fig.3, that:
CD the mean value of the overall excess energy is very high; expressed in eV/atom H: 7,100 eV/H
(to be compared to I eV/H for the combustion of hydrogen). This value is shown on Fig.3 by the straight
line.
@ this value increases with time as can be seen from the curvature of the curve Fig.3.
Table 2 below summarises the results obtained with the system hydrogen/palladium
Duration
H
Mean
Tall.le 2
Excess
Exc.Ene.
Power
consumed
excess
eV per
energy on
input
Period
power
atom H
period
(second)
(W)
(mMole H)
(J)
(W)
CAL
230 000
0
0
Calib.
INC
695 000
2.5
1 737 500
I 800
9.88
Increasing
I
4.2
6 300
I 390 000
9.63
5 838 000
115
II
342 000
5.4
13 600
1.41
150
I 846 000
III
767 000
5.44
12 600
8.6
6 596 000
150
Total
3 424 000
16 018 300
26.36
4.7
9 000
Note that the combustion of all the hydrogen used in the experiment (26.36 mMole H) would have
yielded 6,400 J, to be compared with 16,018,300 J actually obtained.

Emission q,flow energy radiations
During the experiments carried out with sparks 4, observations were made, that can be related to the
emission of low energy X Rays:
r:> light tight films placed in the reactor were found completely blackened after experiments with
hydrogen and deuterium. In contrast, experiments carried out in the same conditions, but using nitrogen as
sparking gas yielded no blackening of the film.
r:> after cut-off of the spark a strange phenomenon was observed : by polarising the electrodes gap
(100 V for a gap of I cm), after an experiment, the gap being filled with the hydrogen that had been
submitted to the sparks (hydrogen pressure round 900 mbar), a current was measured with values up to
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25 nA for hydrogen experiments 700 nA for deuterium ones. The current was observed on periods of several
days, with a fast decrease for deuterium (hours) and a slower one for hydrogen (days). Similar
measurements carried out with hydrogen and palladium before sparking, yielded current values lower than
10 pA. Fig.4 in annex, shows the evolution of this unexplained current with time (for a D2/Pd experiment).
These two sets of observations can be explained by the production of low energy X Rays, the intriguing
thing being the long persistence (several days) of the phenomenon after cut-off of the discharge.

Possible synthesis of new elements in the palladium matrix (transmutation)
A complete analysis of the palladium electrode used for the experiment with hydrogen above mentioned
(ozonizer discharge), was carried out. The palladium electrode was a wire (diameter 0.25 mm) weighing
120 mg.The electrode was completely dissolved and the following analysis were carried out (sample 3H06):
c:> atomic emission spectrometry with plasma torch (ICP/AES) for Fe, Ru , Rh and Ag.
c:> mass spectrometry with plasma torch (ICP/MS) for the other impurities and for the isotopic
composition of the palladium.
Similar analytical procedure was carried out on a virgin palladium wire from the same batch, the same roll
of wire and of the same weight as sample 3H06 (sample Blank).
The complete results of the analysis are given in annex (Table 1 ). From Table 1 it can be seen that
variations from sample Blank to sample 3H06 are observed for the elements
Li, Mg, Al, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ir, Pt and Au. Table 3 gives the variations of these elements (expressed
in number of atom):
Table 3

Element

3H06

Blank

3H06 - Blank

Li
Mg
Al
Cr
Mn
Fe
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ir
Pt
Au

5.2x10 14
2.5xl0 1 7
7.2x10 16
1. l xlQI 6
3.9xl0 14
2.8x10 16
3.3x10 15
4.7xl0 15
4.8xl0 16
2.3xl0 14
3.0xl0 14
2. 9xl0 14

l .0x10 14
2.2xl0 16
2.7xl0 15
l .3xl0 15
2. 6xl0 14
l .3xl0 16
2. 5xl0 15
l .8x10 15
4.8x10 15
l . 9x10 14
5.2xl0 14
4.0x10 14

4.2x10 14
2.3x10 1 7
7.0x10 16
9.7xl0 15
l .3x10 14
l.6xl0 16
8.6xl0 14
2.8xl0 15
4.3xl0 16
3.8xl0 1 3

- 2.2x10 14
- l . l xl0 14

From table 1 (annex) it can also be seen that there is no significant variation of the isotopic composition of
the palladium. This table also shows that the precision on the measure of Ag is low (l.3xl0 16 atoms), so any
nuclear generation of Ag lower than this quantity are not detectable.
From these data, following conclusions can be drown
c:> the total amount of new atoms that appear in the sample (some 2.4x10 1 7) is much higher than the
total amount of atoms that disappear from the sample (some 3.3x 10 14). No D!.!cli:ar- rca-.::lio:i, either fu�ion ,:Jf
fission, can explain this fact. So the bulk of the new atoms in sampie 3H06 comes from ccintarnination and
indeed all the new elements found (except Li), can be traced back in the various comronents of the reactor.
The case of Li will b5 discussed below.
c:> assuming that al! new ckments found in sample 3H06 originate from a nuclear reaction with an
exothermicity of 5 MeV, it can be calculated that the total amount of energy produced would have been
3xl05 J, which represents only 1.9 % of the total amount of excess energy produced in the experiment
(some 1 6xl06 J).
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e> case of Li : a contamination of sample 3HO6 by Li could not be found obviously. Although the

precision of the analysis carried out to trace it back, cannot completely rule it out, a nuclear origin of Li
found, is plausible. The detailed nuclear reaction proposed to account for that will be discussed below
(Reactions ofHYDREX with nuclei of the metal). The overall reaction could be written
;He + ;H
�Li + 1.4 MeV
(0)

The origin of ;He in the palladium could be ionic implantation of ;He from the hydrogen gas phase of
the reactor: during the search for fusion ashes 6, the amount of ;He in the gas phase (H2 bottle) was found
to be 4.4xIO13 atoms per cm3 , which, for the experiment reported (26.36 mMole H) , gives a total of
l.3xIO1 6 atoms. The amount of lithium formed (4.2x!O 1 4) can thus originate from ;He present in the
experiment. The data gathered 6 allows an evaluation of the order of magnitude of the reaction rate of
reaction (0). The equilibrium amount of ;He in the metal was found to be 10 13 atoms. From the deuterium
content of the H2 used, we can assume that the amount of deuterium in the palladium is 2.5xl 0 19 atoms.
Given the volume of the palladium wire (l.3xI0·3 cm3 ), the concentration of the reacting nuclei are thus: for
;He 7.69xIO 1 5 and for ;H l .92x!O22 atom.cm·3 . The total duration of the experiment being 3,4x!O6 s,
the average formation rate of lithium is : 9.5 ·10 10 atom.s- 1 . cm·3 . The average first order reaction
constant for (0) is thus
ko = 6.4 -1O-2 s (s·1) ·(atom ·cm-3 )-1
which expressed in (s· 1 )x(Molexcm·3 )·1 yields 3.85xl 0·4, which is the order of magnitude of the fastest
nuclear reactions occurring in the sun.
Conclusion on the experimental results
Three main conclusions can be drown from the experimental results
CD a sizeable amount of excess energy is produced, and hydrogen is lost.
@ if a small part of this excess might come from nuclear reactions, the bulk cannot have this origin,
but is much higher than any known chemical reaction.
® ionizing radiations (X Rays ?) are produced during the experiment. They are persistent (for
periods of hours to days) after cut-off of the experiment.
All this is extremely puzzling and a strong and simple lead is necessary to order all these data.
Theoretical arguments have thus been developed to show the possible existence of new bound states
between a proton (deuteron) and an electron, resulting from the equilibrium between the attractive
Coulombic force and the repulsive weak electro-nuclear force. The properties of these bound states,
when there existence is proven, can account for all data obtained in the field of "Cold Fusion".
Physical basis of the model
A good overall description of the hydrogen atom is given by the Bohr model that quantifies the interaction
between the Coulombic force and the resulting kinetic energy of the electron. Another interaction is possible
between the proton and the electron, the endothermic synthesis of a neutron:
p++e· = n+v -Q, withQ= (Mil - M1,)c 2
(I)
Mil and Mh being respectively the masses of the neutron and of the hydrogen atom and c the velocity of
light. Q= 1.2583 x J0·13 J. No (or extremely small amounts) of neutrons are produced in "Cold Fusion"
experiments. (!) is thus likely to yield only virtual states of the neutron.
Contrary to the Coulombic force or the centrifugal force, the weak electro-nuclear force has no
macroscopic description. Nevertheless a very broad description of its possible interaction with the
Coulombic force can be achieved by using the basic principles of quantum mechanics.
To start with, it can be noted that the Bohr model deals with a system consisting of a single proton and a
single electron in vacuum. Considering the electron starting from infinite, the formation of the hydrogen
atom can be described as the {'(eetron approaching the proton, with a kinetic energy ruled by the intensity of
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the Coulombic force and successively meeting the various excited states of the hydrogen atom to finally end
up in the ground state of this atom.
In a metallic hydride forming metal, the hydrogen is partly in the form of protons. Conduction electrons
could interact with these protons in a way which is likely to be very different from the previous one. It is
wel I known 11 , that the behaviour of the conduction electrons in a metal can be precisely described by the
void cation model, where the Coulombic potential from the cation is replaced by a much lower "pseudo
potential" ( with practically O value) in the close vicinity of the cation (from O to 1.66 Bohr radius / see
Fig.5 in annex). This is due to the periodic character of the cation lattice and means that the conduction
electrons can move in the vicinity of the cations without feeling their Coulombic attraction. Note that this
model is not meant to describe the very close vicinity (some fm ) of the cation, where the real Coulombic
potential should apply. In a metallic hydride, if all the sites available are occupied by hydrogen, a similar
phenomenon could occur, between the conduction electrons and the lattice formed by the hydrogen cations
(which is a "moving lattice", because it is known that protons can migrate across the metal lattice under the
influence of an electrical field).
A model of the hypothetical interactions between protons trapped in a metal I ic lattice and the conduction
electrons of this "proton lattice" can thus be obtained by considering the system formed by one proton and
one electron, the electron starting its motion towards the proton at a very short distance from it (some
fm) with O (or very low) kinetic energy, this very short distance being the distance beyond which the void
cation model is valid and the pseudo potential very low.
The HYDREX (DEUTEX) mode1
As usually the proton is considered to be fixed. Let R0 be the distance from the center of the proton, from
which the electron starts its motion towards it and R" the distance at which the electron impacts the proton.
R0 being supposed very small, the interaction between the spins of the 2 particles should favour "head on"
collisions.
The exchange of energy between the 2 particles can be described in 3 steps:
0 - acceleration of the electron towards the proton. At the impact R0 the kinetic energy of
the electron is:

E, �

4::. [ ;

0

-

;J

,

(2)

@ - nuclear interaction between the electron and the proton to yield a virtual neutron, that
reverts into an electron and a proton according to the scheme
+
+
p + e- = n + v = p + eTheoretical arguments to justify the possibility of such a reaction have already been proposed 12. Note that
they suppose a very small mass of the neutrino ( l0-3 to 10-1 eV).
The life time of the virtual state of the neutron is limited by Heisenberg uncertainty relations:
t...T · M � n
M being equal to

(Q- Ee ), t...T can be expressed as:
t...T =

kn

(Q-Ec )

(3)

with k > O and integer and (Q - E c) > 0 , reflecting the virtual state of the neutron.
@ - ejection of the electron from the neutron, when the neutron reverts to the proton, with a
kinetic energy E� given by the energy balance of step 2 :
E� = Q- (Q- Ee )= EC
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The electron is then back to its initial state (distance R0 from the proton, kinetic energy very low) and
:teps O,@ and � repeat indefinitely, yielding the HYDREX bound state of hydrogen.
A very broad description of the various levels of this bound state can be obtained by considering step @
ts an elastic collision between the electron and the proton, with duration b.T and impact energy Ec . The
1uantification of the product Ec .!1T gives:
(4)
Ec .b.T
nli ,
n being an integer
Replacing Ec and b.T by (2) and (3) and Q by its value (1) in (4), yields:
_1

Ra

_

= _n_ 4m, 0
2
e
n+ k
RO

_1

C

2

(MII _ M/, )

(5)

(5), with the condition that R0 is positive, gives a broad estimation of the values of the radii of the
lifferent states of HYDREX, provided an hypothesis is made on the values of k, that is on the actual
luration of the virtual state of the neutron (note that this value could be k' different from k in the case of
)EUTEX where a virtual di-neutron is formed, and that the quantity Q' corresponding to Q is also different
• see below for an estimation of Q' -).
Discussion. Possibilities and limitations of the model
To choose the above mentioned values of k, we have to take into account the limitations set previously
k > 0 integer
(virtual state of the neutron)
(6)
(7)
(virtual state of the neutron)
(Q- Ee ) > O
(Ro> 0)
(8)
l/R0 > 0
Combining (3) and (4) shows that (7) is satisfied for all values of k > 0 :
Combining (5) and (8) yields the condition

4

k> n.[R" nt(M"-M )-l:
,

(9)

For Ra = 1.2 (radius of the proton), (9) yields k > - 0.4372 . n. This is always true if n and k are positive
integers, which are the only 2 conditions left.
Descrivtion of the HYDREX state of hydrogen
fo describe HYDREX, an hypothesis has to be made on the value of Ra . It is commonly admitted that the
radius of the free proton is 1.2 fm. This value has been taken for Ra (parametric calculations have shown
�hat the basic description ofHYDREX is not much modified when Ra varies from 1 to 1.5 fm).
The ground state is obtained for n = I. As mentioned above, nothing is known on k, which describes the
life of the virtual state of the neutron (note that for k infinite, the radius ofHYDREX is R0 = Ra, and the
model is no longer valid).

I

I I I I I I

A parametric calculation yields the following values for the ground state
�o (fm)

1.7�

1.5�

1 .4�

1.3:

1.:5

The highest excited state (end of the continuum) is obtained for n infinite, where the influence of low
values of k are negligible. The radius of this state is

R/' = 3.47 fm
Given the physical way HYDREX is supposed to be formed, these highest excited states are likely to be
the first obtained. To analyse the way they deexcite, the energies of the various transitions have to be
1
1
1 k
;::alculated. Let M;, ,; · and M;, _,;+ be the transitions fork fixed and n fixed respectively. The way the
binding energy ofHYDREX is disposed of will be discussed later. The transition energies can be calculated
from the values of the potential energies of the electron at Ra , Er (Ra ) :
1
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(10)
From (10):
M

"+l,k

11,k

M

"· k +1

n,

k

-

k
(M - M )c 2
h
(n +1 +kXn +k) ·
"

(11)

-n
(n +k +IXn +k)

(12)

. (M,, - Mh ) c z

1

(12) shows that transitions M;,.;+ are forbidden. This means that once HYDREX is formed with a given
duration quantum of the virtual neutron state, this duration is kept constant during all the deexcitation
process. This reduces the limitations of the model and allows a representative description of HYDREX to
be made, by taking k = I ( it should be kept in mind that k could differ from 1 and be different for HYDREX
and DEUTEX).
Three other quantities have to be taken into account to describe HYDREX:

o the life time of the virtual state of the neutron. Replacing
in (3) yields

11T = (n+k)

(

(Q- Ee)

by its value (5) and (I)

fl

M,,-Mh ): 2

(13)

o the endothermicity of this virtual state, obtained from ( 1) and (5):

(Q- Ee)= _!5_ (M,, - Mh)c 2

(13')

n+k

o the velocity on the electron at the impact with the proton. The electron being relativistic, its
velocity ve is, by combining (2) and (5) (with Me the rest mass of the electron):
Ve = C

1
--1-- - - (1 ---'!_- M,, - Mh 2
)
+
n+k
M,

(14)

Table 4 gives the main features of HYDREX, fork= 1 and for n varying from 1 to infinite.
Tall.le 4
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
20
100
500
1000
106
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Ro

Mn+l, I
n,1

(fm)
1.78
2.13
2.36
2.51
2.63
2.73
2.81
2.86
2.92
3.20
3.41
3.46
3.47
3.47

(keV)
130.90
65.45
39.27
26.18
18.70
14.02
10.91
8.72
7.13
1.70
0.077
3.lxJ0-3
0.8xl0-3
7.8xl0-7
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Virtual
neutron life
(I0-21s)
1.67
2.51
3.35
4.19
5.03
5.87
6.70
7.54
8.38
18.40
84.62
419.90
838.9
8.4xl05

Time for 1
electron
osci I lation
(1o-23 s)
2.10
2.87
3.38
3.74
4.01
4.22
4.39
4.53
4.64
5.23
5.73
5.87
5.87
5.87

Ratio
Neutron/
(p+e) states
(s/s)
80
85
100
110
125
140
150
165
180
350
1475
7150
14290
I.42x107

Binding
energy
(keV)
392.69
261.79
196.35
157.08
130.90
112.20
98.17
87.26
78.54
35.69
7.77
1.56
0.078
7.8xl0-4
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It can be seen that :
r:> the radius R0 of HYDREX increases from 1.78 to 3.47
r:> the transitions between levels are in the order of tens of keV for the first values of n and decrease
to values of a few eV when n increases.
r:> in all cases, HYDREX is more often in the form of a virtual neutron + virtual neutrino than in the
form of a proton + electron. This is shown in column (Neutron/(p+e) states ) which gives the ratio of the
duration of the virtual state of the neutron (t...T) to the duration of the motion of the electron to and from the
proton (calculated from the velocity of the electron, considering that its average velocity is half its velocity
v, at the impact of the electron on the proton).
At that stage, HYDREX can be described as an oscillation between two states : one is the proton,
surrounded by an electron cloud at very short distance (few fm) and the other a virtual neutron state
surrounded by an oscillating virtual neutrino.

electron

neutrino
( 15)

HYDREX can thus be noted as

H( I ;

,

written in (15)

I: ) , resulting from the oscillation between the two states

This scheme gives a clear understanding of what is the binding energy of the system. This binding energy,
given in the last column of table 4, is equal to (Q- Ee ). It is the amount of energy that has to be given to
the system either in the form H(I

or in the form H(I
ofHYDREX:

�)

to yield a real neutron and neutrino :

H(I

�)

H(I

�)+

+

(Q - Ec)

= n+ v

(Q- Ee )

= p + e

� ) , to yield a proton and an electron at a distance beyond the stability limit

The description of the way HYDREX may deexcite and may react with nuclei wiII give more insight on
its properties and shed light on the field of "Cold Fusion".
Before this description is given, two limitations of the model should be emphasised
r:> no indication are available on the value of k. This is due to the lack of knowledge on the
weak electro-nuclear force. The situation might be improved if the models proves to represent an actual
new combination of a proton and an electron.
r:> the second is more fundamental : the existence of a virtual neutrino implies that the neutrino
has a mass. The order of magnitude of the required mass can be evaluated by writing the momentum and
energy conservation equations. It can thus be calculated that this mass should be in the order of 10- 1 to
t0-3eV.
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Deexcitation ofHYDREX and possible nuclear reactions
Deexcitation ofHYDREX
As previously mentioned, HYDREX is formed in its higher excited states. The way the binding energy is
emitted, is very similar to classical electron capture : emission of a neutrino, with the difference that the
neutrino is virtual. The electron which is bound, comes from the conduction band of the palladium. If L'lE1
is the energy of the Fermi level of palladium+ hydrogen (deuterium), HYDREX is formed in a state n such
that:
M,� 2: L'lE1
A photon of energy L'lE1 is emitted when a new electron replaces the HYDREX bound electron in the
conduction band (UV range) and this emitted energy can be small compared to M;.
Further deexcitation can occur when HYDREX, in its

H(I: )

state, collides with an electron e 1, more

energetic than the conduction band electrons (deeper levels of the electronic structure of the atom). If L'lE ,.
is the energy of the corresponding level of the electron, a transition of HYDREX from level n to level m
(m<n), can occur if:
M;, 2: L'lE 1,
and the only visible energy production is the emission of a photon (or a cascade of photons) of energy
L'lE L . Note that, here again, M,7, can be much higher than L'lE L and that unknown selection rules can
limit some HYDREX transitions. The deexcitation process can be written as

H(I: )

H( I;·

+ eL ⇒

)

+ e,, + X photon

The formation and deexcitation of HYDREX should thus be visible, first through emission of UV photons
characteristic of the Fermi level of the metal used and through emission of X photons characteristic of
the atoms present in this metal.
This can explain X Ray emission during the formation and deexcitation of HYDREX and also the fact
that the X Ray emission can go on even after the discharge has been cut-off.
Furthermore, the very small dimension of HYDREX explains that it readily diffuses through any material
and is thus very quickly lost from the reactor.
Reactions ofHYDREX with nuclei Qfthe metal
When sufficiently stable, HYDREX in its

H(I �

)

state could react with a nucleus to yield neutron

induced transmutations, provided that the endothermicity of the virtual neutron state is lower than the
exothermicity of the neutron induced transmutation. It should be noted that the cross sections of these
reactions should be in the order of magnitude of those occurring with real neutrons, which combined with
the high diffusivity of HYDREX, should limit transmutation reactions in currently used experimental set-up.
The endothermicity of the virtual neutron state is equal to the binding energy of HYDREX. Equation ( I 3')
shows that this energy is always lower than 784 keV. Thus all neutron induced transmutation having an
exothermicity higher than this value are possible. Put in an other way, it can be said that any reactions
implying the addition of an atom of hydrogen (or deuterium) to a nucleus and that would be impossible (for
Coulombic barrier reason), are possible with HYDREX (DEUTEX), provided this reaction is exothermic.
As an example, the reaction with deuterium should yield tritium according to the scheme
�H +

H(I�

)

⇒

�H + v

(16)

because the reaction
⇒
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has an exothermicity of some 6260 keV, higher than the highest binding energy of HYDREX. But this
reaction (16) should have a rate severely limited by cross section and diffusion reasons.
Another example is the production of lithium that may have been observed in our experiments. Reaction
(0) can be written :
D

(I�" )

;He + D

(I;,, )

⇒ ;He

+

v ⇒ ;Li

being the virtual (di-neutron,neutrino) state of DEUTEX - D

In the case of DEUTEX, Q' is equal to :
Q' = (M2 ,, -Md )c 2 = (2M,, -Md ).c 2

+ �- + �

(I� , I;,, ) -

(0')

assuming that the di-neutron has no binding energy ( Md being the mass of the deuterium atom, M2,, the
mass of the di-neutron and M,, the mass of the neutron). Q' is thus equal to 3.11 MeV. The radius R� of the
deuteron is taken as 2.5 fm. It can be seen from the relations (5) to (15), that stable states of DEUTEX,
with values of R� in the order of 25 fm (that is stil I meeting the condition that head-on collisions between
the electron and the deuteron are dominant), can be found for k'"" 102 (for DEUTEX relation (9) implies
k24.4.n). This means that DEUTEX is likely to be easier to form than HYDREX. Moreover the bound states
thus formed have a much higher binding energy than HYDREX, and their first deexcitation steps are also
more energetic. All this might explain that more positive results are obtained with deuterium than with
hydrogen and could account for the production of lithium in our experiment, according to (0'), because
reaction (0) is exothermic (I .40 MeV) .
Conclusion
The model described in this paper, based on experimental results, can account precisely for all results
obtained in the field of "Cold Fusion". It is hoped that it will be a strong guidance for further progress in the
field.
Tables and figures in annex
Table I : Composition of virgin and activated palladium sample.
Excess power generation as a function of time.
Figure I
Apparent loading ratio as a function of time.
Figure 2
Figure 3
Excess energy per atom hydrogen as a function of time.
Figure 4
Ionizing radiations after cut-off as a function of time.
Figure 5
The pseudo-potential in the void cation model.
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TABLE 1

Chemical composition of 3H06 Pd sample and virgin Pd sample
(amount expressed in ppm per mass)

Element Pd of3H06 Virgin Pd sample
H
Li

Be
B
Na

Mg
Al

Si

p
K

Ca
Ti

43± 7
0.05±0.02

28±10
.s0.01

nm

nm

s0.01
s0.08

s0.01
s0.08

7.3±0.8
.S]

85± 9
27±3

nm
nm
nm

nm
nm
nm

*

*

s0.1
s0.2

s0.1
s0.2

V
Cr
Mn
Fe

7.9±0.8
0.3 ± 0.1
22±10

0.9±0.3
.so.2
.s JO

Ni
Cu
Zn

2.7± 9
4.1 ± 0.4
43±5

.S2
1.6 ± 0.2
4.3 ± 1.5

*

*

Co

Ga
Ge
As
Se
Rb
Sr
y

Zr
Nb
Mo
Ru
Rh

s0.05

s0.05

Element
Cd
Sn
Sb
Te
Cs
Ba
La
Ce
Pr
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb
Dy
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb

Pd of3H06

Virgin Pd sample

0.7 ± 0.2

*
*
*

0.7 ± 0.2

s0.05
s0.07
s0.15

s0.05
s0.07
s0.15

s0.07

*

s0.07

s0.4
s0.01
s0.1
s0.02
s0.08

s0.4
s0.01
s0.1
s 0.02
s0.08

s0.05
s0.01
s0.08

s0.05
s0.01
s0.08

Hf
Ta

s0.15
s2
s0.15
s0.1

s0.05
s0.7

s0.05
s0.7

s8
s0.15
s0.15
s0.05
s0.1
s0.1
s0.6
s80
s10

s8
s0.15
s0.15
s0.05
s0.1
s0.1
s0.6
s80
s10

bulk
Pd
s20
Ag
* not measured¢ interference

bulk

s20

;

*

*

*
*
*

*
*

*

0.05±0.02

0.02 ± 0.01

Ir
Pt
Au

0.6 ± 0.2
0.8±0.1
0.8±0.1

0.5±0.2
1.4 ± 0.2
I.I±0.1

u

0.4 ± 0.1
s0.04
s0.08
s0.05
s0.15
s0.05

0.4 ± 0.1
s0.04
s0.08
s0.05
s0.15
s0.05

Lu

w

Re

Hg
Tl
Pb
Bi
Th

s 0.15
s2
s0.15
s0.1

nm: not measured

Isotopic composition (expressed in atomic %)
Pd of3H06
Virgin Pd sample
Pd isotopes
* Natural Pd
0.86 ± 0.10
0.96
0.87 ± 0.10
Pd 102
10.2 ± 1.0
10.2 ± 1.0
10.97
Pd 104
21.5 ± 1.5
Pd 105
21.4 ± 1.5
22.23
27.5 ± 2.0
27.5 ± 2.0
Pd 106
27.33
29.0 ± 2.0
Pd 108
28.9 ± 2.0
26.71
Pd 110
11.0 ± 1.0
11.0± 1.0
11.81
* Handbook of Chemistry and Physics - David R. Lide - 1994 - 1995 - CRC Pres
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Cumulative excess energy (J)
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Improved, Open Cell, Heat Conduction, Isoperibolic Calorimetry
Melvin H. Miles and Kendall B. Johnson
Chemistry & Materials Branch, Research & Technology Division
Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division
China Lake, CA 93555-6100, USA
Abstract
Significant calorimetric improvements have been realized at our laboratory. These
improvements include the calorimetric hardware design, theoretical modeling, computerized
experimental control, data acquisition, and extensive averaging of experimental measurements.
The absolute calorimetric accuracy for operating over the entire temperature range from bath
temperature to near boiling temperatures (0 to 5 watts of input power) was better than ±10 mW
or ±1 %, whichever is larger. This improved calorimetry yielded a short-term precision of ±0.2
mW or ±0.1% of the input power. The noise level (±0.1% or ±0.2 mW, peak to peak) is very
low compared to other known calorimetric systems in use. Control experiments consisting of
silver cathodes in 0.1 M LiOD showed no excess heat to within experimental error. In live
experiments using palladium and palladium-boron alloys as cathodes, the exothermic heat of
loading of deuterium into the metal is readily measurable. Small amounts of sporadic excess power
were seen in one experiment using a palladium cathode.
1 . Introduction
Accurate, sensitive calorimetry that is appropriately scaled to the electrode size and that has
sufficient time resolution is essential to the study of the Fleischmann-Pons excess heat effect in the
palladium-LiOD + D20 system. As a general rule, the calorimetry must be capable of readily
detecting an excess power level of about one watt per cubic centimeter of palladium that is used.'
Accurate calorimetry is also needed to show the exothermic loading of deuterium into the
palladium.2 Finally, Jones et al. 3 have suggested possible energy storage in the cell and phase
transitions to explain excess heat measurements. Our improved calorimetry shows that there is no
energy storage mechanism in the Fleischmann-Pons type experiments.
2. Experimental
Our basic electrochemical calorimetric cell design is described in previous publications.4·5 The use
of the appropriate equations along with a room temperature correction yields an error range of ±20
mW or ±1 % of the input power (whichever is larger) for our integrating, open isoperibolic
calorimetry. 1 Based on our extensive previous experience with this calorimetry, various improve
ments were made to eliminate or minimize most of the error sources. This new calorimetry and
improvements are illustrated in Figure 1. The major new improvements include a copper inner
jacket that acts as the integrator and replaces the H20 jacket used previously. An insulating box
over the cell top and bath greatly reduces the effect of changes in the room temperature. Further
more, the lead wires coming out of the cell top are thermally staked to the bath itself, thereby further
reducing the effect of the room temperature. A copper outer jacket contacts the bath and minimizes
bath level effects by virtue of its high thermal conductivity. This outer jacket helps form an
isothermal outer surface that makes the calorimetry less sensitive to air temperature change over the
bath.
Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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Improvements

* Cu inner jacket replaces H20 jacket

Viton 0-rings
oil for thermal
contact between
test tube and inner
Cu jacket

from bottom
heater in
glass tube
w/oil

* Improved temperature measurements
* Insulating box over bath and lead wires
thermally staked to bath temperature
- less room temperature effect
- eliminate thermocouple effects
-:
� Cu outer jacket
�
- less bath level effects
Foam insulation
- won't shift or settle
* Active cooling of bath
- maintain bath control at high input
power to cells

* Improved calorimetry while retaining
ability to raise cell temperature quickly
thermistor 3 cm
from bottom

Figure 1. Improved design for integrating, open, isoperibolic calorimeters
developed at China Lake.
The electrochemical cell shown in Figure 1 is a Pyrex test tube with an 18-mm outer diameter and a
15 cm length. The cell top consists of a machined Teflon plug with Viton O-rings. The 1-mm
nickel lead wires are covered with double-walled shrink Teflon tubing. Spot-welding was always
used to join the lead wires and electrodes. The shrink Teflon tubing extends over the spot weld and
prevents any exposure of the nickel lead wire to the solution. The cathodes tested were 1-mm and
2-mm diameter wires and rods consisting of palladium, palladium-boron, and silver (for
calibrations) ranging from 4 to 4.3 cm in length. The counter electrodes were made from 0.5 mm
diameter platinum wire, 100 cm in length and coiled to 5 cm from top to bottom of the coil. The cell
volume was 19 mL of 0.1 M Li OD + D2O when full, while 10 mL was the smallest volume allowed
during calorimetric measurements.
The inner copper jacket shown in Figure 1 is a very important improvement. This jacket consists of
3/4 inch copper plumbing pipe cut to 12 cm in length. The use of this jacket greatly reduces the
electrolyte level dependence of heat conduction through the sides of the calorimeter. Ideally, the
inner copper jacket makes an isothermal surface whose dimensions do not change with the changing
electrolyte level. Mineral oil is used for the thermal contact between the glass electrochemical cell
and the inner copper jacket. Two thermistors are set in groves in the inner copper jacket for
temperature measurements. This has several important advantages over calorimeters that measure
the temperature in the electrolyte. First, the temperature is smoothed over time so that any rapid
fluctuations in cell temperature are integrated to yield lower noise and more accurate temperature
readings. The noise in the temperature measurements is typically about 0.001°C for the calorimetry
shown in Figure 1. This allows very smooth and accurate derivatives of the cell temperature
versus time to be calculated. Second, mixing of the electrolyte is no longer an issue when
the temperature is measured in the isothermal jacket. Although local temperatures in the cell
may be of interest for understanding heat production within the cell, the temperature of the
isothermal jacket remains the only temperature of interest for calorimetric measurements.
The only exception to this is for very rapidly changing cell temperatures such as during D2O
additions or changes in the cell input power.
Common foam tubing insulation for plumbing pipe is used for insulation between the inner and
outer copper jackets shown in Figure 1. An appropriate size for a tight fit is selected so that no
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- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - shifting is possible. This allows these calorimeters to be disassembled and reassembled without any
change in dimensions.
A 100-ohm constantan wire is used for an additional calibration and temperature control heater in the
cell as seen in Figure 1. This heater wire is coiled in a 3-mm outer diameter Pyrex tube containing
mineral oil for thermal contact. These heaters were carefully constructed to provide good thermal
contact and accurate voltage measurements.
Two calorimetric cells were always connected in series. These cells were also connected in series
with two resistors that provided accurate and redundant measurements of the cell current. These
resistors were a 10-ohm constantan wire with Teflon insulation and a 1-ohm commercial power
resistor. Voltage measuring leads were attached and the connections sealed. These resistors were
immersed in the bath to maintain them at constant temperature in order to minimize errors from
resistance changes due to temperature. This provided for very accurate current measurements
(±0.0 l % ). The heaters for the two cells were also connected in series. Furthermore, they were
also connected in series with another pair of resistors, identical to those described above, that
provided accurate measurements of the current through the heaters.
The two calorimetric cells connected in series were immersed in a constant temperature bath set to
approximately 22 °C. Active cooling of the bath allows the controller to operate with a more uniform
power load that provides better bath temperature control and keeps the bath temperature from rising
during high cell input powers. Short term ( I hour) fluctuations in the bath temperature were less
than ±0.01°C.
The thermally insulating box built over the bath to control the air temperature above the bath
contained a small fan to circulate the air. This box was continually purged with a low flow rate of
nitrogen gas that was conditioned to bath temperature by passing it through a coil of copper tubing
immersed in the bath. This served to reduce the humidity in the box as well as providing a safety
measure to prevent deuterium and oxygen gases from accumulating in the box in the event of a leak
in the cell gas discharge tubes. This insulating box reduced the air temperature fluctuation to 1/8 of
the normal daily fluctuation(1-3°C) of the air temperature in our laboratory.
3. Data Acquisition and Control System
The data acquisition and control system consisted of a 486 PC computer connected via GPIB
connections to a Keithley Model 7002 switch system, a Keithley model 193, 6 and 1/2 digit digital
multimeter (DMM), an EG&G PAR 273 Potentiostat/Galvanostat (cell power source), and a
Keithley 228 voltage/current source (heater power source). The Keithley Test Point software was
used and extensively programmed to provide complete instrument control, data acquisition, and
display of data in real time, both digitally and graphically. The Keithley switch system was used to
connect the various electrical connections to the K193 DMM. This included 10 temperature
channels (1-air, 2-box air, 3-bath, plus two temperature measurements for each cell) and 8
voltage channels. Thermistors were used in all temperature measurements. Their resistances were
measured directly with the K 193 DMM which were then converted to temperatures. There was
negligible self-heating of the thermistors. Extreme care was taken so that all quantities
(temperatures, cell voltage, cell current) could be measured to four digits of accuracy. This is very
important when attempting to measure 1 mW accuracy at 5 W input power. This was our goal for
this new calorimetry.
Computer averaging and appropriate data collection are very important for this calorimetry. Under
constant current conditions, cell voltages vary erratically and often quite widely during electro
chemical experiments due to bubble formation and release. 1 This is especially true for the high
current densities(� 100 mA/cm2) required for excess heat effects.6 These voltage fluctuations often
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exhibit a periodicity on the order of a minute. It is extremely important that the cell voltages are
sampled often and averaged over a sufficiently long time period in order that the cell input power is
measured accurately. The input power measurements limit the performance of many calorimetric
systems, both in accuracy and noise.
For our system, data is collected as fast as the switch and DMM settling time allows.
The measurements of cell voltages and currents are made 14 times as often as the other 14
measurements (10 temperatures, 2 heater voltages, and 2 heater current resistor voltages). The
measurements are averaged and recorded to disk every five minutes. During this 5-minute period,
there are typically 112 measurements of each cell voltage and current along with 8
measurements of the other calorimetric quantities such as temperature. This provides
sufficient averaging for smooth and accurate input power measurements.
4. Calorimetric Modeling
Heat conduction, isoperibolic calorimeters are generally modeled with a KAT term for heat
conduction from the cell to the bath. '·4• However, for the new caloriemter shown in Figure 1, it
was found that the use of a K 312 (T312ce11 -T312bath) term provided a better fit of the experimental data
over a wide temperature range for the cell. The foam insulation used in this calorimetric system
(Figure 1) approximates heat conduction through a motionless gas. The heat conduction for a
motionless gas is proportional to T 112 which yields the T312 term when integrated through the
thickness of the wall of the caloriemter. 7 Therefore, the set of equations used for modeling the
calorimeter shown in Figure 1 are as follows:
5

pexcess
p in
pout

= pout - pin
= (Vcell - E,,(T))l ll + vheate)heater
= pconduction + pCp + pevap
ce

p co nductio n =

K3/2 (T312cell - T312bath)
2
+ K2 (Tcell - Tbath)

-heat conduction through foam insulation
-additional term added experimentally for
improvement
-changing heat conduction through lead
wires with electrolyte level

+ C

pCp = cp(D20/T) dT/dt (Mo + LlM)

- heat capacitance term, - power required to
change the temperature of the calorimeter

Pevap = Lc020/T) (0.75 1/ F) (P02c/(Parrn - P020)) - latent heat of evaporation
where
�

= molar loss of electrolyte (due to electrolysis and evaporation) since the cell was last
filled

&

= distance of electrolyte level below full level
dT/dt = derivative of Temperature with respect to time, calculated from the previous, current,
and next points
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The temperature dependence of the terms L<mo)(T), C <020)(T), P020, EiT) is given elsewhere. 1 The
p
constants, K312, Ki, K6v M0 , C are calculated from calibration run data. Typical constants for cell 1
are K 312 = 0.0027295 W•K312 , K 2 = 0.000060611 W•K2, M0 = 2.0819 mol, K& = 0.00069436
WK 1 cm-1, and C = -0.0020172 W.
5 . Calorimetric Results
Results using this new calorimetric system are presented elsewhere. 1•2 For example, Figure 1 of
Reference 2 presents the measurement of the exothermic heat of absorption of deuterium into a
palladium wire. This yields 5 mW of power over a two-hour period which can be readily measured
to within ±0.2 mW using the new calorimetry. The measured exothermic heat of absorption
correlates very well with that calculated for the palladium volume used assuming loading to PdD0_6•
This accurate calorimetry proves that there is no energy storage or phase transitions in the cell as
suggested by Jones et al.3 to explain excess heat measurements.
Figure 2 shows a fluctuating excess power effect for a 1-mm Johnson-Matthey wire cathode (1 mm
x 4.3 cm) that was apparently triggered by a change in the cell temperature. About 50 mW of
excess power was measured. This corresponds to 1.5 W per cubic centimeter of palladium which is
approximately the level of excess power expected. 1•8 This result demonstrates how this more
sensitive calorimetry can be used to study events that may trigger or kill the excess-power effect.
Four experiments were conducted using palladium-boron alloy electrodes with this new calorimetric
system. Despite previous studies which showed a high success rate for excess heat with these
alloys, 8 no excess power was measured. However, these alloy electrodes had swaged, folded-over
metal regions and had to be machined prior to use to remove these defects. The poor quality of
these palladium-boron cathodes may explain the lack of excess heat.
Excess
Power

(W)

0.2

Input

�--_-w_-_ -�-----�-------!
--------""'----.., -.-'--o.no
r - - - - (W)
t"' �"
'r-

Power

healer power

0.798 W
heu1er power

I

Lo-

�""

.,,,,,,,. ...... ".,.

i -�--�---...1+------r---.----➔ I
0.798 W
✓-

I

healer power

'"'""-~'1.\\j

2.0

0.15
Total Current
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0.1

Current Density
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1:xress Power
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Figure 2. Fluctuating excess power effects for a 1-mm Johnson-Matthey wire
cathode (1 mm x 4.3 cm). The onset of excess power began shortly after tl)e
reduction in the heater power which changed the cell temperature.
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6. Conclusions
The following specifications were realized for this new calorimetric system: The absolute accuracy
is better than ±1 % or ±10 mW over the entire operating temperature range (bath temperature to near
boiling temperatures). The short term precision is better than ±0.1 % or ±0.2 mW. The peak-to
peak noise level is less than ±0.1% or ±0.2 mW. The percent limit is based on the input power and
is always used when it becomes larger than the mW limit. The time resolution is 5 minutes point-to
point. Numerous readings are always averaged per point. The heat of absorption of deuterium into
the palladium is always observed and is readily measurable with this calorimetry. Small amounts of
sporadic excess power was observed in one experiment using a palladium cathode.
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Slow Nuclear Excitation Model
Yan Kucherov
ENECO, Inc.391-B Chipeta Way, Salt Lake Ciiy, Utah, 84108
Abstract
Phonon modes in a two - component lattice produce an oscillating non- uniform electric field that
interacts with nuclear quadrupole moment. This dipole- quadrupole interaction in combination with
nuclear spin alignment and a presence of a vacancy in a light sublattice can produce very
significant energy transfer from the phonon mode to the nucleus. Accumulated energy can exceed
nuclear reaction barrier
1. Introduction
The idea that nuclear reactions in solids can be related to lattice phonon system was suggested by
J. Schwinger and P. Hagelstein in 1989 - 1990 [1, 2]. If we accept that nuclei excitation comes
through the phonon system, there should be a specific phonon mode which allows excitation of
nuclear reactions. As phonons are lattice vibrations, probably this excitation can be imagined as
nuclei parts interaction with an oscillating lattice electric field. To large extent this situation has an
optical analogy with solid state lasers, i.e. Nd+++ in glass. Phonon interaction with atomic quantum
levels resulting in energy up - conversion is described in [3]. Most of the optical formalisms can be
applied to phonon interaction with a nucleus. One of the obvious cases is the Anderson's
localization theorem [4]. It states that for interactions decreasing faster than distance in minus third
power (dipole - dipole interaction) energy transfer can happen only with high density of (phonon)
population. Application of this principle to nucleus - phonon system requires intensive phonon
mode in order to get energy transfer. The other sequence of this principle is the existence of a
threshold excitation below which the effect goes away. Nuclear acoustic resonance (between spin
and quadrupole levels) achieved by AC magnetic field showed anomalies in line shape with TaH
system [5]. Anderson's condition was not realized in this experiment and lattice oscillations were
random.
2. Nuclear excitation model
Stable nuclei do not have dipole moment and there are no dipole interaction. To feel oscillating
field nucleus must be non-spherical, i.e. it must have a pronounced quadrupole moment.
According to [6] a list of naturally abundant nuclei with quadrupole moment looks like: 2H; 6·7 Li;
9B · JIB. 170. 23
e'
Na' ., 25Mg·' 2 Al.' 33s.' 35, 37Cl·' 39,41 K.' 43Ca·' 45Sc·' 47,49Ti·' 5 3Cr·' 55Mn'. 59Co·, 61Ni·' 63,65 cu·'
'
'
67
Zn' 73Ge' 75As ' 7 9·81Br·, ·' 85Rb·' 87Sr' 91Zr' 93Nb·' 97Mo·' 101Ru·' 105Pd·' and nuclei with charge numbers
57- 71 which includes most of lantanoids, 177• 9Hf; 181Ta; 1 85·187 Re; 189Os; 1 91 · 193 Ir; 19 Au; 199·201 Hg;
209Bi; 235U The champions among this group are 179Hf, 181Ta, and lantanoids 165 Ho, 167Er, 173Yb,
and 1 75Lu, having quadrupole moment around 3 x 10·24 cm2 (barns). It should be noted that deuteron
has quadrupole moment (0.0028 barn) and though it is 2 - 3 orders smaller than that of most of
listed metals, in principle it can be excited as well.
Let us now address the issue of how the excitation can be transferred to the nuclei.
The nucleus itself is a slow system and estimations from quadrupole gamma - transitions half life
7

17
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:imes [7] give oscillation time constant at I KeV energy of IO - 103 s. In a lattice we have a slow
Jscillations of a heavy nuclei system and fast reaction of electron system. Nuclear oscillations
;reate distortions in electronic field, thus creating charge displacement, which in its turn create
iipole electric field. Electric field change due to nuclei system harmonic oscillations will be
�ffectively screened by electrons distances larger than lattice parameter and it is highly unlikely
:hat neighboring sites will have strongly different sustained phonon modes as they will tend to
1ttenuate each other. It can happen with anharmonic modes but it is difficult to visualize sustainable
mharmonic modes. The situation is different when we have two - component lattice. In this case
1eighboring sites have nuclei with different mass and harmonic oscillations frequencies (phonon
;pectra) of each sublattice are basically different, providing strong oscillating electric field at
mcleus location. As is known, it is impossible to transfer energy in an ideal lattice, so to get
:;oupling to the heavy component there must be a vacancy in the light component. From geometric
:;onsiderations ideal case in a lattice with cubic symmetry, i.e. PdHx corresponds to x = 0.875 or x
== 0.125, the former is much more preferable in many aspects (not discussed here). The situation is
.llustrated in fig. 1. We can consider that heavy nucleus has a fixed coordinate, which is an
�xtremely good approximation for Pd-H system, where for a given phonon energy nucleus
iisplacement differs by a factor of 50. The trouble is that the heavy nucleus is not oriented and net
sansfer is zero. To change the situation magnetic field must be applied. All the listed nuclei have
;pins ( quadrupole moment exists only for nuclei with spin S � 1.) and application of a sufficient
magnetic field orients it. The problem of magnetic field strength will not be treated here, but
iepending on various parameters it is in the interval between 0.5 and 100 Oe, and can be easily
1chieved. If we align orientations of magnetic field and phonon oscillations we obtain a situation
preferable to energy coupling into the nucleus which is illustrated in fig. 2 . Here an electric field
Jf three light atoms and a vacancy is modeled by one oscillating electric charge. This charge is
:;reated by a combination of electronic and ionic electric fields. As electronic system is much faster
than ionic, it oscillates with the same frequency. Electric field gradient on the nucleus itself is about
the same as in the absence of the electrons or larger due to antishielding effect [5] Typical values of
dectic field gradient are I 020 - 1022 V/m2 [5], which is about I 0 10 times more than in any other
�xperimental situation, except direct nuclear interactions.
Dipole moment of a nucleus in the ground state is zero, and the nucleus dipole interaction
with oscillating electric field does not exist. The situation is different for the quadrupole interaction
which gives additional energy [8]:
e o D o 2 <po
E = -6- · aaap ,

(1)

where D - quadrupole moment e0 elementary charge, a, � - coordinates and <p 0 - electric potential
a.t the beginning of coordinates, in our case at the lattice site. With this model slow nuclear
deformation looks at fast oscillations of asymmetric electric field and if the field is sustained we
simply build this energy on and on. Integration of (1) gives time dependence for energy transfer to
the nucleus:
-

E('t) =

4e0 e* Dro
3
Xo

•

hro
Ev . 't'

(2)

were 't is time, co - phonon frequency; x- axis corresponds to xx components of both nuclear
quadrupole and electric field gradient tensors, x0 distance from the nucleus to the vacancy, e* vacancy effective charge, Ev - vacancy formation energy, h - Plank's constant. Evaluations using
-
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formula (2) for an intense phonon resonance in Pdlfo_87 lattice and
given in the table 1.
ro, Hz

LlE,eV

Pd isotope component are

105

BE/8-r:, eV/s

1011

10-I0

1012

10-9

I 03

1013

10-8

105

10

Here ro - phonon frequency, LlE - energy transfer in one phonon oscillation and 8Elin - energy
transfer rate. I.e. 1 MeV can be accumulated in 10 seconds. Evaluations of phonon energy
replenishment from neighboring lattice sites (from phonon dipole - dipole interaction and phonon
spectral density) give maximum values of energy transfer about 10·4 eV. Phonon density is a
limiting factor here and requires excitation to meet Anderson's condition.
Building a phonon resonator is within known engineering and will not be discussed here.
From quantum mechanics point of view, in the absence of magnetic field (degenerate levels)
energy levels due to thequadrupole interaction look like [5]:
E0 =

eoDq
41(21-1)

(3)

82

where q = ox� , electric field gradient, I - nuclear spin, D - quadrupole moment, e0 elementary
charge. Number of levels is I+ 1/2. Level spacing is 10· 10 - 10 -s eV.
When Anderson's condition is met, on top of the levels (3) new levels will be accumulated
in each cycle:
-

eoDq

Ei = 4rt/(2J- l). N,

( N = ±1, ±2...) .

(4)

Quantum number N is the integer part of rot, where ro - phonon frequency and t - time. Time
dependent quantum number N represents virtual energy levels. Total number of levels will be
(I + I )2N, or in the presence of a magnetic field (I+ 1)2N+i _
3. Excitation relaxation
The described kind of excitation is entirely different from normal situation, when nuclear reactions
occur at large energy portions transfer, allowing for energy relaxation on unoccupied energy levels.
With a slow excitation all nuclear energy levels are being gradually filled from the nuclear ground
level, thus forbidding energy relaxation in the form of gamma - emissions. On top of usual
selection rules slow excitation probably requires stable nuclear shells for resulting products, as they
have a lot of time to form a state with minimum energy (stable shells). Nevertheless, conservation
of energy, momentum, spin, parity must be observed in all cases. Out of about 70 isotopes listed
above, only four allow energy release with beta - decay (Re, Pm, In, Mo), but all are forbidden by
both Fermi and Gamov - Teller selection rules, so no betas.
Alpha - decay with positive energy release (Q) is allowed in some cases and can give
positive Q, i.e.:
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(5 )
Au (s=3/2) --> a + 193lr (s=3/2) + 1.045 MeV.
Resulting iridium is a stable isotope. It is known that alpha - decay is very sensitive to low level
excitations, at least for 235U, where 10 KeV excitation changes decay rate dramatically. Probably
the same is true here.
With atomic mass less than 145 alpha - decay has negative Q even if it is allowed. The
examples of negative Q alpha - decay are 105Pd --> 101Ru + a - 2.9MeV; 135Ba --> 131 Xe + a -1.87
MeV.
Paradoxical situation happens with isotopes for which all three channels of energy
relaxation are forbidden and they are cornered into nuclear fission. Fission will also compete with
alpha - decay that requires high negative Q, i.e. for 105Pd isotope fission reactions
105
(6)
Pd --> 25Mg + 80 Se + 2.53 MeV.
105 Pd --> 17 0 + 88 Sr + 0.311 MeV
(7)
are about 102 times more probable than alpha - decay at low excitation level from barrier
considerations.
For some elements even normal fission is forbidden and something like multi - particle
decay can be expected, which can be the source of tritium etc.
When transfer process is stopped with energy accumulation short of nuclear reaction level,
there is one fast relaxation process with low probability - through the electron system. In this case
low level emissions of photons and Auger electrons can happen. Two other possibilities are
quadrupole - dipole relaxation and quadrupole - spin relaxation. Spin relaxation requires oscillating
magnetic field and can only be done artificially. Dipole relaxation is associated with electric field
potential at vacancy location due to nuclear quadrupole of 105 - 106 times weaker than other way
around with expected relaxation times longer by the same factor. To de - excite one single level
from (4), assuming I = 5/2, the following condition must be met:
197

lattice phonon frequency, h - Plank' constant, n - quantum number for dipole
where ro 0
oscillations. Even for n = 0, ro corresponds to 106 - 108 Hz , where the phonon density is very low.
This process requires a decay of higher frequency phonons to populate this region, i.e. lattice
thermal non - equilibrium.
-

O

Conclusion
The proposed slow nuclear excitation model allows the explanation of most of the experimental
data accumulated to date, i.e. excess heat in nickel- hydrogen system is the result of impurities,
like 197Au or 105 Pd "burning", as shown in equations (5)-(7). 4He accumulation is the result of
induced alpha - decay rather than d-d fusion, etc.. Engineering for energy generation on the basis of
nuclear resonance in solids (not discussed here) becomes straightforward and understandable.
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"Fine Tuning" Mechanism for Resonance Tunneling in D/Pd Systems
Xing Zhong Li, Hai Feng Huang, Zhi Gang Bian
Department ofPhysics, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084 CHINA
Jie Fu Yang
Department ofPhysics, Hunan Normal University Changsha, 410081, CHINA

Abstract
A "Fine Tuning" parameter is introduced to describe how an extremely narrow energy level in the
nuclear potential well is able to keep itselfin resonance with the energy level in the lattice potential
well. The good agreement between theoretical expectation and the experimental observation
provides an additional evidence for the "resonance penetration of Coulomb barrier via lattice
confined deuterons", and suggests the key to enhance the reproducibility of"excess heat".
1. Introduction
The assumption of a narrow nuclear energy level solves the puzzle of "excess heat" without
commensurate neutron and Gamma radiationl11 • This assumption is supported by the "heat after
death" and "heat after life" experiments; however, a question remains, i.e. how an extremely narrow
energy level is able to be in resonance with the narrow energy level ofa lattice confined ion. A "fine
tuning" mechanism in terms of"self-lock" is proposed to solve this remaining problem.
2. Theoretical Expectation-"Fine Tuning" parameter.
The characteristic time in "heat after death" experiments (104 seconds), and the fact of"excess heat
without commensurate neutron radiation" have revealed a low energy resonance d-d state with an
energy width of 10" 19eV. On the other hand, the lattice confined deuterons are distributed on the
energy band in the palladium lattice potential well. If the density of state in that energy band is
greater than Pc (E) � 10 19 /eV; then, the resonance penetration of Coulomb barrier would be more
probable since the energy band width in the palladium lattice may be greater than 1 meV. This
requirement on density ofstate turns out to be a requirement on the grain size in the Pd crystal: i.e.
the grain size should be greater than 50 ~100 microns.
However, the dynamics ofresonance requires more than a grain size. The extremely narrow energy
level may resonance with one ofthe energy levels in the lattice energy band, but the heat released in
this resonance may quickly push themselves away from the resonance due to the thermal expansion
which shifts the energy band. If we would like to keep them in resonance, there has to be a
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restoring force to pull them back. The variation of
the density of state, p ( E) , may provide such a
E)
restoring force, if dp( < 0. (E is the energy of
E
d
the relative motion of d-d state). In Fig.1 it shows
schematically an energy band with a negative
derivative of density of state. When the thermal
expansion lowers the energy band, the resonance
nuclear energy level, EN , will see a higher energy

dp(&_)/dE<O

_

-'---"r-'-�--'----'-------'-

-p(EL)>l0 19 /eV

_

oE...,,.=10- 19 eV

level in that energy band; hence, see a less density
Energy Band Shifls Down due to
Expansion
of state. This difference in the density of state in an
energy band will reduce the heat released by the
Fig. l Energy Band Structure in Pd Crystal
resonance, and reduce the thermal expansion. In
E)
other words, the negative derivative, dp( < 0, will provide a negative feed-back to pull back the
dE
energy band and restore the resonance between the nuclear energy level, EN , and the lattice energy
level, EL . It is very similar to the "self-lock" phenomenon in ''fine tuning" mechanism of a radio
receiver.
There is a critical derivative of the density of state, (

'!:;)

, in order to make this "fine tuning"
C

work. Any power perturbation inside the calorimeter, !Sp, will result a thermal expansion,
�A L = !SjJ ·a. Here,
A L is the lattice constant kc is the heat transfer coefficient of the D/Pd
kc
Al
system (0.1 ~ 0.7 WIK for most of"excess heat" experiments); a. is the linear expansion coefficient
(�l l .8x10-6 K"1 for palladium). The shift of the energy band due to this expansion is about
ML = 2

�A, L
T,
E . The energy band shift M
L

L

will change the number of resonance states from

p(EL )M N to p(EL + ML )M N . Here, MN is the width ofthe nuclear energy level. This change
E
will reduce the "excess heating" power by an amount of �EN( dp) M1, • F . Here, EF is the
dE E
'ex
L

•

''fusion energy" released by a pair of d-d resonance state during their life-time , ex •
EF � 23.8Me V and , ex � 104 seconds. Thus the restoring power is

.

E
F
Kp ·a-2EL •M N ·( dp)
dE EL 'ex >li.\01
kc
This restoring power has to be greater than the initial power perturbation, !Sji , in absolute value but
opposite in their signs in order to keep this resonance. In other words, the derivative of the density
of the state has to be negative but its absolute value has to be greater than a critical value:
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ldpl
kc· Tltlt
dE > a · 2E L • l1EN • EF
Since the density of the state in a Pd sample is proportional to its volume, VPd ; it is evident that the
ratio of Vpd to kc will determine the restoring force for the fine tuning mechanism. We may define
Va
(__!!_) as a "fine tuning" parameter
kc

V

F = (--.!!!!...)

kc
The greater the "fine tuning" parameter, F, is, the more stable the resonance between the nuclear
energy level and the lattice energy band, provided that the derivative of the density of the state less
than zero, i.e.
dp(E)
<O
dE
3. Experimental Observation
The experiments have verified the first requirement ((pc(E) > 10 19 eV- 1) by the metallography of

the annealed Pd samplesC2l C3l and the positive annealing factl4l . Now we examine the ''fine tuning"
parameter in various experiments. Table 1 lists some of these early positive "excess heat"
experiments, and the recent negative experiment completed by Quickenden et a1_l5l.
Table 1 "Fine Tuning" Parameter in Various Experiments
Heat Transfer Coefficient Volume of Palladium

1°C
Quickenden[5]
Mckubre[6]
Kunimatsu [7]
Miles [8]

0.71
0.46
0.2
0.14

Fleischmann &
Pons [9]
Xing Z.Li [2]
Lewis [10]

J

cm

"Fine Tuning" Parameter
3

cm .oc

0.0648

0.0251
0.353
0.232
0.343
0.0392

0.0354
0.767
1.16
2.45
0.605

0.1
0.0714

0.234
0.073

2.34
1.02

It is noticed that in that negative experiment their "fine tuning" parameter is much less than those of
all other positive experiments. Particularly, it is interesting to notice that the ''fine tuning" parameter
in the early "negative" experiment of Lewis is relatively large, there should have been "excess heat"
as pointed out by Dr. Miles in 1994. However, it was reported as a negative one.
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An important test on this ''fine tuning" mechanism is the sign of
the derivative, dp . Although it is difficuh to calculate its exact
dE
0
Cb J
number, it is possible to determine its sign according to the -r.--mpec-a■llc.• w•••
shape of the lattice potential well. The quantum mechanics gives
--....,
....,-----✓
s;a
the qualitative conclusion that the derivative of the density of
state will be
\
< 0 (square - well)
\
d
\-s;.;
2
p { = 0 (harmomc well)
cS
E
d
> 0 (Trumpet - like well)
Fig.2 Three types of well with
different sign of dp/dE
as schematically shown in Fig.2. The inelastic neutron scattering
experiment showed that the lattice potential well in Pd is a square-well-like one because its
anharmonicity parameter is positive (see Fukai [11]).
Our gas-loading experiment provides an additional evidence on this ''fine tuning" mechanism. In
Fig.3 , the upper line shows the temperature difference between the twin D/Pd and H/Pd systems
and the lower curve shows the derivative of the temperature of
1
the D/Pd system with respect to the time (in an enlarged scale),
� 0.8
c 0.6
When the heating power through the tungsten wire is shut off: the
� 0.4
temperatures of the twin systems are changing with the room
'7
0.2
0
temperature, but the temperature of the D/Pd system (T(D)) is
i=' 0 -ffkf�llallWil'IWIAd\.rl
-0.2
always higher than that of H/Pd system due to the possible
Time(Sec.)
"excess heat" source in the D/Pd system. It is interesting to
--dT(D)/dt
-T(D)-T(H)
observe that this "excess heat" source changes in day and night
Flg.3 T(D)-T(H) & dT(D)/dt
also. The maximum of [T(D)-T(H)] appears at the point where
the T(D) drops quickest, and the minimum of [T(D)-T(H)] appears at the point where T(D) rises
quickest. This behavior implies a heat source in D/Pd system, which is proportional to
(-dT(D)/dt). A possible explanation of this behavior is just that the density of state in the resonance
X

z

I

-

energy band decreases with the energy, i.e. dp < 0. When the T(D) is dropping, the D/Pd system
dE
will see a higher density of state in resonance. This is equivalent to adding an additional "heat
source" into the D/Pd system. The quicker the T(D) drops, the stronger this additional "heat
source", which enlarges the temperature difference between the D/Pd and H/Pd systems.
4. Conclusion.
The ''fine tuning" mechanism supports the theory of penetration of the Coulomb barrier via lattice
confined ions, and the experiments support this "fine tuning" mechanism by three facts:
p(E) > Pc (E),

dp < 0,
dE
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A critical "fine tuning" parameter, �, is introduced to qualitatively describe this negative feed-back
for the "fine tuning" mechanism. In order to make the "excess heat" reproducible, it is important to
use large Pd sample (large Vpd ), good insulation of calorimeter (less kc ), suitable annealing to
increase the p(E), keep the square-well-like potential field in the Pd ( :; < 0) , and keep the

high

population on that resonance energy level.
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Cold Fusion and Electropbysical Processes in Ferroelectric
Deuterated Crystalls. Influence of Thermal Neutron
Ba.ckgroundLevel, D-H Substitution and Crystal Mass
A.G.Lipson. V.A.KuznetBov, D.M.Sakov. E.I.Saunin
Institute of Physical (;hemjstry,
The Russian Acaderny of Sciences, Moscow 117915 Russia
Abstract
Change jn neutron flux intensity upon the passing through
K(DxH1_x)2 Po crystals in the vicinity of Curie point depending
4
on thermal neutron hackgroW1d level,
its
mass
and
D-H
substitution index (x) has been studied. The send-emp:irical
equition that describes neutron emission processes in DK.DP
crystals near TC quite correctly, has been proposed.
1. Tntroduction
As it was shown ear1fer [1-3], upon the transition through
Curi.e point i.n K(DxH1_x)2 Po erystals (DKDP) with x=0.98; 0.96
4
and 0.80 at the eondi.tions oJ external thermal neutron background
i_rradiati..on, the excess emissicm of fast neutron is observed. Tn
common ease it may be amplification or attenuation of external
thermal neutron f1 ux passj rig through crystal in the vie ini ty of
Curie point. As result emission of neutron in these crystals can
get positive or negative sign (with subtraction of background
value). Simultaneously in DKDP crystals the suppression of
spontaneous deformation� de_fec ts and cracks
formation
are
observed. In present work we wj}l demonstrate that absolute value
of neutron emission and its sign (positive or negative one) is
depend upon external thermal neutron flux, erysta] mass and its
D-H substitution degree.
?. Experimental part
The samples eonsisted of ferroele<.-:tr-ie single cc·ystals of
K(DxH1_x)2Po with x=0.96 and x=0.80. Their Curie points are
4
in
accordance
witl1
calorymett·ic
Tc=219 K and Tc=190 K
-2
measurments. Samples wi. th mass _from 5• 10
g up to 11.0 g wec-e
cut from single-crystalline plate in (001) direction.
The
temperature position and polarization rever-sal of ferroelectric
phase transition were monitored
by
the
registration
of
pirocurrent s_fgnals in the non-polarized samples near TC with the
help thermostimulated depolarisation (TSD) teehnique. The samples
were lleated and cooled i_n a linear regime at a rate of 0.15 K/s.
To determine change i,n a neutron flux and to create flux of
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thermal �eutron� �ne the experimental si:;t llJ? shoW1; in fig.1 has
been usea. A Cf 5 sot1rce of' neutrons with lntens1 ty n, 200 n/s in
solid angle of 4 n was used for experiments with neutron fluxes
r =n
of different i.ntensi.ty. The source was placed at a distanc;e
1
cm from the surface of the sample. which in turn was located at a
distance r2 =6 cm from the neutron detector. The change in
detector• s neutron background (N ) was reached by change in t'1·ee
X
space volume inside the PE box (addition or
removal
nf
"neutrostop" blocks). Measurements sbow. thR.t in the range o-f
neutron detector background values of 1:s;Nx/N0 :s;?70 (where N0 - is
a detector eounts for a c;osmic; neutron background) the -n ux o:f
thermal neutron �assing through DKDP crys�al is in_ a r:::inge o-r
cosnn c hackgrrnmd
O. 1 :s;Ix:s;?5 n/s*em
(where T O=0. 1 n/s*cm
flux).

Typical results of simultaneou..s meR.surments of a neutron emission
and -TSD in DKDP crystals with x=0.96 and x=0.80 are shown in
fig.2.J. In the case of DKDP with x=0.96 m=2 g (fig.?a) at
emission
hackg1'ound I/T 0 =100 the amplification of neutron
intensity (6N) has place. The emission intensity is about of ?O
times more tl1an for crystal
temperature cycled in the cosmic
background conditions. Moreover in the rrsD spectrum
the changes
are observed, that indicate on ehange in domain structure of DK.DP
(x=0.96) under the action of ultraweak thermal neutron f1ux
(_fig. ? • curve 1 • ? ) •
In the case of DKDP (x=0.80 m=4 g) in the cosmic backgrourni

✓

conditions a weak positive neutron emission is observed
( llN>O).
But at I
T =100 the sign of L\N is changed. that is indicate on
0

appearance of attenuation of external ther·rnal neutron flux
effect. The change in TSD spectrum at T T 0 > 100 in contrast to
cosmic background conditions is corresponding to suppression ot'
spontaneous deformations in partialy deuterated DK.DP crystals

✓

[1]-

3.Discussion
The balance of arnp1ification-attenuati_on processes in DKDP
cr·ysta] near TC upon the passing through i.t of external thermal
neutron flux is deutermining by:
neutrons
a) the process of inelasti<� scattering of thermal
on
1attice deuterons. that is lead to "posjtive"
neutJ�on
emission"<Ne f> (in reference to hackground flux);
h) the process of capture of back:grow1d t:herma 1 neutrons
by
the [DH] compJex located in crystal. i.e. hy the "negative 0
neutron emission <Ne f>-Tak1 ng tl1 a,�cnunt a rirevious wOT�k data [ 3 J it car.
he
:1l1own
that
+
<Ne f> =x'PDP I
( 1)
n n
therrnaJ
where p
neutron
is 1-wohahi li ty of backgrrnmd
D
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is probability of
scattering on lattice DKDP deuteron; Pn
deuteron-donor splitting by coherent mul tiphonon exei_ tati.on ( CME)
with taking to account neutron diffu.sion depending on Ix/I 0 or
probability of nd-reaction initiation by the neutron Mossbaner
effect [4,51In - neutron yield (n/em 3 *B) Sn thermonuclear dd-reaction,to be
occur on the spheres surroundi ng CME ( on the isoenergetie sur1·ace
£=22.5 keV [3]).
The captured in DKDP crystal part of neutron flux <N 8 t' > can
be obtained by the next way:
6 P /DH' F
nl J X
"N >
( 2)
"' ef·
V 173
where Pn(DH)
is a probability of thermal neutron capture by
(DH] complexes with taking to account thermal neutron diffusion,
which derJends u.pon the I XIT O ; PX - is R. thermal neutron -rlux
passing through the crystF:il; Ve - Ls a volume ot' crystal.
'rherefore the total expression for balance of neutron
efiects in DK.DP crystal near 'J\:: depencUng on relative value of
thermal neutron background ( .r /I 0); D-ff substi tut-j on index ( x)
x
::1.nd er-vs
tal
rna.ss
(
m==V
p)
will
assume the form:
J
<-;
6 P t1( DH'J PX r') 113
<Nn >
( J)
1 3
m
1I'his semiempirical equation is valid only for DK.DP crystal
wj th rn:1.ss more tlmn some c:r-yt-j ea i value [ 3]:
m cri·t � [

n P

?IJ

3/4

k [ 1-P ( D) ] [ 1-P (DH) ]

n

n

]

( 4)

where n�·(Nx /Nmax ) 112 - js a minimum number of thermal nf:lutron...s
( passing through Uw crystal for ferroelectric phase tr:::ms i t-i.on
tirue) that can initiate "et'ff:lct" N
(3) more than 1 standard
n
iB a c:urrent
diviat,ion o higher then hackgronnd; here N.x
indication of deteeto1.· whid1 corresr::ionds
to flux T x N"max
a
1:m;::1.xJmum indication of detector in used geometry of experiment.
Semiempirical equation ("3), with taking to account conditjon (4)
makes i_ t possible to compute theoreti c:a l dependences of N" (T /T r)
n :i
N (x) and Nn(m), which are in a good agreement with experimental
n
rAsults (.fig. 4-8).
4. Cone:] 1u3-j on
Data obtained, mak:e it IJOHBiti1e to conclude that to obnerve
r1on-zero neutron efff:lcti-. -in dHutm··ated non-equ-i 1 :i_ lir-iwn c:rystals·
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i.t is necesse-Ly, in eaeh case� to optimize crystal parameters and
.
as well as
extt�rnaJ therrna.l
nrrntron baekground. At m>m
cr1. 1..
corresponding values T /T and x- with taking to aceoun t c� r·ys ta 1
X 0
it
Ls possiblt1
to obtain r·epr·oduc.iblH
structure perfection .,
results .,
that ..
in
fact .,
ar·e a value o.f
balance
between
external
(background) neutron
amplification and attenuation of
flux.
,I..
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Gapti 1.ms to fi gurns
Pig. 1. RJ<11nrimnntal arrangement 1 - Polyethhme
(C:oL
?
detec:tor; '3 - counttn�s; 4 ~ tTi1ic:one oi'!;
i::J? 0 Cd.
foil;
6
5
c:r·yostat wf tti DKDP crystal ('11::::in ceU) � 7 - Cf - < neutron source
Pig. 2- TSD s1itH.:tra and neutron endssion jntensity t'or UKDP
( X"-0. 96) crys tai s coo Ii ng (111:-ia ting) in the vi ei nity of '1\;: curves

1 - TSD speetr·a for N /N -1no c:ondition; curves ? (dashed line)
x 0
•rsn 1:-ifH:-\ctra for cosmf c m'1utr·nn hadrground conditions
(N /Nu"--1);
x
neutron em:is::-dnn
intensity with subtraction of
Gtn-ves '3
hackgt·ound ( counts obt,9.-j ned out 'P>'I'c and 'l'<T ).
r.

r'ig. "Ja. rrsn spectr·a and neutron emins-ion inten:=dty for DKDP
(x:-O.nO) crystals upon eonling in tile vicinity of T = curve
1
r,

'f'�_;n spectrum for c.urmde haekgr·ound cond·i tion (N /N0-1) : c1.1.rve 2
x
- neutron Hmiss-ion intemdty wit!t suhtractjon of background.
P·ig. Jh ••Just the samn as fig. J a, but
for N /N· .-100
(i'Pt;D
x- ,,J
p8ak is srdt;ted on 4K ·in t.l1e fi1::ld of' lowm' temperatures
(eur·ve
1); tiN was rmga ti ve sign ( eur•vfl ? ) .
P'ig. 4- Ntrntr·on yi<.---1ld vi.-'wsus cr·yflta! masf, at cosmic
tl1Ewmal
(x-0.96�
O.HO;
neutron backgrotmd (N /N -1) for DKDP cry::,ta.ls
x 0
0.60) upon the tr·ansition t!u-nuglt 'Pc· 'l'irncn·etical curves dEwivfld

ft•om equa t-i ems ( ·3), ( 4)
( Pni n t;:,-:; with
standard devi a U ons arH
obtained fr·om nx-pHrirnent).
Pig. r). NeuLr·nn yiHid v1:-:r':'i11s crystal mass for DKDP
(x-0.96
and x-0.HO) upon the tr·ansl th,n tltrougli 1rc at therma·t
neutron
baekground
N /N _-100. rPl18oret·Ica1 eur-ves derived
.,
X

0

from

("3L

(4)

(-Puh1ts w·ith 1.;btttdar·d (hwiaUnns are nhtained from ox-periment).
l;i ig. 6. Nf,:iut1·on y i el rl VHrsus
background concli ti nnb
( N jN __ )
u
x
r
few DKf P (x--0.qfi, m-? g) crystal upon the tran:,dtion trwougl1 '1\�-
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Pi.g. 7- Neutron yield Vf:n··sus D-H substitition index
c:osmic background <:onditions (Nx/N0=100. m=3 g).
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Electron-ion bound state and its introducing of
nuclear fusion and solar flare
Lu Runbao
Institute ofApplied Physics and ( 'omputafional MathemaUcs,
1'. U. Box 8009. Beijin?, J 00088. ( 'HJNA

Abstract A strict description of quantum mechanics on electron-ion bound state
three-body system and two approximate solutions are given, which are (1)
corresponding to monoenergetic X rays emission from p-e-p bound state with Er"'
+

12.5 keV, and (2) emission from D -e-D+ bound state with Eo"' 25 keV, which also
introduces a little D-D fusion to give out neutrons, protons, tritium, 11e, 4He, and
Gamma rays. In this paper some experiments such as Ni-H, deuterium gas glow
discharge, are explained. The energy· about the excess heat is just a large quantity
of X rays release from two electron-ion bound states mentioned above, and only
+

+
(D -e-D ) bound state can introduce nuclear fusion. The author further analyses a

large quantity of the measurement of solar flare energy spectrum and points out
that the solar flaring also contains the processes of emitting monoenergetic X rays
of 12.SkeV and 25keV and the latter introduces a little (D-D) fusion.

1

Jntroduction
ln this paper the author discusses two questions: (I) the generation mechanism of so

called "cold fusion'' can be discribed by "electron-ion bound state and its introducing of
nuclear fusion'': (2)the solar flare and ··cold fusion., are same physical process essentially.So
the author contributes new concept and new research field.

2

Description of electron-ion bound state with quantum mechanics
This problem can be considered through quantum mechanics. The distances betv,een

particles in the (p,e,p) and (D' ,e,D' ) systems are approximate or less than Bohr radius
under the special condition of bomtd states

(I l_

Because of the strong electromagnetic

interaction, Born-Oppenheimer approximation is now unsuitable for this problem. which
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approximation is now w1suitable for this problem, which must be calculated with three-body
problem. Reference [ l] simplified the three-body problem to two-body problem in accordance with
an approximation of average potential.
Let the coordinates of particles be x1, X2 and X 3 , respectively, and x 3 > x 2 > x 1 , which
can be shown as follows:
p

e

p
0

Xz

Hamiltonian of this system, without regard to nuclear force, can be written as:

�

3

2

n
1 j2
e
H=--2_---+- - 2 i=I m;

a;
,.,

X3 - X1

e2
e2
----X2 - X1

X3 - X2

c1i

where subscripts i= 1,3 represent protons or deuterium ions and i=2 represents electrons.
.
To remove the center-of-mass motion (2)
· · , we suppose
X=

1 ,

(m1 x 1 + m2 x 2 + m3 x3 ) , M = m1 + m2 + m3
A1
,; = Xz - X1 _ 17 = x, - X2_ X3 - xi =,; + 17

On the new coordinates representation, we have
3
1
1 ;f2
1 ;f2
1 ;f2
1
1 ?
2 cf2
+ )
+(
+(
+ )
m3 m2 01]2 m2 0;017
m 1 m2 b',;2
� mi ac,2 = M

oXl

(2)

Subsliluting Eq.(2) lo Eq.(l) and removing the part of center-of-mass motion (which has no
effects on the formation of material strncture), Schrodi.nger equation on the new coordinate system
can be written as:
_

1 _l
l ;f2
( 1
[ _ +_)
+ (-- +
2
2 '-m1 m2 b',;
m3 m2

tz 2

-e'[i+ � - �� ,,}• �

"j

;f2
01]

2

_

l:____L]q,
m2 b',;017

(3)

E'P

2
From the selection of coordinates we know that: - e [: + _!_ - �] < 0, which means
i; 17 �+17

that the system al·ways has a negative potential. As a result, the system has negative energy levels,
i.e., the existence of bow1d states.
To remove the cross differential operator, we introduce a coordinate transformation:
2
2
s = ( 1/✓ ;'-17'),
17 = ( /1 ✓ s'+17'). Substituting them to Eq.(3), for p-e-p system (m 1 =

)(
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m 3= mp, m 2 = m e, l/mp+2lme""' 2/me), we obtain

n 2 1 ;J22 mp o( 2

2 ;J2me or,' 2

-- [ ----+---] lf-'-

1
✓2e 2(-1 -+-1 --) lf-'= Elf-'
(-17'

f+T]'

2;'

(4)

Eq.(4) is a standard Schrodinger equation, which always has a negative potential. Strict
solution of this equation will be carried out in future. To find its physical meanings we consider a
quasi-stationary state, i.e.

ltJ'I << (.

After some approximate process, we can get 111
m e 4 1 mp 1

Ep,n = -�-----::,
2h� 2 me n�
Ee .n = 0

For the ground slate, E

m

1 p me e
-----I

4

+

(12.2)

m e4

, where _e_
= 13.55 eV is the ground state
2

2 me 2n 2
energy of hydrogen, which results that EP � -12.5keV.
p, -

(12.1)

2h

+

Similarly, for D -e-D system the energy is about
Ev � -25keV.
These two energies are just the released monoenergetic X rays energies from electron-ion
+

+

bound states in p-e-p and D -e-D systems. The latter can also initiate a little D-D fusion111·
emitting high energy y Rays, neutrons, protons, tritium, 3He and 4He. Reference [ I J discussed the
bow1d states and fusion initiation probability. Probability of bound state formation (i.e., probability
of producing X rays) was about l04- l 06 times to that of fusion initiation. It is upon this basis that
the author interprets that excess heat release from so-called cold fusion is mainly the X rays energy
release from bow1d states. 1l1ose two bowid states mentioned above are independent processes,
which can take place in an independent or adjoint way according to various conditions.

3
3.1

Interpretation of so-called cold fusion experiments
Piantclli expcriment141

(Ni-H system)

There are lwo results oblai.ned from this experiment, which are ( 1) excess heal release, with
15g-Ni and l g-H, producing enough energy for 30-40 W lamp about three months, and (2) that
there are not any neutrons or y-rays recorded, we can estimate the mass of hydrogen according to
the p-e-p bound state with emission about l 2.5kev x-ray.
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Qemission = (30 ~ 40)J/s

x (3 X 30 x 24 x 3600) s

= (1. 46 ~ 19. 4) x 10 27 eV

NP = 2[Qthemwl I 12.SkeV] = 2(1. 46 ~ 19. 4 ) x l02 7eV

I 12.5 x 10 3

= 2(0.117 ~ 0.155) X 10 24

mp = 2(0.117 ~ 0.155) x 10 24 I 6.02 x 10 23 /g
= 0.39 ~ 0.51 g
Only a half of hydrogen ions formed bound states. I believe that x-rays willl be certainly
observed.
3.2

Deuterium gas glow discha1·ge expe1·iment
Wang Dalun et a/151 carried out a well-known experiment on deuterium gas glow discharge.

There are the following results:(] )energies of monoenergetic x-rays are all about 26. 7kev measured
with three methods,while the earlier mean energy is about 27kev; (2)this experiment has also given
a stable neutron emission density about I 0 4/s, x-ray aboul 109/s.

4

Solar Flare
On the basis of great deal of observed facts the author points out the following:
(1 )x-ray emission with monoenergy about I 2.5kev is the main component of soft x-ray in solar
flaresl01
(2)x-ray emission with monoenergy about 25kev is the main component of hard x-ray in soalr
flares(7l
(3)the (d,d) fusion existence is proved by observation of proton spectrum, 2.223Mev y-line,
1He-rich ... fRJ
(4)the x-ray in solar flare comes from formation of p-e-p or d+-e-ci+ bow1d stale,lhere are not
nonthermal electrons by which the impulsive component of x-ray is produced during flash
phase. Observed leakage electrons are produced in process of Compton scatlering191
(5)delay of energetic x-ray emission in solar 1larel101 and "heal after dealh"111 •1 1, "rediation
2

after death"fI 3- 1 have common cause that comes from secondary effects of ( d,d)
14

fusion.
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Reply to S. E. Jones and L. D. Hansen Concerning Claims of Miles,
et al. in Pons-Fleischmann-Type Cold Fusion Experiments
Melvin H. Miles
Chemistry & Materials Branch, Research & Technology Division
Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division
China Lake, CA 93555-6100 USA

Abstract
The simultaneous measurements of power and the rate of evolution of the electrolysis gases in our
experiments prove that faradaic efficiencies less than 100% cannot account for our reports of excess
heat. Furthermore, our calorimetric results are strikingly similar to reports from other laboratories
including measurements in closed calorimetric systems where faradaic efficiencies are not a factor.
Excess enthalpy for the Pd/D20 system generally involves high current densities that exceed 100
mA/cm2 ; therefore, the report by S. E. Jones et al. of low faradaic efficiencies using current
densities of only 1 to 2 mA/cm2 is not applicable to cold fusion experiments. Based on experiments
at our laboratory, there is compelling evidence that the anomalous excess heat is correlated with
helium-4 production. For example, 30 out of 33 heat and helium studies yielded either excess
helium when excess power was measured or no excess helium when no excess power was present.
The probability of obtaining this result by random errors in our heat and helium measurements is
very small. Permanent laboratory records always defined the presence or absence of excess power
prior to any helium measurement. The measurement of helium in the electrolysis gas samples at
three different laboratories places our rate of helium-4 production at 1011 to 1012 atoms/s per watt of
excess power. This is the correct magnitude for typical deuteron fusion reactions that produce
helium-4 as a product.
1 . Introduction
This paper is a response to S. E. Jones and L. D. Hansen' who critically examined our claims of
excess heat and helium-4 production during electrolysis of the Pd/D20 + LiOD system. 2 Excess
enthalpy for the Pd/D20 system generally involves high current densities that exceed 100 mA/cm2 •
Therefore, the report by S. E. Jones et al. 3 of low faradaic deficiencies using current densities of
only l to 2 mA/cm2 is not applicable to cold fusion experiments.
2. Excess Heat Production
Many scientists attribute reports of excess power production in cold fusion experiments to
calorimetric errors. This is reflected in the publications by S. E. Jones et al. '· 3 However, it is
nearly impossible to explain how calorimetric errors could lead to practically identical results
between independent laboratories. For example, the major conclusions from the China Lake
calorimetric experiments are almost identical to those reported by M. McKubre et al. at SRI. 4·5 The
excess power measurements in the China Lake experiments can be summarized by the following
conclusions:

Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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1. The excess power effect is typically 5 to 10% larger than the input power. The largest
excess power effect was 30%.
2. The excess power in terms of the palladium volume typically yields 1 to 5 W/cm3 •
3. Long electrolysis times are required before the onset of the excess power effect. This time
period usually ranges from 6 to 14 days of electrolysis for 1 to 6 mm diameter palladium
rods.
4. Excess power production requires a threshold current density of 100 mA/cm2 or larger.
5. Most experiments produced no evidence of any excess power. Overall, only 30% of our
experiments yielded evidence for excess power.
6. Our success ratio in obtaining excess power varied greatly with the source and batch of
palladium used.
The SRI results typically yielded 5 to 10% excess power with a maximum of 28% excess power,
the excess power in terms of the palladium volume was 1 to 5 W/cm3 on the average, the initiation
time was on the order of 300 hours for 1 to 4 mm diameter Pd wires, the threshold current density
ranged from 100 to 400 mA/cm2, and the success rate varied greatly with the source of the
palladium. 4· This striking agreement between the China Lake and SRI results simply cannot be
explained by calorimetric errors. Furthermore, the calorimeters used at China Lake and SRI are
totally different. China Lake used an open, isoperibolic calorimetric system2 while SRI employed a
closed, isothermal flow calorimetric design.5
5

The China Lake calorimetric results are also very similar to those reported by M. Fleischmann et al. 6
when the excess power density (W/cm3 ) in terms of the palladium volume is compared with the
experimental current density. Both China Lake and M. Fleischmann et al. 6 report approximately
1 W/cm3 of palladium at current densities of 100 to 200 mA/cm2 . In a review by E. Storms,7 the
China Lake calorimetric excess heat effects are shown to be very similar to those reported by many
other laboratories. This leaves the unanswered question of how calorimetric errors could yield this
correlation of our excess heat results with various other laboratories.
The accuracy of our calorimetry is illustrated in Figure 1 that features one of many experiments that
never displayed any evidence for excess power. The measured output power tracks very closely to
the electrochemical input power. Approximately 70% of our experiments never displayed any
evidence for excess power. These studies, therefore, served as controls for our calorimetry.
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Figure 1. Electrochemical Input Power and Calorimetrically Measured
Output Power for a Palladium Cathode That Produced No Excess Power.
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Many experiments have proved that the recombination of D2 and 02 electrolysis gases does not
occur to any significant level for typical cold fusion studies using high current densities and solid,
fully-submerged palladium cathodes.2-7 Some scientists, however, ignore this evidence and
continue to claim that the excess heat effect can be explained by faradaic efficiencies less than 100%
3
3
(y <1). The recombination effects for Ni and Pd cathodes reported by Jones et al. used current
2
densities of only 1 to 2 rnA/cm • Such studies are irrelevant since excess heat effects for the Pd/D20
system require a threshold current density of about 100 mNcm2 or higher. This requirement of
high current densities was reported by M. Fleischmann et al.6 in 1990. Lowering the current
density in water electrolysis experiments will always decrease the current efficiency due to the
slower gas evolution that allows the product at one electrode to more readily invade the vicinity and
react at the opposing electrode. Furthermore, the current fraction consumed by the electrode
reaction of impurities becomes larger at smaller current densities. Contrary to the comments by
Jones and Hansen, 1 we always measured the current efficiency at the time of collection of an
electrolysis gas sample for helium analysis. This was done volumetrically by measuring the rate of
the displacement of water by the electrolysis gases.2
Several other measurements and observations provided secondary checks for any recombination of
D2 and 02 in our experiments. The volume of D2 0 added to replenish the cell was always recorded
to provide another test for any significant recombination effects. Furthermore, the rate of the
electrolysis gases passing through the oil bubbler could always be directly observed. If
recombination of D2 and 02 within the electrolysis cell occurs, this would slow or even stop the
evolution of gases through the bubbler. 8
3. Helium-4 Production in Electrolysis Cells
A major point raised by S. E. Jones and L. D. Hansen' was that our helium-4 detection limit was
first reported as 10 12 atoms/500 mL of effluent gases and then later increased to 10 13 4He atoms/500
mL. Our earlier limit was based on measurements at the University of Texas laboratory where
10 mTorr air in 500 mL of nitrogen gas yielded the observation of helium-4 at the detection limit of
the mass spectrometer.9 We originally used a conservative value because we did not want to
overstate the amount of helium-4 produced in our experiments.
Solid evidence that we should have originally reported considerably higher helium-4 production
rates was obtained in later studies where the electrolysis gas samples were collected in metal flasks
rather than in Pyrex glass flasks and then analyzed by a commercial laboratory. 1 ° For six control
experiments yielding no excess power, the mean background helium concentration in our system
was 4.5 ± 0.5 ppb or 5.1 ± 0.6 x 10 13 4He atoms/500 mL. 1 0· 1 1 These values, therefore, accurately
define a minimum helium-4 detection limit for our original studies. In order to clearly resolve this
helium-4 detection limit issue, exactly the same procedures and apparatus were used in these
experiments except for the replacement of the glass flasks with the metal flasks. This eliminated the
diffusion of atmospheric helium into the sample flasks.
These quantitative commercial
measurements of background helium-4 concentrations in our calorimetric system dictated an upward
revision of our original helium reports.
In retrospect, the higher helium-4 detection limit resolves the issue of atmospheric helium diffusion
into our glass flasks and is consistent with the detection limits reported by a commercial
laboratory. 1 0· 1 1 Furthermore, this higher helium-4 detection limit yields helium production rates of
1011 to 10 12 4He/s•W, which is the correct magnitude for typical fusion reactions that yield helium as
a product. 10 The consistent merging of these various results would have been highly improbable if
our initial measurements were due to errors or atmospheric contamination. Nevertheless, the
revision in our helium-4 detection limit was a major issue raised by S. E. Jones and L. D. Hansen'
in their criticism of our work. Our explicit explanations for this change' 0 were completely ignored.
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S. E. Jones and L. D. Hansen1 report that our designation of an experiment as a "control" is done
after the experiment is run, not before. Neither Jones nor Hansen has been in our laboratory, hence
they have no basis for such a statement. Permanent laboratory records always defined the amount
of excess power prior to any helium measurements. In general, excess power was consistently
produced in experiments that yielded excess helium-4 production, while no excess power was
detected in experiments that served as controls.
Based on experiments at our laboratory, there is compelling evidence that the anomalous excess heat
is correlated with helium-4 production. For example, 30 out of 33 heat and helium studies yielded
either excess helium when excess power was measured or no excess helium when no excess power
was present. 8•1 1 A statistical treatment shows that the odds are approximately one in 750,000 that
our complete set of heat and helium results could be this well correlated due to random experimental
errors in our calorimetry and helium measurements. 8• 11 It is even more unlikely that random errors
would consistently yield helium-4 production rates in the appropriate range of 1011 to 1012 atoms/s
per watt of excess power.
4. Conclusions
Although S. E. Jones and L. D. Hansen1 presented many harsh comments about our experiments,
we were never officially informed about their paper by the authors, reviewers, or editors involved.
Even after we requested a delay of this publication to allow a response to be published back-to
back, the authors and editors refused our request. Our detailed response to this attack by Jones and
Hansen has been submitted but has not yet been accepted for publication.12
S. E. Jones and L. D. Hansen1 ignored our previous explanation on many issues that are contained
in our publications. Their mixture of facts, distortions, and misunderstandings regarding our work
certainly does not facilitate any scientific resolution of the cold fusion controversy.
Jones et al. 3 used current densities of only 1 to 2 mA/cm2 in their studies of faradaic efficiencies
during water electrolysis. Excess enthalpy for the Pd/D20 system involves much larger current
densities that exceed 100 mA/cm2 • It is essential that Jones et al. 3 use current densities in the right
ballpark if thel wish to investigate faradaic efficiencies in cold fusion experiments. The arguments
of Jones et al. are not relevant for the large current densities used in cold fusion experiments.
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Field Screened Long Range Nuclear Reactions by Thermal Protons
Heinrich Hora, George H. Miley* and Jak C. Kelly
School of Physics, Univ. of New South Wales, Sydney 2052, Austrnlia;
*Fusion Studies Lab., Univ. Illinois, Urbana 6 l 801, USA.Abstract
Confirmation of the model of field screened long range nuclear reactions has been obtained from the
isotopes produced by nuclear Reactions In a Film-Excited CompleX (RIFEX) using nickel and
nickel/palladium films, electrolytically loaded with hydrogen. The isotopes result from thermal proton (or
deuterium or triton) reactions. The process is based on high Coulomb screening including the Swimming
Electrons of the double Layer (SEL) at the surface of metals or at the interfaces between different metals due
to the differences of the Fermi levels. These long range reactions for the low energy (nearly thermal) impact
nuclei permits very long interaction times at the large distances. The quantum relations for the values of the
energies, distances and times involved are discussed and compared with the situation for the high energies at
shorter distances in the usual hot fusion and MeV nuclear reactions. Comparing these long range reactions
with fission thermal reactions leads to the suggestion that the missing exchange of large momenta lead to the
emission of lower energy gammas. from rotational and vibrational or surface states of the daughter nuclei.
These may account for the large amount of energy of the exothermic reactions measured in the RIFEX
experiments.
I. Introduction
The recent measurement of nuclear reactions in 2000-Angstrom films of nickel or nickel-palladium,
electrolytically loaded with very high concentrations of hydrogen [1] are believed to be due to long range
nuclear reactions with thermal protons. These reactions of hydrogen (or its isotopes) with medium or heavy
weight nuclei are basically different from the cold fusion reactions [3] for which the long range nuclear
reactions at very large Coulomb screening theory was developed [3]. This treatment suggests consideration
of other possible reactions between nuclei over large distances, picometers (pm) compared with the usual
few femtometers (fm) of nuclear reactions when hadrons or light nuclei of MeV energy or more and heavy
nuclei of more than 100 MeV energy collide.
The usual hot fusion reactions, involving nuclei with energies in the 1-10 keV range are reproducible
and well understood. We consider a screening model which in certain metals allows 11uch closer nuclear
approach than the usual binding conditions [3]. We derive a limiting condition, calculating interaction times
to distances, for the nuclear reaction interaction parameters determined by Quantum mechanics It can be
proved that these conditions are obeyed by the long-range interactions [3]. Finally we consider long-range
nuclear reactions in metals where high concentrations of isotopes have been produced (nuclear
transmutations by thermal protons) which are different from the cold fusion reactions in platinum or similar
metals. We suggest a mechanism which results in the production of softer gammas of short range hadrons or
betas rather than the usual reaction products, MeV neutrons or gammas.
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2. The Long Range Anomaly for Hot Fusion
Consider the minimum nuclear reaction distance r to which nuclei approach under central collision
for a point like Coulomb repulsion. The kinetic energy of the particles E is then e qual to the
potential Coulomb energy Ee (in cgs units)
E = EC = e2 /r

(l)

where the electron charge e is 4.806xI0-10 cgs units. If the energy of collision E is 1 MeV, the
distance r is 1.43 fm, about the radius of the deuteron. A cross section of this radius corresponds to
64 mbams, just the value common to nuclear reactions with colliding energies of dozens of Me V.
What is evident is that r = 14.3 fm for a collision energy E of 100 keV corresponds to the cross
section of the OT reaction at the 100 keV with the well known cross section radius (impact
parameter) re = 12.61 fm. This cross section is considered as an exceptionally large value due to
"resonances"' etc .. We know from the electron scattering experiments after Hofstadter [4][5] that the
entire radius of the charge distribution of deuterons is in the range of I fm.
While this view of resonances may still be acceptable, we know that fusion reactions can occur with low probability - at collision energies of 10 keV though the radius of the collision cross section
(impact parameter) for DT is then down to a value re = 0.25 fm. What is astonishing is that the
minimum reaction distance r, Eq. ( I), for central collision at this 10 keV energy Eis 142 fm = 0.142
pm, in the order of hundred times the entire radius of the deuteron! How can such a nuclear reaction
happen [if there were a Gamov factor one has to realize that exp(-100)=10-43]. Hot fusion reactions
measured every day show that it does happen however.
As we had shown before [3], this real measured value and the reaction time together with the
distance for the hot fusion of the D and T can be compared with the measurements of a myonic
fusion reaction. It can further be compared with the measured reaction time combined with the
separation of D and T in a hydrogen molecule and the expected reaction time of I 080 s [3]. The
result is a straight power law arriving in a reaction probability time U, in seconds, for a distance r,
in picometers,
U = 8.139x104 r34 -8

(2)

We use this relation below for reactions at larger distances than r = 0.142 pm and up to one order of
magnitute larger than in the case of the measured myonic fusion reaction (r = 0.45 pm). Time U and
length r are indeed large number quantum statistical values as knwon e.g. from the time of nuclear
decay.
3. High Coulomb Screening and the Swimming Electron Layer
The following model was developed [3] to expiain some of the reversibly measured cold fusion
results of Yamaguchi et al [7] and of Prelas et al [8]. The highly concentrated 50% to 200%
hydrogen or deuterium loaded into metals as palladium or titanium [9] is assumed to be not located
at fixed points in the crystal, as ligands or other kinds of chemical bond, but to behave like a
Maxwellian gas. The degenerate conduction electrons are at least acting as a Coulomb screen and one
may assume that the lower bound metal electrons are causing less interaction where the hydrogen or
deuterium ions are penetrating, similar to the Ramsauer effect.
While the reduction of the Coulomb field within the bUI k material may be of a considerable
magnitute, there is a further screening by the swimming electron layers at clean or neutral surfaces
(i.e. free of adsorbed molecules or of oxide) or stable and clean interfaces between hydrogen
absorbing metals of different kinds. These can be constructed as a series of layers, e.g. nickel
palladium, iron-titanium, nickel-platinum or similar combinations chosen to have the highest
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Jossible Fermi level difference [3][9]. These swimming electron layers are the result of a plasma
uodel of the surface tension for metals, in analogy to a plasma surface or interface. The faster
jegenerate electrons like to leave the lattice of the metal ions until they are stopped by the generated
1igh electric field. This generates an electric double layer which becomes equal to the electrons' exit
DOtential, the work function. The surface tension calculated on this quantum mechanical basis is in
good agreement with experimental values [1 O]. The surface tension always produces positive values
unlike some other previously used phenomenological models.
These electron layers, of about 1 Angstrom thickness, should be sufficient to permit a very high
mppression (screening) of the Coulomb repulsion of the positive charges of the hydrogen or
jeuterium ions. Using Eq. (2) above and the very few fully reproducible cold fusion experiments
with D-0 reactions [7][8] concluded that this screening reduces the Coulomb repulsion by a factor
of 14. We further concluded that the distance r of the reacting deuterons is in the range of 3 pm. The
screening means that the deuterons behave as if they had an energy of 470 eV, an adequate value for
hot fusion, but with a real energy of only 2.3 eV. Only the very few ions, in the Maxweil tail of the
energy distribution, which exceed the 2.3 eV will react. This agrees then with room temperature
measurements. Higher temperatures, I 00°C or more, can well increase the reactivity [3 ].
The high screening by a factor 14 is not unusual even for bulk materials as plasma theory indicates
[ 11] but the swimming electron layer [1O] may strongly help in arriving at the factor 14. The
distance of r = 3 pm between the reacting deuterons come from detailed comparison with
experimental parameters and are comparable with basically different other models of Preparata and
the theory of Vigier, see [3]. Our swimming electron model motivated us to look for experiments
with large surfaces and to use multilayers e.g. Ni/Pd for fully reversible low energy nciear reactions
[1]. The experiments with 5 g palladium black (0.4 mm diamter) producing large amounts of 4He in
cells with deuterium electrolysis [12], can be evaluated to arrive at r = 2 pm. The details of the
nuclear reaction e.g. of protons within the swimming electron layer has been carefully elaborated by
Kim et al [13]. The increase of d-d reaction cross sections (though at 2 keV energy) due to screening
of the Coulomb field has been measured [14].
4. A Quantum Condition for the Long Range of Interaction
Cold fusion observations indicate that nuclear reactions may occur at inter nuclear separations 21.1
times greater than those common to hot fusion. Myonic fusion also occurs at large separations. We
should like to consider the quantum mechanical implications of these interaction processes at
distances in the range of 3 pm.
There is a mathematical physics way "how to understand quantization"[15]. It describes reality by
observables and states. With this "natural ianguage we can say that quantum mechanics is a
deformation of classical mechanics in a framework...where Planck's constant is the deformation
parameter".
A less mathematically formal way is to understand quantum theory form the empirical fact that
all quantities with the dimension of an action can occur only as multiples of Planck's constant h (or
h/2p). If a free moving electron in a zero potential has a momentum p = mv = (2mE0 )112 with a mass
m, velocity v and kinetic energy E0 , it has a de Broglie wave length Ids where the product of
momentum p times length Ids has the dimension of an action and has to be equal to h or multiples of
it. This results in the de Broglie wave length
(3)
It should be realized that the de Broglie wave length Id s and the electron energy E0 are well defined,
no inaccuracy ranges or error bars etc., but simple numbers.
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The quantization has to be expressed by the h in the case of the de Broglie wavelength, Eq. (3).
For the atom mechanics of Bohr's planetary model the quantity of the action had to be h/2p. A
modified Bohr model can be used where the problem of orbiting and therefore dipole radiation
emitting electrons in the s-state can be avoided and only in p- and higher states orbiting and radiation
emission is possible. This model [16, Section 2.3] asks why does an electron not fall into the
positive atomic nucleus. There is Coulomb energy gained from the reduction of the distance r
between electron and nucleus. On the other hand there is quantum energy Eq (Fermi-Dirac) to be
increased if the radius r
r(2mEq)112 = h/2rc

(4)

is becoming smaller. For a simply charged nucleus, both energies are equal at a radius equal to the
Bohr radius r8 = (h/2rt)2 /(me2 l. It is important to note that in the case (4) the quantization is not
given by h but by h/2rc. Using multiples n = 1,2,3,... of the right-hand side of Eq. (4) one arrives at
energies E11 equal to the Rydberg terms.
One should be aware that the meaning of quantum mechanics is simply the atomistic structure of
action. This appears indeed also in Born's statistical interpretation by functional analytical
expressions. If a quantum state is given b y
IJl(r,t) = f A(p)exp{(2m/h)[p·r -(p2/2m)t]}dp

(5)

a localization can be expressed by a width hr for the density distribution \Jl(r) of a state in the
confi guration space determined by the spectrum A(p) of a momentum distribution. The functional
analytical relation between the states lJ.I and p is given by an integral equation of the first kind (in
the case of Eq. (5) as a Fourier's integral equation solved by Fourier transform). It was the
discovery of Heisenberg with his uncertainty relation to realize that the widths of the spectra
hr hp

=

ah

(6)

where the number a is in the order of unity. If the spectrum of A(p) is a Gaussian error function, the
spectrum of \Jl(r) is also Gaussian and both distributions (spectra) have the narrowest width,
resulting in an a = 1/4rt. If lJ.I is a box, the spectrum of p is a type of a ( 1/u)(sin u) function and
a= l /2.
The Fourier transform defines widths which can well vary with the resulting a. It is no surprise
that the rule of quantization also refers to these spectral widths of functional analytical distribution
functions as seen in Eq.(6) but this does not exclude that quantization also refers to simple numbers
as e.g. in Eq. (3). Hermann Wey I's transformation theory explained the relation between the
Schrodinger picture (expressed by eigenvalues of differential equations) and the Heisenhere picture
(expressed by the elements of the matrix evolution of the interral ecrx!tion:� ..:o:resr,on11iHg to th 1�
differential equations) as explained hy .Johann von Neumann i 17}. !n ihe Heisenberg picture the
initial access to quantization was the non commutative matrix product of space lrJ and rnomemurn
[ p] matrices to be
[r][p] - [ p][r]
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and in the Schrodinger case it was the question of Debye in Schrodinger' s seminar report about de
Broglie· s results ( 3) in 1924 "if there are electron waves with a wave length and frequency, where is
the related wave equation?" The later answer was then the Schrodinger equation which also can be
derived m mathematical symbolics of quantization [16, Appendix A], In the latter case one defines
the operator for the momentum p = -i(h/2rr)d/dx and the energy E=i(h/2rr)d/dt derived as a symbolic
product p dx = "h" and E dt= "h'' to be substituted in the classical Hamilton function where the
resulting Hamilton operator defines a differential equation resulting in distributions functions ll' to
determine expectation values in the sense of statistics.
5. Soft Gamma Emission of the Reaction Energy
We now consider the quantum mechanical concepts in the preceding section applied to long range
nuclear reactions. The question involves energies E and times t (or the corresponding velocities v)
for nuclear reactions at distances r, as iarge as 3 pm, such that Etcc, h/2rr. Expressing E = (h/2rr)v/(2r)
with the assumption that the incident particle has a velocity v and the interaction with another
particle (nucleus or atom) appears within the len6rth of two radii (2r), we find a limiting energy for
the quantum interaction between the incident particle of mass m and the other particle
E > (h/2rr)2/(2mr2 )

(8)

For electrons the energy E for interaction over a distance of r = I0-8cm has to be lager than 3.7 eV.
This indeed seems to be the limit beiow which no (inelastic) quantum interaction of electrons with
atoms appears and the electrons move through atoms without interaction (Ramsauer effect).
Interaction is possible only with larger entities, e.g. when the conduction electrons in a metal or
semiconductor are colliding and causing ohmic resistivity; in this case the entity of collision is e.g. a
lattice vibration, characterized by an acoustic wave length of l 0nm permitting the transfer of energy
above 0.37 meV. In general,any particle needs to have a deBroglie wave length
lct s < r/(2rr)

(9)

otherwise it will not perform an inelastical quantum interaction with an object of radius r.
For alpha particle interaction with particles within a radius r of l fin (nuclear dimension) one
arrives at E > 1.27 MeV. This is reasonable since it is well known that alphas with energies above
MeV may produce nuclear reactions. No nuclear reactions at all are possible for alphas of lower
energy, if not a larger interaction length r is considered. For deuterons taking a value r = 143 fm, the
central collision distance at IO keV energy, the limit is E > 500 eV, in agreement with observed
fusion reactions. For deuterons at a distance of 3 pm, as derived for the cold fusion reactions [3], the
limit is E > ] .13 eV. This value is in agreement with the concluded [3] energy of 2.3 eV of deuterons
in the energetic tail of the Maxwellian distribution which result in the cold fusion reactions. This
restriction to the energetic protons or deuterons in the same way also for the following other long
range nuciear reactions is a natural control! against too hefty reactions. The energy output of a
mutlilayer energy source with up to kW/cm 3 power density could be controlled by the temperature
using heat exchangers and by the concentration of the protons.
We have to distingmsh between the cold fusion reactions where only isotopes of hydrogen are
involved from the present long range nuclear reactions where thermal hydrogen isotopes react with
heavy nuclei, resulting in a nuclear transmutation. The first indication of this kind of reactions came
from cold fusion experiments [18]. However this may have been an Oppenheimer-Williams neutron
swapping (or hopping) process [3 j. There was an alteration of the ratio of the isotopes m the
outermost layers near the surface of the palladium, indicating that a ( d,p) reaction had taken place
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for exothennic reactions. Deeper layers of the palladium showed the unchanged isotope ratio.
Contrary to this, the observation of RIFEX [ 1] or the similar case of strong heat generation at
palladium nickel interfaces [ 19] resulted in the generation of nuclei with different atomic number.
This type of measurements with long range nuclear reactions were observed [ I] where high
concentrations of hydrogen in palladium reacted and produced silver isotopes and other elements.
These reactions at distances r of few fm, are governed by Eq. ( 8) and involve Coulomb screening,
especially with swimming electron layers SEL [3] at the clean surface at intennetallic interfaces.
No MeV neutrons nor energetic gammas have yet been observed, only some thermal energy has
been measured in these long range nuclear reactions[!]. It may be asked whether the resulting
nucleus loses energy in the form of only larger numbers of low energy gammas or of usual short
range alphas or betas. The energies involved are rather large, e.g.
Pd 108 + p = Ag 109 + 6.664 MeV
( 10)
Pdl 06 +p = Ag 10 7 -r-5.957MeV
(11)
There seems to be a similarity to the reaction of thermal neutrons with U 23 8 where the momentum
transfer is small because of the thermal energy and - since no fission occurs for compensating the
momenta of MeV reaction products - one has to follow up gamma emissions. One may speculate
whether lower energetic rotational states or surface oscillations are involved as indicated from the
surface energy of the nuclei [20]. This may be different when a long range nuclear reaction in a metal,
with a high hydrogen concentration, results in a nuclear fission, e.g. with deuterium in platinum
P t 196 + H 2 = Xe 136 --'-Mn60 + 2n + 104.3 MeV
(12)
since there are several branches for compensating the momenta.
Stiumulating discussions with Dr. James A. Patterson and partial support by Clean
Energy Technology, Inc., Dallas, Texas, 75240, are very gratefully acknowledged.
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HEAT MEASUREMENT DURING THE ELECTROLYSIS
USING MODIFIED PALLADIUM CATHODE

Ken-ichiro OTA, Taichi KOBAYASHI, Hiraki KABUMOTO,
Kazuhiko YAMAKI, Naobumi MOTOHIRA and Nobuyuki KAMIYA
Department of Energy Engineering, Yokohama National University
79-5 Tokiwadai, Hodogaya-ku, Yokohama 240, JAPAN

ABSTRACT
The heat balances during the electrolysis using 2 types of Pd cathodes (B
controlled Pd and Ni coated Pd) in IM LiOD heavy water solution have been
measured using the flow calorimeter system. The excess heat was observed at 6
runs out of 14 experiments for B controlled specimen. Among them, the heat
burst was observed at 2 runs. For Ni coated specimen the small excess was
observed at 4 runs out of 9 experiments. Further study is necessary to improve
the reproducibility and to confirm the phenomena.
1. INTRODUCTION
Many positive or negative reports have been published smce the
announcement of M.Fleischman and B.S.Pons about the excess enthalpy
production(the cold fusion) during the electrolysis in LiOD heavy water solution
using palladium cathode 1 l. However, the phenomena is not clear and many
people could not believe it mostly from the theoretical point of view. At least a
scientifically precise experiments and reliable data are necessary in order to
confirm the phenomena
As far as the heat measurement concern, a direct measurement or an
absolute measurement should be applied considering the scientific importance of
the results. From that point we are applying the flow calorimeter using the
thermochemically closed cell from the start of this study in 1989.
The reproducibility is crucial and most important for this. Several other
groups also reported the excess heat using Pd cathode 2·4 l. However, their
reproducibility is not enough to confirm the phenomena. The experimental
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recipe to get the excess enthalpy for everyone who wants to do should be
presented. There are many factors to think of to get the reproducible results;
materials, the electrolysis conditions an so on. Among them we think the Pd
material is most important. From this standpoint we have reported the effect of
the mechanical treatment, the heat treatment and the effect of some additives 5·7 l.
In this paper we will report our recent results of heat measurements during
the electrolysis in LiOD heavy water solution using 2 types of Pd electrodes; boron
controlled Pd and Ni coated Pd.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
The electrolysis cell was made by acrylic resin in order to avoid the effect of
alkaline solution. Figure 1 shows the schematic drawing of the cell. The
recombination catalyst was placed on the upper part of the cell where the
recombination reaction (D2+O2 or H2+O2) proceeded completely up to 4A. The
recombination catalyst was Teflon treated fine Pd powder on alumina. The flow
calorimetry was applied to the measurement of heat balance during the
electrolysis. The copper tubing was surrounded the electrolysis cell and picked
up the generated heat by the electrolysis and the recombination reaction. The
increase of the temperature of cooling water was measured by CA thermocouple or
Pt resister. The temperature of cooling water was 296 K or 288 K.
2 types of the heat measuring system have been constructed. One is the
electrolysis cell in a box of ceramic wool insulator where the heat recovery was up
to 99 %. The other is the cell in the newly developed fine temperature controlled
bath where inside temperature was controlled

± 0.01K at the temperature range

from 283 to 333 K and the heat recovery was 96 %.
The cathodes were Pd rods(4 mm <P x 15 mm) containing B (mostly 500
ppm) and Ni coated Pd rod(2 mm <P x 15 mm) where Ni was electrically plated
using

sulfamate

solution.

These

materials

are

obtained

from

IMRA

Material(IM), Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo(TNK) and Tokuriki Corp.. The anode
was Pt wire(l mm <P) which was surrounded the Pd cathode.. The electrolyte
was mostly 1 M LiOD heavy water solution which was made by LiOD-D2O(99 at%
D) powder.
The constant power electrolysis was applied in order to get clear heat
balance using a constant power generator. The temperature of the electrolyte
was between 293 and 323 K during the electrolysis.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows the heat balance of B controlled Pd specimens.
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in the first column means the heat measurement using the fine temperature
controlled bath. The electrolyses were conducted mostly at the fixed power of 5
W and the current density ranged from 300 to 1100 mA/cm2• The average heat
balance means the ratio of (total output heat)/(total input power) throughout the
electrolysis. The maximum excess heat means the maximum excess power
during the electrolysis when the excess heat was observed.
Among 14 runs we observed excess heat 6 times. During the run Nl-03 we
observed the heat burst 2 times using 500 ppm B containing Pd cathode. The
result is shown in Fig.2. The heat burst took place at 225 h and 1020 h and we
got maximum excess of 1.8 W at 1020 h for a half hour. The temperature of
electrolyte and the cell voltage(or current) changed owing to the heat burst. This
kind of abrupt heat burst did not observed at other runs and could not be
reproduced even using the same Pd specimen.
Table 2 shows the result of the heat balance during the electrolysis using the
Ni coated Pd cathode. In these experiments we want to see the effect of Ni/Pd
interface, although the amount of absorbed deuterium(hydrogen) decreased. We
observed small excess heat for 4 runs out of 9 runs. These excess heat appeared
continuously during the electrolysis. Figure 3 shows the typical excess heat
using the Ni plated Pd cathode. Since these excess are so small and very close to
the error limit, further study is necessary to confirm this.
4. CONCLUSION
We observed excess heat several times using B controlled Pd and Ni coated
Pd. However, the excess heat is mostly very small and the reproducibility has
not been improved with applying these treatments. The essential factor to
produce excess heat is stll not clear. Further study is necessary to improve the
reproducibility and confirm the phenomena.
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Table 1. Results of electrolysis using B containing Pd.
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Table 2. Results of electrolysis using Ni coated Pd.
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TRIODE CELL EXPERIMENTS FOR CONTROLLED
FLEISCHMANN/PONS EFFECT
Evan L. Ragland
the Boiler Works, Diamondhead, MS, 39525, USA
ABSTRACT
Experimental research and evaluation of three electrode (triode) cold fusion
electrolysis cells is reported herein. Apparatus development began, after patent
application, 05 June 1995. The triode apparatus introduces controlled loading and
operation of Fleischmann/Pons-type (F/P) cells. In August 1995 excess heat generation
was observed in initial triode apparatus experiments conducted by Dr. Dennis Cravens
in his New Mexico laboratory. In November 1995 the Boiler Works laboratory in
Diamondhead began experimental evaluation of the triode apparatus. A series of
experiments in December, January and February led to development of a functioning
triode fusion reactor. The reactor was put into operation 20 March 1996 and operated
continuously until 23 August 1996. Over the five months of operation of the reactor
several experiments were preformed and over 65,000 data points were recorded. This
data base is being applied in further triode apparatus developments.
A second reactor test bed for "quick change" cathode specimen evaluation is in
operation. Thin film cathode specimens prepared by the Materials Science and
Engineering Laboratory of the University of Alabama in Birmingham are presently being
evaluated. These include Pd film on Ag, Al, Cu, and quartz substrates and Pt films on Si
bead specimens. Engineering design of a 2 KW reactor cell is underway.
Details of triode apparatus operation, control, and experimental results are reported.
The general design approach to the 2 KW reactor is described. It is concluded that
suf-ficient experimental and theoretical understandings of cold fusion exist
for engineering design and development of water heating appliances.
1. 1 ntroduction
The concept of the triode cell and the laboratory experiments reported herein are all
guided by the Crowded Deuterium Model (COM) construct presented by the author at
ICCF-3 in Nagoya, Japan in 1992. The reader should be informed that while COM
theory enjoys significant peer review and critique that it is not a generally accepted
concept nor is it rigorously proven in principle. Nevertheless, it has proved to be a useful
tool for the visualization of F/P mechanics and for the design of devices and
experiments. The COM concept teaches that F/P is a bulk effect occurring within
structural domains encompassed by at least one or more palladium hydride envelop(s);
that often such domains occur naturally in polycrystalline palladium (Pd) saturated with
nuclei of the hydrogens; that if hydrogen nuclei are sufficiently rich in deuterons; if the
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geometry of the structure is appropriate; and the random distribution of polycrystalline
boundaries internal to the domain are propitious; that then deuterons may be crowded
to nuclear fusion within the structure. Satisfying this set of particular conditions makes
F/P experiments difficult to preform and extremely difficult to repeat. Furthermore, even
when all other conditions are positive the last condition, favorable boundaries within the
domain, is of such low probability that most domains reach internal Coulomb equilibrium
and block before enough deuterons are absorbed to crowd to ·fusion. Finally, even with
favorable boundary distributions, deuteron loading and sustainment of fusion may be
erratic; i.e., sometimes rapid, sometimes sluggish, and sometimes blocked until
equilibrium is internally or externally disturbed.
Fleischmann and Pons taught diode electrolysis of heavy water could be used to
achieve low temperature nuclear fusion using a Pd cathode in a diode cell. Numerous
experiments have since demonstrated generation of excess heat using various
methods of electrolysis, gas discharge, and solid state with diode apparatuses. All
methods encounter the conditional difficulties previously described. The diode
characteristic of common anode/cathode current affords limited possibilities for control.
The triode apparatus - two anodes; one cathode - improves methods to load, ignite,
sustain, and control the F/P effect. Most important; triode control overcomes blocking.
Diode and triode apparatus characteristics are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.
A

A

A

B

A

8

A - anode
B - anode
C - cathode

C
DIODE

C

(current flow)

C

TRIODE

C

(current flow)

Figure 1 . Diode vs. Triode electrical connections and electric current paths.
2. Methods
Cell shadings in Figures 1 and 2 illuminate electrostatic gradients from positive, dark,
to negative, light. Diodes are limited to cathode current control whereas the triode can be
modulated by varying the anode voltages A and B as well as by manipulation of the
cathode current. This is particularly meaningful when one contemplates the relatively
uniform current density characteristic of cathode surfaces in most electrolysis and gas
discharge, and many solid state devices. In Figure 2, four examples schematically
illustrate gradient control across a triode cathode cross section with independent
anodes A and B at different operating potentials. Figures 2(a) and 2(d) illustrate the
conventional method of cathode current modulation where anode voltages A and B are
at the same potential. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show how voltage potentials to anodes A
and B may be alternated so as to cause the cross section gradient to sweep, or vary
sinusoidally, exponentially, in step function, or in other manner. Switching and
frequency rates can also be varied. These modulation methods enhance loading,
ignition, sustenance, and control of F/P fusion cells by overcoming Coulomb equilibrium.
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s++

A+

A++

C

a+

C

Figure 2. Current control [(a) and (d)]; Voltage control [(b) and (c)].
A simplified electrode configuration for a F/P triode cell is depicted in Figure 3 (a) and
(b). the Boiler Works experimental cells are designed to mount cathode specimens 2.5
x 2.5 x 0.1 centimeters or smaller in a Teflon cathode frame. The cathode frame inserts
between Teflon anode frames with eleven 0.051 centimeter diameter platinum wires.
Other geometries are possible; the preferred embodiment is of different geometry.

CATHODE

CATHODE
ANODE

ANODE

A

B

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ANODE
B

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(b)
Figure 3. (a) Triode electrode configuration; (b) Triode cell cross section.
Two laboratory test beds are in operation. The block diagram of Figure 4 identifies the
functional elements and organization of the long term facility. These are two hp 361 XA
constant current power supplies, a function generator which programs the hp 361 XA

FUNCTION i-----(3 WIRE
GENERATOR

CHAMBER

Figure 4. hp current supplies, function generator and environmental chamber.
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current levels and the three (A, B, and C) output currents to the triode cell, and an
environmental chamber. The "quick change" cathode test bed, is not described herein.
NODE - A

ATHOOE

ANODE - 8

tr

CHAMBER

•

IN

PUMP

SUMP

Figure 5. Flow.through heat exchanger and environmental chamber organization.
Long term testing utilizes flow through calorimetry in which gravity fed clean water
flows into the chamber, through the cell heat exchanger, and discharges into a sump. A
pump returns water to the reservoir. The background diagram in Figure 5 shows this
circulation system. The foreground of Figure 5 illustrates details of the chamber, the cell,
and temperature sensor locations. Cooling water flow rate is regulated by a valve and
discharge is manually measured and recorded with each set (see Figure 5) of
temperature data. The cell is thermally isolated within the chamber in a "barrel"
enclosure. The chamber further isolates this enclosure from the laboratory environment.
Chamber temperature is regulated and is stabilized by a two liter tank of ballast water. In
the cell the triode structure is mounted inside the heat exchanger coil and both structures
are completely immersed in heavy water. Gasses are vented through ports in the cell,
the barrel, and the chamber enclosure. The electrolyte is 99.9% D20 diluted with 0.1
mol of LiOH. Volume is 80 ml., replenished periodically when reaching a 70 ml. level.
3. Results
Patent application on the triode apparatus was filed 05 June 1995. A test cell was
designed at the Boiler Works in June. Parts for two cells were fabricated in Houston,
Texas in July. In late July the first F/P effect cell was assembled and calibrated by Dr.
Dennis Cravens in his Cloudcroft , New Mexico laboratory. The first calibrated open cell
test began loading on Thursday, 27 July. At 10:52 AM, MDT, Tuesday 01 August cell
resistance began to drop and cell temperature began to rise. At 12:13 PM excess heat
was measured at 40%; at 12:29 PM at 84%, and at 01 :18 PM after cell temperature was
stabilized excess heat was calculated at 267%. On 02 August the cell was restarted.
Maximum excess heat measured was 40%. Subsequent tests on 03 August produced
null results. Bipolar triode and fibrous nickel cathode tests were also inconclusive.
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In November the Boiler Works laboratory in Diamondhead began calibrated open cell
experimental evaluation of triode apparatuses. These experiments were inconclusive.
At 08:03 PM, 13 December temperature began to rise rapidly in a cell test begun on 10
December. By 12:02 AM, 14 December, with cell temperature at 200 degrees
Fahrenheit, input power was switched to a minimal level. Efforts to repeat the anomaly
went empty. The test was terminated on 15 December to clear the chamber for a test cell
with a 5 micron Pd on silver (Ag) substrate cathode. This test, the first flow through
calorimetry experiment, began on 23 December. The test was fraught with unexpected
complications, miscalculations, and learning; however all new instrumentation worked
precisely and excellent records were logged. The vexatious problem was absolute
absence of any evidence of excess heat. This experiment terminated on 13 January. A
second Pd on Ag cathode cell was calibrated on 07 February and put on test on 10
February. This experiment ended on 13 March, again without evidence of excess heat.
These experiments informed, albeit they evidenced no excess heat. In all tests
versatility of triode control accelerated loading. A ranging investigation of F/P cathode
characteristics through adjustments of triode voltages and switching rates provided
experimental results to compare with theory. This review suggested the design of solid
Pd cathodes be revisited. New Pd cathodes were designed. The first of these went on
test at 08:28 PM, 20 March. At 02:03 AM, 21 March excess heat generation was
observed. During the next week of operation cell output was 200% of input. Gain
gradually increased to 500% with operation and better informed control. The reactor
was in continuous operation until deliberately shut down 23 August 1996.
Evaluation of thin film cathodes is in progress in a reactor test bed dedicated to "quick
change" cathode specimen testing. Thin film cathode specimens prepared by the
Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory of the University of Alabama in
Birmingham include Pd film on Ag, Al, Cu, and quartz substrates and Pt films on Si bead
specimens. To date, these experiments have not exhibited generation of excess heat.
In June engineering design of a prototype modular cell for application in water heating
appliances was begun. The design goal is a 2 KW equivalent thermal output reactor cell
for battery application in water heating systems. Market study, equipment specifications,
cost analysis, and engineering layout were initiated in late July. Figure 6 illustrates the
design approach which elaborates on the basic cell design of the March to August tests.
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Figure 6. End (a) and exploded (b) views of 2 kilowatt cell design approach .
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4. Discussion
Conceptually triode apparatus mechanics avail means to overcome and control blocking
during F/P cell loading and operation. Experimental success in improved loading and control
tend to confirm the concept. Longevity, stability, and cell control demonstrated in the March
through August experiment were particularly encouraging. Data gathered during this
experiment create an extensive operational data base for advanced apparatus design. It is
further encouraging that other laboratories plan to conduct triode experiments.
A second reactor test bed for "quick change" cathode specimen evaluation is in
operation. Thin film cathode specimens prepared by the Materials Science and Engineering
Laboratory of the University of Alabama in Birmingham are presently being evaluated. These
include Pd film on Ag, Al, Cu, and quartz substrates and Pt films on Si bead specimens.
Engineering design of a 2 KW reactor cell is underway.
5. Conclusion
Triode control accelerates loading, overcomes F/P cell blocking, and relieves
experimental uncertainties heretofore attributed to cathode specimen incongruities. Triode
experiments should lead to faster, more certain, and consistent results. Elimination of the
"reproducibility" paradox should speed development and acceptance of F/P technology.
Much remains to be done in development of cathode materials and fabrication techniques.
Additionally, the state and behavior of condensed matter in the fusion locale is not well
understood and must be further investigated. Nevertheless, sufficient experimental and
theoretical understanding exists to begin engineering design and development of water
heating appliances for practical uses.
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ANOMALOUS INCREASE IN EXCESS HEAT IN ELECTROLYSIS OF
HEAVY WATER AND LIGHT WATER FOR USE OF DRILLED
CATHODE OF CHARCOAL
Ryoji Takahashi
(University of Tokyo)
Setagayaku Seta 2-26-21,Tokyo 158 Japan
Abstract
The excess heat measured for the use of charcoal cathode in the
electrolysis of heavy water reached about 150% of the input power
by preparing a notched hole in the surface of the cathode. The ex
perimental condition was as follows. The cathode used was very hard
charcoal. The anode was 0.3mm Pt wire. The electrolyte was 50cc of
D20 or H20 with 0.25N LiOH.The anode and the cathode were set up in
the electrolyte so as the Pt wire to locate near the diameter of
the hole. Making a hole as small as 0.3mm produced excess heat of
70%.Making a notch at the hole edge enhanced the excess heat higher
than 100%. The excess heat for the use of H20 was about a half of
that for D20. The current showed oscillation when the excess heat
was large.A SEM examining of the charcoal showed that many uniform
holes,as small as 1 micron,distributed inside the vessels are
responsible for this anomalous increase in the excess heat.
1.Introduction
The use of the charcoal cathode for the electrolysis of D20 and H20
was reported in the preceding paper(l) that it produces chemical
substance and the excess heat as well,as expected from the struct
ure of charcoal. These results suggested that if very hard charcoal
,carbonized at temperatures higher than 1000 degrees,would be used
the excess heat might be possibly increased. Because,the very hard
charcoal decreases the synthesis of material by the high chemical
stabi Jity, so the synthesis of ions,the cause of the cold fusion,
becomes relatively increased.
This paper describes how the excess heat production was improved
for the use of the very hard charcoal.After many experiments,making
a hole in the cathode was found to be a reliable method which pro
vides anomalous excess heat. A SEM study of specimens with good
results showed that micro-holes distributing regularly inside the
vessels are responsible for this anomalous increase in excess heat.
2.Methods
At the first stage of the experiment.the obtained excess heat was
only several percent for every trial.It was noticed that as long as
the anode and the cathode are apart,l or 2 cms,the electrolysis at
the cathode is done mostly in the limited part of the surface where
the current is concentrated,so the share of the electrolysis in the
vessels is poor.Then it occurred that how to increase the current
flow to the vessels is a key factor. Soon it was found that the
excess heat was much improved by shortening the distance between
the anode and the cathode and by modifying the surface of the
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cathode against the anode.
After all,making a hole in the cathode surface was found to be a
reliable methode of improving the excess heat. The arrangement of
the cathode and the anode is illustrated in Fig.1. The anode should
Cathode

Anode

Fig.1. Arrangement of drilled cathode and anode wire in the cell.
be located as near as possible to the diameter of the hole so as to
converge the current to the hole edge. The length of the anode
should be short enough to cover the hole to decrease the waste
current. The electrolysis should be done just under the level of
the electrolyte also to decrease the waste current. The drilling
effect is sure on the cross section of the charcoal rod,i.e.the
vessels are parallel to the drilling direction.
Making a notch at a hole edge was done by filing,and the form was
as illustrated in Fig.2.

Fig.2. Illustration of making a notch at hole edge in cathode.
3.Results
The excess heat measured for various sjzes of the diameter of the
holes are shown in Table 1.The excess heat in Table 1 shows a mean
Table 1
Hole diameter(mm)

0.3

0.5

1

1. 8

Excess heat(%)

70

40

70

70

3

5

55

20

·-
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value for the corresponding diameter of the hole. Table 1 shows the
excess heat is almost independent of the hole diameter less than 3
mm. The increase in the temperature of the electrolyte,6T,and the
electrolysis current i measured for the elapsing time are shown in
Fig.3(A)and 3(B),respectively for D20 and H20. The heat production
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Fig.3 Temperature increase and current change after start of
electrolysis for drilled charcoal cathode,with 3mm diameter hole
and a notch. (A)is for D20 and (B)is for H20.
in one or two ndnuits aU_er the start of the electroiysis 5.s ver.·y·
large. The value of 6T in the begining two minuits determines the
final �T,so the temperature dependence of the excess heat was estj
mated by measuring the ti. T ( 2min) for the elevated temperatures of
the electrolyte in the cell. The results showed that the value at
the room temperature decreases to about the half at go�c.
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4.SEM observation
The distribution of the big vessels,observable by lupe,in a cross
section of the very hard charcoal is shown in Fig.4. Big vessels
are surrounded by small vessels,one order smaller in the diameter,
as shown in Fig.5. A big vessel has many fine uniform holes in the
wall as shown in Fig.6.

Fig.4.
of
Distribution
big
vessels serial from the center.

718002 10KV X .00K
m

I

I

I

I

I

�

30um
�

I

I

Fig.5. Small vessels surrounding
big ones.

Fig.6. Distribution of micro
holes in inside wall of big
vessels.
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5.Discussion
A drilled hole in a cathode surface converges the electrolysis
current to its edge,so if there are micro-channels at the edge,the
excess heat can be well enhanced. A SEM examining showed that
favorable micro-channels are present in the inside wall of the big
vessels as shown in Fig,6. Making a hole in the cross sectional
surface surely exposes the inside wall of the big vessels. An adi
tion of a notch at the hole edge clearly exposes the micro-holes to
much more extent to the electroly te.Another significant role of the
notch is to cause disturbance or turbulence in the liquid between
the electrodes.In practice,the current shows a oscillatory behavior
for the large value, because of the irregular form of the notched
hole. The turbulency increases the diffusion of the electrolyte
into the micro-holes. The osillatory mode of the current increases
the working of the micro-drops in the micro-holes(2).
6.Conclusion
I.The presence of the micro-holes in the cathode is necessary for
the excess heat production.
2.The concentration of the electrolysis current to the micro-holes
is necessary to enhance the excess heat production.
3.Making a notched hole in a cross sectional surface of the cathode
provides numbers of the micro-holes and effective concentration of
the current to the micro-holes.
4.The turbulent flow of the liquid between the electrodes,as
detected by the oscillatory current,enhances the current concent
ration and the working of the microdrop.
5.After satisfaction of these condition,an anomalous increse in the
excess heat takes place.
References
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The Relationship of Crystal Structure Transition
of Ti-Cathode and "Excess Heat" on Cold Fusion
Zhang Qingfu,Gou Qingquan,Zhu Zhenghe
Liu Fusheng,Luo Jiaoming,Sun Yue,Chen Licai
The Institute of Atomic and molecular Science at
High Temperature and High Pressure, Sichuan
Union University, Chengdu,610065 China
Abstract
This paper presents an experiment result of crystal structure transition
of Ti-cathode due to "excess heat" of cold fusion. It has been found that the
crystal structure of Ti-cathode is changed from hexagonal to face-centered
cube structure after cold fusion with "excess heat". On the contrary, there
will be no observable change for that without "excess heat".
Key Word: Deuterium, Titanium, Structure of Lattice.
1. The x-ray analysis of Ti-Cathode before electrolysis experiment.
Before the electrolysis, the surface of
Ti-rod was analyzed by x-ray, which showed
that it was indeed oxidized into TiO2 (Fig. 1)
identified by x-ray spectral lines: ( 1 )
0. 3201nm, (2)0. 2500nm, (3)0. 2305nm,
( 4 ) O. 2203nm, ( 5 ) O. 2200nm, ( 6 )
0. 1695nm in good agreement with the
standard x-ray spectral lines of TiO2 : ( 1 )
0. 324nm, (2)0. 249nm, (3)0. 229nm, (4)

0: O

•= Ti

Fig. l The Crystal structure of TiO,
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O. 219nm, (5)0. 206nm, (6)0. 169nm. (Fig. 2). It was also examined by x
ray analysis that the inner part of Ti-rod is a-Ti(Fig. 3)identified by x-ray
spectral lines: ( 1) 2. 563nm, ( 2) 2. 343nm, ( 3 ) 2, 240nm, ( 4 ) 1. 726nm
comparable with the standard lines: ( 1) O. 2558nm, ( 2 ) O. 2341nm, ( 3)
2. 244nm, (4)1. 729nm of hexagonal a-Ti. (Fig. 4)

C: C:
-o
o�
NN
MM

E E

00

Fig. 2 The x-ray spectral lines
of the surface of Ti-rod

Fig. 3 The hexagonal crystal
structure of a-Ti

Fig. 4 The x-ray spectral lines of
the inner part of Ti-rod

2. The crystal structure analysis of Ti-Cathode without "excess heat" during
the electrolysis experiment.
The electrolytic solution was prepared to be a mixture of low purity D 2 0
and H 2 0, therefore, it was not observed the "excess heat" after more than
20 days of electrolysis experiment. The Ti-rod we used was pretreated, so
the x-ray analysis showed that the Ti-rod is a-Ti, and it was no change after

J
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electrolysis. (Fig 5. and Fig. 6)
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Fig. 6 The x-ray spectral lines of Ti-cathode after electrolysis without uexess heat"

3. The crystal structure analysis of the Ti-rod with "excess heat" during
electrolysis.
The Ti-rod was pretreated, and the electrolytic solution consists of D2 O
with O. IN (NaOD). After 70 hours or more, the "excess heat" happened.
The effect of temperature ascent lasted on the Ti-cathodt :or more than 24
hours, where the highest temperature ascent is 24 °C. (Fig. 7) Having been
pretreated before the experiment, the surface stucture of Ti-cathode is that
of a-Ti. (Fig. 8) However, x-ray analysis showed that surface structure of
the Ti-rod changed into that of TiH2 , if there was" excess heat" effect
happened.
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Standard spectral lines of Ti-H;'. are: ( 1) 0.25nm, ( 2) 0.221nm, ( 3)
O. 156nm, (4)0. 133nm, (5)0. 121nm, (6)0. 110nm, (7)0.101nm.
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Fig. 7 The highest Temperature ascent of Ti-cathode on cold fusion
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Fig. 8 The x-ray spectral lines of Ti-cathode before electrolysis

The spectral lines of Ti-fod after"excess heat" are: (1)0. 2533nm, (2)
O. 2119nm, (3)0.1535nm, (4)0.1323, (5)0.126lnm, (6)0.ll0lnm, (7)
O. 1008nm. (Fig.9)
These 7 spectral lines correspond to the standard one:;. We could say
that the surface of Ti-cathode had been cahanged into Ti- D2 structure. (Fig.
10)
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Fig. 9 The x-ray spectral lines of Ti-rod after electrolysis

e, Ti

0, 0

Fig. 10 The crystal stractrue of Ti-D,

4. Conclusion
From the experiment, we could come to the conclusion that Ti-cathode
absorbs D and then changes its crystal structure from hexagonal to the face
centered cube of TiD2 owing to the electrolysis in DzO. Because of these, the
probability of collision will increase, which leads to nuclear fusion
accompanied with remarkable "excess heat" effect.
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A CONFIRMATION OF ANOMALOUS THERMAL POWER
GENERATION FROM A PROTON CONDUCTING OXIDE
RA. Oriani
Departent of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA
Abstract
The claims of Mizuno and collaborators, and the earlier claims of Biberian and Forrat, that
excess thermal power can be developed by proton-conducting oxides held in deuterium gas at elevated
temperatures are important because thermal power generated at high temperatures can be converted to
other forms of power with greater Carnot efficiency than thermal power at lower temperatures.
Therefore, a Seebeck calorimeter operating at 400°C was constructed to attempt to verify these claims.
This calorimeter, whose operation is independent of the spatial distribution of power sources and of
the thermal conductivity of the gas, is described.
The calorimeter was used with specimens of nominal composition SrCeo.9 Yo.osNbo.02O2. 97
supplied by Dr. T. Mizuno. Two of these specimens produced positive deviations from the
calibration curve by more than four standard deviations so that thermal power was produced that was
greater than the d.c. power of alternating polarity supplied to the specimen. In several episodes
excess power was produced without supplying any d.c. power.
Verification of the claims has been achieved. It remains to increase the reproducibility and the
power output of the technique, as well as to achieve understanding of the underlying mechanism of
the phenomenon.
Introduction
Beginning with the initial work of Pons and Fleischmann ( 1 ), a number of reliable
calorimetric determinations have been carried out (2,3) that have demonstrated that in a variety of
processes it is possible to obtain more thermal power than can be accounted for by the electrical
power put into the system. At the Fourth International Conference on Cold Fusion, T. Mizuno (4)
announced the generation of excess thermal power from a perovskite oxide held in deuterium gas at
temperatures about 400 ° C (see also (5)). In these experiments the oxide specimen bathed by D2 gas is
maintained at the desired temperature by measured, constant electrical power delivered to a small
furnace inside of a gas-tight enclosure. Then a voltage whose polarity is alternated at a frequency
between 1 o- 4 and 1 Hz is applied across the specimen thickness, generating a small, measured
electrical power in the specimen. In some, but not all such experiments (about 12 out of 80 attempts),
the specimen temperature was observed to rise considerably above the value consistent with the
electrical power furnished to the specimen.
Because thermal power generated at high temperatures can be converted to other forms of
power with greater Carnot efficiency than thermal power at lower temperatures, Mizuno's generation
of excess power is particularly interesting. In addition, Biberian (6) following earlier work by Forrat
(7) has also claimed to have generated excess power with LaAlO3 in D2 gas by a similar process. For
these reasons it has seemed important to attempt to verify claims of the production of excess power
from perovskite oxides. The present work has been done with a newly constructed Seebeck
calorimeter using specimens of nominal composition SrCeo.9 Yo.osNbo.02O2.97 made and supplied by
Dr. T. Mizuno of Hokkaido University.
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The Seebeck Calorimeter
The principle of Seebeck calorimetry is the generation of a thermoelectric emf by a large
number of thermocouple junctions connected in series in response to a temperature difference, �T,
across the walls of an enclosure that totally surrounds a source of thermal power. The multiple
thermocouples are arranged such that junctions of one polarity lie on the outside surface (that
contacting a heat sink) of the enclosure, and junctions of the opposite polarity lie on the inside surface
of the enclosure. If the thermocouple junctions completely and densely surround the source of
thermal power and the thermal conductivity of the material of the enclosure is K, the thermal power
transmitted to the constant temperature heat sink is Pout = UT, where �T is the average temperature
difference across the enclosure walls as integrated by the multiple thermocouples, and at steady state
Pout = thermal power generated within the enclosure. In practice it is, of course, impossible to cover
the entire wall area of the enclosure since power leads, gas ducts, etc., must have access to the
interior of the enclosure. Hence, in general at steady state Psource =Pout= UT+ a(Ti - Ts)+ b(Ti TL), where Ti, Ts, and TL are the temperatures of the source, the heat sink, and the laboratory,
respectively. With proper design, the second and third terms can be rendered small, and the relation
between Psource and the Seebeck signal, Es, (which is linear in �T) can be established by calibration
by using a known heat source.
The apparatus consists of three principal units. These are a gas-tight envelope for the
specimen and furnace, the Seebeck thermoelectric device, and the thermostatted environment. These
are discussed separately. The envelope (the reactor) for the specimen is a stainless steel closed
cylinder welded to a stainless steel flange which mates via a copper gasket with another stainless steel
flange through which enter the power leads for the small furnace that surrounds the specimen, and for
the specimen and for an auxiliary heater, as well as a chromel-alumel thermocouple and a stainless
steel tube which leads via swagelock fittings to a vacuum and gas-handling system made entirely of
metal. The perovskite disc specimen, sandwiched between either thin palladium or platinum discs, is
supported by perforated copper plates within the furnace made of nichrome wire wound on a spirally
grooved ceramic tube. The specimens supplied by Dr. T. Mizuno measure about two cm in diameter
by about 1 mm in thickness. The faces of the disc have been thinly coated with metal, either Pd or Pt
Mo. Within the furnace is also a small coin-shaped ceramic cast about a spirally wound nichrome
wire made and supplied by Mr. Jeff Driscoll. This device serves as an auxiliary heater used for
calibration of the calorimeter. The junction of the chromel-alumel thermocouple is in the gas phase
between the specimen and the inside of the furnace tube.
The Seebeck calorimeter itself is a parallelopiped enclosure made of machineable ceramic, and
it surrounds the reactor on five sides. The sixth side, its base, rests on insulating ceramic. Through
1/16 inch diameter holes in each of the five sides a continuous wire of alternating chrome! and alumel
segments is threaded in such a way that the inside surface of the ceramic parallelopiped has 355
thermoelectric junctions and the outside surface has an equal number of junctions of opposite polarity.
The thermoelectric emf developed by the temperature difference between the inside and the outside
surfaces, integrated over the five sides, is measured both by a digital millivoltmeter and by a sensitive
strip chart recorder. The latter continually records the difference between the thermoelectric emf and
an applied adjustable constant voltage in order to increase the sensitivity of the recorder to small
variations of the thermoelectric emf. The purpose of the strip chart recorder is to have a record of the
time dependence of the thermoelectric signal, E5 • About 5 hours are required to attain steady state.
Because of the greater sensitivity of the digital voltmeter, its readings of E5 at steady state are taken
for plots of Es vs. input power and subsequent analysis.
At steady state, that is when temperatures everywhere in the system are time independent, the
thermoelectric emf is a measure of the power generated within the reactor. Clearly this necessitates a
time-independent temperature of the environment that serves as a heat sink. This is accomplished by
an insulated cylinder that envelopes the Seebeck calorimeter. It is fitted with a large-area heater arid
an air fan driven by a constant-speed motor. The average temperature of the air within this insulated
jacket is maintained constant by a controller, operating between two adjustable power levels, which
uses the output of four thermocouples connected in series as the distributed sensing element. In order
to make the Seebeck calorimeter less sensitive to fluctuations in air movement between regions of
different temperatures, the Seebeck box is closely surrounded by a five-sided enclosure made of
copper sheet which causes the Seebeck system to "see" the average temperature of the circulating air.
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All wire connections and the tube for evacuation of the retort and admission of gases to it are
led out below the retort through an opening in the insulated platform that supports all of the systems
described above. The platform in tum is supported by a stand which is entirely surrounded by an
insulating skirt. A constant-current d.c. power supply furnishes power to the furnace within the
retort. Separate d.c. power supplies furnish power to the auxiliary heater and to the specimen. In all
cases the power delivered is measured by digital ammeters and voltmeters, taking care that the same
instruments and settings are used both in calibrations and in the experimental runs. The signal from
the thermocouple within the reactor is read by a digital millivoltmeter. The temperature of the
circulating air is continuously recorded and also occasionally measured by a hand-held Fluke
voltmeter.
Calibration of the calorimeter is accomplished by furnishing measured electrical power to the
furnace and to the auxiliary heater and measuring Es at steady state. By varying the ratio between the
power supplied to the furnace and that supplied to the auxiliary heater it was verified that Es is
independent of the spatial distribution of the power sources, whereas the reading of the internal
chromel-alumel thermocouple depends upon that distribution. The calibration is found to yield a
linear Es (P) relation, where P is the total input power. Furthermore, the Es (P) relation does not
depend on the thermal conductivity of the gas within the reactor , whereas the reading of the internal
thermocouple is a strong function of the nature of the gas phase, and also of the spatial distribution of
the sources of power. The regression lines fitted to the calibration data are characterized by very
small standard deviations of the order of 0.1 mV for signals of the order of 70 mV.
Results and Discussion
The initial experiments with the Seebeck calorimeter were done by first establishing the Es (P)
relation with D2 gas without the perovskite specimen in place. The reason for this precaution is that
in earlier work with an isoperibolic calorimeter some results seemed to show generation of excess
power before d.c. power was supplied to the specimen. After calibration without the specimen, the
specimen was put in place within the reactor, the apparatus was reassembled and an experimental run
was carried out. Generation of excess power is judged by comparing the Es produced by a given
value of P with the E 5 value given by the calibration line for that value of P. The experimental run
with a specimen in the reactor consisted of heating the reactor by means of the furnace while
continually evacuating the reactor by means of a mechanical pump. After reaching a temperature in
excess of 400° C deuterium gas was admitted to a pressure between 0.1 and 0.3 atm and a steady state
was allowed to be attained. Direct current of alternating polarity was then applied to the specimen and
steady state was again awaited. The frequency of alternation of polarity was between 0.1 and 0.003
Hz. The temperature of the air surrounding the Seebeck box was maintained constant at 106° C.
Many experiments were done in this fashion while the performance of the calorimeter was
continually improved. Although some indications of the generation of excess power were obtained
during this period none can be considered reliable. Final modifications of the calorimeter produced
reliable operation. At this stage an experiment was carried out which yielded excess power
(Experiment X). First a calibration was carried out, without the specimen in place, with deuterium
gas in the reactor. Then the apparatus was totally disassembled, re-assembled and another
calibration, again without a specimen in the reactor, was made. The two calibrations for Es(P) agree
with each other and can be fitted by a straight line characterized by r = 0.9988 and standard deviation
cr =0.116 mV. A perovskite specimen was then mounted within the reactor and an experimental run
at about 410° C was carried out which is detailed in Table 1. The first point established without d.c.
current into the specimen falls within one standard deviation from the calibration line, giving
confidence that the calibration is valid for the experiment with the specimen in place. After this,
0.009 W of d.c. power with its polarity alternating at about 0.008 Hz was supplied to the specimen;
the power to the furnace was adjusted attempting, unsuccessfully, to keep the total input power
constant. This produced an E5 value above the calibration line, and the positive deviation persisted
after the d.c. power to the specimen was turned off. After this, the experiment was continued at times
with, and at other times without, d.c. power to the specimen. The steady-state points are all
considerably above the calibration line. One can have considerable confidence that the six data points
in Table 1 that lie at more than four sigma values above the calibration line exhibit the generation of
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excess power. For orientation, a deviation, of +0.6 mV represents excess power equal to 0.65 W
which is considerably larger than the d.c. power into the specimen ranging from 0.047 to zero watt.
Table 4 displays the values of excess power calculated from the positive deviations from the
calibration line. The episodes characterized by more than 4cr deviation from the calibration line
produced excess power over a cumulative time of 90 hours.
During the period leading to the successful experiment described above it was noted that now
and then an Es(P) calibration was obtained after a disassembly/re-assembly sequence that was
somewhat different from what had been obtained prior to that operation despite great care to
reproduce exactly all features of the assembly. To avoid this possible source of uncertainty, it was
decided to calibrate with a specimen already within the reactor, but using helium within the reactor to
avoid the possible generation of excess power during calibration. Then without disturbing the
apparatus the helium was evacuated and replaced by deuterium for the search for excess power
generation.*
Six experiments were carried out as described, each one with a calibration using helium for
which the standard deviation, cr, was calculated. The distribution of the deviations of the individual
calibration points, characterized by the number, n, of sigmas, is shown in Table 2 in which the
calibration data of experiment X are also included for completeness. The distribution of the n-values
of all the calibration points is roughly Gaussian. Table 2 also displays the distribution of n-values for
the individual data points of the power runs with deuterium of the six determinations that had been
preceded by calibrations with helium, as well as for the data of Table 1. It is noted that all but one
entry represent positive deviations, and that the distribution is heavily weighted toward large values of
n. Most of the large values arise in two experimental runs, the one labeled X and detailed in Table l,
and run B, detailed in Table 3, from the sequence of six experiments that employed helium for the
calibrations. Table 4 displays the values of excess power calculated from the positive deviations
given in Table 3. Again, we pay attention only to the data characterized by more than 4cr deviation
from the calibration line and note that excess power can be developed even without alternating d.c.
power into the specimen. It is worthwhile to remark that the same perovskite specimen was used in
experiment X (Table 1) first, then later in experiment B. This specimen was coated by Dr. Mizuno
with 300 nm of platinum by sputtering. It is also worth recording that run B developed excess power
only after some days during which the determinations were on the calibration line, after which a
lengthy, high-temperature continuous evacuation of the reactor and heating of the vacuum lines were
carried out. After obtaining the data given in Table 3 for Run B, the calorimeter was calibrated again
with the specimen undisturbed in place and under helium, yielding points on the same calibration line
as before.
These data provide strong evidence that under some conditions this strontium-cerium based
oxide in an atmosphere of deuterium gas can produce thermal power, as claimed by Mizuno and
collaborators. However, it is clear that the ratio of experiments with which success in generating
excess power can be claimed to those which yield only points lying on the calibration line is small.
Mizuno et al. have reported a similar experience. The factors that lead to this lack of reproducibility
are unknown, but it is suspected that they are related to details of specimen preparation. In the
present experiments much variation among the specimens was noted in the electrical resistance across
the thickness of the specimens as well as of the faces of the discs, and also in the appearance of the
metallic coatings on the disc faces. It is believed that success in developing reproducibility depends
on learning how to produce the required characteristics in the perovskite, whether these be
composition, dopant distribution, crystallite size, grain boundary structure and composition, etc. It is
emphasized that the calorimetric method employed in this kind of work should not depend upon a
measurement of temperature because the thermal conductivity of the ambient gaseous phase depends
markedly upon its composition and this can change in the process of experimentation, leading to
incorrect conclusions.
The magnitude of the thennal power generated in these experiments is small and clearly not
interesting from a technological point of view. However, at the present stage establishment of the
phenomenon is important. Much work is needed to increase the reproducibility and the power output,
as well as to achieve understanding of the mechanism which is currently completely mysterious.
* I am indebted to my son, Steven R. Oriani, for suggesting this procedure.
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TABLE 1
Details of Experiment X
d.c. power

w

0
0.009
0
0.015
0
0.036
0
0
0
0
0.039
0.047

P,Total Input
Power, W
65.20
65.14
64.83
64.765
64.77
64.656
63.44
66.88
68.22
68.31
68.36
68.18

Es,
mV
73.60
73.75
73.72
73.75
73.74
73.63
72.12
75.55
76.61
76.63
76.67
76.74

Duration of
episode, h
17
7
16
10
23

17

o,mV

n

+0.11
+0.32
+0.57
+0.66
+0.65
+0.64
+0.24
+0.52
+0.36
+0.30
+0.29
+0.52

1
2.7
4.9
5.7
5.6
5.5
2.1
4.5
3.1
2.6
2.5
4.5

Notes: Es = Seebeck emf
O = deviation of measured Es of the poewr run from Es calculated from regression line,Es =
13.187 + 0.9152 P,for the calibration specific to this power run, for which r = 0.9988 and cr
= 0.116 mV.
n = o/cr
The T.!'.l.bui2.trd r.�m::bcrs are Listed in rhe order of •�XiX'rirr:.f:utal Measurement.
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TABLE 2
Distributions of n values (n = tJ/cr)
n-values
7.0 to 7.5
6.5 to 7.0
6.0 to 6.5
5.5 to 6.0
5.0 to 5.5
4.5 to 5.0
4.0 to 4.5
3.5 to 4.0
3.0 to 3.5
2.5 to 3.0
2.0 to 2.5
1.5 to 2.0
1.0 to 1.5
0.5 to 1.0
0 to 0.5
-0.5 to 0
-1.0 to -0.5
-1.5 to -l.0
-2.0 to -1.5

For Power Experiments of Runs X and B
all calibration points
Experiment X
Six D2 runs
2
3
2

1
5
5
10
6
6
2
4

1
3
1
1

1
1
1
2
4
2
4
4
5
1

Notes: The second column refers to the data points of eight calibration runs. The third column refers
to the data points (episodes) of power run X which followed two calibration runs using D2 gas
without the specimen in place. The fourth column refers to data points (episodes) of the six power
runs each of which was preceded by a calibration run using He gas with the specimen in place.
TABLE 3
Details of Experiment B
n
Duration of
Es,mV
P, total
8,mV
episode,h
power,W
1.3
+0.073
77.31
72.11
0
1.5
+0.086
77.61
72.49
0.25
0.05
+0.003
77.61
72.60
0.25
2.2
+0.125
82.87
79.423
0
4.1
+0.229
16
83.33
79.896
0.399
7.3
24
+0.404
83.49
79.876
0.432
7.1
25
+0.393
83.50
79.903
0.484
4.5
16
+0.252
82.98
79.40
0
0.9
+0.052
82.78
79.40
0
Notes: Es = Seebeck emf
o = deviation of measured Es from Es calculated from regression line, Es = 22.93 + 0.75312
P, for the calibration specific to this experiment, for which r = 0.99982 and cr = 0.0556 mV.
n = o/cr, where cr = 0.0556 mV.
The tabulated numbers are listed in the order of experimental measurement.
d.c. power,

w
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TABLE 4
Excess Power Energy Calculated for the Episodes Exhibiting
Large Positive Deviations From the Calibration Line
Input d.c.
Power, W

n, the Number
of Standard Deviations Above
the Calibration Line

Excess Power,

w

Duration of
Episode, h

Integrated
Excess Energy,
kJ

17
7
16
10
23
17

37.9
18.1
40.9
25.2
47.2
34.9

16
24
25
16

17.3
46.7
46.8
19.0

Ex12eriment X
0
0.015
0
0.036
0
0.047

4.9
5.7
5.6
5.5
4.5
4.5

0.62
0.72
0.71
0.70
0.57
0.57
Experiment B

0.399
4.32
0.484
0

4.1
7.3
7.1
4.5

0.30
0.54
0.52
0.33
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SOLID PROTONIC CONDUCTORS: CONDUCTIVITY,
STRUCTURE, PROTON TRAPS, PHASE TRANSITIONS,
EXCESS HEAT AND NEUTRON ANTI-EFFECT
A.L.Samgin, S.V.Vakarin, V.S.Andreev, V.A.Khokhlov,
E.S.Filatov and V.P.Gorelov
Institute of High-Temperature Elecrochemistry
Russian Academy of Sciences
Ekaterinburg 620219, S.Kovalevskoy 20, RUSSIA
Abstract
In our study of high temperature proton conductor (HTPC) it is shown that thermal and
radiation effects can be correlated to a set of peculiarities of their structural and electric
properties. These materials may be considered as model object to be searched for the
elucidation of mechanism of anomalous phenomena in solid/deuterium systems. The ceramics
are in specific cases superior to palladium. Our experiments were conducted with ceramic
sandwich-like structure on the base of strontium cerate, espesially synthesized, with porous
platinum or palladium coating. Analysis of some peculiarities of conductivity nature of
HTPC shows that conductivity can not be satisfactorily explained without considering
interaction between protons as well as protons and crystal lattice environment. The available
electrochemical data on ionic (in this case on hydrogen nuclei) transport suggest that
processes of nuclear interaction simultaneously occur which may result in cold fusion
phenomena. The phase transition at 445 ° C and similar behavior at other points in the range
to l000 ° C were found. We have established that pass through a region of phase transition is
correlated to heat effect. A transition from exothermic to endothermic effect during cooling
and heating of ceramic has been found. Analysis of X-ray studies shows that processes of
explosive character inside lattice of sample, which give rise to the neutron and heat effects,
can occur. We observed a incomprehensible influence of background on neutron emission, as
well as a decay of neutron background inside the protection container with the sample.
l. Introduction
This study is the continuation of the investigation of anomalous phenomena in high
temperature protonic conductors (HTPC) / deuterium systems, which have been submitted to
the 3-th, 4-th and 5-th International Conferences on Cold Fusion. We reported about both
discovered excess heat and neutron generation effects in such systems, and new physical
properties of protonic conductors (e.g. the reduction of the ceramics at some conditions or
the availability of unknown phase transition in samples, based on Sr(Ba)CeQ3, in the
neighbourhood of 450 ° C), connected with manifestation of those effects. This suggests that
the HTPC offer the greatest promise for cold fusion investigations.
In [1-4] the observations of excess heat and neutron ern!�:;i,··,,_ \;·1 s_:i;iJ proi.unic co,;d1__.ctc•rs
such as bronzes and ACedO1 cer:1mics (whe1·e A is Sr or Ba; d ,s -:-l,:,p:1m, s1_;.ch as :'�d, Dy Yb
etc.) have been reported. In [5) the appearance of radioactive isotopes in the ..::-::ramies has
been announced. I;-1 particular, as perspective materials for investigation of anomalous
phenomena the different HTPC - Pd and HTPC - Pt sandwichs \Vere used.
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In [2] we proposed the hypothesis about the vital role of conductivity nature for such
momalous behavior. Furtheover, many cold fusion effects in solids can be considered with
rniversal viewpoint based on proton conduction. In [2, 4] we found some examples of
�orrelations of excess heat and conduction properties in doped SrCeQ3 (BaCeQ3) - Pt(Pd)
;ystems.
This paper reports the subsequent investigation of possible correlation between anomalous
!ffects in proton conductors and their electrical and structure properties.
t Methods, results and discussion
\Jeutron measurements
fhe samples were prepared from protonic conductors based on the doped SrCeQ3 or
BaCeO3, with Pt or Pd porous electrode covers, in the form of discs as that is described in [4] .
The principal neutron registration system consists of two thermal neutron detector rings,
with 15 counters in each ring, placed in a paraffin moderator (see fig. I in ref. [4] ). The plant
well is of diameter 200 mm, the external ring is 350 mm in diameter, the internal ring is 250
mm in diameter. The cell with ceramic sample is installed in the well. The registration system
is placed in a radiation shielding box, which consistes of polyethylene bricks contained 3
percent of boron.
The nuclear electronics simultaneously allows the displaying of amplitude distribution of
::!vents registered as result of nuclear reaction with boron nuclei in the counters, and time
information on the neutron detector signals appearing, as well as result distribution of time
intervals between events, successively registered both the neutron detector rings and the
additional flat neutron detector placed on top of the box, within l ms. The signals from each
detector system have been amplified by the preamplifier. The signal was sent to the
spectrometric amplifier with shaping time constant 2mks, then it was treated by the analog
to-digital converters with conversion time less than 4 mks. A pulse amplitude code and pulse
time mark have been written into intermediate memory by help of the synchronizator. The
information was stored by means of CA MAC in PC-486 for further analysis, based on the
methods developed in Los Alomos [6] and Dubna JINR [7] . The principal analysis involves
the fitting of time distributions obtained in effective and background exposures.
To determine the efficiency of the detector ring a calibration with a Pu-a-Be neutron source
( 12000 ± 2500 n/s intensity into 4 7t angle) was made. The efficienty of the ring measurement
was 1.5 ± 0.4 percent with a certain type of used counters. The measurement of the
background by this system without voltage on the sample during two day was shown counts
rate to be 0.08 1/s. It was established that for reliable analysis it is necessary to consider
pulses in the range from 31 to 128 channels in the amplitude distribution, the rest part may be
connected with detectore noise, electronic hindrance, electric and acoustic signals.
The experiments were described in references [4, 8]. In a serie of experiments during cooling
the solid electrolytes to room temperature, after its electrolysis in deuterium atmosphere and
thermal treatment by cooling-heating, the pulse count rate was observed as follows:
Pulse time,
mks

Channel
Number

Pulse time,
mks

Channel
Number

3 032 804
4 305 050
12 I 04 026
12 104 052
12 104 076
12 104 098
12
l04 11---·4
----------·------

73
49
42
28
83
28
33

12 104 138
12 I 04 218
12 669 726
12 923 576
12 923 768
12 957 710
12 975 742

36
110
158
119
>255
160
>255
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Pulse time,
mks

Channel
Number

Pulse time,
mks
'

Channel
Number

13 407 850
13 407 884
13 836 264

163
>255
195

13 836 316
14 381 008

>255
233

The analysis of amplitude spectrum and time distribution of the events does not permit to
make unambiguous conclusion about the nature of the observed burst. It may be in principe
explained as: i) "sly" electrical hindrance, ii) neutron burst, in which time interval between the
acts of neutron registrations may be less than 20 mks. The second explication is fully
justified. The observed value of pulse count was insignificant greater than background level.
The maximum background value, obtained after a number of measurements, has been shown
as 9 pulses for measurement period of 16.8s. The "successful" obtained pulse count time
distribution in the mentioned experiment in the time interval was fixed as 21 events.
Excess heat measurements
The method was described in [4]. Nontheless, basic information will be replicated below. As
calorimeter the metall (Al) cylinder was used for the most part, and in some cases we
conducted the excess heat measurements with the use of Calvet-type microcalorimeter.
We used a inner heater, placed in metallic cylinder, for two purposes: I) for calibrating the
calorimeter, 2) for creating strongly non-equilibrium conditions which manifest itself in the
formation of temperature gradient at the sample.
The power was determined with the calibrating curves found for direct (U= IO V) and
reverse pulse load (U =10 V or 40 V) of electrolysis of solid electrolytes under
hydrogen/deuterium atmosphere at high temperature. This investigation has been conducted
with particular reference to the pass through temperature region of phase transition in the
cerate samples. The heat power given out during electrolysis in the case of reverse current can
not be directly detected by this method without a special updating. That is why, the
electrolysis power was calculated in line with maximum current.
The results of our large body of research are typical for the results presented at ICCF-5.
Little doubt can be that a unknown heat excess effects exist, but their nature to be
investigated. The heat excess exceeds power spent to producing electrolytic processes over 10
- I 000 percent depending on way of loading by deuterium. The thermal effect was greater for
reverse current than for direct current, it was less for hydrogen atmosphere than for
deuterium one.
The microcalorimetric investigations showed that both processes of output of heat pulses
and decay of heat at such electrolysis take place. We found some regions in the temperature
range from 250°C to 800° C connected with abnormal heat spike like behavior clearly defined
for these doped ceramics, in particular near 500° C and 630°C (see typical curve 4 in [4] ). The
voltage of 10 V was applied to the sample. During the cooling of the sample we observed
enough noticeable summary endothermic effect, while during heating of the ceramic,
inversely, the exothermic effect has been found, both for hydrogen and deuterium
atmosphere (greater for deuterium). This may indicate phase transition or other unknown
process in the ceramic lattice. It should to note that in the period after our presentation at
ICCF-5 the similar spike heat liberation and heat decay have been observed in clean barium
cerate [13]. In contrast to that experiment we found this effect in doped ceramic. It is
essential since the proton conduction exist precisely in doped samples of such composition
resulted in a manifestation of cold fusion phenomenon.
As to nuclear products, the most likely exess heat is not correlated with neutron emission.
But the mechanism of heat effect remains unclarified. In hydrogene atmosphere the exceeding
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of neutron background was not observed. This probleme has aroused considerable interest in
connection with investigation of phase transitions in HTPC, as it will be discussed below.
Conductivity
The experimental studies of conduction of electrolytes such as SrCeO3 or BaCeO3 -based
doped ceramics are summarized as follows [2, 4, 9, IO] : i) these oxides have p-type
conduction in atmosphere free from hydrogen, ii) in hydrogen atmosphere they exhibit pure
protonic conduction at temperature of 500° - 900° C, the conductivity is of 0.001 - 0.01 Siem,
iii) the protons are formed as results of processes:

Vo"+ 1/20 2 <:? 2h. + Oox

(2)

when Vo " - oxygen vacancies, Oox- oxide ion in the lattice, h•- hole, H·- proton, iV) in relation
to gas pressure the reduction of sample may occurs resulted in the appearence of n-type
electronic conduction.
It was been established that these conditions are sensible for manifestation of anomalous
phenomena in ceramic-deuterium systems. The electrochemical observations are the most
important for elucidation of the mechanism of cold fusion processes, which evidence that the
nature of conduction can not be explained without idea of interactions of protons with lattice
environment. The process of proton hops in the lattice formed the conductivity mechanism, is
unknown in details. The appreciable energy-charge transfer processes may take place. It
follows that conditions for nuclear interactions into ceramics can be realised resulting in so
colled cold fusion. This question will be described more thoroughly in the other papers.
Structure and structure changes
This problem is more complex in character than it seems. We conducted the analysis of X-ray
structure data both pre- and after experiment with the samples by DRON-3 diffractometer.
Our X-ray study shows that the sample based on SrCeQ3 has the orthorombic structure.
However the structure can be strongly distinct even with identical composition depending
from preparation of sample [13]. The chemical purity of ceramics, its microstructure
peculiarities, its thermal history could favor one or the other of the possible conductivity
mechanisms [14]. Some indications exist that the structural modifications of the lattice can
take place during thermocycling when phase transitions are also considered. This can
drastically affected the deuteron distribution, the splitting of the deuteron positions and their
migration. We observed also the production of the additional phases such as SrCO3 and
CeO2 in the test specimens, and the oscillations of electrical charasteristics . This can have a
direct influence with non-reproducibility of cold fusion results.
The latest our investigations show that the samples, used to advantage in experiments on
heat and neutron detection, have sever structural changes, which give an insight into
mechanism of processes. A sharp decrease of the volume of elementary cell of the sample
generating heat pulse has been found by X-ray method. As an example, the SrCeO3-based
ceramic characterized by excess heat has in value V=314,9± 0, 1 A.3 before the beginning of
experiment, and V=313,8± 0,1 A.3 [I I]. For oxide sodium tungsten bronzes resulted in neutron
burst, this decreasing is more evident. All the crystals for which neutron emission was not
observed, have the volume of the elementary cell enlarged or not changed [12,15]. From
these results logical deductions are drawn that the process of compression happens in the
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lattice. In this connection it is well to bear in mind that the test conditions with ceramics (
electrolysis voltage U < I 00 V, reverse current frequence f is of several of Hz or of a fraction
of Hz ) are similar to conditions of P.Bridgman's reological explosion under pulse electrical
loading of materials. It is common knowledge that in conditions of Bridgman's explosion the
many of chemical and physical processes in solid can go through the other mechanism as
compared with normal conditions. This point will be corrected in a future study.
3. Ceramics as model object for cold fusion
Phase transitions
The role of phase transition is active discussed with "classical" scheme pertaining to PdD. But
for cold fusion with protonic conductors the influence of this factor is taking new twists.
An important unexpected result of our research of electrical de and ac conduction consist in
the realisation of conditions for rupture change of conductivity charasteristics in doped
ACedO3 - ceramics under deuterium atmosphere. This testifies that unknown processes in
lattice can occur contributed finally to phenomena observed. Our investigations of current
dependences and calorimetric study enable the phase transition in doped ceramic to be found
at 445° C [4]. Recently the availability of structural phase transition induced by the
temperature variation was confirmed in undoped BaCeO3 by other authors [13, 14]. Thus, the
lattice ordering, fluctuations of some characteristics and even non-reproducibility of normal
electric properties can be observed. In the latest experiments we obtained some indications on
the availability of behavior, which is a close match to phase transition, at other points in the
range from 200° C to I 000° C. Of special note is the very large correlation between pass
through such temperature points and manifestation of anomalous phenomena.
As mentioned above, during cooling the sample, saturated with deuterium at electrolysis
with voltage U = IO V, we observed a endothermic effect, whereas during a heating the same
sample the exothermic pulse process has been detected by the scan microcalorimeter. In line
to our method [4], in all experiments the such order of the principle steps was used for heat
generation as thermal cycling by means of the inner and outer heaters. This proves
conclusively the advantage of the availability of phase transitions in the ceramics. As regards
to possible "feedback" for nuclear reactions, the problem of this sort exists. To be sure, the
"perfect" structure of the crystal lattice (of the conduction channels) is of vital importance in
processes of energy transfer. One possibility of "positive feedback" for the heat generation in
PdD systems is described by M.Fleishmann in [16].
Proton traps
A model of multibody fusion for deuteron clustering exists for Pd-deuterium system which
looks supportive to some experiments [17]. The problems of particle traps in PdD also have
aroused considerable interest. It is interesting to note in this connection that currently
striking evidence for the association of protons in doped SrCeO3 was observed using site
selective spectroscopy technique [18]. The quasielastic neutron scattering study of
SrCe(o,9sJYb(o,osJHlo,02JO<2,9ss) was shown, that a sequence of free diffusion and trapping-escape
events of protons takes place [19]. The traps with radius of 2,6 A can immobilize the protons.
The nature of proton transport in solids is seen to be not fully understand. Thus their
investigation brings us closer to elucidation of cold fusion effect.
Crack formation
The intensive crack formation on the ceramic samples has been observed in all our
experiments shown excess heat [2, 4]. This can be du to the compression, to the structure
changes or to the existence of shock wave into the sample.
4. Neutron "anti-effect"
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We would like to call attention to one paradox event. Our investigations of neutron emission
have shown the influence of background on yield of neutrons from ceramic.
Furthemore, during electrolysis in deuterium atmosphere depending from conditions and
chemical purity of ceramic we have observed new neutron "anti-effect". Both before and after
experiment we have measured the background during two days. It has adhered to normal
distribution. But at thermocycling the abrupte changes in neutron counts rate were fixed into
the shielding box with the cell (typical situation is presented on the fig. l). This decay appears
near the points of phase transitions and lasts a few tens of seconds, followed by neutron
burst. Analogous effect has been observed in the experiments with molten salt according our
method, which is described in [20]. The nature of this phenomenon to be investigated.
We have discussed here some examples of use of ceramics as model object to name only a
few.
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X-RAY DIAGNOSIS IN GAS DISCHARGE
Chen Suhe, Wang Dalun, Cui Gaoxian, Li Yijun, Wang Mei, Fu Yibei
Institute of Nuclear Physics and Chemistry,
China Academy of Engineering Physics,
P.O.Box 525-74, Chengdu 610003, P.R.China
Zhang Xinwei, Zhang Wushou
Institute of Applied Physics and Computational Mathematics,
Beijing 100088, P.R.China

ABSTRACT
It was found that X rays were yielded when the anomalous phenomenon in the metal
loaded with deuterium was studied by the gas discharge method. The X-ray energy
spectrum was measured and X rays were confirmed existing by the absorption method,
the characteristic X-ray approach and the Nal scintillation counters. The average X-ray
energy (26.9 :t 2.2 keV} measured by the absorption method is in agreement within the
error range with X-ray one (26.0 2.4 keV} detected by NaI scintillation counters. The X
:1:

ray intensity measured roughly by use of the
109-1010 s-1.
KEY WORDS

7

Li thermoluminescent foils is about

Nuclear fusion at normal temperature,

Gas discharge,

X-ray

1. INTRODUCTION
Considering the electromagnetic interferences involved in gas discharge, X-ray
energy is measured firstly by use of the 7Li thermoluminescent foils combined with the
absorption method. As soon as the average X-ray energy (27 keV) is obtained, the
characteristic X-ray approach is used to testify the above results. Finally the X-ray energy
(27 keV} is measured again by the Nal scintillation counters and proven to be
monoenergetic. The results given by the methods mentioned above are self-consistent.
2. X-RAY DIAGNOSIS AND RESULTS
2.1 Absorption Method
The sensitivity of a set of 7Li thermoluminescent foils chosen is caliberated. The
counts of the thermoluminescent foils irradiated are normalized by the sensitivity and
corrected by background. The average X-ray energy derived from gas discharge is
measured by the absorption method.
If the thermoluminescent foils have the same thickness and uniform density, the total
mass attenuation coefficient 1-L m (T) (cm2/g) can be derived from the counts N0 before and
Nd after X rays through the foils:
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1
N
µ m (T)=-ln-<l
p·d N 0
where

P

(1)

and d refer to the density and thickness of foils respectively.

Given the experimentally measured µ, m (T) and the relation between µ, m (T) and X-ray
energy, the X-ray energy yet to be measured will be given by interpolation.
1) Measurement with different absorption foils: Cu, (CH 2)n-polyethylene, Cd and LiF

were chosen as the absorption foils , and then used to measure the X-ray energy in gas
discharge.
2) Measurement of the X ray from discharging of various materials loaded with
deuterium: The X-ray energy was measured in gas discharge by the absorption method
when Ta, Ti, Pd, Nb, Zr and Fe were used as electrode.
3) Measurement of self-absorption of detector: Being taken as detectors and as
absorbents of X rays, several of the 7Li thermoluminescent foils were arranged into a
string as shown in Fig. 1 when the counts Nn referes to the nth foil, thus µ
expressed in relation:

N
µ m (T) = _l_ln n-1
p·d
N"

m

(T) can be

(2)

9

Fig. 1 Arrangement of Lhcnnoluminesccnt foils and absorption foils irradiated
I. 7Li thennoluminescent foils; 2. polyJ1uortc.:traeU1ylcne sheath; 3. Pb shielding case
4. discharge chamber; 5. e!cclrodc; 6. gas inlet; 7. No thcnnolumincsccnl foils; 8. absorption foils
9. NJ U1cnnolumincscent foils; JO. plug; 11. To vacuum system; 12. Pb plug

The measured results in different conditions mentioned above are listed in table 1.
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Table I

Th.:: m.::astm.:d results ofX ray average energy in gas-discharge

order

Measuring conditions

Average energy ofX
ray

Voltage: I J kV,
Gas ofD2,
l

Dil �rent metal
elcclrode

Ti
Ta

27.4 -'= 1.6

Pd

27.8 -'= 3.2

26.8 -'= 2.2

Nb
Zr
Fe

28.2 -'= 4.3
28.1 -'= 5.8
28.8 -'= 4.7

3/4 D2 +1/4 H2
99%D2 +1%H2

Elcclrode of Ta,
Voltage I 1.5 kV;
Different gas

28.2 -'= 5.3
27.5 -'= 4.7

II 2

26.8 -'= 5.3

D2

Gasof02,

26.9" 4.6
27.7 -'= 1.2

Cu
Cd
CH
4
2

Eleclrode of Ta,
Voltage: I !kV;
Measured rt'.sults of
Di!Tereut absorbent

28.2 -'= 1.1
28.1" I. 8

7Lir

26.6 -'= 2.4

The average X-ray energy measured by the self-absorption method is listed in table 2.
Table 2

The average energy ofX rays measun:d by the self-absorption method

Measuring conditions
Order
Average energy of X rays

(kcY)

'I oltage . I !kV. electrode of Ta or Ti, gas of deuterium

2

I

28.0, 2.4 28.2, 4.0

3

4

295, 2.6

26.2, 4.J

5

Order

9

10

II

12

Average energy of X rays
(keV)

29.1, 3.6

26.7, 3.0

22.5, 9.7

25.4, 6.2

Average value

6

7

8

24.4, 4.0 28.8, 8.0 27.2, 5.8 29.J, 3.6
13

14

23.6, 5.9 28.6, 6.1

15

26.0, 4.6

26.9, 2.2

2.2 Characteristic X-ray Approach
The specific absorption energy of cadmium is 26. 7 keV and there is abrupt reduction
of photon mass absorption coefficient nearby the energy. We can make use of this feature
to identify whether or not the X-ray energy is 27 keV in gas discharge. In our experiments,
the

7

Li thermoluminescent foils wrapped with Cu and Cd ( both 0.5 mm in thickness)

respectively were irradiated by X-rays emitted from the gas discharge facility. The
experimental results are listed in table 3.
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____
_ ____
___
Table 3

_
_______

The counls of 7Li thermoluminescent foils wrapped with Cu or Cd

Experimental
conditions
Counts of 7Li
thenno! umincscent
foils (mGy)

Wrapped with Cd
Wrapped wiU1 Cu
(0.5 nun in thickness) (0.5 mm in thickness)
0.4)2 ± 0.167

0.031 ± 0.004

Background

0.0JS ± 0.002

2.3 Measurement of Nal Scintillation Counters
The value 26.9 ± 2.2 keV given by the absorption method is the average X-ray energy.
However by using NaI scintillation counters and an 243Am -Y source to measure and
calibrate the X-ray energy, the X-ray energy yielded through gas discharge can be
identified. Under three kinds of amplifying factor (k 1 , k2 , and k3), the pulse height spectra
of X-ray yielded in the Nal scintillation counters are shown in Fig. 2.
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X-ray spectra yielded by gas-discharge

3. DISCUSSION
Several points can be concluded from the diagnosis for X rays yielded in deuterium
filled gas discharge:
(1) In gas discharge, there exists a monoenergetic X-ray (27 keV) of which the energy
is higher than the discharging voltage (11 kV). The repetition rate of the effect is 100%.
(2) X-ray energy varies independent of electrode material.
(3) X-ray energy is in no relation to the kind of discharging gas.
(4) How is the X ray yielded: Is it yielded in normal way or abnormal way? Problems
remain to be investigated experimentally further.
REFERENCES
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Transmutation Phenomena in the Palladium Cathode after
Ions Irradiation at the Glow Discharge
Savvatimova LB., Senchukov A. D.
SIA "Lutch", 142100, Russia, Podolsk, Moscow Region,
Zheleznodoroznaya St., 24
Chernov LP.
Polytechnic University, Russia, Tomsk.
Abstract
It was shown that the change of impurity elemental and isotopic composition after irradiation of the Pd
cathode by glow discharge plasma ions depends on the structure of the cathode material, contents of the
working environment, ion flux density and the location of the analyzed layer relative to the surface.
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) and microprobe x-ray analysis (EDS) were used.
The largest change of isotope ratio on the Pd cathode in comparison with a natural abundance
104
appeared after irradiation with xenon and argon ions. The Pd concentration increased two times in
comparison with protium irradiation.
The dependence of the ratio of impurity elements and concentration upon the type of irradiating ions
has been found. But a group of a certain impurity repeated after irradiation under similar condition by H,
D, Xe + Ar ions. Elements such as Cl, P, Sc, Ti, V, Br, Ge, As, Kr, Sr, Y, Cd, In, Xe were observed.
The quantity of additional impurity elements after ion irradiation decreased in the following order: D, H,
Xe+ Ar.
The maximum increase of impurities qualitatively correlated with the maximum in excess heat during
of ion irradiation of palladium cathodes in a glow discharge.
Introduction
In previous works it was found that the elemental and isotopic composition changes on Pd cathodes
after deuteron irradiation during glow discharges/1-8/. Weak radioactivity of the samples was observed.
Weak radioactivity caused the blackening of the x-ray film located in contact with the samples after
irradiation by deuterons, protons, argon and xenon ions. Activity of the samples (including foils of Pd, Ti,
Ag, Nb and other materials), either directly irradiated by ions, or located below the irradiated materials (up
to 7 layers of thickness 100 microns each) was registered I 4, 5 /.
The content of individual impurity elements increased by 2-4 orders according to spark mass
spectrometry, x-ray microprobe analyses. The increase of mass I 07 and mass I 09 (Ag) after irradiation
3
from 2 x 10- at. % up to 5 .10-l at. % by spark mass-spectrometry method in a layer with a 10 micron
thickness was observed. Impurity elements were observed which had been outside the sensitivity of
microprobe x-ray analyses method before the experiment.
The presence of the high-energy and low-energy radioactive isotopes on Pd cathode after ion
irradiation at the glow discharge was found by the radiography analysis/ 4,5/.
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The isotope shift tendency of the Pd cathodes and helium formation in Pd cathodes after deuterons
irradiation was shown in previous research / 1, 3, 7, 8/.
The emission of y-quanta, neutrons and charged particles were registered during the glow discharge and
after termination of the discharge /1-3,6/ and under certain conditions excess heat was observed/ 7/.
Observable effects were suggested to be possibly due to fission-fusion reactions (disintegration of the
excited palladium, formation of Pd + xD complexes and the disintegration into lighter elements )/ 2/.
In this work the surface layers of 99.9%, pure Pd cathodes before and after irradiation with deuterium,
protium, argon and xenon ions were investigated. Particular attention was paid to the study of elemental
and isotopic changes depending on the kind of the bombardment ions.
2. Methods
The installation included a vacuum chamber with cathode and anode units. It was equipped with
devices for diagqostic and calorimetric measurement, as described in detail previously /1, 3/. A chamber
evacuated to 10-2 Pa was filled with a working gas up to 300-1000 Pa. Deuterium, protium, argon and
xenon and their combinations were 9sed2as the working gas. The irradiation of the samples was carried
out at a current density of 10-50 mA cm· and 50-600 volts. The duration of the glow discharge lasted 14 hours. The cathode samples were 20 mm diameter, and 100 microns thick, with an irradiation zone 1
cm2. Multilayer cathodes consisting of several foils with a thickness I 00 microns each were used to
obtain more information.
Analysis of elemental and isotopic changes of the cathodes were conducted by SIMS and microprobe
x-ray methods /EDS/. Research of the elemental composition of cathode materials was conducted using a
Hitachi S-800 scanning electronic microscope with a Link Analytical LS-5 device for spectral analysis.
The analysis was conducted in ions bombardment zone. The zone of the analysis was~30 x 30 micron (in
contrast to previous results which covered an area of~1 micron diameter), with a depth of~ I micron for
the analyzed layer. The method sensitivity was I 0-2 atom %.
The elemental impurity concentration was based on the most intense lines of x-ray spectra. Spectra
before experiment were subtracted from the spectra after the experiment to create "difference" spectra as
shown in Fig. 1. Spectra for three different places from the surface of each initial sample and the samples,
irradiated under various irradiation conditions by the SIMS were received.
SIMS studies were conducted an MC-720 I M device. The samples were irradiated by argon ions with
energy 6 keV. The zone of the irradiation was an ellipse with axes 1. 5 and 3 mm. A layer of about 100
nm was removed from the samples during the analysis. The elements from structural equipment and
residual atmosphere were not included in this measurement.
The second group of results was obtained using a special SIMS device. In this case, a record of the
mass spectrum was conducted after removal of a surface layer of about ~100 nm depth by an ion beam
2
+
before the analysis. A beam of ions N2 with 4.5 keV energy and a current density of 10-5 Acm- for
sputtering of a target was applied. Masses from 1 to 27 and from 92 to 250 were recorded. The isotope
change was calculated from the relation of individual isotope intensity to the sum of intensities of the all Pd
isotopes. 102Pd was excluded because its small intensity.

=

=

3. Results
The change in the natural abundance after Pd cathode irradiation by deuterium, protium, argon and
xenon and their combinations was evaluated using a SIMS technique. The relative Pd isotopes intensity
(104, 105, 106, 108 arid 110 masses) before and after irradiation by deuterium and protium did not exceed
20% under different current and voltage parameters Fig 1. In other experiments, different ions (such as
argon and xenon) produced isotope shifts in excess of possible measurement error, as shown in Fig. 3.
The 10 4Pd quantity after protium irradiation was~ 8%, and after xenon and argon ions irradiation~16.4 %
under similar experimental conditions. For the initial sample the 104Pd quantity was~10.8%.
The quantity of the impurity elements changed under various experimental conditions such as the type
of the bombardment ions. Another group of elements appeared. The spectra received from different sites
of various samples (EDS methode) for similar conditions of experiments are essentially similar Fig. 4
shows the impurity elements of irradiated zone samples by deuterium, protium, argon and xenon ions.
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Diagrams were constructed according to the maximum intensity of individual elements in "difference "
spectra. This shows that the quantity of the impurity elements in Pd cathode depend on the kind
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Fig. 2. Isotope composition of palladium cathode
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Fig. 3. Isotope composition of palladium carliode
before and after irradiation by protons,
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xenon ions, for similar irradiation conditions

of bombardment ions. The amplitude
proportional to the quantity pulses of the
maximum intensity for each element was
taken. The data of intensity for several
specters of each element (for five deuterium
spectra) are not averaged and are represented
in one interval on axis of abscissa. The largest
quantity of impurity elements is found in Pd
after deuterium ions irradiation. The
predominating impurities were: Al, P, Zn, Ga,
Ge, Br, Kr, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Ru, Ag, Cd, Yn, Sb,
Xe, Cs, Ba. Such elements as Al, P, Zn, Br,
Kr, Ag, Cd were 0.1- !(Ag)%. Lower
quantities are found after protium irradiation,
and less still after irradiation by argon and
xenon.
The such elements as Sc, V, Cd, In, P, Cl,
Br, Ge, As, Kr, Sr, Y, Ru are never present in
the discharge chamber. Xenon was not
present in the chamber before experiments
with deuterium.
The presence of the listed elements was not
detected in non-irradiated samples.
4. Discussion
We noted, that the Pd cathodes impurities
change Fig. 4 for different bombardment ions
have:
1. Similarity of EDS spectra after irradiation
by the same kinds of ions.
2. Reproducibility of the main registered
elements;
3. Correlation EDS with STh-1:S results and
previously published results using the spark
mass-spectrometry method (SMS);
4. The maximum observed increase in
impurities corresponded to the max imum
measured excess heat in the process of
irradiation Pd by deuterons / 6/.
]f the increase in impurity content is
explained by preferential sputtering or diffusion
of separate elements, the dependence of
registered elements quantity on a type
bombardment of ions should be different.
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The maximum sputtering and separation effect would be found on Ar and Xe irradiated samples. This
further suggests that nuclear reactions may be responsible.
The main group of impurity elements,
including Sc, Ti, V; Ag, Cd, In; P, Cl, Br, Ge,
As, Kr, Sr, Y, Ru, Xe was observed for all ion
types. The elements with charge number
-m
2=26-31 (Fe, Cu, Zn, Ga) and Zr are found
liOO
under conditions of deuteron irradiation. Cs
·"" !DI
and I are observed more after proton
·""' «ll
irradiation. There are elements with charge
number Z + (2 ± 1), Z/(2 - I); Z - (12 ± 2 ); Z
z
- (8 ± 2); Z + (8±1) on all diagrams.
DI
It is possible that transmutation reactions
JOO
were the results of the low energy ion
z
0
irradiation, including fusion reaction (Pd + xD)
and disintegration of "excited" Pd and clusters
of formations of the different type (Pd + xD
NUCLIDE CONTENT ia lb• Pd afler PROTIUM GLOW
DISCHARGE ( for 2 •p,<O-•)
and probably others).
The SMS analysis results of the isotope
300
250
ratio change after Pd cathode irradiation by
200
deuterium, protium, and simultaneous protium
1 150
and deuterium ions were previously published.
,oo
Several elements were observed using SMS
50
with an isotope ratio deviating from the
lilllll..
d •
0
natural isotope abundance by a factor of two
12 15 18 22 25 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53
1°B/11B· 12 13 
or three such as
C/ C
ATOM NUMBER
0
90
4
1
2
�i/ Nif Ni /; Caf4Ca; and Zrf'Zr /ref
NUCLIDE CONTENT in the Pd after Ar-Xe GLOW DISCHARGE
4/. Deviation from the natural ratio of Ag
450
I I
400
I I
isotopes ( 109/107 as 3/1 to 9/1) in palladium
350
300
cathode and change of the Pd isotope ratios
250
200
was observed using SIMS / 4 /. The
I
150
I
maximum of the 109 mass intensity was
100
50
·.
I
smaller in the analysis with a 100 nm
��
12 14 16 18 21 23 25 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54
"removed" surface layer.
ATOM NUMBER
1
As can be seen, 05J>d decresed and 11°i>d
Fig. 4 Impurity content of the Pd cathode after
experiments in glow discharge: a) deuterium;
increased for deuterium experiments. The
b) protium; c) argon and xenon ions.
observed isotope Pd shift essentially exceeded
the change for comparable experimental
regime of other ion types.
104
So, after irradiation by protium ions the Pd content was 8 %, and after irradiation by argon and xenon
1
ions the 04Pd content was 16.4 % ( Fig. 3.)..
The irradiation by low energy ions in a glow discharge plasma changes in structural and mechanical
properties of the material. The mobility of elements of the matrix and impurities increases. Such defects as
vacancy-poor zones, bubbles, dislocations, with loops and "roll" of the dislocation congestion are formed.
The defects of the type: bubbles, rolls dislocation and dislocation of grids are high-temperature traps for
such elements as hydrogen and the elements for the replacement. This fact can contribute to the phonon
interactions in the crystal lattice. Besides, previously the authors showed that the crystal lattice existed as a
pseudo-melted state during ions bombardment at glow discharge with high ion density for temperature
less than 0.5 of the melting temperature /11-13/.
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Increasing current density, results in increased density of dislocations, being high-temperature hydrogen
traps. However, the temperature of the cathode and, accordingly, deuterium mobility and desorption is
increased also. After deuterium desorption from the cathode the output of nuclear reactions products was
not detected. The process of nuclear conversions on the gl ow discharge cathode is a complex
phenomenon and the material structure influences this process only partially. The main factors are: non
stationary process (non-equilibrium conditions), type bombardment ions and ion flux density.
We notice maximum impurity elements change in all cases on samples after irradiation by deuterium ions.
The isotope ratio violation is observed mainly in the layers near the surface, and accordingly, suggests that
nuclear reactions occur mainJy within ~1 micron of the surface. As was shown, the comparison of results
obtained using various analytic methods indicated that the isotope ratio violation of 107 and 109 masses
cannot be explained by formation of a hydrate or deuterate of a Ag isotope. But it is possible to suppose
that 107 and 109 masses might be the palladium isotopes (Fig.2). The half life of Pd 109 is 13.5 hours which

m.

roughly correlated to the decreased ability of the post-experiment sample to expose x-ray film
Some
sampl es showed gamma emissions from 10 to 70 times background in the range of several tens of keV
and about twice times background values up to 1 MeV, as measured by a Ge-Li detector within ~15
minutes after extracting the cathode from the chamber.
In samples which were analyzed by the SIMS method a few weeks after irradiation in argon and xenon,
both mass 107 and 109 mass with various isotopes ratio were found. They do not correspond to natural
abundance. In samples analyzed some months later, only mass I 07 was found. If this is due to Pd 107, the
half-life would be > 106 years. This tends to suggest the existence ofa nuclear reaction.
The changes of the elemental and isotopic composition of the cathode after electrolysis has also been
observed by other researchers/ 9,10 /. These researchers as wel1 as the present authors have observed the
formation of light and heavy elements group at the cathode after experiments.
The authors assume, that the majority of nucl ear reactions take place mainJy with the formation of
stable isotopes.
5. Conclusion
There are some interesting theories that attract the attention of the present authors. The theory of Prof
Peter Hagelstein explains atomic and nuclear reactions as a mechanism resulting from decay of highly
excited lattice. The unitary quantum theory of Prof L. Sapogin and the slow nuclear excitation model of
Ya.Kucherov, are very promising. Wave process and field interaction is supposed to play an importent
role in New Hydrogen Energy, in the opinion of the authors.
The results of the investigations obtained for several series of the samples using various analysis
methods, in author's opinion are well outside of the bounds of experimental error. The transmutation
phenomenon exists, but it is nessasary to take attantion for more detail research.
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Abstract
For a electrolysis cell, high persistent electrical fields(> IO 7 V/cm) and large equivalent capaci
tance on cathode surface lead to a high concentrated energy density in the double layer.The
enhancement oflocalized fields due to normally existing protrusion or cracks after long period
loading with deuterium on the palladium cathode surface conducts high transient current density.
Nonequilibrium conditions lead to the occurrence ofenergy concentration, the current filamenta
tion and the chaotic processes in the lattice for the fusion reaction to occur.
Key words: Cold fusion, Electrolysis, Field enhancement, concentrated energy
I. Introduction
Cold uuclaer fusion appears to be a sporadic, nonequilibrium processes in the Pd-D,Ti-D or Ni
D systems. 1'2'3 A highly concentrated energy is required for the area where nuclear fusion reaction
occurs. For an electrolytic cell, one can see that bubble chains of hydrogen gas come out mostly
from the protrusion ofthe cathode. This phenomena implies that denser electron flux appears on
protrusions ofcathode surface due to the tip effect similar to the point discharge ofthe electrodes
in air or in vaccum.The high energy densities and high charge densities occur on the tips due to
high electric field.
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Increasing current density, results in increased density of dislocations, being high-temperature hydrogen
traps. However, the temperature of the cathode and, accordingly, deuterium mobility and desorption is
increased also. After deuterium desorption from the cathode the output ofnuclear reactions products was
not detected. The process of nuclear conversions on the glow discharge cathode is a complex
phenomenon and the material structure influences this process only partially. The main factors are: non
stationary process (non-equilibrium conditions), type bombardment ions and ion flux density.
We notice maximum impurity elements change in all cases on samples after irradiation by deuterium ions.
The isotope ratio violation is observed mainly in the layers near the surface, and accordingly, suggests that
nuclear reactions occur mainly within ~1 micron of the surface. As was shown, the comparison of results
obtained using various analytic methods indicated that the isotope ratio violation of 107 and 109 masses
cannot be explained by formation of a hydrate or deuterate of a Ag isotope. But it is possible to suppose
that 107 and 109 masses might be the palladium isotopes (Fig.2). The half life of Pd 109 is 13.5 hours which
roughly correlated to the decreased ability of the post-experiment sample to expose x-ray film /SI. Some
samples showed gamma emissions from 10 to 70 times background in the range of several tens of keV
and about twice times background values up to 1 MeV, as measured by a Ge-Li detector within ~15
minutes after extracting the cathode from the chamber.
In samples which were analyzed by the SIMS method a few weeks after irradiation in argon and xenon,
both mass 107 and 109 mass with various isotopes ratio were found. They do not correspond to natural
abundance. In samples analyzed some months later, onJy mass 107 was found. If this is due to Pd 107, the
half-life would be > 106 years. This tends to suggest the existence of a nuclear reaction.
The changes of the elemental and isotopic composition of the cathode after electrolysis has also been
observed by other researchers / 9,10 /. These researchers as well as the present authors have observed the
formation of light and heavy elements group at the cathode after experiments.
The authors assume, that the majority of nuclear reactions take place mainly with the formation of
stable isotopes.
5. Conclusion
There are some interesting theories that attract the attention of the present authors. The theory of Prof
Peter Hagelstein explains atomic and nuclear reactions as a mechanism resulting from decay of highly
excited lattice. The unitary quantum theory of Prof L. Sapogin and the slow nuclear excitation model of
Ya.Kucherov, are very promising. Wave process and field interaction is supposed to play an importent
role in New Hydrogen Energy, in the opinion of the authors.
The results of the investigations obtained for several series of the samples using various analysis
methods, in author's opinion are welJ outside of the bounds of experimental error. The transmutation
phenomenon exists, but it is nessasary to take attantion for more detail research.
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I. Introduction
Cold nuclaer fusion appears to be a sporadic, nonequilibrium processes in the Pd-D,Ti-D or Ni
D systems. 1'2'3 A highly concentrated energy is required for the area where nuclear fusion reaction
occurs. For an electrolytic cell, one can see that bubble chains of hydrogen gas come out mostly
from the protrusion ofthe cathode. This phenomena implies that denser electron flux appears on
protrusions ofcathode surface due to the tip effect similar to the point discharge ofthe electrodes
in air or in vaccum. The high energy densities and high charge densities occur on the tips due to
high electric field.
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II. Electrochemical Double Layer and Point-effect
For an electrolysis cell, the electrolyte with high conductivity ,and the electrochemical double
layer with large layer capacity lead to a typical structure of the cathode potential distribution
similar to the cathode potential drop of glow discharge in low gas pressure (Fig. I).
For a compact layer, the thickness of double layer equals to one ionic layer and across which is a
linear fall of potential .Thus a high electric field appears on the surface of the cathode.
Tue local enhancement of electric field on the cathode surface winthin the double layer is related
to the protrusions and cracks similar to the tip effect of discharge in air or in vaccum. The cunent
distribution dep end strongly on the surface roughness and the work function of the electron emls.
sion. A high transient current density (> 106A/cm2) could be expected due to the enhanced field.
_--\

K

Va

Fig. l Potential distribution of electrolysis cell with high conductivity of electrolyte.
A: Anode; K: Cathode; Va: Applied voltage.
ID. Concentrated Energy and Cold Fusion
On the cathode surface the high persistent elect1ical fields (> I07 V/cm),and large equivalent
capacitance(>250µF/cm2 )4 lead to a high energy concentration in the double layer.The concen
trated field on the tips of the protrusions or cracks after long period loading with deuterium on the
palladium cathode surface creats a high transient electron flux because of the large distributed ca
pacitance and the negligible inductance in a localized discharge mini-network(Fig. 2).
As electron flux with high cmTent density is extracted from the tips of cathode surface.A tiny
vo1tex of cluster containing electrons and deuterons could form in the interface between the cath
ode and the electrolyte of heavy water. The experimental data show that the locus of the cold fu
sion reactions is the surface of some metallic deuterides(hyd1ides). The reactions take place only in
some restricted areas that have specific prope1ties.The idea of micro fusion due to some effects of
the tip effect,the formation of bubbles and cracks leading to the energy concentration and the deu
teron flux focusing could be used to explain cold fusion.
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V

LR

Fig.2 Equivalent RLC mini-network of the electrochemical double layer.
R: Resistance; L: Inductance; C: Capacitance.
IV. Non]inear Processes

In metal deutetids there exist a possible transient dynamic process which may generate the close
pairs and clusters of deuteron in the motion to induce a strong screen effect on the repulsive bar1ier. There is a variety of nonlinear processes which could be taken into consideration.
a. Work function changing due to loading ratio of D/Pd
b. Electrical conductivity changing due to loading ratio of DI Pei
The experimental results prove that the resistance of Pd with a loading ratio of D/Pd over 0.85
decreases eventually. Such a behaviour could conduct cascade effect in a tiny area with concen
trated deutron flux .
c. Temperature raises locally.
Higher temperature occurs in the tiny area due to Joule heating by locally high current den
sity. This factor leads to a transient deuteron flux in the phase bounda1y area.
d. Influerence of magnetic field on the distiibution of deutetium.
Azimuth magnetic field created by transient electron current with high flux density causes
redistribution of the deuterons inside the palladium lattice.
e. Polarization and coherence effects
High persistent field in addition of the transient electtic and magnetic fields lead to the polariza
tion and coherence of the deuterons with quadrnpole momentum
.. .. .. > .-: ..... :,: . . :- ... •:
._::
. ::. .'.

Pd

Fig.3 Triplet region of protrnsion in the electrochemical double layer.
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f Triplet region (Fig3.)
The transient processes of triplet of the interface of the palladium lattice ,the electrolyte and the
gas bubble should be taken into carefully examination due to its complicated situation .

-

25µm
a

b

C

d

Fig.4 The tracks on the CR-39 detector, a: track cluster; b: distribution of enegetic particles
caused tracks; c: back side of the track cluster on the same region with case b; d: typical tracks of
background radiation.
V. Experiment
The CR-39 plastic films possessing with a high degree of optical clarity and isotopy in track
response,and sensitive to n,p,t,alpha particles were used to detect the products of CF. The films of
CR-39 were immersed in the NaOH electrolyte of heavy water and placed adjacent to the tips of
the cathode .After 110 hous electrolyte experiment with the applied 1 V and the current 2mA,the
CR-39detectors were taken out of the electrolysis cell and then etched by 6.25N NaOH solution in
70 °C for 11 hours, The photo micrograph in Fig.4 shows the cluster of tracks forming a circle
crater with - l00µm in diameter and - 25�tm in depth .According the etching condition,the en
ergies of the most of particles of the fusion products p,t,Alpha are estimated roughly to be in the
range of1-4MeV.From the tiny track cluster of - l00µm in diameter,one can easily deduce that
the fusion reaction area should be smaller ,and we could draw a conclusion on this ,the case of tiny
fusion area is closely related to the point -effect
For the enhancement of the point-effect and energy concentration ,the high voltage
pulse(30KeV) have been applied on the eletrolysis electrodes,the total electrolysis currents are
more than 100 A, neutron bursts have been detected (Fig.5).
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From Fig. 5 ,one can see that for the similar electrolysis ceU ,the neutron counts are slightly
higher than background counts. When higher currents have been applied,higher counts have been
detected. The rapid movements of deuterium inward and outward of the palladium lattice are
believed to be beneficial for nuclear fusion.
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VL Conclusion
As the researchers, theo1ytisians or expetimentists of cold fusion should pay great attention on
the general process of the electrolysis to find tbe key points which could play major role of the
transit from the electrochemical processes to the electromagnetic processes.and fmther to the uu
clear processes. For authors·s point ofvievv·.the evolution of double layers is of importance to un
derstand the anomalous effects.
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TRITH.11 GmERATIOOS AT TRANSFUSIOf OF HYDR(Xi� ISOTOPS
'I'HRCUlli T.Afm:I' IN PLASMA OF RM�:Rlt,JL GU� DISCHAOOF.
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Abc: tr�c t.
The va.:!u�-1tion on influence ;_·,f fr•rm.-o,_t.ic,!J h�/drog-en ,:c.-rnp.1"'XP:" f,·,r t-.ritjurn ge
ner.:.,t1-::-.n rat-=:,, by me::m:-" (,f u2,:-: the fl ,·,w r-:".turn ,�,f :;;a5 .i.n :=-ide t-.(• pl 3.�"'.ma L:: -�,.-,n
d11c t ed . . 1::::- :=Jv.·,wn, th::1t. ,11=•utt"'r-\um tr;:m:=.fusLm throug}1 :".arnp.1�.,. in pL-1:::;rn-:=i for V, Nb.
Ts ha,,. nc•t n:·nd-=·.red the ·:cippreciahl P· infl ue•re ,�,n t·ri tium g,=,nerati.,:·,n ra+.e. Fc,r
:::."'lmp1e;__:; from m-.:-,1ybJenum :3ingJ':',c.d�::;tal "'Ind p:,_ly,�ri::.tal the d':',uter.ium tr::i.n':'"fwc;j,_:-,n
t·�,s11lb.:,\.1 in increase of tritium generation r:,h,· in twc, times, it! ,x:,mp�ri::=.,:•n witli
st..:=:t.i ,_·,nary ccmd.i tion::;..
At long rt"'?searches ( mc•re lf'0.c1 h ) w.i th tr-:"tn:= ft1sion n-:turn -::·f h;, ·,h_-,�,c-<2n i::'.o
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�� . M;:_'.thods
T1v? ,;::,,quipm,=,nt and techniqui::- of Pxperiment..s on int�3r:=v.:t.ions accelerated ,:,f
hydrogen .i sctop.s, f.r,:-,m p] asnn of pc•wer:ful gJow chscharge, with meta.l samples are
::v.i.-h1ced in [6, 7]. TI1e scheme of expe..r.iment::o w.1 th tran�=.fu::::ion of hydroge11 through
s,:--i.mple i:'5 shown on Fig .1 . TI1e he.tm2:tically sample - cath:.•.:le 2 in kind of glass,
wa.::; welding- tr., flange 4, t}1rough trans i t.i :,n tube 3. The samples with flanges
1Jo:::,.nni tB<l b.) make the fast replacefl)2nt with prese1v.3tion of tightness. The d.i ::;.,�--
barge was jgnit.i.on between anode 1 of ro:-ilytdenum :::md samph=,-c<'l.th_-,de 2 of studied
matt:-:::rials. The :,;one of burning for dischan,;re was J imited by quartz isolator. The
::;.ampl es we.re produced of vanadium, nic,bium, nnlylxienum and tantalum, with gene
r:"11 contents of impur:i ty 1.es:::; than one percent. The outside di?IID"::\ter of :::-:4.mp_i •:::s
W(-12- w.i thin th=- Umi, t:'::', ,·,f :1-1 · �!:-, mm, and thi,:-kness of wall 1
- :-, mm.
1

2
I

J

Fig l. The sr.he,� c·f. ,.:.:=ithode unit fr,r g1c•w dj :c;.ch::irge with t.r::m::::fu:=:ion of hy'(: lr)gen<;y
1-Ancde: :�- ::=.ample·catJv.-,rl"'·: ?---transi ti,_·•,! tnb,,,; 1--flange.
Tritium meas,.u-ed by 1 i. qu:i d :c;cinti l<1 ti ,.-ir1 'l1'::·0Y•d, tal-::e �-H,J.:"-'W th:"! plasm::i.- fr,r-1
ming ga;:;, from chamber of inst.a] J.atic,n, ,-,n p.::-ixts, twc· - t}u."8e tj JT.11:'?.�-=. during one
experiments l . 3 l . The error •:,f ro:=,,3s1.irerrf.:'!nt. fc,r t.r i tium concentra.t.ion W3S nnt. ex..:
The pre::;.:=.ur':°: of hydrogeJ) in chcimber cti-::m:�ed in 1.imi. t::=. ( b - fifi) - HJ·· h, and
in volurre of fs.:.'urq:•l!':: supJx)r1:ed f,:orn t,,·K• ·f_c, ten. tirrfc' rrr.n-,c- high, trv3n in ,.::;h':lml-..P.r.
3. Pef_;1..ll ts -�md Di::.x::u!:'.,si•,n
For hydride--.fc,.nnin1::; ma+.2ri ::iJs c•f V, Nb, T:1 th=, i.nfluence of 1.Bturn dente.dUM fl ow on tr.i. ti um gener:-=t t.i ,::,n r:1 t.e to put on r,,,.-_:-,_:,rd H-c1s nc•t. ro:.-ma1c:;e,j ( Tab. J ) .
For samples of singlec:r.1 ::;t.::<l ,?!nd p:,lycri:=ota..l m.::-.•lyhiemun nearly the double e.x,�e,ss
f,)r tri t.i.um gener?tt. i on rate wa:3 fixed at return deuterium flc,w throu,,-�h :=.amp I<=<,:
in cc,rnpa.ri.sc:,n w.i. tli :=.t.ati.cnary ccmdi t ions. 11ie ::;ur£ace of all s,:llllples, teat.r1:,_:::-Jitf
in ,Ji. schargP, Wet'-" pure and , on vL=oi b1e, infl uenci::, surface fi 1ms ,_:-,n tritium ge.ne...,:.
r.-=,t,;,�,n was in;::; ig.n.i fj cant one. T n these condi ti •..:ns. roore signj ficant. was the inf-''
l •ien,:'.B of deut<:-,ri UJn concentrat.k,n .in ro:,lybdenum, has appea.red which i:, 'J::,_ry
::::m:=\l l ( about l 1121 '' mole/rrc,J.P) and dependoo c-1� the pressm-e in ,.iegree O. :-, .
Fur:tl1er h::ive ,.�onducted the serie3 c,f exp·2ri1rents. witl1 deuterium pres:=::ure
1n �r·luro,-,::-, 1.)f :=.ampJ.f:> of ro:·,lybde11um pc,Jycri:=tcd in limit:=. (7lo -- i3!?1)-10'· Pa, fr,r
d""L"":.nninat,j_on of tritiurn generation efficien·.::y .=::t. pres.sure of pL::,,srrv:.1.-forrning gas
(de,1:rt.=:;rhun) in lirnii.,;3 ( 5 - ��0) lCF Pa \ Fjg_ ? ) . Mo::;t the high trH..i.um genera-
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�. :.on r.':l.te, which r.-::a•.:-:hed 1w· - H?r: -:\t,-:•m/s and ar��, m�rl-:ed for lowered deut.er.i um
)11--essure in chamh2r. '111e c<.::->eff icient of rnic.k,a.r interaction, thus, reached. 10 '·'
- 10 1 ,. atnm/ion. At the sam:o: tirr.t.?. it. is. visible, that at ezcess of back.s"1!'0tmd
significances, a:::; the minimum on onier. th=, rat.1:c' :.,,nd ,.:::fficienc-y c•f tritium gene··
ration hesitated in three order:'::. With tJ:ian such larg,:-, fJuctu.3.t..ions of efficien
cy tinti] clearly. as far as tJ1e experimsnt.s arP conducted in condit..ions, when
tJ1A rr,-,lybdenum s1.1.rfc1ce w:=i�, pure and free from surra(�e films, pc,} lution, and re-
turn t.ran�:;fusion of deuterium through sample excluded the accurrulation of 1:.r.iti
um in m.=,lybde11t1m. The sun1mary tirr,=, for 1..hi:=: :.=.eri-?5 experiments was exceed flt?0 h.
These .results, a.s a whole have shc,wn, th'.'lt, :=tt ah:,eno=, of :::;ur.f:=i.ce pollution in
pr:x�s?.s:=.es ion b)mba.rdrrBnt, retuni t1--:01.n:.=f1.1si.c n ,)_f hydro.gen and form�t.ion of o.::,mp
lexe:'3 is,.::,t.ops wa:::. not present t;:, _in:�red:".e c,f nucJ.ear reactions rate and tritium
gen.,:;r�,t..i on, 3�:; .i. t. wa.s assun):?•.1 in [ 4, r, ·1. �c,uch conclusion is .fa.i.r, as far :=i:c:. the
be2.t :-=.1_:ie1::,d of pa:c:;s.i.ng for hydrogen t.Jll",.:: ,.lgh sample is fixed for vanadium ( ab.�•ut
rr,..)
:i. f, · l!.1 ,. JK;le/s J , and .lea:c=.t of a.11 for m.-,J ybienum ( ah.-,ut ( f1. 64. - 1. 1) ·· HJ
h�/i:;).
The third :;:;e_n es of experim:mt:::; w.i. th tr::,n::-;fu�:; ion have ,x,nductai on the :-sarre
:=oample of 1x,lycrist..-::i.lline nr.•lybrlemmi on protium, which contained about 1. :"J . 1f1 ·,,:
�\� •.-J.��1..1.i>�ritun (Fig. 3) . H.�.ve registered., ur1exrlf:c;t.H"lly t-h,� t1i.gh elf t�ri t,:i.urn gert�1ra.
tion rate aft.er }--�ginning series, which re.3ched 107 -- H?f3 :�torn/s, at ,�_..,effiei �nt
1

1
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Fi?:. 3. Th"::· ch:::i11,�;e ,:yf nuclear int,:::r.3.ction coefficient for sa.rrrph�. of rrnlybdenu:m
p-;·,J.ycri.sta.l and plasm3. of prot hun with H.3ture .::iddit:i ve of df!Uterium
-'�lf vari•-:iu,,:; rres,r,._;ure from t: irrie,,:; l -Pre,_;,,:;u.rc-6 · l\J" Pa; ;-�-pressure--4 10"' Pa;
3-pre�sur�_,-:� · 1Ql4 Pa; 4-·p::·es:cc:ure·- 1 · J �y• Pa.
nu,·.::lea.r int.,eraction .'3.bout 10 ·
1-CI ·
.,t�,m/.i.on. '£11en the rate during irore
,:,t· n-r! hundred hour:=. tw deeree::; wt:1::=. red1.v·2d. that c-:1n ti:�:=.ti fy ab:x1t enough �=-low
remc,v:-'11 of deuterium reJna:i nde.r:=. from :,;,amp]"=". Through 30!1 h th,-� protium tran:=.fu--
s.i.,m wa�-=- !-.xc1 ,.idt�d and he1'8inafter the experiments we.re c�onducted in station:=n.y
cc,ndit.ir:io:=c: i"tt. vario1.1:,:::: pres:=-UJ."B of p]a�:=.m,-fc,:nrdng- g3:=. . .fi",.=,r prc,t.ium the t.e11d<?ncy
,_-,t j li('.tY,a:".e effi_,:�i en,.-�y for 1·,d tium c;-c,,ner,:-tt.ion with .inc.re'.1:.:=.e of pre:=-:,;,u_r<," .i:.=. found
out.. After th�0 :;:,.:,mph" vn:= ,··if,::::,tr,-,5,-:=,.i on nni:=: side, ·:,ri :1rec'1 1;1, �} ,.:m·' . afterward:==. 76(11
13
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h the effic�iency of trititm1 gene.ration w;-:i.:== �:;tabili2ed., at- l.he n,t,:=,, n)ugh1y, ,:,n
order badQs-t\::,und one. In this experin�nLs dese.rved :=itteJ:ir:i,,n the h.igh .reproduci
bility of t.ri t.ium generation, at 1_1:==.e pr,_-,t.:i.um with 1v,i·.1 tre addit..i ve of d,;:,uterium
for plasma-· formi n,g gas.
1. 1.:onc'Ltl::=ion:==.
-1. 1 . 11)e return transfusion of deuter.i 1.1m ( fl .)W .1 : ,Ji !'8cted j n opposite side
tn direct.ion of f::dJ .fc,r lx,mb.;'l.nimPnt:==..ion:c:) has n,.-,t r8.!1dered the 2.ignificMt
influence on tritium gene1·ation ra.tP .k•r ::=.a.mpJes of van::-1dium, nioniurn and tan+;=:·
lum_ F(-:,r :::..:=imple::; of J)(.:-,lyc.rist"tl and :==.ing1ecrist.a-J rrolyt-·.,:i""rnim th-:-., e,ffic:iency of
txi t.ium �eJ11:::.r:-1tion was increased at trc1n:=.fu:=.ion, apprc,xim"lt.e!y, in t.i:,.!o t.im-=,:==..
·1. �. J t is sho�m, that the := p,-;l:"<1 f-:,J: p.:1ssing c,f hydrc,gen i.:.=.c,tc,p:::. tJu'C•ugh
rremhr"mt::.;: 1. fc·1m.-=ii.ion of complexes) doP.s rv.-,t. i nf11.i1:---.,.nct:':, ,_·,n +.h,-• tritium ,�,-_o,.rn�r-ati,xi
r.:1te. '111e :==.peed of pa:::;:=.ing frn: dc-,u+-Pritmi w.::1s b,c:.:::;:t at va.rvi.d..ium a.nd reache-d
3.E, lvl' mcde/:.=., and lesser at. ro:.,lybdP.num (:=t!�•,11+ lyt m.�•Je/s)
-1. 3. fi'luc-tu,:1.t.iow::; c,f tri titJJn gener?-.t.:i.on rate, for !:-j.'c'JJOP.1."�!-'; frcirn p<_> 1.ycr 1. ;i:..':U -
lin•::> rrolybd<'.murn, a.t in corrrp;_i_rh:on id":ntic::iJ ,.:'.(Xtdi tiont; with tr:111t;fusion 2.nd wit
hout, r•:ached the three or<l<":ris of r_;i::•:;. Thu�; the miniunim signifi•·_•.9nc,�s of r::it.-::·
,::xcr�:::ded b�1cl:-.ground on c,.r-d.er.
4. 4. 'l'he tritium _gen1;--:,rat.i. ,_-,n r3ti:-;, .f,_--.y s::unpJ es from p:,l ycryst.a11 iJ1e molybde
num, at. 1.1:::.,:-, of discharge on p.r"f:,tium w.i th nature conc':',nt.r:=ition of deuter.ium, hy
degree:==. d1:•,_;1·e:1sed from J"lk-i.:,::im.11 :=.ignif.i.can,.�e .for det1terium <ind w:=i.:-::: est�1h1 ish,;,,.i i:,n
level of signi.ficanc.�:=. on c•rder:,; e;,u.�8E-ding bac.i-:g:round one::;. 'I11e t.iire of 3chieve
ment <.�•f ::=tat.ionary :==.ignifi.cance:=::. on t.ri tium �nera.tion r::1te exceede,,d ::;oo h.
1

==

0
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NOCLEAR REACTIONS AT KFFIOC:.l' 00' 106 DEm'ERIOH 00 CERAMIC
MATERIALS Fl.Of PLASMAS OF GUM DffiCHARGK

V. A. ROMODANOV, V. I . i!,AVIN, :t-Ya. B. :3KURATNIK
S-L.=.{l.G;:?,I:U :-?.PA "UJI'CH", Zhel,�znci<:Jor<-.,zhn.Jy.'J 24, Podolf;k, Mof�cow reg.142100. RU2,f3IA.
T. : (�!3f-,-137-!3:2/S13. F. : 0!35-1:37-9384. E-rn. : ludt:-J1.,;1di�;. mc:jk. su
*'.:,t.::it..�2,C RF "K::trpov :3RPCI", Vorontsc•vo pole 10, Moscow, 10:3�364. RrJ:·3;3IA.
Ab.-::.tr.:.it:.:t
Th':"' high [l)':,Chanical propP....rtie::-:. .=it increased temperatures perrni t. t,:, consider
the c,:=,r.amic m.""!teriaL:; .::i::; perspectj ve. fc•r targets sp2ci.:,.!., high-.loading of nuc
li:-�a.r device:=.. It is shown, that the heaviest rate of tritium generation. of ma-·
teria1 s TiC. VC, ZrR. , ZrC, ZrN, Lall,.. , was ob:.::;erved at bomh."'l.rdment by d8ut�rium
ion.':i from plasm=1. of glow disch':t.rge for ZrK: ;=md m:1.de :1 .. Ei · 107 -· ] .. 9- l!2V atom/s,
at efficiency 2. 5· H� -- ,:., - 2. 9· 10
atom/ion, tJ1at is comp..."l.rable wt th results
for rrr:t.);1.l target..s.
111e stability of compound m..,terials at increased temp::,rature in condition
of hyd.roge11 plasm?t of far below than in vacuum, that can re�::;ul t .in failure disc
harge of g] ow form and transition of it in arcing. The t.ram:;ition of glow disc·
ha.rge fonn in arcing form 1-esulted in r1?.tiuction of tritium generation rate.
The niea:31n-ements of ac<.,ompanying g;:=mrna-radi<'ltion generat.ions have shown,
that its p.X-":Si hle of ge.ne1·ation rate was on three - �"'.ix orriers l�low, in compa
ri:::;on with generation rate of tritium.
.1 :•• �

1 . Jnt.rorluction
In [ 1 , 2 J we state tJ1e assumption fhat tJ1e additives light of elements to
metal target:=;. should reduce the rate of nuclear reactic,ns at int.e.r.·actions acc·e-
lerated of hydrogen isotops with solid-st-?tte targets_ TI1erefc,re the ceramic m:1-·
t2.rials t:-11e::s of c.:==u·bides or nitrides should have lesser of efficiency .in stimu
lation of nucle.::u· 1-eactions _ At the same tinB the o.::,ramic mat.eri21ls can have
complex physical, chemical and rrechan:i cal propertie:':'- are unattainable fr::ir usua)
met?tls _ In particular, high melting temperatrn-e, low sca.ttering coefflcient by
acce.1er:-1t.ed ions, high nBChanica1 prc'1::erties at increa�=.ed temp=,_,rat.ures permit to
consider the ceramic materials as per2:.pective, for special targets, high-lc,3ding
of rn1clear devices. At. tl1e same time th:: compound materials are convenient. ob
jects for che<.;ks of tr.:msmutation c•pportuni ty lights of elements entering in
structure cc,mp:,unds. On their bases :i.t is pcissihle select the cpt.imum structure
,y.:,mp:>tmd, C(msi2.t.ing· frc,m of lights element., int.eJ1ded for t.r.311snut""1tfr•n, and he
avy, which should stimulate the tran�-::IDJt,"'ltion of lights [ 2 ] . Thu::=. the light
elem::-nt.s select from condition to opporttmit.y of nucle.ar products registration
(gamma-radiation, high-energy beta-rad.Lit.ion). So in combinations with b:,ron and
nitrogen is possible to be expected tht:=- registration bre..msst.raglw1g garr.m.q-.radia
tion from proton::= witJ1 energ.v 8,4 and 8 MeV accordingly or .from l-►:. .t:1 E = 13,3'7
MeV fc,r ''l:.
The pttrpose of w:,rk cx,nsisb:.�d in that, t,;:., dete..nnine for son)2 bored.es, car
bydes ni t<redes the efficiency of triti•.tm ,g.::-neration and oppc,rtw1it.y to tra:nsnu
tation at effect accelerated of hydroge.n isotops from plasnn powerful of g1ow
gi.scharge.
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The scheme, equi.pment and te:::-hn.iqu,=, (�•.f PXJ.::,erin1".::nts ()Il int..eractions accele
rated of hyrlroge.n j sotc,ps, from pla:::.m::i powerful of glow dL=;charge, with ID:::tal
samples is adducec'l in [3,'1 J. In quality of ceramic samples used the pres::=.,u-e<:i
disks VC, TiC, ZrC with diameter of 2f:, mm and hight of 10 mm; ZrH··-wi th di�ter
35 rrrn and hight of 4 mm; ZrN-with diamet.,:ff �3 rrrn and hight of :� rnrn; L.:1B-,-•,.1ith
diarriet1,fr ::>0 rrrn :1nd hight of 5 rr1n. The corn1-:<:.isi tion c,f s.:IJftP1es w.:1s ck,se to ,.:;1..l)hi -
ometric. Tl If, :::;cbr-:-rre of di�dv:=..rge unit with sarnple--cathode frt-:)rn cr.:ff.c\Ifli•::::,:; :L� .<:.J--i-::,°1-m
on fi'ig. l.

'

J

Fig. J . 'J1,e :::.,-:-herrB r.::,f ezperirrBntal unit ')f gJow discha.r.ge with samp1e-cath:x.ie
of 'ceramics. 1- Sampl<:"'-cat.hode of ceramic; 2-:::.t.and for heat transfereii;
2,--insulatnr; 4--fit-�:r--cloth; h-·a.ni.xfo.
The •mi t cons.i:=.ts of the sample-c.3thode from me.ntic,ned <."?er.3mics, which lies
on st,=md �� from m:,lybtienum. The area of di:=::;charge is limited quartz tuoo ?, and
fiber-cloth 1. The studied ceramics had the �:::;ufficient ()·::-,nc1uctivi ty for igni ti
·oos of glow discharge at submission of high voltage on an,,de �, f.rom rrolybdenum_
1l'he vo.l tage of gJow discharge changed in de[)E"JK1ence at m3terial of sample, l t:.=.:
:temper.atu.?-e, pre:.=:.sure of gas and was within the 1imi ts of f{'-Zl-- 12f,l:J V.
'L
Gamm-3-r::ldiation .regisb.;,red by devices SHP--88 with crystal NaJ, diarrrc:·ter c,f
.. 25 llJll and hight of 40 mm. The ireasureme.nt:=,: c(mducted by di fferent..i a1 Jrethr:,d, c=1l ·te...rnately placing the g:=iuge on close and rem-YtB dist.a.ncf:, .from cathode un.i t (Fig.
2). The gauge �'. placed ,.,ut:-=:..-ide of vacuum chamber 3 on distance of lv.11 mm from
:cathode tmit wj th cerami ,.-:: sample. The other arrangeirent of gauge, accept':'":ed fc,r
lase, had tJ1e distance to cathod unit in five tiID9s m:..re. In the lY:?g.i.rming con
'itucted th� record ,.:,,f twenty ten-second .intervals on dL:::;tances of 1021 mm l)E:et.ween
sample and 1;;:,uge, then :::uch the me.,stu-enk"nt.s made on dista.n<:-e of 5021 mm l�t.ween
ptuges and sample. Such 5ertes of measurem::'·11t2. <.x,miucb=:d nn t.e11 t.illB during two
)lours. For e::'1.ch regj me and sample the tw:,-hour se1·ies conducte.i numerously, af ··
terwards that 5tmm:=u:ized t.be significances of gauge indications in each of s.i tu-·
;tYtions and ca.lcul 21te.1 th� r,;=,] at.ion. The :=d mil ar series of measu.re.ID':::nt:::; ....-xmducted
"11d at switched off installation, for receipt.ion of ba.ck.grc•und :::..i.gnificance::;.
The Jreasuring complex periodically was calib1:ated on e.xte,rnal source rad.i um
tf:.::�;.,'"''Ra } gamm.,-· radiation:.:, a.nd inside--cr.·,h:"1.L t. The bott,:,m threshold of energy
,Or regi�o;.t,ration of _gamn,· radiation by used rreasuring device made C)0 KeV. The
�ror of measurem=,nt:.::. of such technique c1.nd device�=; was not. mc-t11aged to .lower
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3
Fi.g. 2. The scheme of garrKn':t-r.,,v:J.iation rrt-=-.:asurement.
1·-2,illrJple-ca.thode; 2-g.::luge in two t.-;it,1J.':1.tions; :3-va0,1.urn dvunt-..Jer.
less th3rt 5 �;. At .::wail.3.bility tr.::msru.rta.tion in given experiments •"'_ssumed to put
on record bremsstr.>:telung garrrrl::1.-radi.':ttion fr•·}m p ( 13. 43 Mr:N) for 1 '"B .':tfid f1·orn -' :,'B
(rY:t.-:1. E = 1:3. :37 MeV) for '' H, as well as frcm p ( 8 MeV) for
N 3.nd p C·'. f, MeV)
or p ( 5. f, McV) for L,,,� ':-1.nd '· '{'. accordingly. If there j s nuclear reaction:c:;, it is
p:x=;s i bl e aL:.o to put on record character:i st.i c rad.ia tic,n for ' ·; � ( ga1nm., E :: 4 . ::,
McV) and for '-''N (ganm:=t E ::: Ei.13 MeV; E ::: 7 .11 MeV ) .
The m:=,,:1:=::ureme.nt ,.).f cc•nte11ts t.ri t.ium in plasm.,-forming gas m.,de by 1.iquid,
.scintillation method, 1.·•n fuJ filled program wi t.h error not m.).re !:.�?l 't u�.41.
14

i

J. hesul L.; and Di scus:c-:ion
The m::-'1.in re:=:.u1 ts •�•n mea:=.1.1.re1ll8nt:=; ,�,i: tri t.i nm and gamma-radi.�tion:-c are sub
m.i tt.ed. in Tah1e 1
B'rcm t3h1e it j::=, •,ri5j,ble. foat the tritium generation r3te
for all ::.-ct.mples con::=,ider,-=ibly exceeds back,gro1.md, which for gj ven technique made
.:=th::>ut 10''' =1tom/s. 111e rrx-,st high tr.i tiurn genPmtion rate, equal ( 3. 6 - �\. 9) . 107
at.orn/,:;, w.3.S observed for !3-'Jrnples of ZrBa:, at which tJ1e coeffi t.i ent of nuclear
irrter.:icti,x1 rea.c:hed (2. �' - 2. 9) · 10 1 :.,: atom/ion. The tritj_um generation rate on
carbide zirconium was also eJ1ough high. The samples from carbides t.it::tnium and
vanadium have shown apprc-xim3tely identical and, in comp..-=rrison, low tritium ge
w=-.ration rate ( about 10'· atom/s) . The tri tj um gener:;ition rate fc,r Lal'.--.. was not
enough high, that, obvioJJ.!3ly, is connected with low stability of discharge. The
low trititun gener3.tion r,..1.te for V:9!"ious samples r�>:tys 9.ttention, when the disc
harge passed in the a:cci.ng form. Nit.ride zirconium, on efficiency of nucler:i.r re
acticms, ta.ked intermediate rule, the tritiurn generation r.3.te w::if; about ( 2. 7 4. 2) .. HJ', atorn/s.
At r,=-....gi strati.on garrm."\-.l'"adiation of significant flows to put on record was
not managed. Some e.xcess ab:,ve backg:rotmd (1 - fi '.z;) it is possible t,::, note only
for samples from ZrB,-. 11ius, with acc•Y.mt of gau,ge cal ibrat,ion on radium source
gamma- radiation and e:,q_::iec::·ted energy :i.n so!lB MeV, m..uimal valuation may give the
flux of p<.)ss:i. blis gamma--rc=viiation within the l.imi ts of 10 - 10 :c s ' . Thus, :tBla
tion of ga.rrm3.-ra_d.iat:ion g.-m.eration rate to tritiu.rn generation rate did not exce
ed H?I ,,, - h?.1 ":. Th:i.:.:=. cj_rcu.m.-=:::.tance puts under doubt of Jl1!?.Ss3ge al·out facts trans
mutation of heavy elerrents. at low energies of interacting particles and in ab
sPnce of tr.i. ti um reg'istr.:1ti on.
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It is necessa1:y tn note, that the res t.oring properties of hy,ilroge,11, consi
dera.bly limited the working temperature of sample and p.rBssm-e of plasma-fcum.ing
gc'ls at radiation in d_i_sch3.rge. in comparjs,_)n witJ1 isothermal heating. TI1e resto
ratic,n by hydrc,gen of met"'l1 s in compc,un.i:'3 re�::;ul ted in ,3.nti.cipati.:-,ry failure to
regime ,:if glow discharge and transiti.on of l t ln arcing. 1yhe arcin,g regiire redu
ced the st.imu.lating opportunities of dL=.ch3.rge and tritium generation rate will
decreased. TI1e m-:-st steady comp:ilmds in gl,_::-,w dischanie on hydroge.n isotopes have
appeared ZrH. :md. ZrN. On sample of ZrN w:=t::: m-=inaget1 of long worl� at temperatu
res ah.)ut ?3v�1 K and pre5::;ure ab:iut 3 ·· 10"' Pa. The Jeast steady to failure re,gi
Trf:: h3.s ,':\Pf:€-:t1"8cl LaB-,, tJ:1an the low results on t.rj_ ti um generation rate for gi ve11
material are largely explained.
4 . Cc,ncl us i eon:,=-;
4.l TI1e :=.ignificant tritium gene.rat.ion rate, is fh:-2:d c1t radiation by ions
deuter:i um of sample:=. from b:,rides, carbide�::; and nitrides of tit�-=mium, vanadium,
zirconium and lant�-=umm from pla:.ma powerful of glow d.ischarge. B'or samples of
ZrB.: the tr.1 tium generation rate reached ( �i. ti·--3. 9) · 10 7 atom/s.
4. 2 The generation r.::.-1.Le of garorro-r.,,vJisrti<x1, .:icc...-:;rrr.r'-":f!:yi.ng trithun, is close
t,::,, b.3cY.g:round :=:1nd m=:1.xirro.l v.c1lua.t.ion ha.s fffJde 10 - 10� s ' , :1t relation tc, tri ti-- 10 .s.
um gener:-it _i,:,n rate within th'3 lirni t-s of 10
4. :3 The rrr_-,,�t proof of m.:1i-.eri.c1.ls, '::tt r.=1.di.c1tion in plasrrv..1. of glow disc:h:i.rge,
were ZrR- and ZrN, and t})te 1��a:=.t pr<Y.•f := ·:1.mp}e:== c,f LaR .
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ENERGY GENERATION PROCESSES AND
COLD NUCLEAR FUSION IN TERMS
OF SCHRODINGER EQUATION
Lev G. SAPOGIN
Department of Physics, Technical University (MADI)
Leningradsky pr. 64, A-319,125829, Moscmv, Russia
Abstract:Proceeding from the complete Schrodinger equation at small energyes the classic
variable charge particle motion equation has been obtained, the later providing a good
explanation for CNF and the excessive energy.
In earlier works [1,2] an approximate motion equation for an individual oscillating charge
particle was proposed. It adequately explains both the cold nuclear fusion phenomena [ 13, 14]
and the anomalous excessive energy [12] occurrences of a mysterious origin being observed
in experiments of a number of researchers. Yet, the said equation has resulted from purely
heuristic reasoning, not in rigorous tenns, when determining the electric charge value and the
fine structure constant [9, 10] on the basis of the Unitary Quantum Theory (UQT). This
invited right criticism of many research workers and caused personal deep dissatisfaction.
Further it will be shown that the above equation may follow directly from the Schrodinger's
equation for small energies.
Let us consider the entire Schrodinger's equation:

�
t,'2 0'2
-,, lJJ(x,t) +in!!_ lJJ(x,t) = U(x)lJJ(x,t)
2m
ot

ax--

(

1)

Its solution is to be expressed in wave function terms:

\f(x,t) = cos(kx) fexp[itg(r/J)]dt:
d x(t))
(
2n
dt

</J = mt

where

2

_

(2)

m x(t) d x(t) + </J
O,
tz
dt

(J)

where </>0 is an initial phase, xis an independent variable, and x(t) represents a non-related to
x as yet unknown function which, as will be shown below, turns out to be a time-dependent
coordinate. By substituting the latter into the Schrodinger's equation we arrive at:
2

it? k fexp[i tg( ¢)]dt +2im U(x) fexp[i tg( </J)]dt +2nmexp[i tg( </J)] = 0 ( 4)
2

At small energies the value Pi k <<2mU:x), the first integral being neglected. Having
differentiated the resulting equation with respect to time and having reduced the common
exponential factor we come to:
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2
d 2 x(t) =
d x(t) d 2 x(t) {dx(t)J
"'
)
(
(
(
2 U x)cos- r) + 2 mt-0
)
') - -- - 2mx t)
dt
dr
dt
dr

(5 )

It is evident that for short time stretches ( or for smal I energies at elastic interactions when the
x 1
velocity changes are small) the member x ( t) � t J ( ) . Then the second and third
Jt
terms are reduced and we obtain the following:

(d x(t)J
U(x)cos (</J) = !!!._
2

2

2

(6)

dt

It is clearly seen that the left term is the potential energy oscillating according to the
harmonics law, whereas the right one represents the conventional kinetic energy. Yet, the
potential energy doesn't transform into the kinetic one as is the common case in the
conservative systems of conventional mechanics. If one relates the potential energy
oscillations to those of the electric charge existent in the Unitary Quantum Theory [3-11 ], as
the potential energy always stands in direct proportion to the electric charge value, then one
arrives at the oscillating charge equation of conventional mechanics. But in this case one's
reasoning would naturally proceed from the necessary assumption on substitution of the
independent variable x for the function x(t)
Proceeding from this equation, by way of differentiation, one can readily come to the same
osci Ilating charge equation of motion, the latter having been obtained [ 1,2] heuristically
within the Unitary Quantum Theory based on quite different reasons.

m

!:

r=QGRAD(U)cos

2

qJ;

where qJ

=

:(:r-:(:)

+¢0

Let us clear up the validity of the resulting 1- st order equation (6). At first, we shall consider
the motion within the plane condenser field. Let us insert the potential U(x) = G x(I):
2

')
m(d
)
G x(t) cos- ( r
"') + - - x( t) = 0
2 dt

We shall look for a particular solution in the form of
solution into the equation (7) we arrive at:

x(t) = m

at 2 (G cos 2 ¢ 0 + 2am) = 0.

2

.

(7)
Having substituted this

(8)

One can see clearly that the acceleration may be chosen to satisfy the equation. The motion
will take place with the acceleration value of:

a=

-

G cos 1 ¢ ()
2m

An interesting fact is discovered: the acceleration generated in one and the same field ;s
dependent upon ... the initial phase ¢(1
Let us consider now the diffusion motion within the dipole field U(x) == -G / x(r)', for
which there is also a well-known analytical solution.
The substitution of the particular solution x(t) =
will result in:

,..Ji
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�2

{-8Goos'( 3

mr' �8h ¢
8

0) +mr' }= 0

This transcendental equation will have a non-analytical decision, as the 4-th degree
parabola will always intersect with the cosine squared. And again, the velocity of the
resulting motion will depend upon the initial phase </J 0.
Unfortunately, at this point the possibility to solve these equations analytically seems to be
exhausted.
In all the solutions the coordinate, velocity or acceleration is always dependent upon the
initial phase value </J 0 . As illustrated by the given examples, at some phase values the motion
equations are in conformity with the energy conservation laws and are the same as within
conventional mechanics, whereas at other phase values the motion will be different and,
consequently, there is violation of the energy conservation law: the particle may gain or lose
energy. The same phenomenon is true for the harmonic oscillator, which has been revealed at
first numerically in [ 1,2], and both the cold nuclear fusion and the energy generation
mechanisms in their considered approximation follow directly from the Schrodinger·s
equation. It is well-known, that the energy conservation laws are non-existent if the potential
function is time-dependent. It should be noted that even in the conventional quantum
mechanics the energy conservation laws are observed within the accuracy of uncertainty
correlation. Previously it was shown numerically [ 1,2, 13] that if one sums up the energy or
momentum for an assembly of particles throughout alJ the phases, the resulting energy and
momentum will be preserved which is the case in quantum mechanics, because it always
regards particles in assemblies.
The energy conservation laws hold true only in selection of the initial phase particular
value, which proceeds clearly from the equation·s translational properties. Thus, the given
examples prove the soundness of the earlier used approach and the validity of the oscillating
charge motion equation, having been previously obtained heuristically on the basis of
absolutely different assumptions.
We shall regard now the problem of the cold nuclear fusion. Let us express the equation of
motion for two nuclei with charges Q and q. Let the heavy nucleus possessing the charge q be
at rest, and let the other nucleus move in its direction with the velocity V from the point at
the distance A. Then the equation of motion for the head-on collision may be expressed in the
following way:
2

mx(t) -1 x(t) = Qqcosz (fJ
z d

dr

where

mt dx(t) - m
dx(t)
=
(fJ -(--x(t)+--+¢0 ·
2tz dt )7 tz
dt
·

(9)

The accurate analytical solution for the above equation is hardly possible, yet, one may obtain
a 4-th order series expansion of its solution:

where

2
( 4
u Qqcos 8 ,, QqWcos8 1
()
X t = A + ,-,f +
,, r f +O t )
1
6A·mtz
2mA2
W = liV cos8 - mAV 2 sin8+ 2limA ll sin 8 + 2Qqncos2 8sinci:
<5 = mVA _ ,,J,

n
'f/o.
Restricting our consideration by the first three terms of the obtained solution, we can find out
that minimum x(/) occurs at:
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mVA 2
t=----Qqcos2 5

Then the minimal distance for which the nuclei will approach each other will be equal to:
Xmrn
.

mV 2 A 2

= A-- - ----2 mr'A.
2Qq COS ( - -- -¢0 )
fl

It is evident that by choosing the initial phase value at no matter how small energies and at
any nuclei charge values, the minimal distance between the nuclei may be made no matter
how small. This was shown numerically for the first time in [1,2]. Consideration of the next
(cubic) component would not entail any principal changes in the solution and, therefore, is
not cited here in because of its being too cumbersome. Such nuclei transmutations have been
frequently observed. It is clear now that cold nuclear reactions may take place at any nuclei
charge values. Naturally, the phase precipice width [13] will diminish in direct proportion to
the charge value increase.
Full of mystery is a well-known energy shortage problem being observed in a number of
bio-chemical reactions with
enzymic participation. For instance, the well-studied
polysaccharides breakdown reaction in the presence of a lysozyme involves the following: the
polysaccharide molecule gets caught into a special cavern within the big lysozyme molecule,
the remains of the former being thrown away after some time. In so doing the polysaccharide
ties break energy is of the order of 5 e V, whereas the heat movement energy does not exceed
0.025 eY. Where the lysozyme takes energy for breaking the polysaccharide is still unclear.
No satisfactory mechanism to explain this type of reactions (which are rather numerous) had
been proposed and all these phenomena, as the physicists say, have been ""swept under the
carpet". Most intriguing is the fact that in all these cases (CETI elements, proton-conducting
ceramics, cavitation devices of the Griggs-Potapov type, sonoluminescence, electric motors
\vith new magnetic ceramics, etc.) the energy generation can be explained neither by
chemical reactions nor by phase transitions. Sometimes these phenomena are accompanied by
nuclear reactions ( which is, in fact, impossible), but even the latter can be responsible only
for a hundredth portion of the generated heat energy. Doubtless, all these phenomena belong
to new physics, because their explanation is impossible in terms of rigorous science.
The energy generation processes may possibly help to explain the anomalous excess heat
production phenomena occuring in proton-conducting ceramics, CETI elements, nickel
electrolysis in light water, cavitation bubbles, hydrated metals, fennentative chemical
reactions, etc. In such systems the proton (or some other particle), being incorporated into
some kind of a cavity (potential well), will each time be reflected from its wall with the
velocity greater than that of falling and take enerb'Y from the vacuum (the "maternity home..
solution) [ 12].
It is most curiouse that if the magnetic momentum oscillates alongside with the electric
charge (which, of course, must take place in UQT), then the solution of the problem of their
orientation is reduced to similar equations and thus it makes possible to obtain energy from
vacuum with the help of permanent magnets. There is an impression that these phenomena
are observed in experiments. If Nature is actually designed so that there are no energy
conservation laws for an individual particle, but there is one for an assembly of particles_ then
the generation of pollution free energy may be viewed as a relatively simple task both from
theoretical and technical viev.:point as compared to hot nuclear fusion. Thus the mankind will
be saved from ener!:,ry shortages forever. Look for the detailed discussion of energy
conservation problem in earlier publications [ 12].
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Abstract
Counts and energy Spectrums of x-ray have been registered in gas glow discharge system [1],
there were some anomalies in about 100 energy spectrums. When discharge voltage was 4-14kv,
there were 30-300kev continuous x-ray, their intensities were 10%-1000% of background. Accord
ing to registered energy spectrums the energy dependence of the mass attenuation cross section
(µIp) could be obtained, it was different than standard (µIp)*, sometime negative absorption was
detected. We suggested some explanation of above anomalies.
negative absorption
Keywords: Cold Fusion,
gas discharge,
anomaly of x-ray,

Experiment:
Electrodes (Pd, Nb, Ta or other metal) were fixed to both ends of a glass reaction bulb. The
thickness of the glass wall of bulb was 2.0 ± 0.2mm, the voltage V and current I of discharge were
4-l 8KV, l-50mA(50Hz) respectively: The pressure of discharge gas (0 2, H2, air, Ar••·) was dynam
ic (flowing) low pressure(< 100Pa).
The x-ray measurement system was composed of a high pure Ge detector (GMX200) made in
ORTEC company of U.S.A., a pulse shape analyser (CANBERRA, 2160A) and a IBM-PC/XT
computer. The detector sensitive volume was 102 cm3, the measuring range was 5 KeV to l.64Mev,
the relative efficiency is 20%. The Ge detector was placed in a lead shielded cabin so that the back
ground was 10~ l lcounts / sec within 24 to 4096 channels. We used 152 Eu and 241 Am source to cal
ibrate the energy Ex and detection efficiency c i of x-ray detector, the results were described as table
1, the error and the drift of energy during a week was less than 0.5KeV.
Using different thickness (L) metal attenuator (Cu, Al, Cd foil), the (µ I p)(Ex) of source x-ray
could be obtained, it was consistent with the standard value [2] (error~ 15%). In air discharge there
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was not anomaly of x-ray.

Results:

There were some anomalous phenomenon in many energy spectrums of x-ray, table 2-5 des
cribed the typical spectrums, there were high energy x-ray; in the energy interval Ex I (..f2ev )
= 3~ 20 (V denoted alternating voltage, e denoted electron charge), the intensities of x-ray were
10% ~ 1000% of background. To test the character of x-ray, we used different thickness {L) metal
attenuating foil (Cu, Al, Pb, Cd foil) in front of the detector, the mass attenuation cross section
N 1 (Ex)-N 0 (Ex)
.
.
µ
1
] , N1(Ex),
(µ I p)(Ex) might be obtamed (see table 6-9):
=
_
) lg[
_
p p(L
L
N /Ex) N /Ex)
1

2

N2(Ex) were the Intensities of x-ray of energy Ex as metal attenuating foil of thickness L 1, L2was
used respectively. N0(Ex) was the Intensities of background, p was the density of metal foil. In Com
parison with the standard value (µ I p) • of handbook [2], (µ I p) was very different: at low energy
( <20KeV) (µIp) I(µIp)• � 0.01 ~0.5, at high energy (> 30KeV) (µIp)I(µIp). � 2~ 100, for
some energy spectrums (µ/ p) might be negative at some energy interval, and (µ/ p) depended not
only Ex and atomic number Z (as standard value (µIp)•) but also V,L···.
In some special cases (table 10), as L 1 > L2, the corresponding total count rate of x-ray
dN(E )
L 1 > L i([ = f dE x dE x ). So the average effective attenuation cross section ( lg[( L 1 -2'. 0) /
(L 2-r o)l / p(L 1 -L2)) was negative. It was very anomalous.
For reducing the electromagnetic disturbance effect upon measuring result, some steps were
adopted. In short time interval (100~ 300sec) only changing the thickness L, the change of energy
spectrum and intensity of x-ray was regular (not random) and might be repeated. This meant the
counts of x-ray were not affected by electromagnetic disturbance obviously. For check and compar
ison, we also applied thcrmoluminesccn t dosimeters (TLD) and Nal detector to measurement of
x-ray dose, TLD was not affected by electromagnetic noise. Using Pb attenuation foil of 5mm
thickness , TLD recorded the intensity of 4 times background; Using Pb attenuation foil of 1,2,6mm
thickness simultaneously, the discharge voltage was 14kV, TLD recorded the intensity of 77.6, 35.1,
8.6 mR (milli Rongcn) respectively, the background was about 2.4 mR. So we might obtain the av
erage mass attenuation cross section: (µIp)= 0.734(1 ~ 2rnm),0.367(2~ 6mm)cm2 I g, the corre
sponding x-ray energy was 214 keV and 277 kcV, this strongly supported above measuring results
about there were 100~ 300keV high energy x-ray in the low voltage gas (D2,Hi) discharge.

Analysis and discussion
From above measuring results. we might think that the x-ray emission spectrum N(Ex) in
cluded two parts: N(E x ) = N n(E X ) + N a(E X ), Nn(x) was the normal x-ray of gas discharge, or called beam-target x-ray, Na(Ex) was anomalous part, according to our supposition [3], some
quasis table compact small deuterium (hydrogen) atom or molecule (denoted by De•, Pc•
De•De•, Pe• Pc•, D denoted deuterium nucleus, P was proton, c•was electron) Could be produced
in the low voltage gas discharge, the dimension R of De•, Pc•was much more less than Bohr radius
RB, R / R Bmight be 0.01 ~ 0.1 or less, so De•, Pc• could penetrate thick metal foil and interact with
metal atom, when it broke up very nearby the nucleus of metal atom, the electron was accelerated by
Coulomb field of nucleus, and x-ray were emitted, because electron might move very nearby nucleus
and Z> > 1, so high energy x-ray could be emitted. In metal attenuation foil on the one hand x-ray
were absorbed (mainly was photoelectric absorption), and on the other hand, x-ray were produced
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simultaneously, in the result negative absorption might appear.
Supposing the current of quasi stable compact small neutral particle (De•,Pe•,···) was n0, its
attenuation cross section was tX(ro), it depended some parameters m (for example: radius, energy•··),
the attenuation of neutral particle current in metal foil accompanied the emission of new x-ray: We
might obtain the expression:

G(m) was the distribution function of small neutral particle, g(m,Ex ) was the distribution function of
emitting x-ray when the neutral particle of ro-characteristic was attenuated. X denoted the thickness
of metal attenuation foil.
In low energy, Nn(Ex) and Na(Ex ) both contributed to x-ray emission spectrum N(E x)
effectively (in many cases, Nn(Ex) might be main), But in high energy interval, or when the metal
attenuation foil attenuated the low energy x-ray to very great extent, then the measuring x-ray was
Na(Ex) mainly, the character of Na(Ex) was represented by factor S(x) mainly
-ix(w)x

S(x)

=

e

- µ(E

)x

- ix(w)x

-e
ll(w) - µ(E )
x

X

ll( - µ(E )I
={ i ;
- µ(E )x
X
e
ill(w) - µ(E X )I

when

µ» (X

when

µ«lX

<

The value of S(x) was maximun at x m = lg[µ(Ex) I tX(m)] I [µ(Ex) - tX(ro)]. as L 1 < L 2 xm,
Na(E x,L 1 ) < Na(E x,L2), so the negative absorption might appear.
In summary, because the existence of Na(Ex,x), above anomalies of x-ray might be explained
qualitatively.
In future, we should discriminate Nn(x) and Na(x) in detail, research the character of Na(x) and
test the existence of quasi stable compact small neutral particle directly.
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Table 1 Detector efficienc
E KeV

13.9

17.8

26.35

20.8

121.78
3
1.614"

59.54
3
l.58T

39.91

cj

244.7
4
9.205"

Table 2 The Resu t of the expenment 122 nd (X Rav counts per second)

344.3

778.9
4
3.4T

964.1

B.G.

6.4 ➔
69.22
0.0882

10.l ➔
526.37
0.274

20.2 ➔
75.682
0.175

30.3 ➔
21.710
0.152

40.0 ➔
4.572
0.160

50.2 ➔
2.014
0.156

60.3 ➔
1.258
0.171

70.0 ➔
1.152
0.219

80.2 ➔
0.944
0.223

90.3 ➔
0.742
0.231

100 ➔
2.988
1.184

150.3➔

200.1 ➔

250.0➔

300.3➔

350.1➔

400.4➔

450.2 ➔

500.1...

550.3➔

600.2 ➔

650.1

700.3-,
750
0.300
0.192

AE

Pdl22

(Continue)

➔

2.240
1.075

1.882
0.924

1.154
0.469

1.332
0.564

1.506
0.701

0.596
0.327

0.652
0.333

0.816
0.388

0.400
0.267

0.406
0.250

0.454
0.270

Table 3. The Results of the experiments 125th, 126th, 127th, 128th (X-Rav counts oer Second)
6.4

�E

➔

B.G.

20.2

30.3

40.0

50.2

60.3

70.0

80.2

➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

-)

➔

0.320
0.239
0.244
0.210
0.171

➔

0.479
0.364
0.377
0.366
0.219

0.394
0.321
0.305
0.318
0.223

10.36
1.950
0.658
0.343
0.175

35.15
3.387
0.676
0.389
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14.21
2.077
0.349
0.128
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0. I 91
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Table 4. The Results of the exJeriments 125th, 126th, 127th, 128th (X Rav count per Second)
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nb62
B.G

JO. I
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➔

➔

➔

➔
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1398.
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6.4 -)

Af:

21.82
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1.317
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➔
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➔
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2.654
0.824
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➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

➔
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1.033

1.895
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2.760
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13.67
50.42
16.37
6.083

14.77
54.59
46.33
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50.18
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43.93
4.391

JOO.

90.3

Table 5 The Resu ts of the expenments 104th (X Ray count per s econd)
Af:
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JOO

150.3

200.1
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Pdl04
B.G

➔
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➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

264.1
0.290

7.795
0.175

0.634
0.157

Table 6 µ/p) (Cm2 /g) of Pb

0.458
0.164

0.416
0.169

0.386
0.196

0.396
0.292

0.430
0.272

0.381
0.257

2.048
1.284

1.422
1.104

1.104
0.942

250.
➔300
38.23
3.853
9.548
3.077

0.731
0.711

300.3
➔350
0.677
0.562

E(KeV)
Exp I
Exp2
Ref 121

8.
4.45
1.8 I
230

IS.
5.95
1.93
114

25.
3.16
0.744
47.5

35
0.89
-0.312
19

45
0.677
-0.48
10.19

55
I. I 3
-0.35
5.77

65
I.IS
-0.1 S
3.61

75

85

2.54x!O-:J
2.43

0.085
1.71

E(KeV)
Exp 1
Exp 2
2
Ref 1 1

95
1.60
0.156
6.11

125
l.71
0.66
3.02

175
0.98
0.98
1.21

225
0.95
-0.25
0.676

275

325

375

425

475

-1.71
0.374

-1.19
0.239

-0.21
0.163

-0.035
0.120

0.144
0.0912

(Continue,
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Table 7 µ/p) (Cm2 /g) of Cu

E(KeV)
Exp 1
Exp 2
Exp 3
Exp 4
Exp 5
Exp 6
Exp 7
Ref 121
Continue
E(KeV)
Exp 1
Exp 2
Exp 3
Exp 4
Exp 5
Exp 6
Exp 7
Ref 12l

8.
13.15
14.93
17.82
3.28
19.02
25.58
20.92
53.2

15.
8.688
43.54
30.45
7.83
22.01
27.85
13.94
74.1

25.
9.47
11.28
22.46
4.97
15.02
19.15
11.75
17.5

95
3.79
4.61
22.83
2.82
-1.65
5.17
0.36
0.34

125
3.39
-0.034
19.54
4.11
2.82
3.10
0.81
0.149

175
4.52
-3.44

Table 8 µ/p) (Cm2 /g) of Al

E(KeV)
Exp 1
Exp 2
Ref 121

15.
26.15
32.37
7.47

8.
28.6
35.73
49.6

Table 9 (µ/p) I Cm2 /g of Cd
E(KcV)

Exp 1
Exp 2
Ref 121

8.
1.21
0.27
225

15.
0.43
0.57
39.6

25.
0.12
1.38
9.68

35
10.01
7.92
37.02
2.34
26.58

45
8.85
7.26
29.1
1.64
22.65

6.57

3.36

1.25
-18.77
1.22
22.33
0.05273

225
4.66
-4.75
30.89
0.77

25.
9.23
45.61
1.54

35
-0.17
0.32
25.1

55
7.87
5.00
22.54
1.84
15.76
5.38
11.46
1.80

65
4.99
4.23
21.52
2.40
10.03
-2.07
7.108
1.08

75
4.80
4.89
14.51
2.73
5.52
0.050
0.83
0.693

85
4.25
4.64
15.55
2.98
4.56
3.66
-1.66
0.472

275
5.49
-7.42
45.2
-3.60

325

375

425

475

-5.00

-4.60

-9.20

-3.43

11.32
-18.95
0.026

0.0139

8.3x10·3

5.36x10·3

3.79x!O·J

2.75x10·3

35
10.39
46.13
0.532

45
12.78
47.94
0.26

55
18.83
60.5
0.133

65
24.8
61.6
0.077 .

75
28.66
42.03
0.0483

85

45
1.69
0.31
13.4

55
0.68
0.31
7.51

Table 10 ' Average negative ab sorpt10n ofX-ray
E(KeV)
(J..Vp)Al
(µ/p)AI
(J..VP )Al
(J..VPku
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8.
0.18
1.08
6.68
-6.19

15.
-8.70
-3.59
-12.31
-6.14

25.
-17.83
-9.52
19.37
-4.29
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-6.46
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27.40
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45
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-4.96
-37.1 I
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55
-13.24
0.23
13.94
5.58

65
2.25
0.44
4.63

65
0.89
-3.81
7.24

75

85

0.62
3.10

0.60
2.12

75
-12.35
0.65
-34.66
3.04

85
-25.57
2.01
-57.35
0.41

95
3.31
0.46
1.53

125
3.22
0.45
0.704

95

175

28.77
0.0321

-2.69
1.19

-4.83

175
0.48
0.14
0.261
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STRUCTURAL CHANGES
OF SINGLE CRYSTALS IN NEUTRON
GENERATION EXPERIMENTS
S.V.Vakarin, A.L.Samgin and V.S.Andreev
Institute of High-Temperature Electrochemistry
Russian Academy of Sciences
Ekaterinburg 620219, RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Abstract
This paper presents the results of new analysis of X-ray data ( crystal lattice parameters and
elementary cell volumes ) both before and after experiments. On the basis of detection of
structural changes, it is reasonable to suggest that the generation of neutrons occurs at the
instant of disruption of channel structure of solid, associated with compression of crystal
lattice. Perhaps the processes of explosive character inside the crystal, caused structure
rebuilding, take place. Such changes may be considered as phase transition.
l. Introduction
Single crystal samples are capable to become perspective materials for cold fusion. Different
experiments on reproducibility and search for neutron generation using single crystals of
oxide tungsten bronze were run in the last years [ 1-5]. However, some experiences have not
produced the positive result. This can be associated with failure to meet necessary
requirements relative to preparation of experiment. Our numerous experiments with the use
of two-ring detector and electronics in CAMAC-standard [ 4] have shown, that some events
were registered to be considered as separate neutron bursts of duration of some tens of
microseconds. We have shown [5], that neutron generation is observed with such crystals,
which had sufficient perfection of the working plane in the beginning of the experiment.
During experiment as well as at preparation for it, the perfection of crystals is subject to
distortion, resulting in a disappearrance of effect.
2. Method
In this paper we propose a latest analysis of X-ray studies of single crystals of oxide bronzes.
X-ray pattern of the samples was performed by DRON-3 diffractometer under Cu-ka
radiation (with the use of Ni-filter). The IBM computer processes from recorder X-ray data
simultaneously concerning refinement of diffraction maxima position, analysis of phase
composition, as well as information on parameters of crystal lattice and errors of their
definition.
The primary objective is to investigate the structural changes of single crystals of oxide
tungsten bronzes with cubic structure which are involved in neutron generation experiments.
We used crystals grown by the electrolysis of molten salts. We carried out experiments using
only crystals free from admixtures (polytungstates, tungsten etc.) on the surface.
Filming of X-ray patterns has been conducted from the same planes of crystal, just as
before conduction of experiments, so also after them. This has allowed to record changes in a
surface layer of the sample. In these experiments both positive results on registration of
neutron events, and negative results were observed.
The neutron yield was found to be at most consistently 2-3 times above the maximally
observable significance of background level (background was observed during two days
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before experience). Registration of neutrons was conducted with the use of the two-ring
detector containing 15 counters of SNMO type in each ring.
3. Results and discussion
Results of account ofX-ray patterns of the NaxWO3samples, when positive effect has been
observed, are presented in table I, and results in the case that positive effect was not found,
are tabulated in table 2 . Here a1 and a2 are the respective parameters of the cubic lattice
before and after experience, V1 and V2 are the respective volumes of the elementary cell
before and after experience, X1 andX2 are the respective contents of the alkaline metal (Na)
in surface layer of the crystal before and after experience, VN1 is the relative change of the
volume of elementary cell during experience.
The quantities X1 andX2 are calculated with use of the known relation, connecting the
parameter of the crystal lattice with the content of the alkaline metal (Na) in the bronze
a = 0.0819X + 3.7846 (A).

(1)
Table 1

a1(A)

V1 (A 3 )

a2 (A)

V2 (A3)

X1 /X2

V/V1 (%)

3.8539

57.24

3.8460

56.89

0.85/0.75

0.61

3.8546

57.27

3.8494

57.04

0.85/0.79

0.40

3.8526

57.18

3.8430

56.76

0.83/0.71

0.73
Table 2

a1(A)

V, (A.3)

a2 (A)

V2 (A 3)

X, /X2

VN, (%)

3.8534

57.22

3.8532

52.21

0.84/0.84

0

3.8508

57.10

3.8509

57. l 1

0.81/0.81.

0

3.8587

57.45

3.8596

57.49

0.90/0.91

0.07

3.8526

57.18

3.8567

57.37

0.83/0.88

0.33

..

Trough the analysis of successful experiments it is possible to conclude, that elementary cell
volume of the samples used in these experiments has been decreased. All the samples, for
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which neutron effect was not found, were imperfect ( with microblocks and strong tension ).
For them a decreasing of elementary cell volume was not found (within the limits of the error
of definition dV = 0.02 R), or this volume was increased.
The repeated use of the sample, the growth regime and the operations on its preparation
can result in significant disorder of perfection and, as a consequence, in absence of neutrons
emission and in nonreproducibility of the results. In particular, the generation of neutrons
was found to be sensitive to water steam atmosphere. By a method of X-ray analysis we
established, that in such atmosphere a disorder of crystal structure perfection of the single
crystal surface takes place. This is due to the fact that the water molecules in a surface layer
form hidrogen bonds with atoms ( ions ) of oxygen-tungsten octahedrons deforming them,
and accordingly, deforming a channel structure formed by these octahedrons as a whole.
Besides, the water steam can exert some influence on process of the nuclear reactions with
neutrons, as the solid substence is in this case saturated not only with molecules of
deuterium, but also with complexes HD and hydrogen molecules as well.
This clearly demonstrares the direct influence of insignificant (at first sight) conditions on
reproducibility of results and the complexity of conduction of correct electrochemical
experiments on cold fusion.
In this connection it must be note, that preliminary electrolysis pursued before experience
for the purpose of creation of the channel structure in surface layers of single crystal, while is,
as appear, a necessary procedure, can at the same time in itself bring into local reduction of
elementary cell volume. This is thermodynamically due to the fact that under electrochemical
extraction of sodium the defect in the centre of elementary cell of the NaxWO3 crystals will
be formed. The regimes of electrolysis should thus be chosen with the special attention.
As appear, the degree of depletion of alkaline metal inside sample remaimto be optimum.
On the one hand, at electrolysis it is necessary to extract from the bronze enough quantity of
sodium for formation of channels absorbing atoms or molecules of deuterium. Thus the
character of conductivity of surface layers depending on the content of alkaline metal can
vary. On the other hand, the premature deformation of the lattice and structure violation
involved in the composition change and in the their related change of bronze properties,
should not hinder realization of processes, resulting in neutron generation.
A question remains to be answered, which factors cause significant reduction of elementary
cell volume of those crystals which bring into existence the positive results during experience.
Based on conducted researches, we propose that the generation of neutrons occurs at the
moment of distortion of the channel structure of substance, connected with compression of
crystal lattice. Perhaps, the processes of explosive character inside the crystal, caused the
structure rebuilding, take place. Such changes may be considered as phase transition.
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Carbon Production on Palladium Point Electrode with Neutron Burst
under DC Glow Discharge in Pressurized Deuterium Gas
H. Yamada, H. Nonaka, A. Dohi, H. Hirahara, T. Fujiwara, X. Li and A. Chiba
Faculty of Engineering, Iwate University, Morioka 020, Japan

Abstract
A point-to-plane electrode configuration in slightly pressurized deuterium gas
for highly non-uniform electric field was employed to confirm the cold fusion
phenomena under glow discharge condition. A neutron burst took place in 2 runs out
of total 37 runs. Using an optical microscope, black deposit was observed to cover the
tip surface of two positive electrodes. To the contrary, the tip surface of other 35
electrodes was observed to keep its beginning appearance. X-ray photo-electron
spectroscopy have revealed the black deposit to be carbon, mixed with palladium at
the surface of palladium point electrode. The total amount of carbon impurity in the
palladium electrode and in environment deuterium gas dose not account for the
large amount of carbon on the tip surface of electrode.
1. Introduction
Wada et al. have reported a spontaneous neutron emission from palladium(Pd)
electrode in deuterium(D2) gas during and after activation by flashover between
electrodes 1 i. The study shows that the nuclear reaction can takes place at solid in D2
gas atmosphere2 , 3) as well as in heavy water4i. In this study, the nuclear reaction in
D2 loaded Pd point electrode in 2 atm D2 gas under glow discharge condition has been
investigated by neutron detection and X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy(XPS).
2. Methods
A neutron measurement system, including a 3He thermal neutron detector , is
used to detect the excess neutron from the nuclear reaction in Pd point electrode. A
neutron moderating system of polyethylene block, as shown in Fig. 1, has a center
cavity with a cylindrical shape of 140 mm in diameter and 100 mm high, enhance the
efficiency of the :3 He counter by moderating fast neutron from a test cell. The test cell
and the detector are positioned inside the center cavity. Si gnals from the detector are
fed to the single channel analyzer through a preamplifier and an amplifier. The
counts are stored on a floppy disk using a personal computer. The noise related to
high-voltage application is avoided by adjusting the preamplifier gain and the
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window of the single channel analyzer.
The test cell, shown in Fig. 2, have a cylindrical shape with volume capacity of
110 cm3• The point-to-plane electrode system with gap spacing about 10 mm was
employed in the closed cell to obtain highly non-uniform electric field. A Pd wire of
0.5 mm in diameter was cut to about 30 mm in length to be a point electrode. After
polishing the surface with sandpaper, the Pd point electrode was vacuum annealed
°
at 400 C for 3 hours under a pressure about 10- 4 Torr then cooled down to room
temperature, followed by loading of D2 gas under 2 atm pressure for 24 hours. Next,
the Pd point electrode was set to the test cell, followed by filling the test cell with 2
atm D2 gas. After positioning the cell and the detector inside the center cavity of
moderating system, positive DC 4 or 8 kV was applied to the Pd point electrode. The
neutron measurement started just after the voltage application and continued for
24-65 hours. The deuteron to Pd loading ratio was measured to be about 0.6.
The efficiency of the detector was measured to be approximately 1 o/o using
252 Cf source. The average background of neutron flax without the test cell is about 25
counts per hour after the adjusting. The counting characteristics of background
neutron has been stable over total about 3,500 hours of background measurement
period for these 7 years.
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3. Results
The neutron burst was observed in 2 out of 37 runs. The electrodes used in the
positive 2 runs are assigned to the names "Electrode-A" and "Electrode-B". The time
behavior of the neutron emission rate for Electrode-A is shown in figure 3, where the
emission started at 6 hours 48 min after the beginning of the 8 kV application and
continued 3 hours 50 min. No excess count was observed for 30 hours after the
emission ceased. The highest count rate of 180 counts per 3 min, observed just before
the emission ceased, is 140 times larger than that of the background neutron. The
number of total neutron counted was about 900. In the case ofElectrode-B, The burst
was started just after the voltage application and continued for about 15 min. The
next burst started about 5 hours after the first burst and continued for 5 min. The
number of neutron counted during the 2 bursts amounts to 3 x 104• The highest count
rate of 2,700 per 5 sec was 9 x 104 times larger than that of the background neutron.
The total number of excess neutron is estimated to be 35 times larger than that for
the Electrode-A, even though the emission period was shorter than that for the
Electrode-A. No excess neutron was observed for 65 hours after the second burst
ceased.
The electrodes after the voltage application were viewed by an optical
microscope. The tip surface of two positive electrodes was found to be covered with
black deposit. Of particular interest is that several craters of about 10 µ m in
diameter were formed on the tip surface of Electrode-A. The covered area was
measured to be more than 0.32 mm2 for Electrode-A. To the contrary, the tip surface
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of negative 35 electrodes was observed to keep its beginning appearance.
An XPS spectrum for D2 loaded Pd point electrode before the voltage application
is shown in Fig. 4, where the tip of electrode was etched in about 0.5 nm depth with
argon ion to remove molecules of air contamination. The fi gure shows a strong
absorption of oxygen on the surface. To the contrary, a large carbon peak is seen in
the XPS spectrum of the tip of Electrode-A after the neutron emission, as shown in
Fig. 5. It seems that the carbon atoms were mixed with Pd atoms in the bulk region
from the electrode surface to the depth in several atomic size at least .
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4. Discussion
The Pd point electrode may include 1 PPM carbon at most. The point positive
condition excludes the possibility that the carbon in the bulk of Pd point electrode
was collected and condensed into the surface region by an electro-migration. Even
though there exists another unknown mechanism for carbon impurity to migrate to
the surface, the carbon collected should be 1 7 nm in thickness, based on that the
deposit density of 1.5 and carbon impurity of 1 PPM. Whereas the thickness of the
deposit should be more than 340 nm for the deposit to be seen black.
The environmental D2 gas in the test cell includes 0.4 PPM CO , 0.6 PPM CO2
and 0.1 PPM CH4 at most. The total amount of carbon impurity in the gas can form
carbon deposit of 250 nm in thickness. Thus, the carbon impurity both in the Pd
electrode and in the environment D2 gas does not account for the large amount of
carbon on the surface of Pd point electrode.
The plausible explanation for the neutron burst and the carbon production is
that the high current density at the point electrode and its fluctuation by glow
discharge would stimulate the accumulation of deuterons to induce a fusion in the
bulk near surface of Pd point electrode. The relatively low loading ratio of 0.6 allow
us to conceive that high loading ratio is not always necessary but high current
density is rather an important factor for the nuclear reaction. An atom such as
helium would be produced from deuterons at first reaction step; carbon would be
produced from the atoms next. However, the total excess neutrons estimated was
considerably few compared with the estimated number of carbon atoms on the
surface of Pd point electrode. This indicates that the first reaction would produce a
large number of atoms such as helium but few neutrons.
5. Conclusion
The large amount of carbon deposit was observed at the tip of D2 loaded Pd
point electrode after neutron burst under glow discharge condition in 2 atm D2 gas,
even though the phenomena are rare. The phenomena could be explained in terms of
a nuclear fusion at the Pd point electrode.
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A Study of The Mechano-Nuclear Interaction
Using Piezoelectric Material of LiNbO3 in D2 Atmosphere:
Dependence of D2 Gas Atmospheric Pressure

M.Utsumi, M.Chiba< 1), M.Fujii<2), T.Shirakawa<3), Y.Fujimoto(l), Y.Hayami<1),
Y.Hayashi, T.Nobuhara, N.Sekino<1) , T.Yokoyama, T.Yonekura, T.Hirose<1) ,
H.Nakahara<2) , K.Sueki<2)
Department of Applied Physics, Faculty of Engineering, Tokai University
1117 Kitakaname, Hiratsuka-shi, Kanagawa, 259-12, Japan
1
< lDepartment of Physics, Faculty of Science, Tokyo Metropolitan University
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< l Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Tokyo Metropolitan University
1-1 Minami-Ohsawa, Hachioji-shi, Tokyo, 192-03, Japan
3
< l Department of Social Information Processing, Otsuma Women's University
2-7-1 Karakida, Tama-shi, Tokyo, 206, Japan

Abstract
In order to clarify the detailed mechanism of neutron emission from
LiNbO 3 crushing process in D 2 atmospher, Mechano-Nuclear Reaction, we
measured the neutron emission rate with respect to D 2 gas pressure. In a low
pressure region, the excess neutrons were not observed. While in a high
pressure region, larger than 30 kPa, the excess neutrons were observed. We
are also studying the difference in neutron emission between a single and a
multi ferroelectric domain crystals of LiNbO 3 •
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1. Introduction
We have been studying neutron generation from piezoelectric material crushed in D2
atmosphere[l,2,3,4]. We call this phenomenon as Mechano-Nuclear Reaction. Only in the system of
LiNb03 with D2 gas, the neutron emission was observed.
We specurate the mechanism of the reaction as follows; In crushing of piezoelectric material,
surface charges appear on new birth surface caused by breaking of the chemical bonds of the
materiaL with a generation of high electric field by piezoelectric effect. These surface charges
activate the adsorbed substances.. Therefore D2 molecules adsorbed on the surface are decomposed
and excited by the charges. Thus, some of the excited particles are accelerated by the piezoelectric
field along the chink of the crystal (Fig. 1) and collide with atmospheric D; then D-D fusion
occurs[4].
In order to verify the mechanism of Mechano-Nuclear Reaction, we measured the neutron
emission rate with respect to the D2 gas pressure. Further we are studying the neutron emission in
different structures of the LiNb03 crystal, e.g. a single- and a multi-domain crystals.
Charged particle

Stress

/

i

i . ..

High Voltage

Fig. 1 Acceleration mechanism of the charged
particle by piezoelectric effect

2.Experiments
Fig. 2 shows the schematic view of our experimental system. The crushing chamber was a 230 m1
of stainless steel cup (inner diameter of 90 mm) with a hard steel ball of 50 mm in diameter (515g).
The chamber was vibrated at the frequency of 50 Hz with the vertical amplitude of 3 mm (Vibromill
VP-100, ITOH Co. Ltd.).
The emitted neutrons were detected by 16 3He proportional counters (Reuter-Stokes RS-P40806-207) arrayed in a cylindrical shaped paraffin block, 38 cm outer diameter and 10 cm inner
diameter, around the crushing chamber. After thermalized by the paraffin, the neutrons reacted with
3
He nuclei in the counter making a proton and a tritium with a Q value of 760 keV. Each pulse height
of the signal from 3He gas counters was processed and digitized by CAMAC analog-to-digital
converters (12bit ADC) indivisualy. The pulse height of the 3He gas counters were calibrated by 252Cf
neutron source. The peak of full energy deposit signal in the 3He gas counter by thermalized neutrons
was set at 1500 channel of ADC by tuning each high voltage applied. In order to increase the signal
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to noise ratio, counts between 600 to 1599 channels were selected. The detection efficiency was
measured to be 5.8 %.
The experiment has been done in the low background facility at Nokogiri mountain of The
Cosmic-ray Research Institute, The University of Tokyo (ICRR), which is located underground 100
m water equivalent at least[5].
The crushing process was proceeded for one hour duration. The crystal size of LiNbO3 was about
3 mm initially. After one hour crushing process, it was reduced to about lµm diameter.
The two types of LiNbO3 crystal were employed. One was manufactured by Toshiba Co., for the
experiment measuring gas pressure dependence in Dz, which was the end part of the single crystal
block. Another was the wafer of about 600 µm in thickness and 3 inches in diameter manufactured
by SUMITOMO METAL MINING Co. Ltd. for measuring the neutron emission rate with the single
and the multi ferroelectric domain crystals.
crushing chamber
3

He counter

Pre-amplifier
16ch ADC (CAMAC)
Personal computer
(NEC PC-9801)

vibromill
Fig. 2 Schematic view of our experimental system

3.Results
The neutron counts exceeded over the background rate is plotted in Fig. 3 with respect to the Dz
gas pressure. The background count rate was 10.01 + 0.20 counts/hour except 101 kPa. Each data
in the measurement of pressure dependence was obtained by the experiment of 5 hours, except 7.5,
25 and 101 kPa. The error bars are statistical only taking into account of the background count
fluctuation. In the high pressure region, larger than 30kPa, the weighted mean value over the
background rate is 2.79+0.71 counts/hour and the lower pressure region, -0.04 +0.56 counts/hour.
The result clearly shows that the existence of D2 gas is indispensable for the neutron generation.
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Fig. 3 Dependence of excess neutron on D2 gas pressure
(LiNbO3 was manufactured by Toshiba Co.)
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We are going to study the effect due to the characteristics of LiNbO3 crystal itself. The wafer
provided by the SUMITOMO METAL MINING Co. Ltd. is a single-domain crystal. We would like
to measure the neutron generation rate by the crushing process of a multi-domain crystal. We have
tried to make the multi-domain crystal by annealing the wafer at 1200 °C for 30 hours. In order to
clarify the boundary of each domain, the surfaces of the wafers are etched by mixed solution of HF
and HNOJ - The rnicrographs of etched surfaces are presented in Fig. 4 (a) and (b). For the single
domain crystal Fig. 4(a), we can not find any boundaries due to the difference in the orientation of
the dielectric polarization. On the contrary, we can find domain structure in the annealed sample in
Fig. 4(b). We are planning to measure neutron generating rate by the annealed sample as well as the
single-domain crystal.
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4.Conclusion
We have observed the effect to the neutron generation by the pressure of D 2 gas, which means the
presence of D2 gas is necessary to generate the neutron. The result suggests that the neutrons come
from D-D fusion processes. We are preparing to measure the effect on the neutron generation by
LiNbO3 ferroelectric domain structure. The acceleration of D ion could be depended on the
characteristic of LiNbO3 in the fusion process.
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PRELIMINARY STUDY ON TRITIUM AND ELEMENTS TRANSMUTATION
IN WATER UNDER SIMULATED AEROSPATIAL CONDIDONS
Chang B. Liu , Guo Z. Wang, Da W. Mo•, Xi Y. Li.. , Xing Z . Li...
Beijing Yuan Heng Physicochemical High Scientific and Technology Corporation
Beijing 100083, China
•institute of Nuclear Energy and Technology, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084
••institute of Semiconductor, Academia Sinica, Beijing 100083
...Department of Physics, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084
Abstract
A series of unexpected phenomena have been discovered under simulated aerospatial conditions.
The tritium-rich water passed through the aerospatial condition. The Beta-radiation of tritium was
measured before and after this process in terms of liquid scintillation counter. It was found that the
radiation from tritium decreased every time it passed through this simulated system. the amount is
about 20%. The trace elements analysis was made for distilled water before and after the same
process. It was found also that the change of the trace elements, for example K from 0.0045ppm to
0.008ppm.
1. Introduction
It is very strange that a series of unexpected phenomena have been discovered in the aerospatial
condition in terms of the spaceships. An attempting has been started to mimic the aerospatial
conditions as that in the F-2 ionosphere(vacuum, ionization, weightless, etc.) in the laboratory on
the earth. At these mimic aerospatial conditions the tritium in water decreased, and the content of
trace elements increased. All of these experimental pi1�nomena should be introduced in this paper.
2. Experimental conditions
Temperature: ambient.
Work gas and pressure: Nitrogen, vacuum.
Environment: plasma, weightless and glow
Processing time : - 0. 3 sec
Processing material : distilled water or natural water
The discharge power can be controlled , the glow might be selected.
3. Experiment
The water passed through the system of mimic aerospatial conditions, in which the discharge power
can be changed, the appear or disappear of glow are able to be controlled, the vacuum and
weightless are kept . The schematic drawing of this system (DST-1) was shown in Fig. 1
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For sake of more sensitive measurement, the tritium was added in natural water , the content is
about 1000-1500 Bq/L. Owing to limitation of environment control, this amount is the largest, but
it is not enough sensitive for experiment. The tritium measurement was carried out with 2550 type
liquid scintillation counter (Park company). The content of trace elements were measured by P. E.
5000 type automatic atomic absorption spectroscopy, 2010 type ion exchange chromatography, and
ORION. STA20 ionometer etc.
4. Results
4. 1 Tritium measurement
4.1. l Natural water
Before processing 63Bq/L
After processing 38Bq/L
4.1.2 Rich-tritium water (1)
Sample No.
Before processing Processing once processing twice
Bq/L
Bq/L
Bq/L
l
800
1200
900
600
1000
1200
2
500
1200
700
3
800
4
1200
900
All of these samples are processed in different discharge power, without glow.
4.1.3 Rich-tritium water (2)
Sample No. Before processing After processing processing
Bq/L
Bq/L
1450
1350
1
2
1450
1300
glow
1450
1500
3
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1600
glow
1450
4
1500
1700
5
6
1700
1400
glow +power
7
1700
1800
glow
These experiments used the different discharge power and glow. when glow was
used, the tritium increased, conversely the tritium decreased.
4 .1.4 Static experiment
Rich-tritium water was sealed in quartz ampoule, which was put in our system
and processed. the result is following
Before processing 3590Bq/ml
After processing 3600Bq/ml
Of course this processing was done without vacuum, plasma in it. The content of
tritium did not change.
4.2 Trace elements experiment
Sampling the processing distilled water and analyzing it with above-mentioned instruments, the
results were shown in table 1.
Table I the content of trace elements(ppm)
Element
K
Na
Ca
Mg
Zn
Before processing 0.0045
0.098
0.04 0.006
0.0145
After processing 0.008
0.165
0.663 0.018 0.006
4.3 The other results
The other phenomena were observed, for example the processed natural water
(poor-tritium) the temperature decreased, when the rich-tritium water was
processed the temperature increased about 2jre.but it needs confirm precisely.
5. Discuss
1. AH of this experiments are preliminary, it needs confirm, consummate.
2. From this work, the nuclear transmutation is possible at the suitable conditions.
3. Nuclear transmutation can be happened under some condition, how to understand it? We only
can supply some phenomena.
4. Reifenschweiler's111 work on tritium decay showed that the nuclear radiation might chang due
to the variation of the enviroment. We have got the same conclusion in our experiment.
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NUCLEAR PRODUCTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PONS AND
FLEISCHMANN EFFECT; HELIUM COMMENSURATE
TO HEAT GENERATION, CALORIMETRY
AND RADIATION.
B. F. Bush and J. J. Lagowski, University of Texas, Dept. of Chem., Austin,
TX, 78712, USA. M. H. Miles, Naval Air Warfare Center,
Weapons Division, China Lake, CA 93555, USA.
Abstract: The nature of the nuclear phenomena associated with the Pons and Fleischmann effect
remains largely unexplored. The phenomena are reproducible, but the processes lack controllability.
The circumstances of the electrolysis experiments do not produce the same nuclear product
distribution as that expected during hot plasma D + D fusion experiments.
From our earliest qualitative heat versus helium nuclear products analyses 1 to our more recent
quantitative helium analyses; the utmost care has been exercised with respect to the scientific rigor of
our work. The correlation between the production of helium and the generation of excess heat has
been reproduced in different laboratories and under different experimental protocols. Preliminary
results are shown in Fig. 1. The quantitative correlation between the amount of energy generated
and the helium produced is at the level that is expected for a high energy nuclear reaction, such as
fusion. These results are underwritten by extensive 3He: 4He: 20Ne control experiments.
Calorimetric quality is the foundation of this work. In our early work, isoperibolic calorimetry
was used successfully. In our later work as depicted in Fig. 1, high performance Calvet calorimetry
is used. This is the most rigorous method of calorimetry known, amounting to an integrated
measurement of the total thermal flux. Electrolysis off-gas production rates were measured to
determine the Coulombic efficiency of the electrolysis. Atmospheric helium contamination was
precluded by use of all-metal sampling flasks and all-metal gas collection equipment with helium
leak-tight Cajon VCR metal seals.
0.1
Figure 1. D + D --> 4He + 24 MeV
is the most energetic reaction known.
0.08
The heat versus helium analysis can
be used to attempt to identify the
00 0.06
nuclear reaction pathway by compar
E-4
E-ing the quantity of helium produced
<
24 MeV/He
to the amount of energy generated.
� 0.04
Thus, the most energetic reaction
known would generate 24 MeV/4He,
0.02
as depicted by the line in the plot.
4 MeV/H�
Likewise, the 4 MeV /4He line is
-------------0
included to add perspective. These
\..
results were obtained with all-metal
o" 2 10 13 4 10 13 610 13 310 13 1101•
apparatus shown to be capable of
METAL FLASK
HELIUM ATOMS
BACKGROUND
eliminating atmospheric contamination.
Radiation monitoring suggested the presence of a weak source of high energy y-radiation. The
weakness of the source tended to confound the analysis because of the statistics of the minimum
detectable activity associated with various radiation detectors. The cathodes used in these
experiments were palladium electroplated on gold-flashed copper. No calorimetry was associated
with these radiation experiments.
The ultimate goal of this effort is to identify explicitly which nuclear reactions result in the Pons
and Fleischmann effect.
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Introduction: The quantitative nuclear products study of excess heat generation versus 4He
production helped gamer $750,000.00 of funding for SRI. This data, presented in Fig. 1 was the
result of decisive application of the most rigorous methods of calorimetry and helium sample
collection known. A collection of available data is shown in Fig. 2:
•

O.l

Figure 2. Quantitative heat
versus helium analysis, using
0.08
isoperibolic calorimetry. I
Note that the data of Fig. 1 over
lays; different calorimetric
� 0.06
techniques are used but the
E-4
same type of result is obtained.
<
� 0.04
Helium sequestered by the
cathode would result in an
apparent increase in the energy
0.02
per 4He atom. Reaction at the
cathode surface is suggested by
0
the 4He being found in the D 2 + 02
0
off-gas.

•
• •
•

•

4 MeV/He

... -•. --•----~- _l____�---'----�----L___ ,_ -~----•----l ____ •___,_. ~.... I

2 1013

4 10 13 6 101 3 8 10 13
HELIUM ATOMS

1 10 14

Notice that the data appears to collect around the 24Me V/4He line in Figs. 1 and 2. Nucl�ar reaction
pathways can be identified by comparing the quantity of nuclear product (4He) to the amount of
energy generated ( ~Watts). The 24MeV/4He line in Figs. 1 and 2 correspond to D + D --> 4He +
24MeV, the most energetic reaction known. Theoretically, amount of energy (E) expected for the
mass (m) lost in the reaction is given by the equation E = mc2, where c is the speed of light. The
mechanism can probably induce more than one nuclear reaction pathway, and so we are beginning
the nuclear products analysis of the cathodes, in addition to continuing heat and helium studies.
Experimental: Our early finding of helium production during excess heat generation1 was
validated by control experiments; hence 8 excess heat events correlated to the detection of 4He in the
electrolysis off-gas, 6 control experiments produced samples of off-gas containing no detectable
helium. The probability that these experiments are due to random causes is (l/2)14=0.0061%; i.e.
there is a 99.9939% probability that we observed a real phenomenon. The use of isoperibolic
calorimetry and glass apparatus resulted in unwarranted criticism. We will now describe more
rigorous methods, noting that the conclusions (Fig. 1) are similar to our earlier work (Fig. 2).
Helium does not diffuse through metals, as a practical matter. Thus, a rigorously all metal
Seebeck calorimeter and all metal gas collection system was constructed to preclude atmospheric
contamination. Our tactic has always been to use a self flushing system, electrolysis off-gas flushes
out any contamination in a continuous manner, through D 2O and oil bubblers. The electrolysis
energy input is corrected for the 2D2 + 02 gas formation, and the validity of the energy input
correction is checked periodically by measuring the 2D2 + 02 gas production rate versus the
electrolysis current to ensure that the 2D2 + 02 gas is not recombining in the calorimeter to reform
Di,O and thereby increasing the effective electrolysis energy input. The data was normalized to
525mA in Figs. 1 and 2. All metal gas collection flasks are baked out under vacuum and N2 flushed
repititiously, to remove any helium occluded in pores in the metal surface. A schematic of this
rigorous system is shown in Fig. 3; use of this system resulted in the Fig. 1 data.
Seebeck calorimetry is, functionally, integrating thermal flux envelope calorimetry. The
electrolysis cell is completely enclosed by a thermal flux transducer envelope, so that essentially all
heat leaving the
cell is measured. The thermal flux transduction envelope consists of series differential
thermocouples set across a homogeneous therma1ly insulative layer (see Fig. 3). The heat flowing
through the insulative layer sets up an electrical potential across each differential thermocouple pair;
the series sum voltage of all the differential thermocouple pairs represents the total heat flow.
Seebeck calorimetry differs from Calvet calorimetry in that the insulative layer between
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the differential thermocouple pairs, is a rather good conductor of heat; a high density of
thermocouple pairs (about 30 pairs per cm2) allows high sensitivity. Ease of heat flow to the
thermostatic water bath minimizes
unmeasured heat leakage, the effect
of which is calibrated. Seebeck
calorimetry has an enormous
Figure 3
dynamic range, our 3X3X9 cm
devices can measure from a few
milliwatts to tens of watts with
approximately± 0.3% accuracy.
For comparison: isoperibolic
calorimetry used in our early
Fluid
work1 had a dynamic range from
Level
about 1 to 4 Watts. Further, it
takes about 3 hours for the
isoperibolic calorimeters to
achieve thermal equilibrium, while
it takes only half an hour for the
Seebeck.
Seebeck calorimetry is high
in series
Palladium
performance Calvet calorimetry.
Cathode(-)
It combines the benefits of high
sensitivity, enormous dynamic range, fast response and convenience of operation. Thermal
homogeneity within the calorimeter is irrelevant, because all flux paths are covered by the thermal
flux transduction envelope. Seebeck calorimetry is the most rigorous method of calorimetry known
(note: Fig. 1).
An attempt was made to replace the Seebeck thermal flux transducers with cheaper Peltier
devices. 2 Initially, the calorimeter seemed to give a reasonable response, and then it became more
and more non-linear over time. Such an insidious failure appears to have occurred at the Naval
Research Lab; and elsewhere.
Mass Spectral 3He: 4He: 20Ne analysis has the advantages of helping identify the helium source
and directly probing the branching ratio of the nuclear reaction. Tritium, which decays to 3He can
also be analyzed. 3He analysis is blinded by the presence of HD (also mass 3), so all deuterium is
removed prior to analysis.
4He: 20Ne analysis (Fig. 4) is plotted with respect to 4 separate electrolysis systems. The 4He
analysis used in Fig. 1 had a detection threshold of 1 ± 1 parts per billion; the 3He: 4He: 20Ne
analysis now in use (Fig. 4) has a 4He detection threshold in the low parts per trillion range. The
3He: 4He isotope ratio associated with the data of Fig. 4 is about twice that expected for air, due to
tritium decay. The 3He: 4He: 20Ne electrolysis off-gas sampling manifold was constructed of metal
and glass, sealed with viton o-rings, and is more than good enough to acquire the rigorous data of
Fig. 1. Sampling flasks are all metal, in both studies. Hence, the contemporary data (Fig. 4) acts as
a massively redundant control, validating our findings depicted in Fig. 1.
Figure 4: Note: multiply
7 X 1Q11atoms 4He by 10
= 7 X 1012 atoms, this
corrects for sample flask
voiume differences. Now
compare 7 X 10 12 atoms
with the rigorous helium
analysis in Fig. 1. The
different permeation rates
of 4He and 20Ne accounts
for their isotope ratio, 20Ne
diffuses slower than 4He.
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A small radiation signal was observed associated with 0.001" thick palladium plated onto gold
flashed copper cathodes. We were unable to acquire spectra perhaps owing to broad band scatter-3
Such broad band scatter might be taken to suggest a bremsstrahlung continuum spectrum4 arising
from "hot electrons" associated with the mechanism of energetic coupling between the nuclear
reaction and the metal lattice.
The radiation was traced to the electrolytic cell by systematic displacement of the detector, using
the fact that radiant intensity (I) decreases as the square of distance (D) from the source I a 11D2, in
Fig. 5.
Figure 5: Plots of cell
voltage and radiation
count rate for a Nal
detector and a 0-M
detector. Count rates
are in counts per
second average over
0.5 hour per data point.

vi -9-1�
� -:z. -

::::, 0

This type of experiment was reproduced many times. Note that the less sensitive detector will detect
a smaller radiant intensity than a more sensitive detector, because the less sensitive detector
discriminates against background better. For a discussion of the Minimum Detectable Activity with
respect to environmental background see: D. A. Gollnick. 5 The background at this location in the
lab is well characterized.
Cathode analysis by Secondary Ion Mass Spec. (SIMS) must fail as a nuclear products analysis,
because it does not analyze the bulk, and SIMS is prone to artifacts. Briefly, material from the
surface of the cathode is sputtered by an ion beam, the secondary ions from the cathode surface are
then analyzed by the mass spectrometer. Unfortunately, the ionization cross section of various
elements is vastly different so that elemental quantification is relatively inaccurate. Even the isotopes
of a single element suffer from ion fractionation,6 and in dynamic SIMS the extent of ion
fractionation changes with sputter hole depth. 7 Furthermore, it takes a considerable amount of
instrumentation time to obtain meaningful precision. Large secondary ion intensities can overwhelm
the detector, wildly skewing the isotope ratio observed; this is detector dead time, and has been
particularly troublesome with respect to easily ionized elements, like lithium (6Li: 7 Li). A more
insidious dead time effect occurs when spurts of ions overwhelm the detector, and again skew the
isotope ratios. Although SIMS and other surface techniques (e.g. EDX and XPS) must fail for
decisive nuclear products analysis, much useful
Liquid Neon Heat Pipe
information can be gained by their careful
application.
Prompt Gamma Activation Analysis (PGAA)
using a cold neutron beam is the method of
Figure 6
choice; it provides a high sensitivity isotope
::;pccifi� bulk <inaiys1s, and is oompkrnenied by
Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA).
The cold neutron beam is essential,
because it allows analysis far removed from
Germanium
the reactor cores' gmnma ray field Fig. 6.8
Hay
Detector
The cold neutrons also have a higher capture
cross section, enhancing sensitivity. PGAA
Lead Cave
with thermal neutrons is futile due to the
6LiF Neutron Shield
interference of the reactor cores' gamma ray field.
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Thermal neutrons are moderated by liquid neon cooled 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene before being
guided down the beam channel by total internal reflection off the 58Ni coated silica walls, just like
fiber optics. The cold neutrons expose the sample housed in a helium filled chamber, captured
neutrons cause the sample to emit y-rays characteristic of the isotope. The germanium y detector of
the spectrometer is housed in a lead cave, sheathed with 6LiF sheets to adsorb scattered neutrons
radiationlessly; thus effecting a very low background system.
Cold neutron beam PGAA represents the state-of-the-art. There are only two operational
installations known in the USA.
Conclusions: The heat versus helium analysis is reproducible and appears to indicate that the
Pons and Fleischmann effect induces the D + D --> 4He + 24MeV reaction pathway (Figs. 1 and 2),
by an unknown mechanism. Finding helium in the gas phase suggests that the reaction occurs at the
surface of the cathode. Helium born within the cathode would be lost to analysis, and indeed
isolated incidents of excess heat generation without helium production have been observed. Future
helium analysis will investigate the branching ratio using state-of-the-art 3He: 4He: 20Ne analysis and
Seebeck calorimetry.
Rigor with regard to calorimetry is the experimental foundation in this field. Seebeck
calorimetry is used because it is the most fundamentally rigorous method known, amounting to high
performance Calvet calorimetry. Further, Seebeck calorimetry provides a complementary method,
validating our isoperibolic results.
The solid state physics that allow radiationless reaction remains to be elucidated (See for example
Y. Kim). Radiation, though occasionally observable, is not related quantitatively to excess heat.
The minuscule amount of radiation intermittently observed suggests an efficient energetic coupling
between the nuclear reaction and the metal lattice. The breakdown of the energetic coupling
mechanism might result in bremsstrahlung,4 and hence a continuum spectrum superimposed with
characteristic peaks;3 while efficient energetic coupling results in excess heat.
Isotope specific analysis of the cathodes by PGAA8 is being pursued in conjunction with NAA
and SIMS6,? to search for nuclear products in the cathode.
Outlook: A fundamental understanding of the solid state physics that results in the Pons and
Fleischmann effect is to be gained through nuclear products analysis. Understanding the
mechanisms will allow technological development.
Acknowledgments: Mr. Joe Bennett, Mr. Tom Davidson, Mr. Leigh Evans,
Mr. John Fontanot, Dr. John Lupton, Dr. G. Bryant Hudson, Dr. Tom Passell, Mr. Ed Pylant,
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QUANTITATIVE OBSERVATION OF TRANSMUTATION PRODUCTS
OCCURRING IN THIN-FILM COATED MICROSPHERES DURING
ELECTROLYSIS
G.H. Miley, G. Name, M.J. Williams, J.A. Patterson*, J. Nix*, D. Cravens*, and H. Horat
Fusion Studies Laboratory, U. of Illinois
103 S. Goodwin Avenue, Urbana, IL 61801-2984
Ph. 217-333-3772, Fax 217-333-2906
E-mail: g-miley@uiuc.edu

ABSTRACT
Several research groups previously identified new elements in electrodes that appeared to be
transmutation products (Bockris et al., 1996a; 1996b). However, due to the low concentrations involved, the
distinction from possible impurities has been difficult. Now, by using a unique thin-film electrode configuration
to isolate the transmutation region, plus measurements based on neutron activation analysis, the authors have
achieved, for the first time, a quantitative measure of the yield of transmutation products. Results from a thin
film (500-3000A) nickel coating on 1-mm microspheres in a packed-bed type cell with I-molar LiSO4-H2O
electrolyte were reported recently at the Second International Conference on Low-Energy Nuclear Reactions
(Miley and Patterson, 1996). Key new results are now presented for thin-film Pd and for multiple Pd/Ni layers.
The transmutation products in all cases characteristically divide into four major groups with atomic number 2=.
6-18; 22-35; 44-54; 75-85. Yields of ~l mg of key elements were obtained in a cell containing ~1000
microspheres (~½ cc). In several cases over 40 atom% of the metal film consisted of these products after two
weeks' operation.

INTRODUCTION
Various nuclear transmutation products generated during electrolytic cell operation,
typically employing Pd and heavy or light water with various electrolytes, have previously been
reported, e.g., see the proceedings of the First and Second International Conferences on Low
Energy Nuclear Reactions (Bockris and Lin, 1996a; Bockris, Miley, and Lin, 1996b). Most of
these reports dealt with impurity-level quantities of elements, complicating the distinction from
impurities. In sharp contrast, the thin (500-3000A) films used in present work result in the
transmutation of a significant percentage of the metal in the thin-film cathode. That result,
combined with Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) and Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
(SIMS), provide a quantitative measure of the amounts of the various elements produced.
Over a dozen experiments with various thin-film coatings have been carried out in
different cells. Thin-film coatings on I-mm-diameter plastic microspheres, ranging from 500A
thick single layers of Pd or Ni to multiple Ni/Pd layers, were used in a flowing packed-bed-type
electrolytic cell with a I-molar LhS04 light water electrolyte. Nuclear reaction products were
obtained in all cases, with several runs resulting in concentrations of over 40 atomic % of the
metallic film being Fe, Si, Mg, Cu, Cr, Zn, and Ag. Six key runs listed in Table I are presented
here. A prior publication by Miley and Patterson, 1996, dealt exclusively with the Ni film (run
#8) results, while the present paper adds important results for additional Ni runs, for Pd, and
for multiple Pd/Ni layers. (The earlier paper, subsequently referenced as M-P 96, contains more
*Clean Energy Technologies Inc., Dallas, Texas 75240
!University of New South Wales, Australia
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Table 1. Summary of runs
Run ID

Packing*

Run 10.0
Duration
(hours)

Excess Power

520

- 2 ± 0.5

C1

197

- 4 ±0.8

�

1160

311

- 0.1-0.9

11

1163

211

~ 0.1-0.9

13

1161

293

~ 0.1-0.9

18c

#76

358

~ 0.1-0.9

�
7A

#59

PS/NPNPN

PS/PN-E

PS/N
PS/P
GUN

PS/N
*see Table 2 for microsphere data

fiYl

details about the experimental technique than could be included in the present space-restricted
article. Thus, there are frequent references to it.)
The use of thin-film coatings originates from the "swimming electron layer" (SEL)
theory proposed earlier (Hora, Miley, et al., 1993; Miley et al, 1993). It suggests that nuclear
reactions are assisted by the high interface electron density in multilayer thin-films with
alternating metals possessing large differences in Fermi energy levels. Initial experiments used
thin-film Pd/Ti coatings sputtered onto a large stainJess steel electrode (Miley, et al., 1994).
Those experiments were abruptly terminated when the films separated from the substrate soon
after loading and heating occurred. Still, high excess heat (estimated to be kW/cm3 at the
interface regions) was observed for minutes prior to loss of the thin-films. Subsequently,
Patterson developed a unique electrode configuration using electrochemical deposition of
"thick" (µm) metal coatings on mm diameter cross-linked polymer microspheres for use in a
flowing packed-bed-type electrolytic cell. The coatings were found to be quite stable in this
configuration, so experiments were undertaken to study reaction products using thin-films
(500- to 3000-A thick) laid down by a special sputtering process.
ELECTROLYTIC CELL DESCRJPTION AND OPERATION
The general configuration of the electrolytic cell is shown in Fig. 1. About 1000
microspheres (--0.5 cm3 volume) were used in the packed-bed cell. Titanium electrodes were
employed in most runs. The preheater allows control of the entering temperature of the
electrolyte (1 molar LiSOJH20), with flow rates of~11 ml/min. Voltages across the bed were
held at ~2-3 V, with several mA ofcurrent, giving an electrical input power of approximately
0.06 W. InJet-outlet thermocouples provided a measure of the temperature increase of the
flowing electrolyte. Positive, but often very small, increases in temperature across the cell,
ranging from 0.1 to 4 °C, were observed in all cases.
Loading ofhydrogen into the thin-film is done at low (~25 °C) temperatures, requiring
several hours, as observed by an initial increase in the voltage across the bed, followed by an
eventual equilibrium voltage level of +2-3 V. Then the cell inJet temperature is slowly raised
(over 4-8 hours) to the maximum allowed with the present plastic cell construction, near
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Figure 1. Schematic of flowing cell arrangement

60-70 °C. Run times of several weeks were typical (Table 1 ). Further details about the
construction and operation ofthis type ofcell are given in Patterson, 1996; Cravens, 1995; and
Nix, 1996.
Initial runs (#5, 7A, 8) employed a cell with all plastic fittings with the exception of the
pressure and flow meters and the pump. Later runs substituted all plastic components ("clean
cell" design) except for the electrodes. A filter fitted with 0.8-µm pore size filter paper was
employed in the loop (Fig. 1) to collect any fine particles entering the electrolyte, either from
film surfaces or from other parts ofthe system.
THIN-FILM RUNS
Characteristics of the thin-film coated rnicrospheres used are summarized in Table 2.
The following nomenclature is adopted: P: palladium, N: nickel, PS: Polystyrene, G: glass.
Thus a PS/PIN rnicrosphere has a plastic core with a first coating of palladium and a second
coating of nickel. All coatings were sputtered on, unless denoted as -E which used
electroplating. The layer masses shown are based on "witness" plate weight measurements
during sputtering, hence they are not considered highly accurate compared to element data
taken by NAA after a run. Excess power measurements varied from run to run, but the PS/N
run was typical for single coatings. It gave a temperature rise of the order of0.6 °C throughout
the run, representing an output of 0.5 ± 0.4 W. Multi-layers gave larger excess power,
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approaching 4 W. Calibration corrections due to heat losses and flow-pattern variations limited
the measurement accuracy. More precise calorimetry is in use in several laboratories studying
excess power from the Patterson Power Cell™, but the present cell design focused on ease of
reaction product measurements.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM), photographs of the microspheres confirmed that
a very smooth surface was achieved but with a small-scale, rough structure uniformly
distributed over it. (see Fig. 2e of M-P 96). Some erosion of small particles and occasional
ejection of larger "flakes" from the film occurs during operation as detected by debris collected
by the loop filter. Concurrently, various fragile looking bead-like and fiber-like structures are
typically visible on the film surface after electrolysis (Fig. 2b of M-P 96). Some structures are
perhaps miniature versions of the volcanic-like formations observed on solid electrodes
producing transmutations (e.g., Ohmori and Enyo, 1996).
REACTION PRODUCT ANALYSIS METHODS

Reaction product measurements have utilized a combination of NAA, SIMS, Energy
Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis, and Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES). NAA can measure
total quantities of elements in a sample containing multiple microspheres, while the other
techniques are restricted to probing a local area on single microspheres. Due to variations
among microspheres arising from location in the packed bed and other effects, this difference in
technique is responsible for some of the variations in the results.
Table 2. Data for various thin-film microspheres
PS/N/P/N/P/N (#59; used in Run #5)
Laver

PS (core)
Ni(300A)
Pd(500Al
Ni(400A)
Pd(800A)
Ni(350A)

Volume {cc)

6.22E-04
1.06E-07
1.76E-07
1.41E-07
2.82E-07
1.23E-07

Mass of laver lo1

6.09E-04
9.41E-07
2.11E-06
1.25E-06
3.38E-06
1.10E-06

# of atoms

#of atoms

-

9.64E+15
1.19E+16
1.29E+16
1.90E+16
1.13E+16

4.76E+16

Mass of la er ( )

1.01E-03
2.67E-06

PS/PIN-E (#C1; used in Run #7A)
Laver

PS (core)
Pd/1micron)
Ni(0.5 micron)

Volume {cc)

6.22E-04
3.54E-06
1.76E-06

Mass of laver fo1

6.09E-04
4.24E-05
1.57E-05

#of atoms

2.73E+16

-

# of atoms

2.39E+17
1.61E+17

#of atoms

9.64E+16

PS/N (#60; used in Run #8)
La""'r

PS
Ni(2650A)

Volume rcc1

Mass of laver /ol

6.22E-04
9.34E-07

6.09E-04
8.31E-06

# of atoms

8.52E+16

Diameter of PS base = 1.06E-01 cm

To distinguish from impurity contributions, both the microspheres and electrolytes
were analyzed before and after the run. Sampling after a run was done by disassembling the
cell and removing microspheres from the top (cathode end) layer of the packed bed. (The 1000
microspheres in the bed result in approximately 3-5 layers total). These microspheres were
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selected due to accessibility and because the higher electric field in that region should make this
layer most reactive. NAA ofthe microspheres was carried out at the University of Illinois' (UI)
TRIGA research reactor (Landsberger, 1996), typically using samples of IO microspheres.
Techniques for short- and long-lived NAA (Parry, 1991) were performed to determine the
presence of Ag, Cu, Al, Fe, Cr, Zn, Ni, Co, and V, subsequently termed "NAA elements."
Typical detection limits were ofthe order of2 ppm, with a precision of 2-10%,. NAA was also
employed to study key isotope ratios (e.g., Cu and Ag) for comparison to natural abundance.
Calibration used certified liquid standards from the National Institute of Standards and
Technology. Ores containing known quantities ofthese elements were analyzed simultaneously
in all runs for quality control. Further details are described in M-P 96.
The SIMS analysis employed a Cameca IMS SF unit operating with 8-keV oxygen
primary beam in the positive ion mode (Wilson et al., 1989). Scans of key isotopes were made
using single microspheres in a low-resolution (2,000 mass resolution) mode at several depths of
interest (see Fig. 3a and b of M-P 96). High-resolution (40,000 mass resolution) scans were
then done to resolve any interferences involving important isotopes, e.g., see Cu-63 and Ag
I 07 in Figs. 3c and d of M-P 96. (Elements measured by SIMS, but not NAA, are termed
"non-NAA elements"). Calibration for the SIMS sensitivity was done using the measured
concentrations of the nine NAA elements as described in M-P 96. SIMS was used to
determine isotope ratios except for the Cu and Ag ratios that were determined explicitly by
NAA.
The EDX analysis used a Field Emission Electron Microscope (Hitachi S-800)
operating in the energy dispersion analysis mode to detect elements with atomic concentrations
above I%. This measurement largely served as added confirmation of NAA measurements
(e.g., see Table 2, M-P 96). AES was used in a sputtering mode to perform semi-quantitative
depth profiling for the major element species above~ 1 atom% (Fig. 5, M-P 96).
RESULTS

ELEMENTAND ISOTOPE CONCENTRATIONS
Results from NAA analyses of the net (final minus initial values) yields of high
concentration elements in various runs are summarized in Table 3. Element yields as high as
several µg/microsphere are obtained, representing roughly a mg of these high-yield elements
per cell (1000 microspheres). The corresponding time average reaction rates are of order 10 16
(atoms/cc film-sec).
To evaluate the concentrations of the non-NAA elements present and to obtain
isotopic ratios, SIMS and NAA data are combined, e.g., see Table 3 in M-P 96 for run #8.
Results for all elements observed in the six runs are shown later in Fig 2, which plots
production rates vs. Z. NAA element values are thought to be quite accurate. The non-NAA
element values are less certain due to uncertainties in the SIMS sensitivity calibration (i.e.,
"RSF' values) and the restricted location ofthe measurement on a single microsphere, but the
results should still provide a good estimate of non-NAA isotopes. Further, note that the
isotopic yields for NAA elements should be quite accurate, since the RSF values are constant
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for isotopes of a given element, while the total concentrations of these elements are directly
from NAA measurements.
ELFMFNT DEPlli PROFILES
Data from AES profile measurements on a typical microsphere from PS/N run #8 were
presented in Fig. 5 of M-P 96 for the higher concentration elements. Similar results have been
obtained for other coatings. Most element profiles distinctly peak in the metal volume or near
the metal-core interface, suggesting an internal source rather than diffusion in from the surface.
However, the amount of peaking varies among elements and runs, complicating the
interpretation of this measurement. Still, the results provide important support for the
conclusion that the elements observed did not diffuse in from the surface.
Table 3. Yield for NAA Elements
Yield (micro-grams I microsphere)

Element
A!l

Al

Cu

V

Cr

Ni

Fe
Zn
Co

z

47
13
29
23

24

28
26
30
27

Run #5

7.14E-02
1.09E-01
3.04E+00
2.39E-03
4.20E-02

H

2.98E-01
2.17E+OO
1.46E-03

Run #7A

Run #8

H

H

1.67E-04 1.60E+00
2.54E-02 1.39E-02
1.24E-01 1.08E+00
2.00E-04 1.05E-03
4.46E-03 6.91E-01
3.58E-03 1.78E+00
1.42E-02 2.99E-01
1.79E-03 1.12E-02

Run #11

7.06E-02
2.33E-01
2.77E-01
4.06E-03
6.04E-02
3.88E-01
1.53E-01
8.06E-01
2.18E-03

Run #13

2.04E-03
-1.78E+00
-4.26E-01
-5.71E-03
2.34E-02

H

5.19E+00
3.97E-01
1.17E-02

Run #18C

-2.09E-03
3.16E-03
3.24E-02
3.71E-05
1.93E-02

H

4.56E-02
8.24E-02
4.89E-03

Production Rate (atoms Is - cc of microsphere)

Element
Ag

Al

Cu

V

Cr

Ni

Fe
Zn
Co

z

47

13
29
23

24

28
26
30
27

Run #5

Run #7A

3.42E+11
2.08E+12
2.47E+13
2.42E+10
4.17E+11

2.11E+09
1.28E+12
2.65E+12
5.35E+09
1.17E+11

2.75E+12
1.71E+13
1.28E+10

8.73E+10
2.97E+11
4.13E+10

H

H

Run #8

1.28E+13
4.44E+11
1.47E+13
1.77E+10
1.15E+13

Run #11

8.33E+11
1.10E+13
5.55E+12
1.01E+11
1.48E+12
H
8.41E+12
2.75E+13 3.48E+12
3.95E+12 1.57E+13
1.64E+11 4.72E+10

Run #13

Run #18C

1.74E+10 -1.45E+10
-6.07E+13 8.79E+10
-6.15E+12 3.82E+11
-1.03E+11 5.46E+08
4.13E+11 2.78E+11

H

8.53E+13
5.57E+12
1.82E+11

H

6.12E+11
9.45E+11
6.22E+10

'H' : Host material

NUCLEAR RAD/A 770N FMISSION
In view of evidence (in Table 3) that products are formed at a significant rate in an
operating cell, measurable radiation emission would normally be expected. For example,
assuming a rate of about (10 13 reactions/s-cc ms) x (10-3 cc ms) x (103 microspheres) x (1
gamma/reaction) indicates ~10 13 gammas/sec. To date however, several attempts to measure
nuclear radiation emission-neutrons, gammas, or x-rays--during cell operation have not
detected any measurable quantities above background (M-P 96). Likewise, several attempts to
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measure gamma-ray emission from microspheres removed from the cell after a run also failed
to uncover signals above background.
Recently, several sets of PS/N microspheres (run --4 months earlier) were exposed to
high-speed ASA 3000 film (Klema, 1996) for a 4-day period with positive results (Fig. 4 in M
p 96). Unfortunately, these experiments are not very reproducible. A second positive exposure
has been obtained, but three additional attempts failed. The technique is under study, and if
verified, will demonstrate emission of low-energy beta rays or soft x-rays (estimated to be of
the order of 20 keV). Clearly, much more study is needed to fully define possible radiation
emission for these cells.

SYSTEMATICS

The yields for both NAA and non-NAA elements have been converted to element
production rates (atoms/cc film-sec) to remove differences arising from variations in the length
of runs and are plotted vs.Zin Fig. 2. The rates shown are average values over the run. (Other
recent experiments indicate a somewhat faster initia1 rate and some element-to-element
variations. Hence, the use of an average rate for comparisons is somewhat inaccurate, but
.should provide relative trends.)
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Figure 2. Comparison of atomic production rates for all runs
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indicated in the figure, the composite data of maximum production rates can be
enclosed in an envelope with four distinct peaks at Z ~12, 30, 48, and 82. The largest
production rates (hence, yields) lay in bands around each peak. This striking result has a close
resemblance to the well known two-peak yield curve for neutron-induced fission of uranium
(Katcoff, 1960). For that case, the peaks are associated with light and heavy fission products
arising from the break-up (fission) of the neutron-uranium compound nucleus. Thus, one
interpretation for the present result is that the peaks of Fig. 2 also represent the fission of
compound nuclei, created in this case by proton-metal reactions. The startling fact that
elements in the higher Z peaks lay above the host metals (Ni or Pd) would then require multi
atom fusion to form a compound nucleus capable of fissioning into these high-Z products. This
view of the reaction mechanism is discussed in more detail later.
As

Comparison of the data for the individual runs in Fig. 2 provides further important
insight. Runs #8 and #18c, both of which used 650-A Ni film on a plastic core, are shown in
Figs. 3a and b for clarity. However, they were done four months apart in different laboratories
(U of Illinois and CETI, Florida, respectively) with different cells. The recent CETI run (#18c)
used an ultra-pure cell (the only metal parts were the titanium electrodes) and the highest purity
electrolyte (99.996% LiSO4) with an additional pre-run with "sacrificial microspheres" for
added purification. With these added precautions, impurity levels in the electrolyte in run #18c
were reduced by a factor of 4-5 compared to the earlier run. But surprisingly, more reaction
products were observed in #18c than in #8 (64 elements vs. 37 respectively), while the absolute
rates for high-yield elements and the four-peak characteristic remains fairly similar. In that
sense, the reproducibility of the experiment appears quite good. In the sense that products with
characteristic four-peak behavior have been obtained in the dozen-plus experiments attempted
to date, the reproducibility is excellent. This is in sharp contrast to the widely-recognized lack
of reproducibility in conventional "cold fusion" experiments aimed at heat production.
However, more experience with the thin-film concept by other independent researchers is
needed before a final decision about reproducibility can be reached.
Run #13 (GIN) in Fig. 3c employed Ni on a glass (vs. plastic) core. As seen from the
figure, this resulted in a distinct decrease in products in the third and fourth groups (higher Z)
and slightly reduced the yields in the first and second groups. Concurrently, this run was unique
in showing, cf Table 3, a decrease in Al, Cu and V levels. These results suggest that the core
material plays a role in the mechanism. However, the basis for this effect requires more study
it could be attributed to differences in the swimming electron layer at the core-metal interface
or to the interaction of the core material with the host matrix. These differences may be
responsible for failure by other workers to obtain excess heat with independent G/P/N
microsphere experiments (Schaffer, 1996).
The PS/P (palladium) core experiments (Fig. 4) also show a "four-peak" behavior,
but, unlike the corresponding Ni runs, the amplitudes of the peaks decrease progressively in
going to high-Z. Also, there appears to be a void of products between the third and fourth
peaks. These results allow an interesting comparison with the solid Pd electrode (D2O/LhCO3
electrolyte) study by Mizuno et al., 1996. In that experiment, the products with non-natural
isotopic abundance were observed in a thin region about 1 mm beneath the electrode source.
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Related results argued to be "too deep" to be impurities reported earlier by Bockris and
Minevski, 1996, are also included in the figure. In contrast to present experiments, absolute
production rates were not obtained in either of the solid electrode experiments; thus for
comparison, yield data are normalized in Fig. 4 to the present Cu production rate. Again, the 4peak structure is observed for both sets of data. A striking difference is observed in the third
peak products where larger production rates, especially for Xe, are reported by Mizuno et al.
and in the fourth peak where Mizuno reports a wider variety of elements and a high Pt rate is
reported by Bockris/Minevski. A possible explanation for differences in gaseous products such
as Xe is that in the present experiments gases rapidly diffuse out of the thin-films, preventing
detection. In general, however, the similarity of results from independent experiments using
radically different electrode design and electrolytes, suggests that the four-peak product curve
is a general characteristic of this phenomenon. While amplitudes (yields) change with cell
characteristics, the general shape of the curve remains intact. (Other product data appears to
have this shape, but the results are less definite, e.g., see Karabut et al, 1991; Celani, et al,
1996; Ohmori and Enyo, 1996).
The two multi-layer runs (#5 and #7a included in Fig. 2) follow the same general trend
as the single-layer runs. Physically #7a differed from #5 by having fewer layers (two vs. five),
and used much thicker (~1 µm vs. 300-500A) layers made by electroplating. Run #5 in
particular shows a rich array of products (similar to the PS/N run #18c) whereas #7a has few
products in the region of the third and fourth yield peaks. Interestingly, consistent with SEL
theory, the multiple layers also produced the most excess heat of all six runs; see Table 1. The
depth probe scans for the multi-layer runs confirm that the product concentrations decrease
with distance from the Pd/N interface(s), suggesting that the reaction occurs preferential there,
in agreement with SEL theory.
Added runs are in progress to clarify the issue of heat production and its tie to the
various yield curves. A general view, however, is that heavy elements generally involve low or
negative Q-values (endothermic) reaction whereas Jjght elements involve positive Q-values; the
net energy produced, i.e., excess heat, involves the difference (or "net") of ±Q-va1ues. This
postulation could explain why reaction products apparently can occur without a large heat
production. Since the net balance involves differences in large numbers, small changes can
drastically affect the ability to produce excess heat, perhaps explaining why excess heat
experiments appear to be so irreproducible.

Isotope Shifts
The change in % abundance of the various isotopes, as measured by SIMS, relative to
natural abundance is summarized in Fig. 5 (changes <2% suppressed for clarity). From this
result it is seen that a majority of the isotopes observed have measurable shifts. The larger
values, marked with element symbols, are typically low-yield elements, a1though some high
yield elements have significant shifts. A pattern is not obvious, however, and the problem is
further complicated by variations of the isotope ratios with depth into the film and location on
the microspheres. Still, despite these variations, the many shifts observed add further strong
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support to the conclusion that the elements observed are not impurities, which would be
expected to exhibit natural abundances.
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Figure 5. Summary of isotope shifts for all runs as measured by SIMS

Since Cu and Ag are key heavy elements, further confirmation for their shifts, obtained
from NAA, is in progress. First results for Cu for run #8 with Pd/N gave Cu-63: +3.6 ±1.6%;
Cu-65: -8.1 ±3.6% while corresponding SIMS values (Fig. 5) are Cu-63: +0.8%, Cu-65: 0.8%. While there are differences in magnitude, the positive and negative trends agree. The
differences are thought to be due to the localized nature of the SIMS values compared to NAA
results, which represent an average over the 10 microsphere samples employed.
In summary, despite variations in the individual runs, the data strongly supports the
conclusion that significant deviations from natural abundance occurred.
IMPURITY ISSUES
The use of thin-films introduces a potential impurity problem in reaction product
studies due to the small volume occupied by the film vs. the large volume of the electrolyte.
Consequently, NAA measurements of the nine "NAA elements" were made on samples of
microspheres, electro!ytes and filter paper both before and after a run. (SIMS meaurements
were also done on microspheres before and after runs.) Quantities of these NAA elements
found prier to the run were consistently < 10% of that found after the run (except for Al, which
was initially higher); see Table 4a of M-P 96. Analysis of other cell components, i.e., the
electrode and plastic components, did not uncover significant impurity concentrations of the
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NAA elements. Other tests included a "null" run with electrically conductive sulfonated plastic
beads used to simulate metaJ-coated beads (M-P 96). Substitution of platinum for the titanium
anode did not affect results. Various runs presented here used three entirely different cells. The
first PS/Ni run employed some metaJ fittings in the loop which were thereafter substituted out

in favor of plastic. Run #13 used an entirely new all plastic cell (the electrodes being the only
metal components) with an electrolyte that was first run with "sacrificiaJ" PS/N microspheres
for a week (to collect impurities on the microspheres) before new microspheres were loaded
and used for the actuaJ run.
No impurity concentrations near the magnitude of the NAA elements found in the film
following the runs were identified with these exhaustive tests, strongly supporting the
conclusion that these elements were produced by nuclear transmutations. Results for the other
non-NAA elements measured by the SIMS are less definite since their initiaJ concentrations
were measured in the microsphere, but not in the electrolyte, leaving impurity issues open. Still,
there are other evidences (e.g., isotopic shifts from natural abundance) that most of these
elements too, cannot be attributed to impurities.
In conclusion, the finding that the masses of the key isotopes following a run are large
compared to possible sources of such isotopes from loop components, the negative results
from simulation runs without Ni or Pd films, the observation of isotope shifts from naturaJ
abundance, and the observation that the isotopes vary with film materiaJ all combine to provide
very strong evidence that the products reported are not caused by impurities.
REACTION MECHANISM CONSIDERATIONS

A nuclear explanation for the products requires an entirely new theory for chemically
assisted reactions in solids. Here it is possible only to point out some features that should be
considered in such a theory. In the present case, the SEL theory cited earlier offers a possible
explanation for overcoming the Coulombic barrier between ions in a multilayer thin-film
electrode. However, this theory does not explain what reactions occur once barrier penetration
is achieved. In view of the large yields obtained, the reactants must involve some of the key
species present, namely: Li, S, or O from the electrolyte; C or H from the plastic microsphere
core; Ni or Pd from the thin-films (cathode); and H, i.e., protons (p) from the light water. The
following discussion assumes that the main reactions involve p-Ni or p-Pd interactions.
The concept that excess heat from electrolytic cells originates from reactions involving
the electrode materiaJ is not new. Ragheb and Miley, 1989, originaJly proposed that in a Pd
D20 cells, Oppenheimer-Phillips-type neutron-stripping reactions between the D and Pd might
explain early observations. Later, Miley (Appendix B in Hoffinan, 1995) summarized the status
of such theories, and intmduced a table of possible p-Pd reactions (including examples of
fissi,:m-typc reacti0ns). Tht� pw:�eni result;:;: with rugh-Z pr,'1ducE add a new cimer.�ior: to th,;:;e
thonghts, however.
A key foature observed in Fig. 2 that must be accounted for is the four-peak curve,
where the two higher Z peaks include elements significantly heavier than the host metaJ (Ni or
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Pd). These heavy elements infer an endothennic reaction (-Q-value), which in tum suggests
energy transfer to the reactants must occur to drive the reaction. (This is analogous to driving
-Q-value reactions by colliding high-energy reactants using accelerated beams.) Consequently,
the model must contain a mechanism for energy storage/transfer to reactions involved in high-Z
element production.
The observed excess power and the estimated reaction rates for element production
also pose a dilemma. Based on Table 3, present ceUs undergo about 10 13 reactions/5-cm3 ms.
Thus, the single-layer runs with excess power of about 0.5 W correspond to an average energy
release of --6 x 10·2 MeV/atom reacting in the 1000-microsphere ceU. That is considerably
lower than the energy typically obtained from exothennic nuclear reactions expected in p-metal
interactions (Miley, in Hoffinan, 1995). This contradiction can possibly be explained if the
excess energy released is reduced by endothennic reactions that "absorb" energy in the
formation of heavier elements. As noted earlier, the view that excess energy involves a delicate
balance between + and -Q reactions could partly explain why excess heat type experiments are
often not reproducible. Conversely, this implies that transmutation product may be a more
reproducible signal of reactions than heat, since products can be obtained, according to this
view, even in a cell not producing significant excess heat.
The lack of intense high-energy radiation is another key characteristic that must be
explained. This appears to be associated with energy transfer to the lattice via a coherent
mechanism and "slow" reactions that allow relaxation to stable states, e.g., see Kucherov,
1996; Hagelstein, 1996.
A postulated reaction model, RIFEX (Reaction In a I:ilm-Excited CompleX), is under
development to satisfy these key characteristics. A major feature of RIFEX is that protons (p)
interacting with the host Ni produce a relatively long-lived atom-p complex with excitation
energies of orders of several MeV. This allows the production of heavy compound nuclei that
subsequently fission. This model will be presented in detail in a future publication.
CONCLUSION

The use of thin-film electrodes has been shown to provide a unique and important
method to study nuclear transmutations in electrolytic cells. By localizing the reaction, these
films, combined with NAA and SIMS analyses, allow, for the first time, quantitative
measurements of yields. As demonstrated by duplicate nickel-film runs, good reproducibility
appears possible. However, as the authors stressed earlier (M-P 96), others are invited (and
strongly encouraged) to investigate this new technique to provide full proof of reproducibility.
The most striking and unexpected result is the characteristic four-peak yield curve that
appeared in all runs, but with various differences in numbers of products in various regions
around the peaks. This curve, containing high-Z materials in the higher peaks, inescapably
implies that multi-body reactions must occur. Since there is still debate about how deuteron
ions can overcome the Coulombic barrier in "conventional" experiments, the implication that
multi-body high-Z reactions occur greatly stretches the understanding of this phenomena.
Various collective effects appear to be involved, although the initiation could still proceed via
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swimming electron layer screening at interfaces. Theoretical studies are urgently needed to
shed light on this amazing phenomenon, assuming that experimental reproducibility is
confirmed by others.
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ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND CALORIMETRY IN A PACKED-BED
FLOW-THROUGH ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL
M. C.H. McKubre, S. Crouch-Baker and F. L. Tanzella, SRI International, Menlo Park, CA USA,
D. Cravens, CETI, New Mexico, USA
Abstract
Packed bed electrochemical cells have come to recent prominence as a convenient way to
provide a large area cathode of nickel and/or palladium, in the search for "excess heat" production. In
such cells, the electrolyte is constrained to flow axially, parallel to the direction of net current flow.
Calorimetry can be performed by measuring the mass flow rate and temperature rise of the electrolyte
in its transit through the cell.
This paper focuses on aspects of electrochemistry, electrochemical engineering and
calorimetry that are peculiar to flow-through packed-bed cells. Results will be presented of
calculations intended to characterize the distribution of electrochemical process: current, potential and
composition, within the heterogeneous structure of the packed bed cathode. The interpenetrating,
continuous conductive elements formed by the solid phase metallic conductor (coating) and the pore
filling electrolyte phase, extended in the dimension of current flow, form a system which can be
modeled as an electrochemical transmission line. The results of such modeling can be used to predict
the depth of electrochemical activity within a packed bed, and to estimate the profile of hydrogen
activity.
1.

Introduction
By far the most effective method of assessing the distribution of process inside an extended
heterogeneous electrode is by making use of the transmission line analogy. Briefly, the
interpenetrating solid and electrolyte volumes of the porous electrode are replaced by their resistivities
per unit length in the direction of the imposed current flux, with the interfacial impedance distributed
1n between. The electrode may be treated 1 as "one-dimensional" provided that quantities such as the
�lectrical potential, V, current flux, I, and reactant concentration, c, vary only with depth within the
�lectrode (i.e., in the direction of the imposed field), and not with lateral position. The local values of
V, I, and c may then be replaced by their average values in a plane perpendicular to the applied electric
field gradient.
The electrode may be represented by a finite transmission line of the form shown in
Figure 1. A solution to this problem was first achieved by Lord Kelvin2 and has been applied widely
to membrane impedance problems since 1905.3-5 Some 40 years later, this model was first used in
�lectrochemistry by Coleman6 and has subsequently been extended,7-15 notably by deLevie.9-11
Briefly, solutions are required to a set of differential equations of the f01m
8 2I s
8 In (1/ Y) 81s
+
- Y (r s + re) Is = - Y re I
2
8x
8x
8x

r1l

82Ic
8 ln( l /Y) 8Ie
+
- Y (rs + re) le = Y rs I
2
8x
8x
8x

[2]

.s2 s2

8x

- y (rs + re) S = 0

l3J

where subscripts c and s refer to the electrolyte and solid phases, I = Is+ le, and

s = Vs - Ve.
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For the Patterson cell geometry shown in Figure 2, the current flows (in parallel to the
electrolyte) through electrolyte and solid phase resistances that are effectively independent of the
distance within the bed, x.
For this case, an analytical solution for the transmission line impedance, ZTL , is easily
obtained from equations [I] - [3], provided that the interfacial impedance can be considered also to be
independent of x.
4rsre + (r� + r!) (eYI + e -Yl)

rsre l
rs + re

+---

[4]

y(rs + re) (eYI - e-Yl)
where y = [Y (rs+ re)]lf2 and l is the bed length.
Equation [ 4] is an extremely powerful tool to examine, by ac means,14, 15 the electrochemical
characte1istics of processes occurring within a packed-bed flow-through electrode.
The de problem of the distribution of electrochemical activity with an extended bed electrode is
more complex because of the intrinsic voltage non-lineiJ.rity
of electro-kinetic processes. One effective
1 15
stratagem is to use a discrete transmission line model.
In this approach, the continuous
transmission line shown schematically in Figure l a, comprising an infinite number of infinitesimally
small sections as shown in Figure lb, is replaced by the series sum of a (large but finite) number of
segments containing discrete circuit elements of the form shown in Figure 1 b. In this way we can
impose an arbitrary functionality on the three elements Y �x, re�X and r5�x, as these change with
current density, overvoltage, composition, temperature etc, along the axis of the bed, x. The
advantage of the discrete approach is that it allows complete generality, and the use of standard
formulae for the kinetics of electrochemical processes.
j•

2. Model Parameters
The following assumptions, constraints, dimensions and equations were used in our model
calculations:
•
The bed is considered to be a cylinder of radius R = 0.75 cm, containing l cm3 of coated resin
beads. The beads are modeled as a hexagonally close packed (hep) ari-ay of monodisperse spheres of
diameter 0.075 cm (r = 0.0375 cm). The fraction of volume occupied by hep spheres, <j> = 74%
(= rc/JVT), and the interfacial area presented in such an array is 29.6 cm2 cm-3 (rc/3v2r), or 52.34
cm 3 cm-1 along the axis of the cylinder.
•
The electrolyte phase resistivity is that for lM Li2SO4 at 25°C (Pe= 6.7 Q cm). In the
calculation we need to know the resistance per unit length, which is modified by the volume porosity
(<\>) and cross sectional area of the bed,
re = 2 re R Pe ( l - <j>)
= 14.5 Q cm-1
•
The solid phase resistivity. The flow of electrons in a "Patterson" packed bed occurs via the
thin conformal metal coating on the surface of each sphere. In a well packed bed for which inter
sphere contact resistances can be neglected, we can evaluate the resistivity of a hep atTay of coated
spheres. by direct integration. For a coating of thickness t,

and

Phcp
0.89
- ( - q 2 ) where q = t/2r.
Ps
q
rs= 1.78 rcR/(q - q2) Q cm-1

[6]
[7]
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For a coating thickness of 2 µm (t = 2 x 10-4 cm) of palladium and/or nickel
5 Q cm),
=
10(Ps
rs= 0.034 Q cm-1
•
The electrochemical process. The hydrogen evolution reaction on Group 8 metal surfaces has
been studied extensively. Nevertheless the detailed mechanisms remain little understood, and the
kinetics poorly quantified. The use of ac impedance measurements in association with a discrete
extension of equation [4] has the potential to greatly reduce the uncertainties of electrochemical
mechanisms and rates in packed bed structures. Until this is completed we have chosen to employ a
simple Butler-Volmer form for the expected voltage dependence of the electrochemical process;
i(x) = i 0 { exp [anFs(x)/RT] - exp [(a-1) nFs(x)/Rll}

[8]

where i0 is the exchange current density
a is the barrier transfer coefficient
n is the number of electrons transferred
F is the Faraday constant
T is the absolute temperature
� is the kinetic component of the overvoltage
The use of equation [8] assumes that the hydrogen evolution rate within the bed is compositionally
independent. This assumption has two parts; i0 is independent of electrolyte composition, and i 0 is
independent of the activity of hydrogen adsorbed onto the packed bed surface. In a flowing
electrolyte system, and at modest or low current densities, the first assumption is likely to be valid as
the electrolyte composition will change little during its transit through the bed. The effect of hydrogen
atom activity on i0 may require further examination and discussion.
The following values were used to calculate the results shown in Figures 3 and 4: i 0 was
varied from IQ-4 to 3 x IQ-3 A cm-2, a= 1/2, n = 1, F = 96485 C moI-1, and T = 25 °C (278.15K).
3.

Model Mechanics
In the transmission line model, as in the packed bed, the applied current enters the solid phase
(via an appropriate current contact). At one end of the transmission line (the first element in a discrete
model), all of the current is conveyed by electron motion in the solid. A local kinetic overvoltage is
established between the solid and electrolyte phases which drives the electrochemical process. As a
consequence of this overvoltage, an interfacial current flows between the solid and electrolyte phases
such that, at the opposite end of the transmission line (the last discrete element), no current flows in
the solid phase. All the current injected at one end into the solid electronic conductor, is carried at the
other end by the motion of ions in the electrolyte.
Since there are no lateral leakage paths it is easy to see that the current, I, injected at one end,
must flow either in the solid phase, l5 (x), or in the electrolyte phase, le(x), and nowhere else, so that
these are complementary functions;
I = l 5 (x) + Ie(x)

[9]

As these currents flow, respectively, through the solid and electrolyte phase resistances, the potentials
in these phases increase due to the accumulated IR drops;
[10]

In the discrete model, these integrals are replaced by summations.
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At any position, x, the kinetic overvoltage between the solid and electrolyte phase drives the
electrochemical process;
s(x) = Ve(x) - Vs(x)
[11]
The interfacial cmTent density is given by equation [8].
Calculations were performed using a 1000 element discrete transmission line. The current and
voltage distributions in this mesh were solved using equations [8] - [11], by adjusting the local
overvoltage in the first element, s(0), iteratively to make the solid phase current in the last element,
ls(L) = 0.
4.

Results
Figure 3 shows the results of a series of calculations made at constant cathodic current (0. lA),
but varying exchange current density. The parameters plotted are the solid phase current, Is, and the
kinetic overvoltage, s, both as a function of distance, x, from the current collector at the bottom of the
bed.

The current, Is, is plotted as thinner Jines referenced to the left axis of Figure 3. This current
necessa1ily enters the bed at the imposed level, 0.l A, and declines monotonically to zero at the top of
the packed bed where free electrolyte emerges in the direction of the anode. For all cases considered,
the interfacia1 impedance is large; that is i0 is small, reflecting the known sluggish kinetics of the
hydrogen evolution reaction. Because of this, the profile of Is(x) is dominated by the (relatively
large) electrolyte phase resistivity, and shows little variation with i 0•
The overvoltage profile exhibits a much larger dependence on the exchange current density.
For large values of i0 (fast kinetics) very little of the bed, and very little voltage, is needed for the
imposed current to traverse the interface. At i 0 = 3 mA cm-2, less than 0.2 cm of the bed can be
considered to be active. At i 0 = 0.1 mA cm-2, the top of the bed is approximately twice as active as
the bottom, but all of the bed will be in effective operation.
5.

Discussion
Considerable attention has been focused in recent years on the appearance of anomalous
excess heat in Pd/D systems, and the correlation of this heat with the level of loading of deuterium
into the palladium lattice.21 Anomalous excess heat has been reported for the Patterson cell22 as well
as for other light water experiments employing palladium and nickel cathodes.I 9, 20 Very much less
is known about the appearance and con-elation of this thermal anomaly with proton loading, than is
known from D/Pd experiments.

The direct measurement of hydrogen (or deuterium) loading in a packed bed cathode presents
obvious difficulties. Nevertheless, we believe that it is important to estimate the probable distribution
of this property. The following discussion which must remain speculative until further measurements
are made, is an attempt to predict the distribution of hydrogen loading in a Pd coated packed bed
cathode based on transmission line modeling.
We begin by noting that the loading of deuterium into palladium cathodes in alkaline
environments exhibits a roughly logarithmic dependence on current density. This relationship is
evident in the data of Hasegawa et al.,23 from which we can deduce the following empirical
relationship
m = m* + y Iog 10 (i/i*)

l 12]

where: m is the D/Pd atomic ratio; m = m* al a selected reference current, i = i*; and the slope y =
3%/decadc from the Hasegawa data.
We also observe equation [ 12] to hold over a range of current densities, in our own
experiments but we can distinguish two different modes of behavior. For electrodes that load
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Distribution of Current and Voltage in a CETI Packed Bed at 0.1 A cathodic.
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"poorly", we measure a slope, y, very similar to the 3% evidenced by Hasegawa.23 For "better"
loading electrodes, we see a much steeper functionality, with slope y between 6% and 9% per decade.
Lacking further information, we make the following assumptions. That:
A palladium coating behaves similarly to bulk palladium with respect to
interfacial kinetics and loading characteristics.
ii) Cathodes in light water electrolytes load similarly to those in heavy water
electrolytes.
iii) The current density/loading functionality in lM lithium sulfate is similar to that in
IM lithium hydroxide.
If this sequence of assumption is sound then we can use equation [12] in association with the
interfacial current density calculated using the transmission line model, to estimate, approximately, the
loading profile in the packed bed cathode. The heavy line in Figure 4 plots the interfacial current
density, i(x), against distance within the bed, for one of the cases solved and presented in Figure 3
(I= 0.lA, i 0 = 0.001A). This line is steeply curved, again suggesting that only the top millimeter or
two of the bed show high levels of activity. Because of the logarithmic dependence with loading,
however, the expected profiles of hydrogen loading are somewhat less steep. The two thin lines in
Figure 4 show the profiles of loading calculated from equation [12] using two (approximately
limiting) values of y. The lower line is calculated for a value of y= 3%, and predicts a rather
unimpressive profile of loading. The upper line, on the other hand, calculated for y= 6%, suggests
that potentially interesting values of loading (H/Pd � 0.9) are attainable at the top of the packed bed
cathode of Pd-coated spheres.
i)

6.

Summary and Conclusions
Using a discrete transmission line model, calculations were perfo1med to estimate the profile
of electrochemical parameters inside a single example of a CETI flow-through, packed-bed cathode.
In this calculation the only significant uncertainty is in assigning the correct value to the interfacial
exchange current density, i0 . Four values were used covering the anticipated range of i0 for a nickel or
palladium surface coating in IM Li2SO4.
In other electrolytes, the loading of hydrogen into palladium has been observed to depend
approximately logarithmically on the interfacial cmTent density. Based on the calculated profile of this
parameter, we have been able to estimate a profile for the hydrogen loading within a Pd-coated packed
bed cathode. This parameter is very difficult to measure experimentally.
Based on our calculation we are able to draw the following conclusions.
i)

ii)

iii)
iv)

Calculations were performed for a relatively short bed (0.57 cm in the direction of current and
electrolyte flow). This bed nevertheless exhibits a substantial dispersion of process. The end
of the bed closest to the anode (furthest from the current contact) is the most active; this problem
is exacurbated at high values of the exchange current density, i 0 •
As a corollary to (i), the packed bed structure provides a convenient means to increase the area
accessed by an electrochemical process. Because of the fall-off in activity with distance from
the end of the bed, however, this accessed area does not increase substantially with bed length,
for lengths greater than some critical value. The bed length employed by Patterson/CETI
appears well matched to the expected electrochemical characte1istics.
Consistent with the assumptions used to transform the three-dimensional packed bed to its one
dimensional mathematical model, the radius of the bed is a free-scaling dimension. The
accessed area can be increased without penalty, by increasing the bed radius.
Even for relatively thin metal coatings, the solid phase conductivity is much greater than that for
any aqueous electrolyte. Accordingly the profile of current within the bed, and overall bed
impedance, is controlled by the electrolyte phase resistivity. Increased active area can be
achieved by fluidizing the bed, effectively increasing the solid phase resistivity so that it matches
more closely the electrolyte phase.
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v)

By making some assumptions about the dependence of hydrogen loading on current density, we
have estimated approximate limits for H/Pd profiles within the CETI packed bed. These
profiles suggest that, for a plausible set of electrochemical parameters, modest H/Pd loadings
are to be expected throughout the bed. With the most favorable loading/current density
functionality, we expect intensive loading (H/Pd 2 0.9) to be achieved only at the most active
end of the bed.
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Abstract
Experimental results obtained in the Ni - H and Pd - H systems generating the ex
cess heat and/ or with transmutated nuclei (NT) were investigated on Trapped Neutron
Catalyzed Fusion (TNCF) model propose1, by one of the authors (K.H.).
Experimental results, which are not able to be explained by d - d or p - p reaction, are
explained by n - r or n - 6 Li and the following breeding reactions on TNCF model assuming
the existence of the trapped thermal neutron. The trapped neutron works also as a key
particle to transmute elements in the system. As same as the excess heat, it is difficult to
understand the NT without thermal neutron.
On TNCF model, excellent experimental data of excess heat and NT in the Ni - H and
Pd - H systems are explained consistently and quantitatively.
1. Introduction
In addition to Pd - D and Ti - D systems, the Cold Fusion (CF) phenomena in Ni - H
and Pd - H systems were reported. The CF phenomena have shown the generation of the
excess heat, 4 He, tritium (t), neutron (n), nuclear transmutation (NT) and so on. In those
nuclear products, tritium and NT show apparent facts of occurrence of nuclear reaction in
the sample.
From our point of view based on TNCF modeI 1 , 2 ), NT is the evidence that neutron is
the key particle causing the nuclear reaction.
In this paper, we will compare the results obtained in the excellent experiments that
one showed the NT and another showed the excess heat production, and will show the
consistent interpretation of the phenomena by TNCF model.
2. Summary of Experimental Data
2 - 1) A Experiment Showing Nuclear Transmutation in Ni - H System3)
The electrochemically induced nuclear transmutation in Ni - H system was reported 3 l .
In this experiment, generation of the excess heat and shift of Sr isotope ratio ( 86 Sr/ 88 Sr
Tf) were observed, using electrolysis of light water with electrolyte Rb2 CO 3 and RbOH.

=
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Before the experiment, in cathode material of Ni, the relative percentages of two Sr
isotopes were determined as 86 Sr (10.51 ± 0.04 %) and 88 Sr (89.49 ± 0.04 %); this gave the
original value l/77 = 8.515 ± 0.004.
After the Experiment (I) where the excess energy Q 1 was detected, the percentages
changed to 86 Sr (22 .20 ± 0.05 %) and 88 Sr (77.80 ± 0.05 %); the ratio became l/77 1 = 3.504
± 0.002.
After the Experiment (II) where the excess energy was Q 2 = 5 Q 1 , the percentages
changed to 86 Sr (26.80 ± 0.05 %) and 88 Sr (73.20 ± 0.05 %); the ratio became l/772 = 2.731
± 0.003.
2 - 2) Another Experiment in Ni - H System of Gas Phase4)
We took another experiment which showed excess heat production in hydrogen - loaded
Ni rod in H 2 gas. In this experiment, an excess heat of 44 W was detected for a period of
twenty - four days (corresponding to about 90 MJ) and no penetrating radiation (neutron,
, - rays) was detected.
2 - 3) Experimental Data of Patterson Power CeU 5 )
Patterson Power Cell (PPC), using m\crospheres (beads) coated with Pd - Ni layers
and Li electrolyte with light water, accomplished a good qualitative reproducibility. The
experimental data5) showed the output power of 1.77 W (= 1.1 x 10 13 MeV /s) using 1200
microspheres which had a diameter of 1 mm, with 2 µm thickness of all metal layers.
3. Analysis of Experimental Data on TNCF model
Let us analyze these experiment.al results by TNCF model.
This model assumes the stable existence of the trapped thermal neutrons in crystal.
Inhomogeneous distribution of hydrogen in sample metal, produced by specific chemical or
gas loading method, and surface layers of the electrolyte work to trap the thermal neutrons
in the sample. The trapped thermal neutron exists stable against /3 - decay.
When the trapped thermal neutron suffers a strong perturbation induced by disorder
of the crystal potential, the trapped neutron fuses with a proton (deuteron) to generate a
deuteron (tritium) and gamma and also with minor elements to transmute the elements to
show a change of isotope ratio.
Possible mechanisms of the neutron trapping were discussed in previous papers in
detail1 ·2 ).
3 - 1) Analysis of the Experiment Showing Nuclear Transmutation in Ni - H System
We will give a result of analysis of the experiment6 ) showing nuclear transmutation3) .
Assuming the existence of the trapped neutrons, there occurs nuclear reaction between
the neutron and nuclei (hydrogen isotope or minor elements in Ni cathode). For nuclear
reactions between neutron and nucleus of minor elements in Ni cathode, a nucleus absorbed
the neutron forms an intermediate nucleus which may decay by /3 emission. In this case of
nuclear transmuta,tion, we can write down the react.ions as follows:

( 1)
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(2)

Denoting natural abundance of 85 Rb and 87 Rb as Na (72.15 %) and Nb (27.85 %), 86 Sr
and 88 Sr as na (10.51 %) and nb (89.49 %), the ratio 17 after the n - Rb fusion reaction in
the experiment will be given by a relation,

( 3)
where nn V n is the flux density of the thermal neutron ( cm- 3 s- 1 ), v n is the thermal velocity
of the trapped neutron, Ti is the time of electrolysis in the experiment i ( i = 1, 2), e is
ratio of number density of Rb and Sr, CTj (j = a, b) is fusion cross section; er a = 0.7 and crb
= 0.2 barns. The thermal velocity is given as Vn = 2.7 x 105 cm/s (for 300K).
Using the relation (3), we can calculate the neutron density. W ith the numerical values
corresponding to experiments (I) and (II), we obtain following values for nn Vn T;e; nn Vn T 1 e
= 0.307 x 1024 and n n v n T2� = 0.459 x 1024 cm-2, respectively.
Taking an average value for n n v n Ti�, ( < nn vn T > � = 0.38 x 1024 cm-2), we can obtain
as follows:
the value n n
n n T� = l.'4 x 10 18 cm-3s.

re

If we assume e = l and T = 2.59 x 106 s (one month) arbitrarily, we obtain the density

of trapped neutron in Ni cathode:

3 - 2) Analysis of the Experiment in Ni - H System of Gas Phase
Next, we will give a result 7) of the case of Ni - H system in gas phase4) . We assume a.

following reaction bet.ween the trapped neutron and occluded hydrogen in Ni:

(4)

n+p = d(l.3keV)+,(2.2MeV).

If all of observed excess energy was generated by this reaction, the number of events is

estimated as v = 1.25 x 1014 s-1.
We can estimate the trapped neutron density nn using the following relation,

( 5)

where 0.35n n V n is the flu..x density of the thermal neutron (cm-3s-1 ), V n is the thermal
velocity of the trapped neutron as above, NP is the number of occluded protons in the
sample (NP = 3.0 x 1021 ), crn p is the fusion cross section of the thermal neutron and a
proton; CT n -p = 0.13 barns.
Thuc,, w.::: o'.)tn,in the \'al uic (,f the density of tr&pp�d neutron,
, ,, -·
n.
..

3 . G X. 10·12 C,111-3
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This value can be compared with the result we got in section 3 - 1). The assumption of
the existence of a number of the trapped thermal neutron in Ni has given a consistent value
of the density of the trapped neutrons nn ::::: 10 12 and a unified interpretation of both of
nuclear transmutation and excess heat generation.
If breeding reactions occur after the reaction mentioned above effectively, tritium will
be produced by the following reaction:
n

+d = t

(6.98 keV) + 1 (6 .25 MeV).

(6)

In an optimum situation where the gamma is absorbed effectively in the sample8), the
excess heat becomes large, while tritium is only the detected byproduct in the situation
where the absorption is scarce. In this experiment4), however, tritium was not observed.
3 - 3) Analysis of the Patterson Power Cell
In the case of PPC, surface layers of PdLiz ( or NiLix ) alloy and Li metal will be formed
on the surface of the microsphere. We assume only PdLi (NiLi) alloy layer with the thickness
l = 2 µm in the following analysis.
Then, we can obtain the density of trapped neutron n n in PdLi layer. We will take up
the main reaction of excess heat genera.tiori, as follows:

n + 6 Li

=

4

He (2.1 MeV)

+t

(2.7 MeV).

(7)

The number of events per unit time denoted by v is estimated as follows; v = 1.1 x
10 13 (MeV/s) / 4.8 (MeV) = 2.3 x 10 12 (/s).
On the other hand, the number of events per unit time v is expressed as follows:

( 8)

In this relation, PLi6 is the density of 6Li in PdLi alloy. <inLi6 is the fusion cross section. V
is the tot.al volume of PdLi alloy on the surface of 1200 microspheres.
In PdLi alloy, we can take the value of PLi as follows; PLi = PLi6 + PLi7 = 3.4 x 1022
cm-3. The natural abundance of 6 Li and 7 Li are 7.5 % and 92.5 %, respectively, and
therefore PLi6 = 2.6 x 10 21 cm- 3.
Using the value V = 1.6 x 10-3 cm3 and <inLi6 = 1.0 x 103 barns, the density of trapped
neutron n n is estimated as follows:

The detail including discussion about breeding of neutrons is reported in the previous
paper 9) where an important role of deuterium in Pd - Ni - H2 0 + Li OH system was pointed
out.
4. Conclusion
In the experiments with hydrogen analyzed in this paper, it was observed that there
occurred generations of excess heat and transmutated nuclei. W hile it has been consid
ered that the hydrogen substitute the deuterium for a reference system, the experimental
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data analyzed successfully and interpreted as real phenomena substantiate the cold fusion
phenomena in the system with hydrogen.
As we have seen, both trapped neutron densities of two experiments in Ni - H system
showed approximate coincidence.
Thus, if we allow to assume the existence of stable thermal neutron in crystal, we
can explain various CF phenomena showing nuclear transmutation, excess heat generation,
tritium production, He production and etc. occurred in several systems along conventional
physics by only one adjustable parameter of trapped neutron density.
The TNCF model has been developed to fit various phases and systems of CF phenom
ena. We have got more than 15 results of analysis of experiments showing CF phenomena
in several systems including Pd - D and Ti - D and so on, hitherto. The densities of the
trapped thermal neutrons determined from ana.lysis of experiments were in a range of 102
10 12 cm-3 10)_
In reverse, the success of analysis on TNCF model shows the reality of trapped ther
mal neutron in crystal. The other three papers 11 ~ 13) given in this conference will help to
understand the physics of the cold fusion.

~
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Nuclear Transmutation in Cold Fusion Experiments
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Abstract
Nuclear transmutation in chemical and biological systems are investigated with use
of Trapped Neutron Catalyzed Fusion Model (TNCF model). In the TNCF model, it
is possible to analyze experimental data consistently and quantitatively. We present the
investigation of experimental results in cold fusion systems with various materials and
methods in this paper.
1. Introduction
There are many experimental results in cold fusion research showing an existence of
the nuclear transmutation, i.e. generation of new isotopic species or new elements in the
experimental system. The nuclear transmutation has been difficult to understand in con
ventional physics, but if we take an assumption that the trapped thermal neutrons exist in
the sample (TNCF model 1 · 6 l), it is possible to analyze consistently and quantitatively in an
accuracy of one or two orders of magnitude. In this paper we will give results of analysis
on the various experimental results of the nuclear transmutation.
2. Theoretical Basis of the Analysis
If we take an assumption that the thermal neutron exists in the sample, the following
reactions would be exp�ctcd:
n

n+
n+

+

1M
A+!M
z
A+lM
z
A+2M
z
A+!MI
Z+l
A+2Mt
Z+l

A+IM
'
z
A+! M' + e - + lie,
Z+!
+
A
z '.lM '
A+"MI + e +
- lie,
z+i'
A+2MI
Z+! '
A+2MII + - + e
lie.
z+2

( 1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

( 5)
( 6)

These reaction formulas begin with a thermal neutron and a nucleus jM, where fM is
a nucleus of the sample materials or a minor elements wi1h rTi:.,� :.1. 1 n,t:,,,, A �,rd ':!t:)rri,c
number Z.
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(1) occurring in a short time duration di at time tis

The number dv 1 (t) of the reaction
expressed as follows:

(7)

Where p 0(t) is the density of jM, n n and V n are the density and the thermal velocity of the
trapped thermal neutron and a- 1 is the absorption cross section of the thermal neutron by
the nucleus 1M. And there is a following relation between v1(t) and p0(t);
Po(t)

=

( 8)

Po - v1(t),

where p 0 is the density of 1M at t = 0. From the equation (8) and an integration of the
equation (7) with time t, we obtain a relation,
Po(t)
So the density p1 (t) of the nucleus

=

poe-0.35nnVnO'I t.

J+1M is expressed

(9)

as follows:
( 10)

Next, in the reaction (3), the number dv3 of the reaction (3) in a short time duration
dt is given as
( 11)
where p3 (t) is a density of J + 2M. In this reaction, the density p1 (t) of the nucleus
changes as follows by the reaction (3):

1 + 1 :tvl
( 12)

In these equations C is 0.35nn v ,, and a- 3 is the absorption cross section of the thermal
neutron by the nucleus 1+ 1 M.
Similarly, we obtain the density p 3 (t) of the nucleus 1 + 2M:
( 13)

J!fM'
11i:tvf' 1!�M"

in the reactions (2), (4) and (6) are
When the half life times of 1 + 1 M, J + 2 M and
very short, the number of /3 decay to
and
are equal to v1, v 3 and v3.
M',
respectively, and densities of them are p1 (t), p3 (t) and p3(t).

11i

3. Experiment.al Results and Analysis of the Data
Here we take up some experimental results and investigate them using the method
explained above.

1)

I. B. Savva.timova et al.2l.
In the glow discharge experiments with D 2 gas (and other gases) and Pd cathode (and
other transition metal cathodes), they measured the excess heat and nuclear transmutation
of various isotopes and elements with multi-layer cathode. After the discharge of 4 hours,
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the sample was sent to mass spectrometry (SIMS) and was analyzed its isotope composition
there about 3 ~ 6 months later. Here we take up two data.
1 - a) Decrease of 32 S
They detected a decrease of f�S from 7 to 2 3 ppm through the glow discharge with D 2
gas using Pd cathode. We can assume that the density of f�S was changed by the reaction
(1) only, because f�S is not exist (half life is 2.61s ), and that rkP was not exist in the Pd
cathode. From the equation (9), we get a density of the trapped thermal neutron n n as 2.2
x 10 12 cm- 3 using the values of the average speed of the thermal neutron v = 2.2 x 10 5
cm/s, the absorption cross section cr 1 = 0.53 barn of n for f�S and a duration of experiment
t = 10 7s ( '.:::'. 4 month).

~

1 - b) Change of Isotopic Composition of Zr
Before the experiment, few �gzr and �5Zr existed in Pd cathode, but after experiment
they increased with a ratio of �gzr : �5Zr = 57 : 34 (in contrast with 51 : 11 by natural
abundance). From the nuclear data, :6zr is unstable and natural abundance of giy is 100
% , i.e. other Y is unstable. So, we can take there was a few giy in the Pd cathode and
following reactions would occurred:
n

+

o

399 y n

+

89v
39 l

=

9oz
40 r +
9oz
40 r

90y
39
e

=

- + Ve,
_
9401 zr.

The absorption cross sections of neutron for giy and �gzr are 1.0 x 10- 3 and 5.0 x 10- 2
barns, respectively. From the equations (12) and (13) and a relation p 1 (t) : p 3 (t) = 5,:
34, a density of the trapped thermal neutron was calculated as 2.6 x 10 13 cm-3 .
2) V.A. Romodanov et al.3 l.
Romodanov et al. measured a lot of tritium with cylindrical Mo cathode in a glow
discharge with D 2 gas. The pressure of the gas was 1 atm in the cylinder and 0.2 atm
outside. W ith a cylindrical cathode of 2.5 cm¢ x 10 cm with thickness of 5 mm, they
measured tritium production of 10; s- 1. In this case, the temperature of the cathode was
very high ( up to 3000 ° C ) and we may assume that following rea.ction would occurred in
the whole volume of cathode material:
n

+d=t

(6.98kev) +

1

(6.25Mev).

The fusion cross section of d for n is~ 5.5 x 10- 4 barns and a rate of tritium generation is
106 cm- 3 s- 1 . The number of the reaction can be expressed by the equation (9). Putting
into the formula values obtained or determined in the experiment, we obtain a relation
between nn and nd ;
where nd is the density of deuteron. If we assume for the average density of deuterium
in the sample nd = 1020 cm- 3 ( 10 18 ), then we have the density of the trapped thermal
neutron n n ~ 3 x 10 7 cm- 3 ( 3 x 109 ).
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3) M. Okamoto et al. 4 l.
In an experiment in the series of works on Pd/D + LiOD system conducted hitherto,
they determined distributions of Pd, D, Li, Al, and Si atoms in the Pd cathode. As we
can see in these figures in Fig.1, densities of those elements changed drastically at near
surface of a w idth
1 µm. Especially, Al decreased to
20 % of the original value and Si
increased. We assume following reactions would occurred:

~

~

g

213sAl

2ss1•
14

=

-

-

+e +ve,

because natural abundance of Al is 100 % and i�Al is unstable for /3 decay (half life time
is 2.27 m ). From the equation (9), we obtain a density of the trapped thermal neutron n n
as 4.9 x 1013 cm-3 with the values of the absorption cross section a 1 = 0.23 barn of n for
ilAl and a duration of experiment t = 1.87 x 106 s.

4) Biotransmutation 5l.
Finally we take up the Biotransmutation. From page 25 of kushi's book 5), the elemental
transmutation in biological system is considered as " ~ most likely taking place at the
cellular level
and " ~ it was concluded that granted the existence of transmutation
~ ". We investigate three transmutations observed in the biological system Na to Mg, P
to S and Mn to Fe.

~ ",

If we take the same assumption as above that the thermal neutron exist in a living body,
we can assume that there occurs following reactions:

n

+

23
11

n+

n+

5

Na=
31
p
15

=

51nn =
25-r-.,r

4
211

,r
+ eN··a= ?142 1-.1v1g

J152p

561\,r

=

25 •1n =

...L -

, Ve,

+ 11e,
56
- 5 Fe + e + Ve,

J2s
16 + e2

where natural abundance of irNa, f�P and �tMn are all 100 % , and all intermediate nuclei
produced from them (ii Na, f;P and ��Mn) are unstable for /3 decay. Furthermore, we know
the absorption cross sections of irNa, f�P and ��Mn for thermal neutron are 0.534, 2.2 and
13.3 barn, respectively from data of nuclides. Comparing with the values of the absorption
cross section used in the other analyses in this paper, we can recognize that these values
are fairly large.
Therefore, if such elements as Na, P and Mn are in a living body with a lot of trapped
neutron, it is possible to expect there occurs nuclear transmutations to Mg, S and Fe.
4. Conclusion
We took simple assumptions to investigate the experimental results that there were
trapped thermal neutrons with the constance density n n in the sample and they react with
hydrogen isotope in the sample or minor elements, then we can determine the density n n 
1012 cm- 3. The
The estimated values from other analyses6l were in a range of n n = 103
results suggest that the TNCF model is one of the most realistic theory. The other three
papers6 ~ 8 l given in this conference will help to understand the physics of the cold fusion.

~
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ISOTOPIC DISTRIBUTION FOR THE ELEMENTS EVOLVED IN
PALLADIUM CATHODE AFTER ELECTROLYSIS IN D2O SOLUTION

T. Mizuno, T.Ohmori*, T.Akimoto, K.Kurokawa, M.Kitaichi,
K.lnoda, K.Azumi, S.Simokawa and M. Enyo**

Department of Nuclear Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Kita-ku,
North 13, West 8, Sapporo, 060 JAPAN,
*: Catalysis Research Center, Hokkaido University, Kita-ku, North 11, West 10, Sapporo, 060,
JAPAN,
**: Hakodate National College of Technology, Tokura-cho 14-1, Hakodate, 042, JAPAN,
Abstract
It was confirmed by several analytic methods that reaction products with mass number ranging from
1 to 208 are deposited on palladium cathodes subjected to electrolysis in a heavy water solution at
high pressure, high temperature, and high current density for one month. These masses were
composed with many elements ranged from hydrogen and lead. Isotopic distributions for the
produced elements were radically different from the natural ones.
1. Introduction
Many claimed that if nuclear reactions have been induced by electrochemical reaction occurring in
solid electrodes, there must be clear evidence such as the evolution of radioisotopes and radiation.
Moreover, the evolution rates of the reaction products should be quantitatively explained in terms
of the proper nuclear reaction mechanisms. But such the claim could be held if the reaction
mechanism had been consisted by proper theories. However, there is no proof that the conventional
mechanism holds the reactions. It is difficult to detect the emission of the radiation and radioisotope
if the mechanism was different from the proper ones. In this work, evidence which indicates the
occurrence of some nuclear reactions is presented, in the form of isotopic changed elements in and
on the cathode surface. These products have been obtained with a mechanism which had not
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induced any detectable radiations. The anomalous isotopic distribution of these elements shows they
do not come from contamination. We represent that the reaction mechanism was completely
different from the proper nuclei formation process. However, we attempt to explain the process
which produced these anomalous products by the mechanism within the framework of the proper
theory(l).
2. Experimental
The experimental details for the sample, cell and electrolysis conditions have been described
elsewhere(2). The sample electrodes were supplied to element detection after pull off the Teflon
coat, washed by the Mill Q water for energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES), secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and electron probe microanalyzer
(EPMA).
3. Results
Many elements have deposited on the surface and distributed irregularly; these concentrations were
changed with samples. The elements that have commonly been detected were C, 0, S, Cl, Si, Ca,
Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Mo, Pd, Sn, Pt, Hg and Pb for all the samples. The amounts for Ca,
Ti, Cr, Cu, Pt, Hg and Pb were abundantly existing and differed more than 3 times at the surface
place compared with C, Cl, Si, Mn, Co, Ni, Zn and Sn which were existing rather uniformly. These
changeable elements were also fluctuating with sample lot as 3 times deviations. It meaning that the
uncontrollable factors such as surface conditions are the main importance for the reaction.
Several elements were detected in the
Pd electrode by the EDX method; the
measurements were taken to know the
rough concentration for the elements
because in the SIMS measurement the
mass peaks have a possibility to

.....

C
�0
u

contain other molecular peaks. Figure
1 shows typical results before and
after electrolysis. Several peaks of Pt,
Cr and Fe are clearly seen; these
amounts were comparably with Pd
bulk peak. And less amounts for Sn,
Ti, Cu and Pb elements were also
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clearly observed. The EDX analyses were repeated on various place of the sample; the deviation
for the EDX counts sometimes reached to IO times with the place. This change was depending on
the scanning area. The amounts for the evolved elements were finally estimated by SIMS
measurement. The EDX, AES and EPMA methods were complimentary used to correspond a mass
Spectra to a certain atom and decide their isotopic distributions. The procedure is described as
follows: (I); the mass number were decided in the first from light mass number. (2); the mass
number were adjusted with the EDX and AES spectra. (3) the large count number of mass peaks
was confirmed to existence of their molecular ion and oxide ion peaks. (4) the final mass spectra
were estimated by multiplying the factors of counting correction to the original count of mass. The
factor shows very high and low value at the inert gases and alkali metals respectively.
The ratios of atomic number for the mass
were

finally

estimated

with

the

procedures. The ratios were shown in fig.2
normalized with the total mass set as one.
Typical counts by EDX and SIMS ranged
from 102 to I06 and were 10 to I00 times
higher than the background counts. Thus,
the presence of Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Cu,
Zn, Cd, Sn, Pt and Pb was clearly
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·Fig.2 Count rates for Pd electrode electro!� in the
heavy water solution observed by SIMS measurement.

confirmed. These elements are mostly
grouped in four ranges of mass number:lightest elements under 50 mass number,light elements from
50 to 80;middle elements 100 to 140; and heavy elements from 180 to 208. The ratio of the mass
number from 102 to 110 which correspond with Pd atom is under 1% of total even if it was bulk
substance; the large ratio of existence for Oxygen and Xenon pull down their values. The reason for
these high ratio can be considered that the many gas atoms may be released and succeeding
contributes to the counting rate from the spot place heated up by ion bombardment.
The SIMS analysis showed other elements; As, Ga, Sb, Te, I, Hf, Re, Ir, Br and Xe. These elements,
except Xe, were difficultly detected by AES and EDX because the peaks were very close and
sometime overlapped with others and these were lower than the detection limits by the
measurements. Xe atoms are naturally difficult to detect by EDX method because the such the gas
atoms are easily escaped by ion bombardment from the spot area. The SIMS count numbers ranged
from I03 to 106 where the background counts were as low as -10, so we have confidence in these
results. In Figure 2 we show the peak intensities normalized with the total peak. The intensity of Xe

was 10 times larger than Pd; it may be that the gas was released by bombarding with a- ions which
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caused a temperature rise at the sample.
We have no peak except Pd been observed after pre-electrolysis Pd surfaces. Pt a Pd concentrations
in the electrolyte after experiment were IO and 15 ppm respectively by atomic absorption
measurement and no other elements excepts for Li was observed. Total amount for the elements
existed in one micro meter depth of Pd surface
were calculated as follows; C: 0.37, S: 0.67,
Ca: 0.55, Ti: 0.86, Cr: 7.0, Mn: 0.005, Fe: 0. I 7,
Co: 0.0057, Ni: 0.0157, Cu: 0.026, Zn: 0.80,
Mo: 0.005, Pd: 4.77, Cd: 0.105, Sn: 0.069, Pt:
0.025, Hg: 0.0375 and Pb: 0.021 atomic
percentage. (The total deposited elements on
the Pd and the calculated summation for the
impurity in the electrolyte and Pd samples are
less one and mere order than depositions.)
Here, the total impurities except Ca are less
than the deposition amounts; especially, Mn,
Ti, Cd and Hg were not existing as the
impurity.
Large differences m isotopic distributions
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Fig.3 Depth profiles for Cr isotope
concentrations (above) and ratio of
isotope abundances (bottom) in Pd

compared with the natural distributions were
observed by the SIMS method for Cr, Cu, Zn, Br, Xe, Pd, Cd, Hf, Re, Pt, Ir, Pb and Hg. The typical
concentrations and their ratios for Chromium isotopes are shown in Fig.3 for an example; the
concentrations except Cr52 decreased exponentially with depth but Cr52 has a peak at 0.5 micro
meters and they showed largely shift in isotopic ratios: However, we can see large deviations for
isotopic existence with natural ones, that means, these are higher than Cr52, i.e., Cr52 is less than
others, in the figure where the natural isotope existence is plotted at the three micro meter depth
positions. These isotopic distribution changes occurred mainly within the layer of most outer
surfaces in one micro meter and their ratios approached into normal values toward the inner bulk
layer. In Figure 4, for Pd is shown to have large shifts in abundances. Their concentrations are
represented with the ratio to Pd 106 which exists in natural as most abundant. Their atomic
concentration increased with depth. This means the concentration of other deposition relatively
decreased. Especially, amounts of Pdl04 and I 10 are higher value than the natural ones that values
are shown at three micro meters depth in the figure.
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4. Discussion
It can hardly be imagined that all of the elements found were impurities in electrolyte, electrode
or cell. Even if we suppose that all impurities in the system accumulated in the cathode, the amount
would be IO to I 00 times smaller than the
total amount we detected. Furthermore, it
is simple impossible to explain the shifts
in the isotopic distribution. Therefore, it
must be concluded that some novel
reactions occurred, resulting in the
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the electrolyte and electrode material. We
starting material for these reactions, but it
is possible that impurities and other cell
components such as Li, DiO, Pd, Pt, K, Na,
Ca, B, C, Ag and Fe may have provided
the starting material for the nuclear
reactions. It must be admitted that these
reactions

have
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solid,

detailed

theoretical basis yet, but in broad terms
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this can explain most of the elements
which were observed. One may also imagine that as such transmutation reactions were presumably
taking place during the electrochemical process, they are likely to be connected with other
phenomena such as hydrogen embrittlement and local corrosion.
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PRODUCTION OF HEAVY METAL ELEMENTS AND THE
ANOMALOUS SURFACE STRUCTURE OF THE
ELECTRODE PRODUCED DURING THE LIGHT
WATER ELECTROLYSIS ON Au ELECTRODE
T. OHMORI*, T. MIZUNO** and M. ENYO***
*

Catalysis Research Center, Hokkaido University,
Kitaku Sapporo 060, JAPAN
** Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University
Kitaku Sapporo 060, JAPAN
*** Hakodate National College of Technology
Tokuracho Hakodate 042, JAPAN
ABSTRACT
Some 100 µ g of fine black porous powders were deposited at the bottom of the
electrolytic cell during the electrolysis on Au electrodes for 20-30 days at current
densities above 200 mA/cm2 . The main constituting elements of the deposits were Hg, Pt,
Os, Fe Si and F other than Au. The isotopic distributions of Hg, Fe and Si containing in
the deposits were evidently different from their natural ones. In addition, a lot of micro
craters which are allowed to imagine the occurrence of some micro explosion were
created on Au electrode surface during the electrolysis.
INTRODUCTION
In the previous study, we found that some 10 µ g of Fe, whose isotopic distribution
was clearly different from its natural isotopic abundance, was formed on/in Au electrode
during the electrolysis for 7 days at a current density of 100 mA/cm2. In addition, there
was a linear relationship between the amount of Fe and excess heat observed
simultaneously [ 1-2]. This suggests strongly that Fe was produced by some nuclear
transmutation. In the present study, we investigated whether there exist some elements
other than Fe produced as a result of nuclear transmutation by noting the deposits
obtained in the present electrolysis conducted at high current densities.
EXPERTh1ENTAL
The electrolytic cell was made of fused quiartz. The working electrodes were cold
worked Au plates (2.0 cm2 app. area; 0.1 mm thick; 99.99 % purity; Ag: 21 ppm, Pd: 3
ppm, Cu: 1 ppm, Fe, Si, Rh, Pt: < 1 ppm, no detectable for Hg, Os and Zn), whose
surfaces were scraped with a cleaned glass fragment. The roughness factor of the
electrode was around 2.0. The counter electrode was a 1 x 7 cm, 80 mesh Pt gauze
(99.98 % purity; Rh: 18 ppm, Pd, Cr, Si: 2 ppm, no detectable for Hg, Os and Zn). The
electrolytes used were Na2S04 and Na2C0 3 from Merck (sprapur grade; Fe, Zn: < 0.01
ppm, no detectable for Si, Hg, Os and F for Na2S04; Si: < 0.5 ppm, Fe, Hg: < 0.05 ppm,
Zn: < 0.01 ppm, no detectable for Os and F for Na2C0 3 ). The volume of the electrolyte
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solution was 100 mi and the concentration was adjusted to 0.5 M. The electrolysis was
carried out at a constant current ranging from 1 to 3 A. During the electrolysis, Milli-Q
water was supplied every 24 hours to maintain the total solution amount constant. The
deposits obtained were washed with Milli-Q water and placed on Ni or Zr plates and the
constituent elements of the deposits were analyzed by means of SIMS, AES, EPMA and
EDX.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of the deposits
The deposits were very porous with a lot of fine pores of run order, look like
pumices. Maximal constituent element of the deposits was Au, besides, considerable
amounts of Hg, Pt, Os, Fe, Si, and F were contained. The yield of Si was increased
significantly when electrolyzed in Na2SO4 at a high current density. The contents of Fe
and F were increased in Na2CO3 . Os was detected mainly in Na2CO3 at a high current
density.
As a typical example, we show EPMA images of the deposits obtained after the
electrolysis in Na2SO4 for 30 days at a current density of 800 mA/cm2 in Fig. 1. As seen,
in this case, fairly clear Hg, Pt and Os images were observed together with the strongest
Au image. Fe image was also observed although it was a little weaker in this case than
those of above elements. The fact that the major component of the deposits was Au
suggests strongly that the deposits were produced at the Au electrode.

(a)

r·

(b)

(c)

(e)

(t)

��'.:

(d )

Figure l. EPMA images of elements c ontaining in the dep o sits. SEM image o f the dep o sits ( x
_
.
6,700) (a), EPMA images of Au (b), Hg (c), Pt (d), Os (e) and Fe (f). Wavelength of the sp ecific X rays
are 1.276, 1.241, 1.313, 3.163 and 1.937 A for Au, Hg, Pt, Os and Fe, resp ectively.
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Isotopic abundance
•
•
The isotopic distributions of Hg , Fe
and Si containing in the deposits obtained
40
by SIMS analysis are shown in Figs 2 - 4,
respectively, over the scan range up to 15.
',t
The data of Hg and Fe were obtained in
Na2CO3 and the datum of Si was obtained
·a
20
�
in Na2SO4 at a current density of 800 mA
The isotopic distributions of these elements
reveal significant deviation from their
natural isotopic abundance. Thus for Hg,
O'-----o-5-.....,____l�0---�15 .
Fig. 2, the isotopic content of 200Hg is 35Sc<JI Number
50 %, evidently higher than its natural
Figure 2. Isotopic distribution of Hg present in the
deposits ranging from 1 to 15 scans. (0) : 199Hg, c•>:
isotopic abundance of 23 .13 %, while the
=Hg. (6): 201Hg, (A): 202Hg, (X): 20<Hg. Dashed lines
202
mean individual natural isotopic abundance.
content of Hg, which being the major
component in the nature, is reduced down
100�------------,
---------------- _____________ 56_
to 15-20 % from its natural value of29.8 %.
The components of other isotopes change
to some extent.
For Fe, Fig. 3, the content of 57Fe
drastically increases as in the case of Fe
produced on/in Au electrode during the
electrolysis at a current density of 100
o�-�-�-�-3�--�-�--�-=-�-�-7f:-�-�-=-�11-2§-�-�-��
mA/cm2 [ 1-2], however, in this case, its
Scan Number
ratio becomes much higher, exceeding
Figure 3. Isotopic distribution of Fe present in the
50 % particularly in the vicinity of the
57
posits ranging from 1 to 15 scans. (0): 56Fe, c•> �7Fe.
de
surface of the deposits. The ratio of Fe
100
ts_
has a tendency to decrease gradually with
increasing the depth.
As mentioned already, the content of
Si in the deposits markedly increased when
electrolyzed in Na2SO4 at a large current
u
·s.
density ( eg. 800 mA/cm2), and, in this case,
the color of the deposits turns white gray.
From EDX measurement the major
component was found to be Si, besides Au,
Scan Number
Pt, Hg were also included. The isotopic
Figure 4. Isotopic distribution of Si present in lhe
content of 28 Si decreased down to ca. 58 %
deposits ranging from 1 to 15 scans. (0): Si, (e): �Si,
30Si.
(6):
from its natural value of 92.2 % in the
vicinity of the surface of the deposits.
On the contrary, the content or 29Si and 30 Si increased. The extent of the decrease in
the content of 28Si of the deposits obtained by the electrolysis in Na2CO3 at a current
density of 500 mA/cm2 is somewhat smaller, the content is 70-75 % in the vicinity of the
surface. These results show that 29Si and 30Si are produced preferentially by the
electrolysis in Na2SO4 at a large current density. As have reported already, the isotopic
distribution of Si present on/in Au electrode after the electrolysis in Na2SO4 at a current

________________ ____________
1

0

28
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density of 100 mA/cm2 agreed closely with natural isotopic abundance [2], and, in the
present experiment, the isotopic distribution of Si present on/in the Au electrode after the
electrolysis in Na2CO3 at a current density of 500 mA/cm2 was also in accord with its
natural isotopic abundance. Such Si is considered to be the one of glass powder
remained in the Au electrode after scraping. Hence, there would be no doubt that 29Si
and 30Si were produced at Au electrode by some nuclear reaction occurring when the
deposits were produced.
. Surface structure of Au electrode
The electrode surface after the electrolysis showed very anomalous structure. Fig. 5
shows the SEM images of the Au electrode surface after the electrolysis in Na2CO3 for 30
days at a current density of 500 mA/cm2. A lot of craters with various sizes are created
and developed along the scraped edge lines of the electrode surface (c,d). Each crater has
a deep hole, looks like volcano. The size of the largest crater reaches ca. 20 µ m diam.
and 30 µ m height (a,b). From the appearance of the craters, one can imagine that some
micro explosion took place at that place. The outside walls of the craters consist of very
fine porous substances, which are very alike to the structure of the deposits. In addition,
the major element of the deposits is Au. Hence, there would be no doubt that the deposits
were spewed out from these craters as the ashes as a result of some micro explosion,
probably caused by some nuclear reactions.
The walls inside the craters are constituted by fine hexagonal crystallites which are
assignable Au(l 11) (e,f). These crystallites may be considered to be produced by the
reconstruction of Au polycrystals of the electrode material owing to the intense heat
evolved locally resulting from the micro explosion. The amounts of Hg and Pt present
on/in Au electroc!e after the electrolysis determined by SIMS were much smaller than
those present in the deposits in every cases. Perhaps, n· irradiation of SIMS was not
pin-pointed at the wall of the craters precisely.
Possible reactions
The amount of deposits obtained during the electrolysis was 0.5 - 1 mg. The
content of Hg, Pt and Os in the deposit can be estimated at least at several percents from
the results of EPMA measurement, from which the total amounts of Hg, Pt and Os
produced yield at least some l O µ g. On the other hand, even in l 00 ml of the
electrolyte solution of 0.5 M Na2 CO3 containing 0.05 ppm of Hg as impurity, the amount
of Hg which must be contained in the deposits as impurity would be at most 0.35 µ g.
In addition, Os and F are completely free in the electrolysis system used. The deviation of
the isotopic distribution of Hg, Fe and Si suggests that these elements were not mixed in
the deposits as impurities but produced as a result of some nuclear transmutations.
Hence, at least, Hg, Os, Fe, Si and F can be considered to be the products of the nuclear
transmutation r�action
Although the reaction scheme of the nuclear transmutations is still ambiguous, we
consider at the present stage that the reactions start by the following fusion reaction,
.
;nAu + n 1 11- -➔ 198•204
· IJ
,g. ··1··. he Hg atoms thus pro j uced wou Iic have very h1gh
nuciear energies, being unstable, splitting partly to produce Pt, Os and Fe. Si and F would
be produced as a result of the split of Fe occurring successively.
It is very mysterious why such transmutations take place in Au electrode by the light
water electrolysis at a room temperature. It is known that there are small amount of H
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active sites on Au where the hydrogen evolution reaction occurs exclusively by slow
recombination reaction [3-5]. Therefore, at that place where such sites are concentrated
(perhaps, it corresponds to the lattice defect), the concentration of H would remarkably
increase with increasing hydrogen overpotential, and, in addition, a considerable amount
(b)

(a)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 5. SEM images of the craters formed on Au electrode after the electrolysis in 0.5 !'vi �a2COJ
for 30 days at a current density of 500 mAfcm2 . External views of the craters: (a)~(d), internal
views of the crater: (e)~(f).

of micro cracks would be created with high loading of H. As a result of this, extremely
strong electric field would be formed. Under such a condition, some H atoms would
have a chance to acquire extremely high kinetic energy and become accessible to Au
nuclei enough to cause the nuclear transmutation reaction even instantaneously.
Of course, our concepts concerning the reaction scheme are far from the completion.
Nevertheless there is hardly any doubt that the nuclear transmutation reaction occurs in
the electrolysis systems to produce Hg, Os, Fe, Si, F, etc. from the experimental results
obtained here. To elucidate this problem, more extensive research would be necessary.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
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Nuclear Reaction Caused by Electrolysis
in Light and Heavy Water Solutions

Reiko Notoya, Toshiyuki Ohnishi and Yohichi Noya
Catalysis Research Center, Hokkaido University
Sapporo 060, JAPAN
Abstract
A series of analysis of the products of some nuclear reactions caused by
electrolysis was performed by a gamma-ray or liquid scintillation
spectroscopy. The electrolysis was carried out by use of the so-called
thermally open cell which was equipped with the cathode made of porous
nickel or platinized platinum, in 0.1""' 0.5 mole/liter Li2 CO 3 , Na2 CO 3 ,
K2CO3, Rb2 SO 4 and Cs2 SO 4 light and heavy water solutions. The result
·obtained by the analysis and that of our previous works indicated that;
i. gamma peaks due to 22Na and 24Na, 4 °K, 89Rb and 9 2 Sr, or 13 4 Cs and 135Xe
during each electrolysis of Na+ , K+ , Rb + or Cs + solution, respectively,
ii. gamma peaks due to 56 Co, 64Cu and 65Zn were shown in the cases of all
electrolytes included even Li + solution,
iii. a gamma peak due to the positron annihilation was also observed in
every solutions, at 511 k eV,
iv. liquid scintillation spectra showed the increment of tritium produced by
electrolysis in all light and heavy solutions except for Rb+ ,
v. some nuclear reactions were caused by electrolysis and occurring as the
branching reactions of the hydrogen evolution reaction.

I .Introduction
The cold fusion occurrrng rn the system of deuterium-palladium becomes
gradually not-so curious owing to may scientists' efforts in the world, since
Fleischmann and Pons proposed it on the basis of finding anomalous large
heat evolution during electrolysis in heavy water solution of Li + [l]. On the
other hand, by use of the so-called low overvoltage metals for hydrogen
electrode reaction, large heat evolution and some amount of tritium
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production were observed during electrolysis even in light water solutions
of various alkali-metallic ions M + [2]. Furthermore, a few methods of
chemical analysis of the electrolytes used for electrolysis provides some
evidence of nuclear reactions, for example, Ca in K + [2] or 132-140X in Cs+
solution(3] and so forth. For the last a few years, the evidence of the nuclear
reactions caused by electrolysis has rapidly increased owing to
accumulation of works experimental and theoretical. In particular, the
simultaneous measurements of the excess heat and the radioactivity in an
e1 ectro 1 ytic ce 11 are notab1 e during e1 ec tro1 ysis . In t.hese systems, the
reaction mechanism was determined as follows on the basis of the result of
our studies using the galvanostatic transient method.[4];
M+ + e
M(I) + H(a)
H(a) + H(a)

==}
==}

M(I)
M(I) + H(a) + OH-

(1)
(2)
(3)

where M(I), H(a), =}and-mean the inter-metallic compound between M
and the electrode material, an adsorbed hydrogen, the rate not-determining
and the rate determining steps, respectively.
The aim of this work is to find out the evidence for the nuclear reactions of
M(I), which must be occurring even in light water solutions. The data
concerning t�e positron annihilation is reported in the other place[5].
Therefore, it will be mentioned summarily in this paper.

2. Experimental Part
The electrolytic cell and electrodes were the same as described in the
previous papers[2,3]. Namely, we used porous nickel or platinized platinum
as a cathode( l .OX 0.5 cm in size, � 0.1 cm in thickness). The same cathode
was usually used a few times for electrolysis in the same kind of electrolyte.
Twenty or thirty milliliters of 0.5 mole/I LiOH, Na 2 CO 3 , K 2 CO 3 or 0.3
mole/I Rb 2 SO 4 , or 0.1 mole/I Cs 2 SO 4 solution o!' light or heavy, or mixed
water of them was used as the electrolyte. Some series of observati0n of
excess heat and y -ray spectra were performed simultaneously dur:ng
electrolysis of6~100 hours in a dark chamber rn2de of lead walls of 10cm in
thickness. After ele- ctrolysis, the electrolytes were analyzed by use of a
liquid scintillation spectrometer. The procedure was the same as described
also in previous paper[6].
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3. Results and Discussion
3 .1. 'Y -ray Spectra
Fig. I shows the typical spectrum observed in K + solution by a 'Y -ray
spectro meter equipped with a pure germanium detector (made by Nippon
Atomic Industry Group Co.LTD).
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Fig. I. 'Y -ray spectrum observed in K solution on Ni: energy region, O~ 1.6M
eV, duration and input power of electrolysis, 50hr, 0.65w. Peaks are
numbered in the same way in Table I.
Table 1. Identified Nuclear Species and Their Amounts.
Nuclear Energy
Species ___
Th-234
Hg-197
Th-234
U -235
Ra-226
Pb-212
Pb-214
Tl-208
Pb-214
Pb-214

Cu- 64
Zn- 65
Co- 56
N - 13
F - 18
Tl-208
Co- 56
Zn- 65
Co- 56
Na- 24
K - 40

Amount

Limit of Detected
y_al_ _t::. --��:�

_!�:�l _____ '-----����----_____
63.33
77 .11
92. 48
185.79
185.79
238 .65
241. 94
277.48
· 9S.31
2
351 .98

511.26
511 .26
511. 26
51 !.26
S 11.26
582.96
846 .53
1119 .84
1238.00
1368.63
1458.72

1.21E-1
6.SlE-3
6 . 04E-2
2 .54E-3
3.52£-2
3.SlE-3
1. l 9E-2
l .0lE-2
6.43E-3
2. 54E-3

< 3.6SE-l
< l.96E-2
1.81E-l
< 7.64E-3
< 1.06E-l
< l.05E-2
< 3 .60E-2
< 3 .08E-2
< l.93E-2
7.59E-3

Lt9F.-2± 3 .73E-3

1.llE-2

2.llE-1±
1. 22E-2±
2.34E-1 ±
7 .41E-3±
l.03E-l±
9.llE-3±
3.04E-2±
1.0SE-2±
1.51E-2±
1 .51E-2 ±

2 .53E-2± 6.70E-3
1.04E-1± 2 . 75E-2
6 .76E-3± l.78E-3
3. 35E-1± 8.86E-2
3.14E-2± 8 .29E-3
l.46E-3± 8,14E-4
4.93E-4± 4.82E-4
l.95E-3± l.92E-3
8.87E-4 ± 3.90E-4
l.35E-3± l.28E-3

2 .00E-2
8.23E-2
5.35E-3
2.65E-l
2.48E-2
< 2 .45E-3
< 1.46E-3
< 5.80E-3
< l.19E-3
< 3 .91E-3

Peak
No.

2
3
4
5
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
11
11
l1
11
12
14
18
19
23
24
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The amount of each nuclear species estimated from the peak value shown in
Fig.1 was listed in Table 1, respective ly�
These quantities estimated from the observation of y -ray spectra are found
in the region of 0.001~0.1 Bq. In Li+ solution, merely the peaks due to the
positron annihilation, 64 Cu and 65 Zn were increased by electrolysis. In the
case of Na + , 22 Na (1,276 k eV) was often detected together with
24
Na(l ,366keV).
In K + solution, 4 °K(l ,461 k eV) is increased always twice from 0.02Bq to
0.04Bq by 24 hours' electrolysis with 0.5~0.6 w.
In the case of Rb+ solution, 89 Rb( 1,032 and 1,250 ke V) was produced by
electrolysis and sometimes 92 Sr. In the case of Cs+ ,
a small amount of
135
134
Xe(25 l keV) were detected. But in Cs +
Cs(609 and 794 keV)and
solution, the peak due to positron annihilation showed the highest. The
reason does not become clear in this time.
3.2. Liquid Scintillation Spectra
A liquid scintillation spectro-analyzer(Packard CA 2550) was used for
determination of tritium concentration in electrolyte after electrolysis. Two
types of a liquid scintillation spectra were exemplified in Fig.2a and Fig.2b
observed by use of the samples of Li + and Rb + solutions. The maximum
position shown in Fig.2a and those of the spectra of the samples of Na + , K +
and Cs + solutions, agree with that of the authentic sample of tritium. But,
the maximum point of spectrum shown in Fig.2b moved towards higher
energy, that was strongly affected by the presence of 87 Rb (the natural
abundance: 27.835%). The rates of generation of tritium by electrolysis
were determined in all kinds of electrolytes of right and heavy water except
for Rb + , which were listed in Table 2.
2.0
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Figs.2a and 2b Liquid scintillation spectra observed by use of Li + and Rb +
samples.
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Table 2. Generation Rate of Tritium rn Various Electrolytes on Porous
Nickel.
Electrolyte
Ion
Water
2. ..
l.Li

+

H20

3. Na
4.
.5.

+

"

.
8 .
9. Cs
10. .
.
11.
6.K

+

7.

+

H20
H 2 0+D 2 0
H20
H 2 0+D 2 0
D 20
H2 0

a

3

Excess Heat
%

Tb
Bq/20ml

0.75

.53

0.25

0.73

52

0.032

0.6 I

134

0.77

59

W input
w

----0.47

24hr

1.92
0.222
2.006

97

0.89
3 .42

0.65

110
62

393

0.71
0.72

61

72

0.4 1

32
7

a: Input power
b: Bq denotes tritium amount generated in 20 ml electrolyte during 24hr's
electrolysis

3.3. Nuclear Reactions Caused by Electrolysis
A clear peak was found at 511 keV, which must be due to the positron
annihilation. In particular, it was remarkable that the peak appeared on
all spectra which were observed during the electrolysis of all electrolytes
used for this work. The increase of the peaks characterized by 64 Cu, 65Zn
and 56 Co with the increase of duration of electrolysis were common to all
solutions. Besides, the increase of the products of some nuclear reactions
as described above can be estimated on the basis of -y -ray spectral data.
These radioactive species are well known to be produced easily in a
nuclear furnace, for example, 23Na(n, -y )24 Na, 23( -y ,n)22 Na, 39K(n,
-y )4 °K, 56 Fe(p,n or d,2n)56Co, 63Cu(n, 'Y )6 4Cu, 64Zn(n, -y )65Zn and
133Cs(n, 1' ) 134 Cs. 89Rb, 92 Sr and 135Xe may be prqduced through a series
of some ele�entary reactions. Ca and the elements of the mass number
from 132 till 140 were produced in the same way, which had been detected
+
in the electrolysis of K and Cs + io�s.
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The Experimental Discovery of the Phenomenon
of Controlling and Changing Probability and Time of Spontaneous Decay
and Gamma-Transmutation of Excited Nuclei Statuses
Vladimir I. Vysotskii
Kiev Shevchenko University, Radiophysical dept., 252033, Kiev, Ukraine
Vladimir P. Bugrov, Alla A. Kornilova, Sergei I. Reiman
Moscow State University, 119899, Moscow, Russia
Abstract
The paper discusses the process of controlling the probability of spontaneous decay of ra
dioactive and excited Mossbauer nuclei. For the first time two experiments have proved
the possibility of changing the life time of radioactive nuclei by surrounding them with
screens having resonant absorption frequency equal to the nuclear transition frequency.
For the first time in the experiments with gamma sources Co57(Fe57 *) and Sn119m and with
gamma absorbers Fe57 and Sn 119 we have discovered the change of Mossbauer transition
life-time by 20-100°'0 and total life-time (including non- Mossbauer radia'tion and electron
conversion) by 0.6-2%.
I. Theoretical model
The problem of controlling of nuclei decay is one of the most important in the physics. As far
as we know, none of the previously conducted researches contain reliable data confirming
the possibility of such controlling. We have carried out investigation aimed at experimental
discovery (based on our original theory [I]) of this important phenomenon.
In [I] we have considered the possibility of controlling the probability of decay Aii of excited
Mossbauer nuclei by controlled mode restructuring of electromagnetic vacuum. The main
idea of the spontaneous decay velocity control is in a strong influence of averaged modes
density in a unit frequency interval
<p(Vij)> = ff p(vn )f(vn,Vij,D)dvn dD, p(vn) = 8nvn 2/c3

(I)

upon the final possible decay and radiation life-time -c of excited nuclei
(2)
Here f(vn ,Vij. D) is spectral-angular density of mode, having central frequency Vn, spectral
width Yn and spreading in the direction of solid angle D. Usually
f(Vn ,Vij,D) = Ynf 8n 2 [(Vn -Vij) 2 +yn 2 /4], Yn = Yn(Vn,D).
(3)
In case of nuclei transition with high multipolity L>I the dipole moment d (L=\) in (2) and
other equations is replaced with multipole moment Q(Ll_ The rule for the substitution is
I dii 1 2 ➔ {61t (L+ l)/L[(2L+ \)!!]2}(2nvt/c) 2 L- 2 IQ!Ll ii l 2
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Spectral width of mode Yn is defined by time of life of photon L1tr = Qnlvn in this mode. Here
Qn - quality of mode Vn .
In case of free space time of life of photon is unlimited large and !Hy ➔x. In result
Qn ➔oo, Yn

=

Vn /Qn ➔ 0, f(vn,Vij,.Q) ➔ <'5(vn-Vij) {Dirac <'5-function) and from(!) -(3) we have
(4)

In case of frequency non-selective absorption time of life of all photons �ty decreases,
Yn = canst -:f::. Yn(Vn) and for usual case Yn cmax) << Vn we have the same result (4).
Another situation appears with presence of a frequency-selective(resonant) absorber (for
instance, sphere of radius R or its part in solid angle �.Q) acting as a "black" screen in a nar
row frequency band �v near vo (for instance, near resonant frequency vo of Mossbauer
transition in source). In this case time of life of resonant photons is defined by their run
L1t, � 2R/c between frequency-selective absorber walls and Yn(lv-vol<�v/2, � .Q) � c /2R.
On the other hand, the nonresonant photons pass through the absorber freely and for them
Yn (lv-vol>L1v/2, � .Q) � 1/�t, << c /2R . The decrease of quality Qn = Vn/yn � 2Rvo/c of modes
lying within a small interval L1v :S: c/2R of frequencies near vo causes an essential change of
averaged modes density
<p{V;j)> =p{vij)F(vij), F{Vij) = JI f(vn,Vij,.Q)dvn d.Q
As a result it leads to change of time of decay(life-time)
t' = 3hc3 /327r3 v;/ I d l2 / F(vij) = t/ F(v;i)
i.i

(5)

and to a decrease (at v = vu) and increase (at v � Vo ±Av/2 ) of the probability intensity of
spontaneous decay.
This effect also leads to change(decrease at v = vo) of the spectral widths of Mossbauer tran
sition and radiation (in the radiation channel of nuclear decay) r•= 1/t*=r F(vi_i).
The similar situation takes place also in the more real case, when part of the space (where the
excited nuclei are situated) is bounded by interval([ 0, I], L1 .Q) between nonresonant ab
sorber(for instance - basis or support for excited nuclei) and resonant one. In this case the
domains of localization and the spectral properties of resonant and nonresonant modes are
different - resonant mode is localized in bounded interval [ 0 , I] and has large width Yn, while
nonresonant one is localized in endless domain [ 0 , oo] and has little width Yn • It's also of
great importance, that the results of effect on electromagnetic mode caused by only nonreso
nant absorber and by the combination of resonant absorber and nearly(with distance 81 ---f
0) nonresonant one are equal. The latter remarks are directly related to our experiments.
The equation for changes of population n2 = ne of excited nuclei (defined by partial prob
abilities of Mossbauer radiation in blocked angle P\1 = f 1'1.Q /4rct' , Mossbauer radiation in
non-blocked angle P.'v1 = f( 1 - �.Q / 4rc)/t, non-Mossbauer radiation
PNM = ( 1 - f)/t and electron conversion Pa= alt) has a form
r'tot

=

[P\.1 +PM+PNM+Pa ]- 1

= t /{ I+a - (I

- tIt*) f ;\.Q /4rc}

(6)

Here a is a coefficient of electron conversion, f - parameter of recoil-free resonant radiation
(parameter of Mossbauer), L1.Q - a solid angle blocked by the resonant absorber , lh2c101> - to
tal probability of transition from level Ei>2 to level E2, t'to1 - total life-time of excited nuclei
with present of resonant absorber. In equilibrium state dn2 / dt = 0 and the relation of
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population of excited nuclei n 2 * for .1 Q-:t=- 0(with selective absorption) to population of ex
cited nuclei n2 for � Q = 0(without selective absorption) has a form
n//n2 = l/{l-(l --ch*) f �Q/4rc( l+a)}.

(7)

For optimal case(�Q�4rc, -c<<-c*, f➔l, a➔O) nz'/n2� 1/{l - f / ( l+ a)} >>I.
Total intensity J/ of Mossbauer radiation in non-blocked direction (4rc - .1Q) also changes
and J y' = lrnz'/ n2. Let's describe this change as J/ = l y l( l - g). Then we have
g

=

l-

J.J J y' =(1 - -ch*) f �Q/4rc (I +a)

(8)

In this case
-c• = -c I { 1 -4rc g (I +a) / f �n

}.

(9)

2. Experimental results and discussion
Two experiments on controlling of the nuclei decay were performed based on our theory.
The aim of the first experiment was to measure the changing of total intensity J/(8) of
Mossbauer radiation(as a result of changing life-times -c\ 01 and-c*) in non-blocked direction
(4rc - �O). The layout of the first experiment is presented on Fig. 1
3
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Fig. I. Experimental layout for detecting of the effect of controlling the time of radiation nuclear decay based on
the method for measurement of intensity direct beam change.
57 *) isotope (hvo= 14,4 Ke V, a = 9) with activity of IO mCi in a chromium matrix
7
A Co5(Fe
was used as a source of Mossbauer radiation 1. This source had a spectrum in the form of
single line of natural width.

The source was fixed in the Plexiglas disc and put in the center(/=2.5 cm) or near the dia
phragm-oriented edge(/= 1 cm) of the resonant absorber 2, having a form of cylinder with
diameter D= 2 cm and length L=5 cm, made of stable Fe57 isotope(200 mg) in stainless steel
(100 mg). The thickness(surface density) of absorber crm � 7 mg/cm 2 provided the require
ment of total absorption of resonant radiation ( for Iv - vol< f/2 the coefficient of transpar
ency equals K""' 10- 3) and almost full transparency for non-resonant radiation(K � 0,95 for
Iv - Vol >>f/2).
The lead diaphragm 3 had a hole with diameter Do = I cm and length Lo = 2,5 cm. Behind the
diaphragm there was amplitude detector4 - NaJ(Tl) crystal with width 10-2 cm and photo682
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electronic multiplier. The signal processing system picked out the part of amplitude specter
close to the gamma-line with E.y;::; 14,4 KeV.
The measurements of the quanta counts N with direct gamma-beam (traveling from source l
through diaphragm 3 to amplitude detector 4) were performed in two regimes.
In the first regime (see Fig. I, case a) the quanta count N* = Jy ' i1t corresponds to presence of
resonant absorber cylinder 2 only .
In the second regime (see Fig.I, case b) another cylinder 5 made of lead with diameter D1 =2,2
cm, length L1 = 5 cm and thickness 6D1 = 0,2 cm was put around the resonant absorber cylin
der. It totally absorbed both resonant and non-resonant radiation in the range of energies
close to Er;::; 14,4 KeV. This corresponds to completely non-selective absorber and leads to
the intensity of registered flux of gamma-quanta Ir and the quanta count N = Jr 6t. Such
method excludes the uncontrolled influence of reverse scattering of resonant gamma-quanta
after changing resonant absorption to non-resonant (which would occur when resonant ab
sorber cylinder is simply taken off the source).
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FIG. 2. The influence of spatial position of non-resonant totally absorbing screen 6 upon the intensity (the
quanta count N = 1y �t) of direct beam of gamma-quanta: circles (upper points) -- screen is put around the
resonant absorber, squares (lower points) - screen is taken off. The case a) corresponds to the source I situated
in the center of the resonant absorber (/=2.5 cm), the case b) - the source is at /= I cm.

Each measurement lasted 6t= 100 s. The results of measurements are presented on Fig.2.
It can be seen, that the presence of additional non-selective absorber in side direction reduced
the intensity of radiation coming from the source in the direction of detector. It fully agrees
with the theory described in [I] and above. The change in count rate (N*- N) / N = g / (1-g) 1s
defined by g = 0.022 ± 0.002 for / = 2.5 cm and g = 0.008 ± 0.002 for I= 1 cm, with corre
sponding changes (increases) of radiation time (9) of nuclear decay (life-time) of Fe57 *
(E.y= l4,4 KeV) for Mossbauer component ,:*::::: 2,: for / = 2.5 cm and ,:*::::: 1.4,: for /=I cm.
In fact, considering the scattering of non-resonant gamma-quanta (in region Er;::;] 4,4 KeV)
from lead absorber, which increases ly , this increase of life-time T' is even greater.
Changed total life-time for Fe5 7 • equals i:\01 = 1101/ ( 1- g). Here 1:101 = ,: / (I +a.)= 9,8. I 0· 8 s standard total life-time for Fe 57 •. For both cases the change of total life-time (i:'io1- i:101)hto1
equals 2,2% and 0,8%.
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The aim of the second experiment was to measure the changing (decreasing at v = vo) of the
spectral width of Mossbauer radiation (as a result of changing life-times 1\01 and 1*).
The anticipated change in natural and total widths of gamma-spectrum increases with the de
crease of life-time. In order to reduce the influence of technical fluctuations the isotope Sn119m
with 1101 = 1,85.10-8 s, a = 5,5 and 1 = I ,2.10-7 s was used instead of Fe57* with 1 = I 0-6 s.
The layout of the second experiment is presented on Fig. 3.

�l.
.

•�

.•
I ($ •. •. ••. . ••. ·.•. •·:•·..•. .
.
> . •

. ....

I

.

.

b)

1
.TI
1

a)

Fig. 3. Experimental layout for detecting of the effect of controlling the time of radiation nuclear decay based on
the method for measurement of \Vidth of gamma-spectrum in the system source - absorber - resonant detector.

The excited Sn119m isotope (chemical compound CaSn 119mQ3) with activity of 5 mCi was used
as a source of Mossbauer radiation I with the energy of quanta Er = 23,8 KeV. This source
had a spectrum in the form of single line of nearly natural width.
The resonant absorber 2 had a form of disk with diameter D � 3 cm, made of stable Sn 119 iso
tope (chemical compound Sn11902, surface density CTm � 1,39 mg/cm 2 ). This absorber has a
spectrum of absorption in the form of nearly natural width. The thickness (surface density) of
resonant absorber satisfied two contradictory requirements. First it is necessary to have CTm ➔
oo and K ➔ 0 to maximize the influence upon resonant electromagnetic mode. But to lower
the statistical errors the quanta count has to be increased, thus requiring CTm ➔O, K➔ l. The
value CTm � 1,39 mg/cm 2 (for which a coefficient of resonant transparency equals K � 0,5) is
nearly optimal.
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FIG. 4. Width of gamma-spectrum in the system source - reso
nant detector. The rightmost point represents the average value.
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The lead diaphragm 3 had a hole
with diameter Do = 1 cm and length
Lo = 2,5 cm. Behind the diaphragm
there was a resonant detector 4 (a
compound Ca Sn 119 03 was used as a
resonant detector) and a system for
changing the Doppler velocity of
detector 4.
The measurements with gamma
beam (traveling from source
through resonant absorber and dia
phragm to resonant detector) were
performed in two regimes too.
In the first regime (Fig. 3, case a) the
resonant absorber 2 was fixed in po
sition near source I. For this regime
the solid angle blocked by the reso-
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nant absorber equals .1!1;::;:, 2n and F(vu) < 1, 1:*>-c.
In the second regime (Fig. 3, case b)the resonant absorber 2 was fixed at /=3 cm from source
in position near diaphragm 3. For this regime .1!1;::;:, (Do/161 )2;::;:, 7.10-4 and F(vij);::;:,}, -c*;:;-c.
In the regimes (a)and (b)the total widths r· = rs·+rd+Llr and r =rs+rd+.1r of gamma
spectrums including both the sum of source (L) and resonant detector (fd)resonant-line
widths, and a broadening .1r (as a result of resonant absorption)in absorber 2.
In order to verify the stability of gamma-line position and width the measurement of gamma
spectrum was performed in the system source I - detector 4 without the resonant absorber 2.
The results of this measurement are presented on Fig. 4.
The resulting value rs+rd = fso+.1La+rdo+.1rdo;:; 0.809 mm/s (in Doppler velocity units
v = cr/vo)demonstrates that the broadening .1La;:; .1rdo;:; 0.081 mm/s small in relation to natu
ral widths Lo = rdo = lhtot;::;:, 0,323 mm/s takes place in the source and detector.
For the regime (a)we have rdo = lhtot, r so ➔Lo• = lh101•= f,o [1- (-c1a1'-1:101)h101•] and
r· = Lo -rso('Ctol.-1:tot) hto(. +Llfso +fdo+Llrdo +Llr.
For the regime (b)we have rdo = lhtot, fso = 1/ Ltot and r=Lo+Llfso+rdo+.1rdo+Llf.
Then (from (6), using the obtained results for r• and f)we find

-c101 h101* = l --c1a1(r-r•),
'Ch* = 1--Ctot (f-r*) [47t (I +a)/ f .1Q] = 1- (1-'Ctot hoi*)[47t (I +a)/ f .1Q]

(9 )

Each measurement of r (or f*) in both cases lasted Llt = 0,5 hour. The results are presented
on Fig. 5 for two series of experiments (each with a duration about one or two days). The av
erage values measured were r = (1,184 ±0,003)mm/s , r• = ( l, 167±0,003)mm/s, with corre
sponding changes (increases) of total life-time of Sn119m (1101'- -C101)hto1 = (0,63 ± 0, 12).10-2 and
life-time for Mossbauer component of Sn 119m -c* = (1,20 ± 0,04)-c.
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FIG. 5. The influence of position of resonant absorber upon the width of gamma-spectrum for gamma-quanta
passing through this absorber, for two series of independent measurements: squares - absorber is situated near
source; circles - absorber is situated near diaphragm. The points to the right are the result of averaging the data
for all measurements.

The results of all experiments are approximately corresponding to estimations based on the
theoretical model for F(vij)When the experiment is performed in vacuum (which increases the quality Qn of non
resonant modes compared to experiments described here, that were performed in air) with
only resonant absorber present, .1,Q = 4n and the gamma-transitions with f = I and a= 0
are employed, it is possible to increase -r'io, >> 'Ctot by several orders of magnitude .
We would like to acknowledge useful discussion with R.N.Kuz'min.
Reference
I. V.I.Vysotskii, V.I. Vorontsov, R.N. Kuz'min . Pis'ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz. (Soviet Phys.-J.T.P.
Letters) l.Q, 300 ( 1984).
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Experimental Discovery of the Phenomenon
of Low-Energy Nuclear Transmutation of Isotopes (Mn55⇒Fe57)
in Growing Biological Cultures

Vladimir I. Vysotskii
Kiev Shevchenko University. Radiophysical Dept., 252033, Kiev, Ukraine
Alla A. Kornilova
Moscow State University, Physical Faculty, 119899, Moscow, Russia
Igor I. Samoylenko
Gamaleya Institute of Epidemiology and Microbiology, Moscow, Russia
Abstract
For the first time the experimental study of cold nuclear transmutation of isotopes was car
ried out in growing microbiological culture with controlled conditions of growth. With the
help of Mossbauer effect the formation of Fe57 isotope from Mn55 in nutrient medium based
on heavy water was observed. The possible mechanism of low-temperature nuclear transmu
tation is discussed.
I. Introduction
Hypothesis of possibility of nuclear transmutation of elements and isotopes in biological and
geological structures has been repeatedly discussed during the last decades. The interest to
this topic considerably increased after large-scale researches of the cold nuclear fusion phe
nomenon on the basis of dd-reactions in solids.
As far as we know, none of the previously conducted researches contains reliable data con
firming the possibility of such transmutations.
We have carried out investigations aimed at discovery of nuclear transmutation of elements
in microbiological cultures. We believe that this aim can be achieved only if an isotope ob
tained in the process of transmutation does not have any analogues in the nutrient medium
where the culture is growing (along with inevitably present admixtures of this isotope).
Therefore all experiments like [I] are hardly convincing because they don't meet this condi
tion.
We have conducted a series of experiments based upon new technology employing the precise
methods of Mossbauer spectroscopy. The experiments are based on the expected
Mnss+d2=Fes1
reactions in growing microbiological culture in heavy-hydrous (D20) sugar-salt nutrient
medium deficient in Fe but additionally containing Mn. The reaction results is generation of
stable rare Fe57 isotope, concentration of which in the natural iron (mainly Fe55) is very low.
The Fe57 isotope obtained in small quantities can be easily discovered by means of the Moss
bauer effect. The Mossbauer effect allows to monitor the isotope contents of all components
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of the nutrient medium, the initial culture and all samples of initial culture after its growth
has finished, taking into account all varieties of experiments.
2. Experimental method and procedures
The researches were carried out on the basis of bacterial cultures Deinococcus radiodurans
M-1, Bacillus subtilis GSY 228, Escherichia coli K-1 and yeast culture Saccharomyces cere
visiae T-8, selected according to the possibility of their growth in light and heavy water me
dia. The course of the experiments was as follows.
Previously obtained cultures after centrifuging, washing and post-growth were placed in a
flask with sugar-salt nutrient medium containing salts of Mg, Ca, K, ammonium tartrate, su
crose and IO ml of pure water(D2O in transmutation expenments, H2O in control experi
ments).
The composition of medium is shown in the table.
Components
Sucrose

Concentration Admixture of Fe(no Admixture of Fe(no
in medium(%) more) relative(�'o)
more) absolute(g)
3
J0-4
3.I0-7

(NH4)2 tartrate

1

5.10-4

5.10-7

MgSQ4 -7H2O

0,25

2.I0-4

5.I0- 8

CaHPO.. -7H2O

0,008

1,2.I0-8
2,5.10-7

K3PQ4

0,5

1,5.10- 3
5.I0-4

MnSQ4•7H2O

0,01

5.10-4

5.10-9

100(10 ml)

I 0-1

I0-8

Pure water(D2O or H2O)

In accordance with degree of purification of all nutrient medium ingredients(chemically pure
category), the possible content of Fe as an admixture does not exceed i1m�I.1x I0-6g. In ac
cordance with natural content of Fe57 isotope(2,2 per cent of the total Fe), its possible quan
tity as an admixture does not exceed 8m�2.5x I0-8g.
In transmutation experiments, MnSQ4 containing less than i1m1�I0-8g of Fe admixture and
i1m0�2x10-4g of basis stable Mn55 isotope (No = l .8x I0 18 of Mn55 atoms) was added to the
sugar-salt nutrient medium.
All initial dry ingredients of the sugar-salt nutrient medium were investigated on Mossbauer
spectrometer. The same investigation was held with a part of the inoculum in the nutrient
medium of previously dried culture.
A typical series of experiments concerning nuclear transmutation of elements consisted in
growing of certain microbiological culture in 3 disks simultaneously (see Fig.I)
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Culture

nutrient
medium,
D2O,MnSO4

nutrient
medium,
D2O

nutrient
medium,
H2O,MnSQ4

The first disk contained full-compo
unded heavy-hydrous (D2O) nutrient
medium with MnSO4, the second one
- also heavy-hydrous (D2O) nutri
ent medium without MnSO4, and
the third one - light-hydrous (H2O)
full-compounded (with MnSO4) nu
trient medium.

Such series of experiments was held
for different cultures, different time
of growth �t (24, 48 and 72 hours)
Fig. I The scheme of experiment.
and different growth modes (in still
disks and media and in suspension
stirring mode using magnet stirring device). Bacteria and yeast were grown in a thermostat at
optimal temperature 32° C.
After completing each series, the obtained biological substance was collected using a centri
fuge, cleaned in distilled water (H2O) and dried. The dried substance in the form of a thin
film was separated using non-iron containing instrument, ground to a powder and placed in
the Mossbauer spectrometer. To increase the possibility of resonant absorption in some of
the experiments a sample was cooled to T=78 K.
A Co57 isotope with activity of 40 mCi in a chromium matrix was used as a source of Moss
bauer radiation. This source has a spectrum in the form of a single line of natural width. The
measurements in each of 256 channels of spectrometer were carried out till the required number of counts N",=3.5x 106 was achieved in
channels remote from gamma-resonance
Absorption. 0 o
line. Calibration of gamma-spectrometer
was carried out with standard Fe57a
containing absorber.
0

0.1

3. Results and discussion

0 tflfitttttHJll:.JJiffttffl-ffHt11tifl!tttttffifhtllhl-ltt!tJlfl!ll-l-tthliHllltitlftffFlltlBH!lt:htR�I

0.1

Velocity, mm/s
Fig. 2. Mossbauer spectra of grown cultures. Culture

Saccharomyces cerevisiae T-8 grown: a) in D20 with present

Mn 1 ': h) in H�O with present Mn 15: c) in D20 without :tvln 11

The figure 2a presents the Mossbauer
spectrum of Saccharomyces cerevisiae T-8
culture grown during �t = 72 hours in
nutrient medium of optimal composition,
containing D2 O and MnSO4. The total
mass of the culture was 0.28 g. The spec
trum 2b corresponds to the same culture
grown in the medium containing H 2O
and MnSO4, and the spectrum 2c - the
medium with D2O, but without MnSQ4.
The natural width of Fe5 "1 Mos�,b1;:,;r
resona:-1c� (ir, Dopp!er velocity units)
equals f=0.19 mm/s. In case 2a the
gamma resonance line is widened by
pa = �walr,.., IO times.
The total number of resonant Fe57 atoms
for a Lorentz-widened line was calculated
by the equation
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N = 17S( l +p)/crof

Absorption.%

obtained for a thin resonant absorber.
Here 17 = (N" -N 0 )/N 0 - relative depth
of absorption resonance, N-xo and No number of counts in non-resonant and
central resonant channels, S � 0.63 cm2 area of gamma-spectrometer disk, filled
with the studied culture, f � 0.6 - prob
ability of Mossbauer effect in the ab
sorber, cro - cross-section of resonance
absorbtion in Fe57 isotope.
The full numbers of Fe57 atoms and their
mass are the following:
ria =(l .9±0.53). I 0-3, Na = (0.87±0.24).10 16,
ma= ( l ±0.28). I 0-6g.

()

Cl.I
()

2

0
0.1

-

C

0

3
The amount of Fe57 isotope in cultures
grown in non-optimal conditions, with
6
consideration of measurement , ap
9
proximately corresponds to the concen
tration of Fe57 admixture in the nutrient
()
-3.2
-1.6
1.6
3.2
medium and water. The significantly
Velocity. mm/s
larger amount of Fe57 in the culture
Fig. 3. Mossbauer spectra of grown cultures. Culture
grown at optimal conditions, in the
Deinococcus radiodurans grown: a) and b) in D,O with present
presence of D2O and Mn55 is a result of
Mn 5 ': c) in H,O with present Mn" and small quantity of Fe 17
low-temperature nuclear reaction of
Mn55 transmutation into Fe57 taking place in this culture. The transmutation coeffitient
equals

A.a

=

NJNoL\t

=

(1.9±0.52).10·8 Fe57 nuclei per s and per single Mn55 nucleus.

The similar results were obtained during the growing of other cultures in optimal conditions.
In some cases (for example, for Deinococcus radiodurans) the structure of Mossbauer reso
nanse for created Fe57 in grown culture has a form of doublet, what corresponds to spatial or
phase structure of the substance. Fig. 3a, 3b presents the results of investigation of Moss
bauer spectrum of culture Deinococcus radiodurans in optimal medium (D2O with MnSO.,).
For case 3a
N = 217S( I +p)/crof
and P3a�3.4, T]2a =( l.53±0.57). l 0-3, NJa = (0.59±0.21).10 16 , m3a = (0.67±0.24). I 0·6g,
A.Ja = ( 1.3±0.46).10-8 s- 1 per single Mn55 atom.
It is necessary to point out that the average power
<Pa>� Na [M(Mn55) + M(d 2) - M(Fe57)] c 2 / L\t
that is produced in the process of reaction Mn55 +d 2 =Fe57 is small and doesn't exceed 50 mW
per total volume V = 10cm3 of nutrient medium with growing culture (here M(Mn55), M(d 2),
M(Fe57) - mass of nucleus Mn55 , d 2 and Fe57).
As a result of connecting the main experiments 2a, 3a, 3b and control experiments 2b,2c
(nonoptimal nutrient medium ingradients on the basis of H2O with MnSO4 and on the basis
of D2O without MnSQ4) one can say:
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I) in D2O there isn't admixture Fe57 ;
2) in sugar-solt components of nutrient medium there is no Fe57 ;
3) during the growing of cultur Fe57 isn't extrated from the glass of flask.
One of the theoretically possible effects causing the appearance of absorption peak in cul
tures grown in the medium with D2O and MnSO4 (and absence of this peak in control ex
periments), could be connected with possible splitting of Mossbauer line due to Fe57 admix
tures in experiments 2b (H2O with MnSO4) and 2c (D2O without MnSO4) and localization
(narrowing) of this line (with its increasing) in the main experiments 2a, 3a, 3b (D2O with
MnSO4). To ensure that such effect doesn't take place the additional control experiments
were performed, when small amounts of Fe57 were added to media 2b and 2c. These experi
ments (the results presented on fig. 3c) with culture Deinococcus radiodurans have shown that
the appearing resonances of absorption by their width and energy approximately correspond
to the cases 3a and 3b. Therefore the appearance of absorption resonance on Fe57 in main ex
periments is not connected with elimination (transformation) of hyperfine splitting and redis
tribution of resonance line positions, but manifests the appearance of Fe57 , which is absent in
the control experiments.
Concluding the mentioned results and discussion of the experiments, we can state, that crea
tion of Fe57 isotope as a result of nuclear transmutation in growing biological medium was
observed and verified using precise Mossbauer spectroscopy methods.
4. Theoretical model
In conclusion let's consider briefly the possible mechanisms of nuclei interaction,
contributing to effective nuclear transmutation reaction with formation of Fe57 isotope.
Obviously, no modification of micro-accelerating mechanisms connected with formation of
microcrack, accelerating plasma waves and similar processes can take place in a liquid nutri
ent medium. It is also evident that tunneling quantum processes can't provide a great prob
ability of nuclear transmutation. We assume that the most effective action in this case would
be the one provided by the mechanism suggested in [2] (and in [3]), which is capable of pro
viding a short-term elimination of the Coulomb barrier of the pair reaction in micro
potential hole with the structure that is close to parabolic. In such holes the structure of
quantum levels is equidistant and characterized by the spectrum

En = .hffiu(n+3/2), n = 0, 1, 2, ...
Let the Mn atom be in the center of such a hole. Due to dissociation processes, high-hydrous
compound has a great quantity of free d-deutons (at T = 300 K dissociation probability is
11�10- 10). When a deuton gets into the hole due to diffusion, a complex Mn+d appears in the
hole. In the free space this complex would correspond to quasirnolecule (MnD) + . In the
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4

quantum system the situation is more com
plicated.

rV(r)/ae

'.3

----Fig. 4. Structure of interaction energy r2 V(r) in
system Mn-d.

The matter is that in such a system energy of
nucleus interaction V(r) is a sign-variable dis
tance function (see fig. 4 for a plot of func
tion r 2V(r) which is important for calculation
of diagonal matrix elements). For distances
r 2: a= n 2 / me 2 this energy V(r) is similar to
the energy of p-e-d system and V(r) < 0. In
the region of intermediate distances
a/Z < r < a this energy is defined by the
Thomas-Fermi approximation
V(r)=

Ze 2 ( 113 /
x rz 0.885a) and V(r) > 0.
r

In the region of small distances r < a/Z nucleus interaction corresponds to pure Coulomb
repulsion of bare nuclei and V(r)= Ze 2 /r > 0.
Can this energy be a small amendment and not influence the character of nuclei movement in
quantum system?
For that purpose, the diagonal elements of interaction energy matrix should be small and
probability of interlayer transition because of this interaction should also be small.
Probability of interlayer transition in the regarded parabolic potential becomes equal to zero
automatically at the moment ,: = 2src/ro O, s = 1,2,3. .. , when frequencies of all possible interlayer transitions w nk = (n- k)ro O will correspond to zeroes of spectral density of perturbation
energy (see fig. 5)
IV(ro)

1

2

=I

Jvnk(t) exp(irot) dtl 2 =Vnk [sin(roi:/2)/( ro/2)]2
0

Here nucleus interaction completely disappears and deuton wave function is determined only
E

nw

nw

nw

jV(ro)I�
t < ,:

t=,:

t>,:

Fig. 5. Correlation between energy spectrum of quantum levels
En and spectral density IY(ro )1 2 of perturbation energy V(t) for
t < ,:, t = ,:, t > ,:.
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by quantum potential field properties.
For zeroing of diagonal matrix elements of interaction energy (which is a sign-variable func
tion of inter-nucleus distance)
Vnn = J 4rr /lJln(r)/ 2 V(r) r2 dr
it is essential that the size of the hole be optimal. In the paper [2] it is shown that in case of d
e-d system this size corresponds to 2R :::::: 3A and the optimal slope of the walls of the hole is
Um.)R 2 :::::: 0.1 eV/ A 2 • For the system Mn-d this size is 2R:::::: 8A.
If all the above-mentioned conditions are met, the independent from Mn quantizing of the
deuton in the hole takes place. In this case the wave function of deuton \jJn (0) in all even
states will be different from zero in the center of the hole, where the Mn nucleus is located.
This leads to a high probability of nuclear fusion, 'A,= Cl'-Vn(0)l2, C - constant of purely nuclear
Mn55-d2 interaction.
As it can be seen from the given scenario of the process, quantizing structures of optimal size
and shape are necessary for such non-barrier nucleus interaction [4]. The exact parameters of
these structures are very hard to calculate. The situation substantially improves when the hole
parameters are slowly changing inevitably passing through optimal value. This situation is
realized in growing microbiological cultures. In the growth process the replication of DNA
and other biomolecules takes place. In this case in the field of growth inter-atomic potential
holes with slowly changing sizes are consistently appearing. If a Mn atom and a deuton are in
such a changing hole, conditions for a new Fe57 isotope fusion will be created.
We believe that the given mechanism completely describes the basic properties of the process
of nuclear transmutation, which is observed in experimental course.
References.
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sion) (Nagoya, October 1992), Ed. H. Ikegami (Universal Academy Press, 1993), p.555.
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Russian Peoples' Friendship University
119198 Moscow, Miklukho-Maklaya str., 6, Russia
VladimirTsarev
Lebedev Physical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences
117924 Moscow, Leninsky Prospect 53, Russia
Abstract
A review of Cold Fusion researches in Russia during last two years is presented.
I. Introduction
Four years ago at the Nagoya ICCF4 one of us (V.T.) described the decay of the USSR and a new
geography of CF studies in the ex-Soviet Union [I].
Unfortunately all "final state products" of the decay, the new independent countries, are still in the
"excited state". There is no stabilization of the economy, and as a result nowadays our society does
not want or is unable to support our science properly. Since 1991 the number of scientists in our
country reduced 3.5 times. Nevertheless our CF community is still alive and active. In the period of
I993-1996 four Conferences on CF have been organized in Russia with participation of scientists
from other former Soviet republics and France, Italy, Japan, Spain and USA ( see Table 1 ).
Table 1
Title of 1st (and last) 1st Russian 2nd Russian 3rd Russian 4th Russian
Conf.
All-Union CF CF Conf.
CF Conf.
CF Conf.
CF Conf.
Conf.
Abrau-Durso Burevestnik Dagomys Dagomys
Dubna
Place
Novorossiisk Sochi
Sochi
JINR
Sochi
September September October
May
Date
March
1993
1994
1995
1996
1991
42
44
39
30
Number of 117
participants
The modest number of participants last years is due to the poor financial support and a scanty
salaries of Russian scientists, which is often even not payed at all. In 1990 at Como ICCF2 the
results of more than 80 papers from about 45 Russian Institutes and laboratories have been
presented r I]. In I 992 at Nagoya ICCF3 these numbers were about four times less. Almost the
same situation is at present. There are now about 15 Institutes where enthusiasts of CF carry out
their researches usually without any financial support. The total number of Russian papers
submitted to the ICCF6 or published just before the Conference is about 25. It is impossible to
discuss all of them in this report in detail. Luckily many of them are presented at this Conference.
Thus the main aim of this review is to show a landscape of Russian CF activity and to mention
some of the recent results, which have not been submitted to the ICCF6.
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2. Experimental results
2. l. CF in gas discharge.
The most ambitious results are presented by two research groups from "LUCH" (Podolsk,
Moscow District), which are continuing their studies of CF with gas discharge.
Romodanov et al. f2] carry out mainly tritium measurements. During the last few years they
accumulated the following evidences from experiments with metallic cathodes: (a) the rate of
nuclear reactions in condensed matter for deuterium ion energy range I0-10-+ eV exceeds the
calculated rate of the ordinary thermonuclear fusion reactions by several orders of magnitude,
(b) the neutron-to-tritium branching ratio is less than l0-7, (c) the rate of nuclear reactions is
increasing with increasing the atomic number of target and with concentration of hydrogen in
deuterium, (d) the energy dependence of tritium yield has a threshold at about 100 eV of deuteron
energy, (e) the linear dependence of the tritium production rate R upon ion current density j is
observed (see Fig. I), (f) the "nuclear interaction coefficient" Q (the number of tritium atoms
produced per one deuterium ion) as a function of plasma gas pressure has a maximum in the range
of I 000-3000 Pa.
In experiment with ceramic targets (TiC, VC, ZrC, ZrN, ZrB2, La86) this group measured both
tritium production and gamma ray radiation. They reported rather large tritium production rate of
(3.6-3.9) l07 Tis for Zr82 cathode in the temperature interval 1650-2240 K. The rate of gamma
emission was very low: less than l0-1000 1/s, so the ratio gamma/Twas less than IO--+ - 10-6.
This group also studied tritium generation at transfusion of hydrogen isotopes through the target
during plasma glow discharge. For V, Nb, Ta cathodes deuterium transfusion did not produce any
detectable effect on the tritium production rate R. For Mo cathode it led to about 2 times increase in
R. For the same cathode the hydrogen transfusion resulted in decrease of R.
The other group (Karabut, Savvatimova et al.) measured both transmutation phenomenon and
excess heat generation in gas discharge f3J. In Pd cathode after irradiation by D, H, Ar, Xe ions in
glow discharge they observed many new elements: Na, Mg, Ti, Fe, Ni, Cu, Rb, Zr, Nb, Ag, etc.
with relative concentration 10-6 - I 0-8 of the matrix element (Fig. 2). The amount of new elements
was shown depending upon the kind of gas used: it was the largest for D and the smallest for Ar
and Xe.
In the other experiment they used the continuous flow calorimeter to measure heat effect, and
various detectors to record reaction products. The results are: (a) excess heat up to 20W with
!1QIQ= 115-190%, (b) neutron emission, (c) gamma emission with energies 100-3000 keV up to
I 000 sec after switching off the current, (d) beta emission from the samples with energy 1-1000
keV and intensity of ( 1- IO)/s. These effects were found correlating with production of stable
isotopes up to 1016 - l017 atoms during 10-+sec run, and with atomic mass numbers from 4 to 140.
The new results with glow discharge have been also presented by the group from the Tomsk
Polytechnical Institute [41. In the series of their experiments samples of Ni, Nb, Pd, Ti and
stainless steel were stimulated with D or H ions by glow discharge, HRF discharge or electrolysis
of 02O+LiOD. Neutron signals of up to 100 times the background level and acoustic signals were
recorded intermittently. Specific feature of the experiment is"after switch-off" detection of signals
of gamma and phonons 40 s to IO min after the switch-off the discharge voltage with no neutrons
at al 1.
2.2 Nuclear phenomena in deuterated ferroelectrics.
The idea of using strong electric field of ferroelectrics (FE) was proposed in 15], and later specified
I 6j in the form of polarization reversal. Last years FE became popular materials in CF studies in
Russia.
In experiment performed at the Russian Peoples' Friendship University in collaboration with the
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Theoretical Physics Department of the Russian Academy of Sciences 17] LiTaO 3 and DTGS
°
crystals (ND 2CD2COOD)3O2SO4 were used. After preparation by degassing at 450-500 C in a
vacuum ofl 0-5 Torr, the samples were saturated with deuterium at a pressure of 0.6-1.2 atm. The
deuterated samples were subjected to a.c. field at operated time of 10 min and total neutron yield
was recorded. The control experiment consisted in the neutron background detection before, during
and after operating cycles. The neutron emission activity of LiTaO3 sample was found to be (0.30
± 0.12)n/s for the thick (10x10x5mm) and (0.49 ± O. l 7)n/s for the thin ( 5x5x 1mm) samples
(Fig.3). This corresponds to the fusion rate of (6.0 ± 2.4) I 0-22 and (7.8 ± 1.4) 10-21 reactions per
second for the thick and the thin samples respectively, the higher rate being seemingly due to higher
electric field (70kV/cm) which is more favorable for polarization reversal.
The group of the J nstitute of Physical Chemistry presented results on the experimental study of the
influence of thermal neutron background level, D-H substitution and crystal mass on a neutron
emission intensity inferroelectrics in the vicinity of the Curie temperature Tc f8]. About 40 thermal
cycles were done with DKDP crystals (DTGS) near T c, and a decrease and an increase of the
neutron emission was measured at different phases of the cycle (Fig4). A remarkable
°
phenomenon, the shift of Tc by 4 C under irradiation by a very weak neutron flux (0.1-IOn/cm 2 s)
was reported.
2.3 CF in tungsten-bronze structure and in protonic conductors.
The group from the Institute of High-Temperature Electrochemistry (Ekaterinburg) submitted to
the Conference the following results f9J.
(a) Using X-ray measurements before and after the experiment they claimed the observation a
correlation between neutron activity of the Na, WOJ samples and their structural changes. The
neutron signals were detected only in those samples, where changes from perfect to mosaic
structure have been found in the surface layer after the experiment.
(b) They also confirmed the earlier results of the Liaw's group on excess heat generation in the
electrolysis of molten salt eutectics. The specific feature of this experiment was parallel electrolysis
in two cells: one with LiD and another with LiH, which allows them to measure the temperature
difference in D- and H-electrodes. The excess heat was found at elevation of current density from 4
mA to 290 or 420 mA.
(c) Electrolysis in D and H atmosphere at elevated temperature (200-800 C) was studied with
SrCeO3 ceramic tablets. An excess heat AQ/Qin = 10-1000% was measured in correlation with
phase transition. However, the absolute value of the excess power was very small AP= 2 • 10-3
W), which may rise some preoccupations.
Some new results on CF with Na, WO� have been also reported recently at the RCCFNT4 [ 10].
In this experiment the single crystal multi-layers ( 1 mkm thickness) of Na, W� (x=0.8 to 0.9) were
deposited on the surface of tungsten wire of a diameter 200 mkm from Na 2 W0.1 + WO3 melt at a
high temperature. For loading of these structured films with sufficient value of deuterium this wire
was dragging out at a very small velocity through the electrolyte with a heavy water. Neutron
bursts of 20-25 neutrons were measured.
2.4 CF studies during electrolysis.
The Lebedev Physical Institute group have investigated particle emission from PdO-Pd-PdO and
PdO-Pd-Ag samples [ 11 J. prepared and electrolytically loaded with D or H in the Institute of
Physical Chemistry.The main feature of this experiment was the study of charged particles
emission by 3 different methods: a) by plastic scintillation detector. b) by CR-39 plastic track
detector, and c) by Si-SSD. The proton and neutron emission were observed in the process of
deuterium escaping from deuterized samples ( see an example of the signal in Si-SSD in Fig.5).
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The ratio of proton-like and neutron-like events was estimated as about 1. The charged particle
emission was also observed in the experiments with light water, when hydrogen was escaping
from hydrogenized samples. These particles may be interpreted as protons and/or alpha-particles.
The influence of the weak thermal neutron flux ( emitted by Cf-source throughout a moderator) on
"CF" process in the samples loaded with D was also investigated, and the fast neutron flux emitted
from deuterized samples exposed by thermal neutrons was found to be 300 times more of
unexposed samples.
The emission of neutrons and gamma were observed by the "Erzion" Center group (Moscow) in
solution H2O+1.5M LiOD with Ti, Ni, and Zr cathodes, and Pt anode [12].
The other group f 4] detected neutrons, gamma and acoustic signals during electrolysis of D2O on
Ni and stainless steel cathodes. In some cases the correlation between the signals was recorded.
The influence of tritium on hard emission generation during electrolysis of heavy water on Pd
cathode was studied by the group from Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics [ 13]. The presence
of tritium in the electrolyte was found resulting in sharp increase of hard emission ( mainly
neutrons) in comparison with the experiments without tritium, which is attributed by the authors to
the CF reaction T + D -->He+ n. The full reproducibility of the results is claimed.
2.5. Miscellaneous.
(a) Nuclear transmutation of isotopes in growing biological cultures was reported by the
collaboration of Kiev Shevchenko University, Moscow State University and Gamaleya Institute of
Epidemiology and Microbiology [ 14]. They claimed the Cf transmutation Mn55-->Fe57 in
nutrient medium based on a heavy water.
(b) The other amazing result reported by the Kiev group [ 15] is the "Discovery of the
phenomenon of controlling and changing probability and time of spontaneous decay and gamma
transmutation of excited nuclear states". Both results are too puzzling to comment them.
(c) Transmutation of elements via nuclear mechanofusion. In an experiment of the Institute of
Physical Chemistry group [ 16] graphite powder with and without 5% H 2 O or 5% D2O was rotated
in a drum containing stainless steel balls. An increase of Cl-+ concentration was recorded. The other
group from the Russian Peoples' Friendship University failed to detect neutron emission in
experiment with mechanical demolition of deuterated ferroelectrics I 17].
(d) A large collaboration of 5 research groups ( "Erzion", "Vizor", "Energiya", Institute of Physical
Chemistry, Institute of Nuclear Physics of Moscow State University) has done a series of
experiments with the hydro-aggregate "Yusmar" [l8J. Electrolytic solutions H 2 O+(LIOH,D2O,
H 2 SO--i) and organic solutions were compressed cyclically with different periods of time. Tritium
excess [(5.0 ± 0.7)Bq/ml], neutrons up to (304 ± 2l)n/2.5h and radiocarbon excess [(3.0 ±
0.03)Bq/ml after 1.5h were registered during the aggregate running.
3. Theory

All published models aimed to understand the CF phenomena are based on some assumptions.
Depending on how much radical these assumptions are we will divide (somehow arbitrary)
theoretical papers on CF, published recently by Russian authors, into three categories.
Three papers published last year by the Lebedev Physical Institute group [ 19] fall into the first
category being based on well known phenomena. In the first one the authors call attention to some
physical phenomena related to nonlinear influence of electric field on current carrier mobility, which
could manifest themselves in CF experiment. Similar phenomena are well known in gas and
semiconductor plasma physics. In electrolytic or gas discharge experiments they could result both
in heat effects and triggering off nuclear reactions in highly loaded hydrides. The arguments are
presented that at high x>I PdHx can transform into a new phase with semimetallic
(semiconducting) properties. It is shown that in this case the negative differential conductivity can
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arise leading to various current instabilities of the Gunn-effect type, current filamentation, pinch
effect, etc. which could initiate nuclear reactions due to the ion acceleration or current compression,
and also imitate excess heat effects.
In the second paper it is emphasized that all CF experiments with ferroelectrics have been carried
out so far in far from being optimal conditions, and some possibilities to increase the reaction rate
are suggested. The conditions are indicated under which strong electric field
in ferroelectrics can exist over large distances ( I 0-4 cm) producing very effective ion acceleration.
The third paper shows the possibility of nonequilibrium heating of electron and vibration degrees
of freedom of crystals and heterogeneous solids during pulsed laser pumping. Jn this case the
effective temperature for selected modes may exceed 109 K. Changing of some properties of solids
is expected. Possible applications include: laser "cleaning" of crystals off defects produced during
crystallization process, heterogeneous catalysis of solid state chemical reactions and diffusion
processes, and possibly the initiation of nuclear reactions in solids.
The less orthodox claims are presented in the second group of papers.
An explicit non-relativistic analysis of the Barut-Vigier model is presented inf 20]. The model is
based on the assumption of existence of a new "tight" quantum orbit in the hydrogen atom with
energy of few keV.This orbit is confirmed in [ 20] using the approximation which neglects the
anomalous magnetic moment of particles.
In [21] the origin of CF is attributed to some hypothetical nuclear-chemical transformations
involving electron capture by deuteron with formation of "bineutron", or three-particle electron
capture with participation of D and H nuclei. The solid state matrix acts as a nonlinear active
medium, and CF occurs presumably in "submicrocracks".
Yu.Bazhutov et al. continue to develop various aspects of their "erzion" model. (The ''erzion" is a
hypothetical heavy stable particle which could catalyze CF). Jn the new papers [22] they discuss
transmutation of elements in radioactive wastes of nuclear reactors and conclude that nearly all
radionuclides may be utilized. The other paper deals with the catalytic nuclear transmutation, ball
lighting and some other anomalous geophysical phenomena, which according to the authors, could
be explained by "erzion".
And finally, the most radical approach to the CF explanation is presented by L.Sapogin f23 J. It is
based on his earlier research in the field of unitary quantum theory. A particle is described not as a
point-like object as in conventional quantum mechanics, but as a wave packet. Jt periodically
spreads out across the space (disappears) and assembles (appears), the envelope of the process
coinciding with the conventional quantum mechanics wave function. On this basis the author is able
to explain the tunnel effect, the suppression of the proton channel in CF, the excess energy and
nuclear transmutation.
4. Conclusion
In spite of considerable efforts during 7 years after the first announcement, CF still remains to be
rather illusive. This is especially relevant to the "on-line" registration of nuclear products (neutrons,
protons, gamma). Neutron bursts are now doubtful. Other signals are reported typically at the level
of less than 1.5-2 times the background. The experiments reported by two groups from "Luch"
with accumulation of tritium and transmuted elements seem to be the most powerful, reproducible
and clear (many standard deviation above the background level) proof of CF. However, the
attempts to replicate these results by P.Hagelstein's group from MIT failed for 3 years.Well, one
can say that both Russian groups have a 20-year experience in glow discharge experiments. But the
consulting with an ex-Luch expert, Dr. Ya.Kucherov, did not helped to solve the problem. (
P.Hagelstein, private communication). During the Confercnce the negotiations started on a possible
collaboration between Hagelstein's and Romodanov's groups, which hopefully may bring a
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conclusive result. The situation in theory is also unclear. No theoretical formulation of CF has
succeeded so far inquantitatively or evenqualitatively description of reported experimental results.
But some new claims have been presented and it remains to verify how justified they are. In any
case this activity could clarify many problems related to CF and beyond and may initiate new
experimental approaches.
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Nuclear Products in Cold Fusion Experiments
Comments and remarks after ICCF-6
T. Bressani
Dipartimento di Fisica S1wrimentale clel!Tni,·ersita degli Studi di Torino
I 1012-"'> Torino (Italy)
and
Istituto \"azionale di Fisica \"ucleare. Sezione di Torino (Ital>·)

1

Introduction

From the first beginning t\\·o major problems haYe affected the scientific clewlopnwnt of the
Cold Fusion and related phenomPna. They are:
• the lack of reproducibility of most of the experimental obsen-ations (in particular the
Excess PO\Yer in gi \'E'll conclitions)
• the lack of a substantial amount of nuclear ashes that could validate the hypothesis that
the sometimes obseryec\ Excess Po,,·er could be the result of nuclear reactions occurring in
the metal lattice. \'ucle,u origin \\'as inferred in an indirect \\'ay. by the obsen·ation that
the sometinws measured Excess PO\Yers "·ere at least three orders of magnitude greater
than those produced by any kno,n1 chemical reaction.
I think that. b:-, · the time of ICCF 6. one of these t\\·o problems has been solwd in a
positive \\'a:-,·. follo\\'ing the accPpted cryterion of the scientific methodology. that is SE\-ER...\L
INDEPE\"DE\"T CO\'FIR�L.\ TIO\"S BY DIFFERE\"T GROCPS AT DIFFERE\"T LABO
RATORIES. The nuclear product "·hich is obsen·ed to be emitted in correlation \Yith the Excess
Power and in quantit>· of the Pxpectecl order of magnitude is -1He.
One could ask himself \Yhy so much time elapsed before reaching such a conclusion. TllP
main reason. to my opinion. is the experimental difficulty. coupled to the \Yell kno,Yn genPral
discredit in "·hich Cold Fusion ,Yas put by the majority of the scientific establishment. This
circumstance discouraged a substantial part of the C�roups to follo\\' the -1He detection approach.
I remind that Fleischmann. Ha"·kins and Pons [l] from the first beginning. noticed that
the neutron and 3 H production in their cells. eYen if measured \\'ith rudiment ar_,. tools. \Yas lo\\·pr
by 108 to 10 10 orders of magnitude than "·hat expected by the measurement of the Excess Heal.
in thP h>·pothesis that it \\'as of nuc\Par origin. follmYing the fusion of t,rn clPuterons. In tllP
Pd lattice tllP d + cl fusion reaction had to procPPci in a \\'cl�' substantially different than in free
space. in ,Yhich case the (11 -t- 3 Ht) and (p+3 H) channels almost equall>· probable. are the ,Yell
known final products. Jt must also be noticed that. from the first beginning. the channel ,\'ith
-1He in the final statP. kno\\'n to occur \\'ith a frequency lower by a factor 10-n "·ith respect to
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Figure l: .\eutron spectrum obspn·ed from a Ti/D 2 systPm. loaded in gas phase [:3].
the (n

+ 3 Ht) and (p +3 H) ones in free space.

\\·as supposed to be the most important one in
(d + d) fusions in a metal lattice by some authors [2].
.\ot\\'ithstanding these facts. tens of experimental Groups in many Laboratories in the
world startPd to set up in a hurry nPutron detection systems. more or less sophisticated. and
also. in a reduced number. 3H detection devices. Why such a big experimental effort. in spite of
the lack of obserYation of substantial amounts of neutron and 3H by Fleischmann. Ha\\'kins ancl
Pons? The reason is quite simple. l\Iany groups kne,Y the techniques of neutron clPtection and
had at homP more or less complete apparatuses. Their hope \\'as that of obsen·ing in a clear-cut
way even a fe\\" neutrons (at 2.:3 :\le\·). that \,·ere the simpler signature for ascertaining that
"something nuclear·· occurred in a Cold Fusion cell. The problem of tllf' discrepancy of the
orders of magnitude ( 108 �) was left oYer. implicitely assuming that some other rPaction. not
producing neutrons. was responsible of the Excess Heat.
:Now. after spveral years of experimPnts (more than 100) on neutrons and 3 H detection
from Cold Fusion cells. quite general conclusions can be drawn. There is a \\·eak emission of
neutrons. completely unable to explain the amount of Excess Heat. with a statistical significancP
exceeding hardly a few standard de,·iations. F ig.l shO\Ys. as an example. a neutron spectrum
observed from a Ti/D2 system. loaded in gas phase [:3]. The neutron detector \\·as constructPd
ad hoc for Cold Fusion experiments. not recuperated from scratch. and is rather sophisticated
in controlling background and e1wironmental pffects. It is in fact based on tllf' time-of-flight.
double scattering method and incorporates the state· of-art techniques of electronics and data
acquisition. The statistical significance of the signal reaches at best .S standard deviations.
The lo\,. statistics prevented also to obserw in a corn·incing way correlations between the
weak neutron emission and the occm-rencP of Excess Heat. However. in some cases. correlations
were reported: last examples ,,·ere cliscus;;ec\ at this Conference by Okamoto [--!] and Sanchez

[-5].

2

Measurements of --!He from Cold Fusion Cells

I said in the introduction that experiments on -iHe dPtection \\·ere started rather late.
Fig.2 shO\YS the eYolution "·ith time of clPdicatecl experiments on --1He production: in abscissa
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Figure :2: Evolution of dedicated experiments 011 -lfle production: the abscissa scale indicates
the edition of the subsequent ICCF"s held until nm\·.
I used the time at \\·hich subsequent ICCF"s \\·ere held. The time inten·a\ het\Yeen each ICC'F
is. in a\·erage. fifteen months. At ICCF-1 (Salt Lake City. :-larch :28-:31. 1990) no cleclicatecl
experiments on -lfle \\"erf' presented. Ho\\-e\·er it is quite instructiYe to notice that a qualitativP
test at ETEC'/Roclrn·ell shmYecl anomalous -lfle presence in Pel samples pre\·iously electrol_vsed
and having produced a \\·eak HPat Excess [6].
:\t IC'CF-:2 ( Como. .June :29-.Jul:-, · -'!. 1()()1 ). the first dedicated experiment on -JHP produc
tion was presented and discussed by ).liles Pt al. [,]. They used open iso1)Pribolic calorimetric
cells with Pd rod cathodes in 0 2 0 solutions. Effiuent gas samples \Yere collected in flasks and
sent to the l~niwrsity of Texas for anal_\·sis by mass spectrometry. The results \\"ere striking.
4
He was obserYed in large quantities in e::-.:perirnents in \\"hich Excess Heat \Yas measured. \'o
4He was obserw·d in experiments \\"ithout Excess Heat or \Yith H 0 solutions (blank). From
2
ICCF-:2 to ICCF-6 Miles et al. continued tllf'ir impressive series of measurenlf'nts. carried out
in a sometinws hostile scientific enYironment. producing at the end a final report [8] \\'bicb
summarizes six _',ears of experiments. Tllf'ir main conclusions are: :30 of :3:3 experiments sho,Yed
a correlation bet,Yeen either Excess Po\\'er ancl -lHe production or no Excess PmYer and no -1He.
The 4 HP production rate is ( 1011 --1012 ) HP atoms/sec per \Yatt of Excess PmYPr. which is the
cnrrect rnngn;tudP ford+ d rcacti-:)n that :·ield -1He c1.s a fim.l product. The prob;,,bility that
these ob�en·c:tions a1e the result�; of nh:.dom co1T1:c'!ations i·, ,.._,_iiJ-(;_
At IC(T--:3 (_\agoyn. Octobu n-:t5. J (J92J an ach·anc2c� set-up for rhc dru:�tion. of 'He
rPleased from a heterostructuri-' of Pel deutPrated in gas phase \\'clS presented h:, Yamaguchi
and Nishioka [9]. Tlw apparatus \Yc1s complete!�- built in stc1inless stef'l piPces. a mi cling glass
or other materials that could inclucP the suspicion of contamination from atmospheric -1He. and
a high resolution electric quadrupole mass (Q-mass) spectrometer allo,Yecl the separation of
the peaks due to -lHe + and DT- The mPasurernents shm,·ed a close correlation bet\\·een the
production of -l He ancl the Heat Excess rPlf'asecl b_y the Pd �amplP (a fe\,. \Yatt for 103 seconds).
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and the amount of detected -1He \Yas in the order of magnitude of that expected. t·nfortunately
·Yamaguchi and :\ishioka did not continue their experiments beyond ICCF :3. I notice that a
quite important fact occurred at ICCF-:3. that might explain the trend of the experiments on
4
He detection. as shom1 by Fig.:2: the commercialization of a relatiYely simple high resolution
Q-mass spectrometer (1.LY.--\C HI-RESO:\I :2S:\I). rather largely used in the follo\\·ing by se\E'ral
Groups.
At ICCF---! (:\Iaui. December G-�J. 199:3) first results on -1He content of effluent gas from
electrolytic cells \Yere presented b:-· Cozzi et al. [lOj. They used open cells \\·ith different Pd
electrodes. -1He was measured not ··in situ·· but at a nearby Laboratory. equipped \Yith a high
resolution magnetic mass spectrometer. They found a quite nice correlation het\Yeen -JHe and
Heat production. but control measurements of the 20:\e 2+ content in the samplf's. indicator
of a possible contamination from atmosphere. \\·erf' someho\Y puzzling. The_\· continued their
imprm·ements on the apparatus. by the use of a Q-mass spectrometer directly coupled to the
apparatus (ICCF -.j)_ and results were presented at ICCF--6 [11]. I am personall_\· \·ery impressed
by the completeness of the apparatus ancl the cleYerness of the data handling. During the
years. the apparatus of Cozzi et al. n-as continuousl_\· impron'd. adding tillle-b:· time ne\Y
detectors of nuclear ashes and new controls. At present. it is the most complete of all Cold
Fusion experiments. featuring simultaneously: calorimetr_\·. neutron. 3H. -lHe and X rays on
line detection. 4 He detection also for melted electrolysed cathodes. complf'te control of all
possible sources of contamination (atmospheric He). Owing to this unique potentialit_\·. Cozzi
et al. tried to obtain not only a Yes/:\o correlation between -JHe and Excess Heat. \Yhich is
quite good in their experiments. but also a time correlation bet\\·een the eYolution of these t\rn
quantities. This goal required a lot of experimf'ntal efforts and the preliminar:· results sho\,.
an indication of a time correlation. ewn though not yet completely established. Inciclf'ntally.
I notice that at ICCF-G Gozzi et al. reported a wry convincing measurement of hard X-ray
emission. a clear-cut proof that a nuclear phenomenon is at \York.
At ICCF-,j (�Ionte Carlo. April CJ-1:3. 19CJ,j) a ne\\" experiment (Botta et al. [12]) entered
in thf' arena of -1He apparatuses. The set-up is dedicated to the on-line nwasurement of -lHe
from Pel. loaded with 0 2 in gas phase. The loading ratio is enhanced b:· electromigration:
measured \·alues of o up to 0.8:3 \\"ere reported. The entire apparatm is made of stainless
steel to aYoicl atmospheric contamination. \\·ith on line careful controls at all the stages of the
experiment. E,·idence for -JHe production \\"as reported. but the results \Yen' affected l)y a quite
large ,·alue of background. In the follm\·ing year the set up \\·as imprm·ed. in particular the gas
sampling could be performed by the Q-mass spectrometer in static Yacuum conditions instead
of vYith the turbomolecular pump on. and at ICC'F Ga quite impressi\·e result \,·as reported (see
Fig.:3) [1:3] ..-\ peak corresponding to -1He -"- is clearly obserwd after sewral da_'l·s of 0 2 loading.
enhanced by electromigration. The amount of procl11cecl -JHe is large: (:"5.:3±0.:2) x 10 18 atoms.
Pnfortunately no correlated calorimetric measuren1P11t was clo11P.
.-\t ICCF 6 (Toya. Hokkaido. t:3-18 October. 19%) three ne\,· groups usiug -1He detection
by Q- mass spectrometer reported tlwir results. The experiment of :-\rata and Zhang is really
impressive for cle,·ernf'ss ancl completeness [1--!]. They use closed electrolytic cells with special
cathodes (Pd fine powder). Considerable amounts of Excess Heat are n1Pasured by careful
calorimetry and se,·eral rnns \Yith D 2 0 and H 2 0 (blanks) \\·ere performed. Thf' produced -1He.
which was supposf'd to reside in the Pd cathodes. \\·as thermally clesorbed at high temperatures
(1:300 I-.:) in a sealed off apparatus including t\\"O Q-mass spectrometers. refrrf'nct' samples for
.iHe and o + and gettf'r pumps to lm\·er the 0 2 percentage of the gas composition. The t\Y0
Q-mass spectrometers \\·ere set around the masses :3 and --! respecti\·ely in order to clett'r111i11P
the time eYolution of the -1HP+ ancl Of and HD + ions. the last t\\"o lo\\·erecl by tl1P getter pump
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Figure :3: Spectra of ··nrnss
gasPs as measmecl h,,· tlic Q mass. Ldt: spectrum at tllP
bPginning of tlw P::-:periment·: only tllP 1Jec1k corrPsponcling to Di is ,·isihle. Right: spectrum
at the rncl of tllP e:q)f'rinlPnt: a second pPak. rorresponding to 'J--lp -'- is c!Parh ,·isible.
action. This co11trol ,,·as H'r,,· dft',tiH' in obtaining the Ct'rtitucl<:' that -1He + ,, a-; rf'ally df'sorbrd
b�; t.lw electrnlys<'d Pd. :\o -IHf' + \\·as measured in bhrnk runs.
Yasuda Pt al. [ l::>: prPsentPcl at ICCF-G a quite complete set -up. The, usP closPd
electrolytic cPlls. ,,·ith on-li11f' nwas11rPrnP11t of Heat Excess. loading ratio of tbP catl1ocles and
neutron emission. Production of 3H and -1HP is mPasurecl off linP. by sampling. Correlation of
-1He production ,Yith Excess J--lf'at \Ya'i not clearly ascertained. but tllP authors unclerlinecl some
calibrntion problems of their spectrometer. uperatiw since a short tinw.
Jsaga\\·a et al. [16] too presentrcl a q11ite con1plPte sPl-up. The:, ust' open type cells: Heat
ExcPss. neutron. 3 H and -IHe Pnfr,sion \\'PrP nwasurecl. A largP amount of -1HP \\·as clPtectcd
,vith a Pel sample heated abo,·p l000 ° ('. lhe auihors cannot a,·oid ho,H'\Pr that it is clue to
permeation from air.

3

Conclusions and Perspectives

Production of large amounts of .JI-If'. \YhosP orclPr of magnitude is compatilJ]P \,·ith that expPcted
in the hypothesis of Excess Heat cluP to (cl+ d) fusion \\·as mPasmecl by c1t lt>ast fin, cliffrrPllt
experimental C�roups. four of them report also a co1l\'incing e,•iclPnce of tllP co1-rPlation of
.tHP production ,,·ith thP Excess Pcmn ..-\11 tlw (;ro11ps ,rnrkiug on -1He production are ,,·pl]
experienced in Cold Fusion experirnc11tcd n-q•arch. lwing actin-· from thf' first lwgin11ing. The
different settings are quite ,omplPl<-' and e.\J)<'llsi,·p ( frnrn O.."S to I \Iillion of LS.�): clpparPntl�·
those Groups did not suffPr from �PH'H-' bud12;c:'tan· cuts from the fonding agencies. A fmtllPr
remark concPrns tllP orcln of magnitude of -1HP production. Since tlw -1Hr c]Ptcction cleYi,P
(Q--111ass s1wctronwter) \\·orb on a minimun ionization cu1-rPnt. not on single particlP counting
like 11Putro11 and ·,H clPtPction. it is clear thc1t c1 curre11t signal. \\'hen obspn·ed. corresponds to
a largP amount of -1He atoms. TllPrefore i11 ,iuclging the qualit.,· of the results. it is important to
evaluate the signal/noise ratio. It appPars to lw from 10 to 100 in the different t'xperinlPnts.
THESE L\PEHI.\IE\TAL FACTS SEE.\! TO .\JE LARGELY L\Ol'CaI TO CO\'
C'Ll-DE THAT THE EXCESS PO\\'ER RELE.\SED I\' COLD fl'SIO\ CELLS IS Of \C
CLE.-\R ORI CL\ ( d + d -+ -1HP + l1Pat ).
A rPlated conclusion is that t ]1P claim� of Fleischmann. Ha,Ykins ancl Pons in HJS�) \YPrP
substantial!:· co1TPCt. Starting from tlic,;p rn11sirlPratio11s it i� irn.portant to continm'· ,·igorously
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the experimental effort on 4 He detection ,Yith Q· mass spectrometers. To that purposP it is
necessar:· to start a coordinated \\·ork for normalizing the procedures of operation with thesP
devices. still quite difficult. In particular it \\·oulcl be necessary to agree protocols on:
- operation ,,·ith d_n1amic or static ,·acnnm:
- effect of getter pumps:
- precise determination of the detection sensitiYit:':
- precise determination of residual gases pressures
- other items.
In parallel it will be necessary to continue the experimental ,rnrk necessar:· to soh-P still
some open problems like. for example:
- the precise relation bet,,·een 4 He amount and Excess Po,Yer (at present it is dPterrni11ed
only as order of magnitude ! )
- the determination of the percentage of 4 He dirPctly clesorbed from the Plectrodes during
the Cold Fusion occurrence "·ith respect to that remained in the metal.
The solution of these problems "·ill probabl�, corn·ince all the Groups ,,·orking on Cold
Fusion to use 4 He detection as a stanclcird tool in all experiments. as a sort of microcalorimetry.
I am gratPful to Prof. F. lazzi and Dr. E. Botta for their useful discussions and com
ments.
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